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Arizona Nuclear Power Project
P.O. SOX 52034 O PHOENIX, ARIZONA85072-2034

ANPP-31298-EEVB/SRF
December 3, 1984

'I

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. George Knighton, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 3, Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject:

References:

PVNGS Unit 1
PVNGS Unit 1 Final Draft Technical

Specifications
Docket No. STN 50-528
File: 005-419.05

A) NRC Letter Dated August 14, 1984,
from G. W. Knighton, NRC to
E. E. Van Brunt, Jr., APS

B) APS Letter Dated September 14, 1984,
from E. E. Van Brunt, Jr., APS to
G. W. Knighton, NRC

This letter is submitted for the purpose of (i) transmitting a maxked-up

copy of the "Final Draft" Technical Specifications (Attachment A) and an
itemized list of corrections included in such marked-up copy (Attachment
B) and (ii) providing our certification respecting Attachment A.

In developing Attachment A for PVNGS Unit 1 the following process was

implemented to ensure that a workable set of technical specifications was

developed.

A committee to review NUREG 0212 Rev. 3 and develop PVNGS Tech. Specs.
was established approximately two years ago. Our committee consisted of
representatives from offsite engineering, Licensing, onsite Operations,
H.P./Chemistry, Maintenance, Engineering, Startup, QA, STA/ISEG, I and C,

Training, Bechtel Engineering and Combustion Engineering. This committee
worked closely with the NRC reviewer to develop a set of Technical
Specifications that represented PVNGS.

This committee functioned, as follows, to mold the CE Standard Tech Specs
so they would represent the design of PVNGS, and the manner in which the
plant will be operated and would agree with other supporting
documentation (i.e., FSAR):

8412070187 841203
PDR ADOCK 05000528
* PDR
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Mr. George Knighton
PVNGS Unit 1 Final Draft
ANPP —31298
Page Two

l. Utilize our own Plant Specific experience to review systems,
their functions, parameters and system names.

2; Discussed Tech Spec problems with operating units throughout
the industry.

,.3. Held review meetings with various operating units.

4. Had operating experienced units review/comment on our
proof/review Tech Specs.

5. Monitored Federal Register to see if any Tech Spec changes
other plants obtained would apply to PVNGS.

6. Reviewed varioud operating experiences (i.e., LERs, some
inspection reports, etc.) to see if they could affect the Tech
Specs.

7. Compared the Tech Specs to the PVNGS FSAR for consistency.

8. Compared the Tech Specs to the PVNGS SER for consistency.

9. Compared the Tech Specs to the CESSAR FSAR for consistency.

10. Compared the Tech Specs to the CE-SER for consistency.

12.

We have used our vendor's experience and support from the
beginning to develop our Tech Specs.

Continuous discussions over the past two years with our
Resident Inspectors and resolving their problems either
through di,scussion or revision to the Tech Specs.

In addition 'to these committee functions, we have taken the following
measures to assure that our Tech. Specs. are workable for PVNGS Unit 1

and will reflect the manner in which the unit will operate.

l. We have used our Tech Specs during our startup program to see
if we can live with the various specs and associated equipment
in order to eliminate future problems (i.e., pump performance,
etc.).
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Hr. George Knighton
PVNGS Unit 1 Final Draft
ANPP — 31298
Page Three

2. We have had'ur-DCPs reviewed to see if Tech Spec changes are
needed.

" 3. 'e have trained our,operators in our "marked up" Tech Specs
over the past 2, years.

4. We have utilized our Tech Specs on the PVNGS Plant Specific
Simulator.

5. We have monitored/solicited questions and interpretation
problems from Training and Operations and revised our Tech
Specs to make the Tech Specs clear for everyone.

6. We have written our procedures from our marked up Tech Specs
and as problems arise we may have changed the spec.

In completing the above process APS had a set of Technical Specifications
ready for the proof and review stage of Licensing.

Reference A transmitted to APS a copy of the PVNGS proof and review
Technical Specifications. Upon completing that review APS transmitted
our comments in Reference B. Our NRC reviewer not only obtained our
comments but also the comments of the NRC Staff.

In the process of resolving the comments a series of meetings were
conducted between the appropriate NRC branches and APS representatives.
In resolving all the comments a "final draft" of the PVNGS Technical
Specifications was developed.

This "final draft" was transmitted to APS to perform our final review and
certification that these Tech. Specs.'epresent „ the design and
anticipated operation of PVNGS Unit 1. In formulating a certification
program we requested Bechtel Power Corporation and Combustion Engineering
to certify to APS that the design and anticipated operation of PVNGS Unit
1 was reflected in the Technical Specifications.

Attachment A is a marked up copy of the PVNGS Unit 1 Technical
Specifications as certified by APS, Bechtel and Combustion Engineering.
If the Technical Specifications issued by the NRC as part of the PVNGS

Unit 1 Operating License differs from Attachment A, the certification of
'APS, Bechtel and Combustion Engineering may be invalidated.

Attachment B itemizes corrections and typographical errors in
Attachment A.
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Mr. George Knighton
PVNGS Unit 1 Final Draft
ANPP — 31298
Page Four

Based on the reviev process implemented, the certification process,
Bechtel's and Combustion Engineering's certifications, I certify that the
"final draft" of the PVNGS Unit, 1 Technical Specifications as marked up
in Attachment A to reflect the design and anticipated operation of PVNGS

Unit 1.

Very truly yours,

z~u
E. E. Van Brunt, Jr.
APS Vice President
Nuclear Projects Management
ANPP Project Director

EEVB/SF/)le
Attachments

cc. E. Licitra
J. B. Martin
R. Zimmerman
G. Fiorelli
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ANPP-31298

STATE OF ARIZONA )
) ss.

COUNTY OF MARICOPA)

I, Donald B. Karner, represent that I am Assistant Vice President,
Nuclear Production of Arizona Public Service Company, that the foregoing
document has been signed by me on behalf of Arizona Public Service Company
with full authority to do so, that I have read such document and know its
contents, and that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the statements
made therein are true.

Donald B. Karner

Sworn to before me this day of 1984.

' .~

My Commission:Expires:

My Commission.Expires April 6, 1987
r" «

l'otary Publ
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1.0 DEFINITIONS

The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications.

ACTION

1.1 ACTION shall be that part of a specification which prescr'.bes remedial
measures required under designated conditions.

AXIAL SHAPE INDEX

1.2 The AXIAL SHAPE INDEX shall be the power generated in the lower half of
the core less the power generated in the upper half of the core divided by the
sum of these powers.

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT - T

1.3 AZIMUTHAL POMER TILT shall be the power asymmetry between azimuthally
symmetric fuel 'assemblies.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION

1.4 A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the
channel output such that it responds with the necessary range and accuracy to
known values of the paramster which the channel monitors. The CHANNEL

CALIBRATION shall encompass the entire channel including the sensor and alarm
and/or trip functions, and shall include the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. The
CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed by any series of sequential, overlapping,
or total channel steps such that the entire channel is calibrated.

CHANNEL CHECK

1.5 A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of channel behavior
during operation by observation. This determination shall include, where
possible, comparison of the channel indication and/or status with other
indications and/or status derived from independent instrument channels
measuring the same parameter.
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DEFINITIONS

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

1.6 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog channels - the injection of a simulated signal into the
channel as close to the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY
including alarm and/or trip functions.

b.. Bistable channels - the injection of a simulated signal into the
sensor to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and/or trip functions.

c. Digital computer channels - the exercising of the digital computer
hardware using diagnostic programs and the injection of simulated
process data into the channel to verify OPERABILITY including alarm
and/or trip functions.

d. Radiological effluent process monitoring channels - the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total channel steps such that the entire channel
is functionally tested.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include adjustment, as necessary, of
the alarm, interlock and/or trip setpoints such that the setpoints are
within the required range and accuracy.

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

1.7 CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall exist when:

a. All penetrations required to be clbsed during accident conditions
are either:
1. Capable of being closed by an OPERABLE containment automatic

isolation valve system, or
2. Closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or deactivated automatic

valves secured in their closed positions, except as provided in
Table 3.6-) of Specification 3.63.W

b. All equipment hatches are closed and sealed,
c. Each air lock is in compliance with the requirements of

Specification 3.6. 1.3,
d. The containment leakage rates are within the limits of Specification

3.6. 1.2, and
e. The sealing mechanism associated with each penetration (e.g., welds,

bellows or 0"rings} is OPERABLE.

CONTROLLED LEAKAGE

l. 8 Not Applicable.

CORE ALTERATION

1.9 CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement or manipulation of any component
within the reactor pressure vessel with the vessel head removed and fuel in
the vessel. Suspension of CORE ALTERATION shall not preclude completion of
movement of a component to a safe conservative position.
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DEFINITIONS

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131

1.10 00SE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration of I-131 (microcuries/
gram) which alone would produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and
isotopic mixture of I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134 and I-135 actually present.
The thyr oid dose conver sion factors used for this calculation shall be those
listed in Table III of TID-14844, "Calculation of Distance Factors for Power
and Test Reactor Sites."
E - AVERAGE'DISIHTEGRATION ENERGY

l. 11 E shall be the average (weighted in proportion to the concentration of
each radionuclide in the reactor coolant at the time of sampling) of the sum

of the average beta and gamma energies per disintegration (in MeV) for isotopes,
other than iodines, with half-lives greater than 15 minutes, making up at
least 95K of the total noniodine activity in the coolant.

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME

l. 12 The ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its ESF actuation setpoint at the
channel sensor until'he ESF equipment is capable of performing its safety
function (i.e., the valves travel to their required positions, pump discharge
pressures reach their required values, etc.). Times shall include diesel
generator starting and sequence loading delays where applicable.

1. 13 The FREQUENCY NOTATION specified for the performance of Surveillance
Requirements shall correspond to the intervals defined in Table l. 1.

GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM

1.14 A GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM shall be any system designed and installed to
reduce radioactive gaseous effluents by collecting p'rimary coolant system
offgases from the primary system and providing for delay or holdup for the
purpose of reducing the total radioactivity prior to release to the environment.

IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE

1. 15 IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be:

a. Leakage into closed. systems, other than reactor coolant pump
controlled bleed-off flow, such as pump seal or valve packing leaks
that are captured and conducted to a sump or collecting tank, or

Leakage into the containment atmosphere from-sources that are both
specifically located and known either not to interfere with the
operation of leakage detection systems or not to be PRESSURE

BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, or

~C.
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DEF'NITIONS

fP)gf ORA~a l

.'1EMBER(S) OF THE PUBLIC

1.16 ii1EMBER(S) OF THE PUBLIC shall include all oersons who are not
occupationally associated with the plant. This category does not include
employees of the licensee, its contractors, or vendors. Also excluded from
this category are persons who enter the site to service equipment or to make
deliveries. This category does include persons who use portions of the site
ror recreational, occupational, or other purposes not associated with the
plant. I

OFFSITE, DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM)

l. 17 The OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL shall contain the current methodology
and parameters used in the calculation of offsite doses due to radioactive
gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous and liquid effluent
monitoring alarm/trip setpoints, and in the. conduct of the environmental
radiological monitoring program.

OPERABLE - OPERABILITY

l. 18 A system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall be OPERABLE or
have OPERABILITY when it is capable of performing its specified function(s),
and when all necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, electrical power,
cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment that are
required for the system, subsystem, train, component, or device to perform its
function(s) are also capable of performing their related support function(s).

OPERATIONAL NODE - MODE

1. 19 An OPERATIONAL MODE (i.e. MODE) shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of core reactivity condition, power level, and cold leg reactor
coolant temperature specified in Table 1.2.

PHYSICS TESTS

1.20 PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to„measure the fundamental
nuclear characteristics of the reactor core and related instrumentation and
(1) described in Chapter 14.0 of the FSAR, (2) authorized under the provisions
of 10 CFR 50.59, or (3) otherwise approved by the Commission.

PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING .FACTOR - F

1.21 The PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR is the ratio of the peak to plane
average power density of the individual fuel rods in a given horizontal plane,
excluding the effects of azimuthal tilt.
PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE

1.22 PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE shall be leakage (except steam generator tube
leakage) through a 'nonisolable fault in a Reactor Coolant System component
body, pipe wall, or vessel wall.
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DEFINITIONS

PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM PCP

1.23 The PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM shall contain the provisions to assure that
the SOLIDIFICATION of wet radioactive wastes results in a waste form with
properties that meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 61 and of low level
radioactive waste disposal sites. The PCP shall identify process parameters
influencing SOLIDIFICATION such as pH, oil content, H>0 content, solids content,
ratio of solidification agent to waste and/or necessary additives for each
type of anticipated waste, and the acceptable boundary conditions for the
process parameters shall be identified for each waste type, based on laboratory
scale and full-scale testing or experience. The PCP shall also include an
identification of conditions that must be satisfied, based on full-scale
testing, to assure that dewatering of bead resins, powdered resins, and filter
sludges will result in volumes of free water, at the time of disposal, within
the limits of 10 CFR Part 61 and of low level radioactive waste disposal
sites.

PURGE " PURGING

1.24 PURGE or PURGING shall be the controlled process of discharging air or
gas from a confinement to maintain temperature, pressure, humidity, concentra-
tion, or other operating condition, in such a manner that replacement air or
gas is required to purify the confinement.

RATED THERMAL POSER

1.25 RATED THERMAL POWDER shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to
the reactor coolant of 3800 MMt.

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME

1.26 The REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME shall be the time interval from
when the monitored parameter exceeds its trip setpoint at the channel sensor
until electrical power is interrupted to the CEA drive mechanism.

REPORTABLE EVENT

1.27 A REPORTABLE EVENT shall be any of those conditions specified in
Section 50.73 to 10 CFR Part 50.

SHUTDOW MARGIN

1.28 SHUTDOMN MARGIN shall be the instantaneous amount of reactivity by which
the reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical from its present condition
assuming:

No change in part"length control element assembly position, and

b. All full-length control element assemblies (shutdown and regulating)
are fully inserted except for the single assembly of highest
reactivity worth which is assumed to be fully withdrawn.
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DEFINITIONS

SITE BOUNDARY

1.29 The SITE BOUNDARY shall be that line beyond which the land is neither
owned, nor leased, nor otherwise controlled by the licensee.

SOFTWARE

1.30 The digital computer SOFTWARE for the reactor protection system shall be
the program codes including the'.r associated data. documentation, and procedures.

SOLIDIFICATION

1.31 SOLIDIFICATION shall be the conversion of radioactive wastes from liquid
systems to a homogeneous (uniformly distributed), monolithic, immobilized
solid with definite volume and shape, bounded by a stable surface of distinct
outline on all sides (free-standing).

SOURCE CHECK

1.32 A SOURCE CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of channel response
when the channel sensor is exposed to a source of increased radioactivity.

STAGGERED TEST BASIS

1.33 A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of:

a. A test schedule for n systems, subsystems, trains, or other
designated components obtained by dividing the specified test interval
into n equal subintervals, and

b. The testing of one system, subsystem, train, or other designated
component at the beginning of each subinterval.

THERMAL POWER

l. 34 THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat transfer r ate to the
reactor coolant.

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE

1.35 UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be all leakage which does not constitute
either IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE or reactor coolant pump controlled bleed-off flow.

UNRESTRICTED AREA

1.36 An UNRESTRICTED AREA shall be any area at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY

access to which is not controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection
of individuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials, or any
area within the SITE BOUNDARY used for residential quarters or for industrial,
commercial, institutional, and/or recreational purposes.
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DEFINITIONS
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VENTILATION EXHAUST TREAT!'1ENT SYSTEM

1.37 A VENTILATION EXHAUST TREATMENT SYSTEi4I shall be any system designed and
installed to reduce gaseous radioiodine or radioactive material in particulate
form in effluents by passing ventilation or vent exhaust gases through charcoal
adsorbers and/or HEPA filters for the purpose of removing iodines or partic-
ulates from the gaseous exhaust stream prior to the release to the environment.
Such a system is not considered to have any effect on noble gas effluents.
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) atmospheric cleanup systems are not considered
to,be VENTILATION EXHAUST TREATtlENT SYSTEH components.

VENTING

1.38 VENTING shall be the controlled process of discharging air or gas from a
confinement to maintain temperature, pressure, humidity, concentration, or
other operating condition, in such a manner that replacement air or gas is not
provided or required during VENTING. Vent, used in system names, does not
imply a VENTING process.
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TABLE 1.1

FREQUENCY NOTATION

NOTATION

SA

S/U

N. A.

FREOUENCY

At least once per 12 hours.

At least once per 24 hours.

At least once per 7 days.

At least once per 31 days.

At least once per 92 days.

At least once per 184 days.

At least once per 18 months.

Completed prior to each release.

Prior to each reactor startup.

Not applicable.

A,iy LaQ CqwA~~
~ ~
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DEFINITIONS
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TABLE 1.2

OPERATIONAL MODES

OPERATIONAL MODE

1. POWER OPERATION

2. STARTUP

3. HOT STANDBY

4. HOT SHUTDOWN

5. COLD SHUTDOWN

6. REFUELING"~

REACTIVITY
CONDITION, K ffeff

> 0.99

> 0.99

< 0.99

< 0.99

< 0.99

< 0.95

'o OF RATED
THERMAL POWER"

> 5X

< 5X

COLD LEG
TEMPERATURE (T

1
)cold

) 350oF

350oF

> 350'F

350 > T >210Fcol d

< 210F

135oF

"Excluding decay heat.
~"Fuel in the reactor vessel with the vessel head closure bolts less than

fully tensioned or with the head removed.
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2.0 SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

p].j ] /gag

2. 1 SAFETY LIMITS

2. 1. 1 REACTOR CORE

DNBR

2. 1. 1. 1 The calculated DNBR of the reactor core shall be maintained greater
than or equal to 1.231.

"APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

Whenever the calculated DNBR of the reactor has decreased to less than 1.231,
be in HOT STANDBY within 1 hour, and comply with the requirements of Specifi-
cation 6.7.1.

PEAK LINEAR HEAT RATE

2. 1. 1,2 The peak linear heat rate (adjusted for fuel rod dynamics) of the
fuel shall be maintained less than or equal to 21 kW/ft.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

Whenever the peak linear heat rate (adjusted for fuel rod dynamics) of the
fuel has exceeded 21 kW/ft, be in HOT STANDBY within 1 hour, ano comply with
the requirements of Specification 6.7. 1.

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

2. 1.2 The Reactor Coolant System pressure shall not exceed 2750 psia.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTION:

MODES 1 and 2:

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded 2750 psia, be in HOT

STANDBY with the Reactor Coolant System pressure within its limit within 1
hour, and comply with the requirements of Specification 6.7. 1.

MODES 3, 4, and 5:

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded 275Q psia reduce
the Reactor Coolant System pressure to within its limit within 5 minutes, and
comply with the requirements of Specification 6. 7. 1.
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIflITIiVGSAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

REACTOR TRIP SETPOINTS

2. 2. 1 The reactor protective instrumentation setpoints shall be set consistent
with the Trip Setpoint values shown in Table 2. 2-1.

APPLICABILITY: As shown for each channel in Table 3.3-1.

ACTION:

With a reactor protective'instrumentation setpoint less conservative than the
value shown in the Allowable Values column of Table 2.2-1, declare the channel
inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION statement requirement of Specification
3 '. 1 until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with its trip setpoint
adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value.

CORE PROTECTION CALCULATOR ADDRESSABLE CONSTANTS

2.2.2 Core Protection Calculator Addressable Constants shall be in accordance
with Table 2.2-2.

APPLICABILITY: As shown for Core Protection Calculators in Table 3.3-1.

ACTION:

With a Core Protection Calculator Addressable Constant less conservative than
the value shown in the Allowable Value column of Table 2.2-2, declare the
channel inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION statement requirement of
Specification 3.3. 1 until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status.
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TABLE 2.2-1

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINT LIHITS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

I. TRIP GENERATION

A. Process

1. Pressurizer Pressure - High

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

3. Steam Generator Level - Low

4. Steam Generator Level - High

5. Steam Generator Pressure - Low .

6. Containment Pressure - High

7. Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

a. Rate

b. Floor
c. Band

8. Local Power Density - High

9. DNBR - Low

B. Excore Neutron Flux

1. Variable Overpower Trip
a. Rate

b. Ceiling

c. Band

TRIP SETPOINT

< 2383 psia
> 1837 psia (2)
> 44.2X (4)
< 91.0% (9)
> 919 psia (3)
< 3.0 psig

< 1 05X/s (6)(7)
> 52.2X (6)(7)
«O.OX (6)(7)
< 21.0 I@I/ft (5)

1.231 (5)

< '10.6X/min of RATED
THERNAL PO>iER (8)
< 110.0X of RATED
THERt1AL POWER (8)
< 9.8% of RATED
THERNAL PO>IER (8)

ALLOlrlABLE VALUES

< 2388 psia
> 1822 psia (2)
> 43.7X (4)
< 91.5X (9)
> 912 psia (3)
< 3.2 psig

< 1.10X/s (6)(7)
> 47.2% (6)(7)
< 42.1% (6)(7)
< 21.0 Ihl/ft (5)
> 1.231 (5)

< 11.0Ã/min of RATED
THERNAL POMER (8)
< 111.0% of RATED
TIIERNAL-POWER (8)
< 10 OX of RAlED
TflERNAL PO)IER (8)

Rhl



V
TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued)

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINT L'ItlITS

FUttCTIONAL UNIT

2. Logarithmic Power Level - Hi'gh (1)
a. Startup and Operating

b. Shutdown

C. Core Protection Calculator System

1. CEA Calculators

2. Core Protection Calculators

D. Supplementary Protection System

Pressurizer Pressure - High

II. RPS LOGIC

A. tlatrix Logic

B. Initiation Logic

III. RPS ACTUATION DEVICES

A. Reactor Trip Breat<ers

B. tlanual Trip

TRIP SETPOINT

< 0.798K of RATED
THERtlAL POKIER

< 0.798K of RATED
THERtlAL PO>IER

Hot Applicable

Not Applicable

< 2409 psia

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Hot Applicable

Not Applicable

ALLO>IABLE VALUES

< 0.895K of RATED
THERttAL POKIER

< 0.895K of RATED
TltERHAL POKIER

Hot Applicable

Not Applicable

< 2414 psia

Hot Applicable

Hot Applicable

tarot

Apli1 i cali I e
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TABLE 2. 2-1 (Continued)

REACTOR PROTECTIYE INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SET?OINT LIMITS

TABLE NOTATIONS

(1) Trip may be manually bypassed above 10-~% of RATED THERMAL POWER; bypass
shall be automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is less than or equal
to 10-~X of RATED THERMAL POWER.

(2) In MODES 3-6, value may be decreased manually, to a minimum of 100 psia,
as pressurizer pressure is reduced, provided the margin between the pres-
surizer pressure and this value is maintained at less than or equal to
400 psi; the setpoint shall be increased automatically as pressurizer
pressure is increased until the trip setpoint is reached. Trip may be
manually bypassed below 400 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed
whenever pressurizer pressure is greater than or equal to 500 psia.

(3) In MODES 3-6, value may be decreased manually as steam generator pressure
is reduced, provided the margin between the steam generator pressure and
this value is maintained at less than or equal to 200 psi; the setpoint
shall be increased automatically as steam generator pressure is increased
until the trip setpoint is reached.

(4) % of the distance between steam generator upper and lower level wide
range instrument nozzles.

(5) As stored within the Core Protection Calculator (CPC). Calculation of
the trip setpoint includes measurement, calculational and processor uncer-
tainties, and dynamic allowances. Trip may be manually bypassed below I.o
of RATED THERMAL POWER; bypass shall be automatically removed when THERMAL
POWER is greater than or equal to 1% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

The approved DNBR limit is 1.231 which includes a partial rod bow penalty
compensation. If the fuel burnup exceeds that for which an increased rod
bow penalty is required, the DNBR limit shall be adjusted. In this case a
DNBR trip setpoint of 1. 231 is allowed provided that the difference is com-
pensated by an increase in the CPC addressable constant BERRl as follows:

RB RB

BERR1 = BERRl [1 + x
new ol d 100

where BERR1 ld is the uncompensated value of BERRl; RB is the fuel rodold
bow penalty in % DNBR; RB is the fuel rod bow penalty in % DNBR already

0
accounted for in the DNBR limit; POL is the power operating limit; and

d (POL)/d (DNBR) is the absolute value of the most adverse derivative
of POL with respect to DNBR.
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TABLE 2.2-I (Conti nued)

REACTOR PROTECTiVE INSTRUHENTAT:ON TRIP SETPOINT L:JJITS

TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)

(6) RATE is the maximum rate of decrease of the trip setpoint.
FLOOR is the minimum value of the trip setpoint.
BAND is the amount by which the trip setpoint is below the input signal
unless limited by .Rate or Floor.
Setpoints are 5 of 100K power flow conditions.

(7) The setpoint may be altered to disable trip function during testing
pursuant to Specification 3. 10.3..

(8) RATE is the maximum rate of increase of the trip setpoint. There are no
restrictions on the rate at which the setpoint can decrease.
CEILING is the maximum value of the trip setpoint.
BAND is the amount by which the trip setpoint is above the input signal
unless limited by the rate or the ceiling.

(9) X of the distance between steam generator upper and lower level narrow
range instrument nozzles.

Pgggg $~ ~g Qj~gf/RKC 004'5
p„~ ~+ic.e ~u-. ~m~
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TABLE 2.2-2

CORE PROTECTION CALCULATOR ADDRESSABLE CONSTANTS

I. TYPE I ADDRESSABLE CONSTANTS

POINT ID PROGRAM

NUMBER LABEL

60 FC1

FC2

DESCRIPTION

Core coolant mass flow rate calibrat,'on
constant

Core coolant mass flow rate calibration
constant

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

< 1.15

< 0.0

62

63

64

CEANOP

TR

TPC

CEAC/RSPT inoperable flag

Azimuthal ti1 t allowance

Thermal power calibration constant

0,1,2or 3

> 1.02

> 0.,90

KCAL Neutron flux power calibration constant > 0.85

66

67

ONBRPT

LPOPT

ONBR pretrip setpoint

Local power density pretrip setpoint

Unrestricted

Unrestricted

II. TYPE II ADDRESSABLE CONSTANTS

POINT ID
NUMBER

071

072

073

074
075
076
077
078
079
080

PROGRAM

LABEL

BERR3

BERR4'OL

ARMl
ARM2
ARM3
ARM4
ARM5
AR116

ARM7

DESCRIPTION

Power uncertainty factor used in local
power density calculation

Power uncertainty bias used in local
power density calculation

End of life flag

Multipliers for planar radial peaking
factors
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TABLE 2.2-2 (Continued)

CORE PROTECTION CALCULATOR ADDRESSABLE CONSTANTS

II. TYPE II ADDRESSABLE CONSTANTS (Continued)

POINT ID
NUMBER

081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089

090
091

092
093
094
095
096
097

098

099
100
101
102

103

PROGRAM

LABEL

sexi
SC12
SC13

'C21

SC22
SC23
SC31
SC32
SC33

PFMLTD
PFMLTL

ASM2
ASM3
ASM4
ASM5
ASM6
ASM7

CORR1

BPPCC1
BPPCC2
BPPCC3
BPPCC4

RPCLIM

DESCRIPTION

Shape annealing correction matrix

DNBR penalty factor multiplier
Local power density penalty factor
multiplier

Multipliers for CEA shadowing factors

Slope of the temperature shadowing
correction factor (Ctl)

Boundary Point Power Correlation
Coefficients

Reactor Power Cutback Time Limit

CEAC Addressable Constant Value

295

068

069

070

TCBP

BERRO

BERRl

BERR2

RPC Max Time
(only addressable via operator module)

Thermal power uncertainty bias used in
ONBR calculation

Power uncertainty factor used in ONBR
calculation

Neutron flux power uncertainty bias
used in ONBR calculation
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NOTE

The BASES contained in the succeeding pages summarize the
reasons for the specifications of Section 2.0 but in accord-
ance with 10 CFR 50.36 are not a part of these Technical
Specifications.



2.1 and Z.Z SAFETY LIMITS ANO LIt1ITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

BASES

2. l. 1 REACTOR CORE

The restrictions of these safety limits prevent overheating of the fuel
cladding and possible cladding perforation which would result in the release
of fission products to the reactor coolant. Overheating of the fuel cladding
is prevented by (1) restricting fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling
regime where the heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding surface
temperature is slightly above the coolant saturation temperature, and
(2) maintaining the dynamically adjusted peak linear heat rate of the fuel
at or less than 21 kW/ft which will not cause fuel centerline melting in any
fuel rod.

First, by operating within the nucleate boiling regime of heat transfer,
the heat transfer coefficient is large enough so that the maximum clad surface
temperature is only slightly greater than the coolant saturation temperature.
The upper boundary of the nucleate boiling regime is termed "departure from
nucleate boiling" (ONB). At this point, there is a sharp reduction of the
heat transfer coefficient, which would result in higher cladding temperatures
and the possibility of cladding failure.

Correlations predict DNB and the location of DNB for axially uniform and
non-uniform heat flux distributions. The local DNB ratio (DNBR), defined as
the ratio of the predicted ONB heat flux at a particular core location to the
actual heat flux at that location, is indicative of the margin to ONB. The
minimum value of ONBR during normal operation and design basis anticipated
operational occurrences is limited to 1.231 based upon a statistical combination
of CE-1 CHF correlation and engineering factor uncertainties and is established
as a Safety Limit. The ONBR limit of 1. 231 includes a rod bow compensation of
O.SX on DNBR. For fuel burnups which exceed that for which an increased rod
bow penalty is required, the ONBR limit shall be adjusted. In this case the
ONBR trip setpoint of 1.231 is allowed if the required ONBR increase is
compensated by an increase of the addressable constant BERR1.

Second, operation with a peak linear heat rate below that which would
cause fuel centerline melting maintains fuel rod and cladding integrity.
Above this peak linear heat rate level (i.e., with some melting in the center),
fuel rod integrity would be maintained only if the design and operating
conditions are appropriate throughout the life of the fuel rods. Volume
changes which accompany the solid to liquid phase change are significant and
require accommodation. Another consideration involves the redistribution of
the fuel which depends on the extent of the melting and the physical state of
the fuel rod at the time of melting. Because of the above factors, the steady
state value of the peak linear heat rate'which would not cause fuel centerline
melting is established as a Safety Limit. To account for fuel rod dynamics
(lags), the directly indicated linear heat rate is dynamically adjusted by the
CPC program.
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEMS SETTINGS

BASES

Limiting Safety System Settings for the Low DNBR, High Local Power Density,
High Logarithmic Power Level, Low Pressurizer Pressure and High Linear Power
Level trips, and Limiting Conditions for Operation on DNBR and kW/ft margin
are specified such that there is a high degree of confidence that the specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during normal operation and
design basis anticipated operational occurrences.
2. 1.2 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

The restriction of this Safety Limit protects the integrity of the
Reactor Coolant System from overpressurization and thereby prevents the
release of radionuclides contained in the reactor coolant from reaching the
containment atmosphere.

The Reactor Coolant System components are designed to Section III,
1974 Edition, Summer 1975 Addendum, of the ASME Code for Nuclear Power Plant
Components which permits a maximum transient pressure of llOX (2750 psia) of
design pressure. The Safety Limit of 2750 psia is therefore consistent with
the design criteria and associated code requirements.

The entire Reactor Coolant System is hydrotested at 3125 psia to
demonstrate integrity prior to initial operation.

2. 2. 1 REACTOR TRIP SETPOINTS

The Reactor Trip Setpoints specified in Table 2.2-1 are the values at
.which the Reactor Trips are set for each functional unit. The Trip Setpoints
have been selected to ensure that the reactor core and Reactor Coolant System
are prevented from exceeding their Safety Limits during normal operation and
design basis anticipated operational occurrences and to assist the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System in mitigating the consequences of accidents.
Operation with a trip set less conservativ'e than its Trip Setpoint but within
its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the difference
between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is equal to or less than
the drift allowance assumed for each trip in the safety analyses.

The ONBR - Low apd Local Power Density - High are digitally generated
trip setpoints based on Safety Limits of 1.231 and 21 kW/ft, respectively.
Since these trips are digitally generated by the Core Protection Calculators,
the trip values are not subject to drifts common to trips generated by analog
type equipment. The Allowable Values for these trips are therefore the same
as the Trip Setpoints.

To maintain the margins of safety assumed in the
calculations of the trip variables for the ONBRl- Low

High trips include the measurement, calculational and
and dynamic allowances as defined in CESSAR Syst'm 80
descriptions and safety analyses.

safety analyses, the
and Local Power Oensity-
processor uncertainties
applicable system
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFFTY SYSTEMS SETTINGS

8ASES

REACTOR TRIP SETPOINTS (Continued}

The methodology for the calculation of the PVNGS trip setpoint values,
plant protection system, is discussed in the CE Document No. CEN-286(V) dated
July 31, 1984.

'I

Manual Reactor Tri

The Manual reactor trip is a redundant channel to the automatic protective
instrumentation channels and provides manual reactor trip capability.

Variable Over ower Tri

A reactor trip on Variable Overpower is provided to protect the reactor
core during rapid positive reactivity addition excursions. This trip function
will trip the reactor when the indicated neutron flux power exceeds either. a
rate limited setpoint at a great enough rate or reaches a preset ceiling. The
flux signal used is the average of three linear subchannel flux signals
originating in each nuclear instrument safety channel. These trip setpoints
are provided in Table 2.2-1.

Logarithmic Power Level - Hi h

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip is provided to protect the
integrity of fuel cladding and the Reactor Coolant System oressure boundary in
the event of an unplanned criticality from a shutdown condition. A reactor
trip is initiated by the Logarithmic Power Level - High trip unless this trip
is manually bypassed by the operator. The operator may manually bypass this
trip when the THERMAL POWER level is above 10-"'X of RATED THERMAL POWER; this
bypass is automatically removed when the THERMAL POWER level decreases to
10""Fo.of RATED THERMAL POWER.

Pressurizer Pressure - Hi h

The Pressurizer Pressure - High trip, in conjunction with the pressurizer
safety valves and main steam safety valves, provides Reactor Coolant System
protection against overpressurization in the event of loss of load without
reactor trip. This. trip's setpoint is below the nominal lift setting of the
pressurizer safety valves and its operation minimizes the undesirable opera-
tion of the pressurizer safety valves.

. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

The Pressurizer Pressure - Low trip is provided to trip the reactor and
to assist the Engineered Safety Features System in the event of a decrease in
Reactor Coolant System inventory and in the event of an increase in heat
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SAFETY Llf1ITS AND LIt1ITING SAFETY SYSTEHS SETTINGS

BASES

Pressurizer Pressure - Low (Continued)

removal by the secondary system. During normal'operation, this trip's set-
point may be manually decreased, to a minimum value of 100 psia, as
pressurizer pressure is reduced during plant shutdowns, provided the margin
between the pressurizer pressure and this trip's setpoint is maintained at
less than or equal to 400 psi; this setpoint increases automatically as
pressurizer pressure increases until the trip setpoint is reached. The
operator may manually bypass this trip when pressurizer pressure is below
400 psia. This bypass is automatically removed when the pressurizer pressure
increases to 500 psia.

Containment Pressure - Hi h

The Containment Pressure - High trip provides assurance that a reactor
trip is initiated in the event of containment building pressurization due to a
pipe break inside the containment building. The setpoint for this trip is
identical to the safety injection setpoint.

Steam Generator Pressure - Low

The Steam Generator Pressure - Low trip provides protection in the event
of an increase in heat removal by the secondary system and subsequent cooldown
of the reactor coolant. The setpoint is sufficiently below the full load
operating point so as not to interfere with normal operation, but still high
enough to provide the required protection in the event of excessively high
steam flow. This trip's setpoint may be manually decreased as steam generator
pressure is reduced during plant shutdowns, provided the margin between the
steam generator pressure arid this trip's setpoint is maintained at less than
or equal to 200 psi; this setpoint increases automatically as steam generator
pressure increases until the normal pressure trip setpoint is reached.

Steam Generator Level - Low

The Steam Generator Level - Low trip provides protection against a loss
of feedwater flow incident and assures that the design pressure of the Reactor
Coolant System will not be exceeded due to a decrease in heat removal by the
secondary system. This specified setpoint provides allowance that there will
be sufficient water inventory in the steam generator at the time of the trip
to provide a margin of at least 10 minutes before auxiliary feedwater is
required to prevent degraded. core cooling.

Local Power Densit - Hi h

The Local Power Density - High trip is provided to prevent the linear
heat rate (kM/ft) in the limiting fuel rod,in the core from exceeding the fuel
design limit in the event of any design bases anticipated operational occur-
rence. The local po~er density is calculated in the reactor protective system
utilizing the following information:
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SAFETY LIMITS ANO LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEMS SETTINGS

BASES

Local Power Oensit - Hi h (Continued)

a. Nuclear flux power and axial power distribution from the excore flux
monitoring system;

b. Radial peaking factors from the position measurement, for he CEAs:

c.'elta T power from reactor coolant temperatures and coolant flow
measurements.

The local power density (LPD), the trip variable, calculated by the CPC

incorporates uncertainties and dynamic compensation routines. 'hese uncer-
tainties and dynamic compensation routines ensure that a reactor trip occurs
when the actual core peak LPD is sufficiently less than the fuel design limit
such that the increase in actual core peak LPD after the trip will not result
in a violation of the Peak Linear Heat Rate Safety Limit. CPC uncertainties
related to peak LPO are the same types used for OHBR calculation. Dynamic
compensation for peak LPO is provided for the effects of core fuel centerline
temperature delays (relative to changes in power density), sensor time delays,
and protection system equipment time delays.

ONBR - Low

The DHBR - Low trip is provided to prevent the ONBR in the limiting
coolant channel in the core from exceeding the fuel design limit in the event
of design bases anticipated operational occurrences. The ONBR - Low trip
incorporates a low pressurizer pressure floor of 1861 psia. At this pressure
a ONBR - Low trip will automatically occur. The ONBR is calculated in the CPC

utilizing the following information:

a. Nuclear flux power and axial power distribution from the excore
neutron flux monitoring system;

b. Reactor Coolant System pressure from pressurizer pressure measurement;

c. Differential temperature (Delta T) power from reactor coolant
temperature and coolant flow measurements;

d. Radial peaking factors from the position measurement for the CEAs;

e. Reactor coolant mass flow rate from reactor coolant pump speed;

f. Core inlet temperature from reactor coolant cold leg temperature
measurements.
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEMS SETTINGS

BASES

ONBR - Low (Continued)

The ONBR, the trip variable, calculated by the CPC incorporates various uncer-
tainties and dynamic compensation routines to assure a trip is initiated prior
to violation of fuel design limits. These uncertainties and dynamic compensa-
tion routines ensure that a reactor trip occurs when the calculated core ONBR

is sufficiently greater than 3..231. such that the decrease in calculated core
ONBR after the trip will not result in a violation of the ONBR Safety Limit.
CPC uncertainties related to ONBR cover CPC input measurement uncertainties,
algorithm modelling uncertainties, and computer equipment, processing
uncertainties'ynamic compensation is provided in the 'CPC calculations for
the effects of coolant transport delays, core heat flux delays (relative to
changes in core power), sensor time delays, and protection system equipment
time delays.

The DNBR algorithm used in the CPC is valid only within the limits
indicated below and operation outside of these limits will result in a CPC

initiated trip.

Parameter

a. 'CS Cold Leg Temperature-Low
b. RCS Cold Leg Temperature-High
c. Axial Shape Index-Positive
d. Axial Shape Index-Negative
e. Pressurizer Pressure-Low
f. Pressurizer Pressure-High
g. Integrated Radial Peaking

Factor-Low
h. Integrated Radial. Peaking

Factor-High
i. equality Margin-Low

Steam Generator Level - Hi h

> 470'F
< 610 F.
Not more positive than + 0.5
Not more negative than - 0.5
> 1861 psia
< 2388 psia

> 1.28

< 4.28
> 0

The Steam Generator Level - High trip is provided to protect the turbine
. from excessive moisture carry over. Since the turbine is automatically

tripped when the reactor is tripped, this trip provides a reliable means for
providing protection to the turbine from excesssive moisture carryover. This
trip's setpoint does not correspond to a safety limit

Its functional capability
at the specified trip setting enhances the overall reliability of the reactor
protection system. ~~p~~ ~~ ~~+.M'r b 4

«« ~yg„;~ >~~~v moi~xo~~ Q«A
5~~p01~Y
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BASES

Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip provides protection against a reactor
coolant pump sheared shaft event and a four pump flow coastdown during a steam
line break with loss of offsite power. A trip is initiated when the pressure
differential across the primary side of either steam generator decreases below
a variable setpoint. This variable setpoint stays a set amount below the pres-
sure differential unless limited by a set maximum decrease rate or a set minimum
value. The specified setpoint ensures that a reactor trip occurs to prevent
'violation of Peak Linear Heat Rate or DNBR Safety Limits under the stated
conditions.

Pressurizer Pressure - Hi h (SPS)

The Supplementary Protection System (SPS) augments reactor protection
against overpressurization by utilizing a separate'nd diverse trip logic from
the Reactor Protection System for initiation of reactor trip. The SPS will
initiate a reactor trip when pressurizer pressure exceeds a predetermined
value.

2. 2. 2 CORE PROTECTION CALCULATOR ADDRESSABLE CONSTANTS

The Core Protection Calculator (CPC) addressable constants are provided
to allow calibration of the CPC system to more accurate indications of power
level, RCS flow rate, axial flux shape, radial peaking factors and CEA devia-
tion penalties. Other CPC addressable constants allow penalization of the cal-
culated DNBR ~nd LPD values based on measurement uncertainties or inoperable
equipment. Administrative controls on changes and periodic checking of
addressable constant values (see also Technical Specifications 3.3. 1 and
6.8. 1) ensure that inadvertent misloading of addressable constants into the
CPC's is unlikely.
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3/4 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION ANO SURVEILLANCE REOUIRE!!ENTS

3/4. 0 APPLICABILITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.0.1 Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation contained in the
succeeding specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other
conditions specified therein; except that upon failure to meet the Limiting
Conditions for Operation, the associated ACTION requirements shall be met.

3. 0.2 Noncompliance with a specification shall exist when the requirements of
the Limiting Condition for Operation and/or associated ACTION requirements are
not met within the specified time intervals. If the Limiting Condition for
Operation is restored prior to expiration of the specified time intervals,
completion of the ACTI'ON requirements is not required.

3.0.3 When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided
in the associated ACTION requirements, within 1 hour, action shall be initiated
to place the unit in a MODE in which the specification does not apply by placingit, as applicable, in:

1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,
2. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and
3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation under the ACTION
requirements, the ACTION may be taken in accordance with the specif'.ea -..'me
limits as measured from the time of failure to meet the Limiting Cora'lon -'or
Operation. Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the indiv'dual
specifications.

This specification is not applicable in MODE S or 6.

3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition shall not
be made unless the conditions of the Limiting Condition for Operation are met
without reliance on provisions contained in the ACTION requirements.. This
provision shall not prevent passage through or to OPERATIQNAL MODES as required
to comply with ACTION statements. Exceptions to these requirements are stated
in the individual specifications.
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APPLICABILITY

FIB'RAA'URVEILLANCE

REOUIREMENTS

4.0.1 Surveillance Requirements shall be applicable during the OPERATIONAL
/lODES or other conditions specified for individual Limiting Conditions for
Operation unless otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.

<.0.2 Each Surveillance Requirement shall be performed within the specified
time interval with: I

a. A maximum allowable extension not to e'xceed 25% of the surveillance
interval, and

b. The combined time interval for any three consecutive surveillance
intervals not to exceed 3. 25 times the specified surveillance
interval.

4.0.3 Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the specified time
interval shall constitute a failure to meet the OPERABILITY requirements for a
Limiting Condition for Operation. Exceptions to these requirements are stated
in the individual specifications. Surveillance Requirements do not have to be
performed on inoperable equipment.

'4.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition shall not
be made unless the Surveillance Requirement(s) associated with the Limiting
Condition for Operation have been performed within the stated surveillance
interval or as otherwise specified.

4.0.5 Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and testing of ASME

Code Class 1, 2, and 3'components shall be applicable as follows:

.,a. Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components and
inservice testing ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps and valves shall
be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR 50,
Section 50.55a(g), except where specific written relief has been granted
by the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 50, Section 50. 55a(g)(6)(i).

b. Surveillance intervals specified in Section NI of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice
inspection and testing activities required by the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda shall be applicable as
follows in these Technical Specifications:
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SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

4. 0. 5 (Continued)

ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code and applicable
Addenda terminology for
inservice inspection and

testin activities

Required f", equenc es
for performing inservice
inspection and tes ing

activities

Weekly
Monthly

quarter ly or every 3 months
Semiannually or every 6 months

Yearly or annually

At least once per 7 days
At least once per 31 days
At least once per 92 days
At least once per 184 days
At least once per 366 days

C. The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable to the above
required frequencies for performing inservice inspection and testing
activities.

d.

e.

Performance of the above inservice inspection and testing activities
shall be in addition to other specified Surveillance Requirements.

Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be construed
to supersede the requirements of any Technical Specification.
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3/4. 1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4. 1. 1 BORATION CONTROL

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - T GREATER THAN 210 Fcold

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to 6.0%
delta k/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2", 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 6.0% delta k/k,. immediately initiate and
continue boration at greater than or equal to 40 gpm of a solution con-
taining greater than or equal to 4000 ppm boron or equivalent until the
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. l. l. l. 1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be greater than or equal
to 6.0% delta k/k:

b.

Within 1 hour after detection of an inoperable CEA(s) and at least
once per 12 hours thereafter while the CEA(s) is inoperable. If the
inoperable CEA is immovable or untrippable, the above required
SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be verified acceptable with an increased
allowance for the withdrawn worth, of the immovable or untrippable
CEA(s).

When in MODE 1 or MODE 2 with K f greater than or equal to 1.0, at
least once per 12 hours by verifying that CEA group withdrawal is
within the Transient Insertion Limits of Specification 3. 1.3.6.

c. When in MODE 2 with K less than 1.0, within 4,hours prior to
,achieving reactor cri$Qality by verifying that the predicted
critical CEA position is within the limits of Specification 3.1.3.6.

See Special Test Exception 3. 10. l.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEt1S

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

d. Prior to initial operation above 5/ RATED THERMAL POWER after each
fuel loading, by consideration of the factors of e. below, with the
CEA groups at the Transient Insertion Limits of Specification 3. 1.3.6.

When in NODE 3 or 4, at least once per 24 hours by consideration of
at least the following factors:

I

1. Reactor Coolant System boron concentration,
2. CEA position,
3. Reactor Coolant System average temperature,
4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,
5. guenon concentration, and
6. Samarium concentration.

4. l. 1. 1.2 The overall core reactivity balance shall be compared to predicted
values to demonstrate agreement within + 1.0X delta k/k at least once per
31 Effective Full Power Days (EFPD). This comparison shall consider at least
those factors stated in Specification 4. l. l. l. le., above.. The predicted
reactivity values shall be adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the actual
core conditions prior to exceeding a fuel burnup of 60 EFPD after each fuel
loading.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - T LESS THAN OR EOUAL TO 210 Fcol d

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to 4.0.o
delta k/k. ~

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 4.0X delta k/k, immediately iriitiate and
continue boration at greater than or equal to 40 gpm of a solution containing
greater than or equal to 4000 ppm boron or equivalent until the required
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 1. 1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be greater than or equal
to 4.0X delta k/k:

a. Within 1 hour after detection of an inoperable CEA(s) and at
least once per 12 hours thereafter while the CEA(s) is inoperable.
If the inoperable CEA is immovable or untrippable, the above required
SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be increased by an amount at least equal to
the withdrawn worth of the immovable or untrippable CEA(s).

b. At least once per 24 hours by consideration of the following
factors:

1.
2.
3.

5.
6.

Reactor Coolant System boron concentration,
CEA position,
Reactor Coolant System average temperature,
Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,
Nenon concentration,and
Samarium concentration.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1,3 The moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) shall be within the areaof Acceptable Operation shown on Figure 3. 1-1.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2"0

ACTION:

With the moderator temperature coefficient outside the area of Acceptable
Operation shown on Figure 3. 1-1, be in at. least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 1. 1.3. 1 The MTC shall be determined to be within its limits by confirmatory
measurements. MTC measured values shall be extrapolated and/or compensated to
permit direct comparison with the above limits.
4. 1. 1.3.2 The MTC shall be determined at the following frequencies and THERMAL
POWER conditions during each fuel cycle:

a. Prior to initial operation above 5X of RATED THERMAL POWER, after
each fuel loading.

b.

C.

At any THERMAL POWER, within 7 EFPD after reaching a core average
exposure of 40 EFPD burnup into the current cycle.

At any THERMAL POWER, within 7 EFPD after reaching a core average
exposure equivalent to two-thirds of the expected current cycle
end-of-cycle core average burnup.

~With Keff greater than or equal to 1.0.

dSee Special Test Exception 3. 10.2.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE fOR CRITICALITY,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 1. 1.4 The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature (T ld)shal'1 be greater than or equal to 552 F.
I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 28".

ACTION:

With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature (T l ) less thancold
552 F, restore T ld to within its limit within 15 minutes or be in HOTcold
STANDBY within the next 15 minutes.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 1. 1.4 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (T ld) shall be determined to
be greater than or equal to 552 F:

a. Within 15 minutes prior to achieving reactor criticality, and

b. At least once per 30 minutes when the reactor is critical and the
Reactor Coolant System T ld is less than 557'F.cold

OWith K „ greater than or equal to 1.0..eff
"See Special Test Exception 3. 10.5.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4. 1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 As a minimum, one of the following boron injection flow paths shall be.
OPERABLE:

a. If only the spent fuel pool in Specification 3 ~ 1.2.5a. is OPERABLE,
a flow path from the spent fuel pool via a gravity feed connection
and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System.

b. If only the refueling water tank in Specification 3. 1.2.5b. is
OPERABLE, a flow'path from the refueling water tank via either a
charging pump, a high pressure safety injection pump, or a low pres-
sure safety injection pump to the Reactor Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes.

j

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 1.2. 1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE at least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed,
or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS FMIL 983FT
FLOW PATHS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.2 At least two of the following four boron injection flow paths shall
be OPERABLE:

a. A gravity feed flow path from ei ther the refuel',ng water tank or the
spent fuel pool through CH-536 (RWT Gravity Feed Isolation Valve)
and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System,

b. A gravity feed flow path from the refueling water tank through
CH-327 (RWT Gravity Feed/Safety Injection System Isolation Valve)
and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System,

c. A flow path from either the refueling water tank or the spent fuel
pool through CH-164 (Boric Acid Filter Bypass Valve), utilizing
gravity feed and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System.

d. A flow path from the refueling water tank via a high pressure
safety injection pump to the Reactor Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With only one of the above required boron injection flow paths to the Reactor
Coolant System OPERABLE, restore at least two boron injection flow paths to the
Reactor Coolant System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY and borated=to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 6% delta k/k
at 210 F within the next 6 hours; restore at least two flow paths to OPERABLE
status within the next 7 days or be in COLO SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 1.2.2 At least two of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a.

b.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

At least once per 18 months when the Reactor Coolant System is at
normal operating pressure by verifying that the flow path required
by Specification 3. 1. 2. 2 delivers at least 26 gpm for 1 chapging
pump and 68 gpm for two chaIIging pumps to the Reactor Coolant System.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

FPML 9RA 'f

CHARGING PUMPS - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3:1.2.3 At least one charging pump or one high pressure safety injection pump
or one low pressure safety injection pump in the boron injection flow path
required OPERABLE pursuant to Specification 3. 1.2. 1 shall be OPERABLE and
capable of being powered from an OPERABLE emergency power source.

A'PPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With no charging pump or high pressure safety injection pump or low pressure
safety injection pump OPERABLE or capable of being powered from an OPERABLE
emergency power source, suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.3 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required by
Specification 4.0.5.

~ Whenever the reactor coolant level is below the bottom of the pressurizer in
MODE 5, one and only one charging pump shall be OPERABLE, by verifying at least
once per every 7 days that power is removed from the remaining charging pumps.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
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CHARGING PUMPS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 1.2.4 At least two charging pumps shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With only one charging pump OPERABLE, restore at least two charging pumps to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 6X delta k/k at 210'F within the next
6 hours; restore at least two charging pumps to OPERABLE status within the next
7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.4 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required
by Specification 4.0.S.
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FnlM 9RAF7

BORATED MATER SOURCES - SHUTDO'WN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.5 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a 0

b.

The spent fuel pool with:
l. A minimum borated water volume of 33,500 gallons and

2. A boron concentration of between 4000 ppm and 4400 ppm boron, and
3. A solution temperature between 60'F and 180 F.

The refueling water tank with:
1. A minimum contained borated water volume of 33,500 gallons

and

2. A boron concentration of between 4000 ppm and 4400 ppm boron,
and

3. A solution temperature between 60 F and 120 F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5" and 6".

ACTION:

Mith no borated water sources OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one borated water
source is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS .

4.1.2.5
a.

b.

C.

The above required borated water sources shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by:
l. Verifying the boron concentration of the water, and

2. Verifying the contained borated water volume of the refueling
water tank or the spent fuel pool.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the refueling water tank
temperature when it is the source of borated water and the outside
air temperature is outside the 60 F to 120 F range.
At least once per 24 hours by verifying the spent fuel pool temperature
when it is the source of borated water and irradiated fuel is present
in the pool.

"See Special Test Exception 3. 10.7.
1

i~
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136'.6" (40K)

135'.6" (30K)
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COLD 5/D VOLUME

0 200 400

AVERAGE REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM TEMP., F

„80/o 600 ,000 GAL. (555 05) 500

75%

70/o

573 744 G4L (1200F)

COLD S/D VOL. PLUS
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57FiK

55~K
MINIMU"/IUSEFUL
VOLUME (1)

525K REQUIRED IN THE
RWT

RWT LEVEL
INSTRUMENT
READING (1) 657o

ESF VOL PLUS MARGIN
(3)

5nnK

01i (2) nK
wn200 400

AVERAGE RCS TEMPERATURE, F

(1) THE TANK LEVEL AND VOLUME SHOWN ARE THE USEFUL
LEVELAND VOLUMEABOVE THAT IN THE TANK "WHICH

IS REQUIRED FOR VORTEX CONSIDERATIONS

(2) DURING MODF 5 AND 6 ONE OF THESE BORATE'PURCcS
SHALL CONTAIN A MINIMUMOF '33,500 GALLONS

. (3) THIS VOLUME IS NOT REQUIRED DURING MODE 6

r
FIGURE 3.1-2

MINIMUMBORATED WATER VOLUMES
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTENS

BORATED WATER SOURCFS - OPERATING

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.6
a ~

b.

Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

The spent fuel pool with:
3.. A minimum borated water volume as specified in Figure 3. 1-2, and

2. A boron concentration of between 4000 ppm and 4400 ppm boron, and

3. A solution temperature between 60'F and ~80'F. Asefesq~
The refueling water tank with:
l. A minimum contained borated water volume as specified in

Figure 3. 1-2, and

2. A boron concentration of between 4000 and 4400 ppm of boron, and

3. A solution temperature between 60 F and 120 F.

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2," 3,* and 4~.

ACTION:

a. With the above required spent fuel pool inoperable, restore the pool
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent
to at least 6X delta k/k at 210'F, restore the above required spent fuel pool
to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the next 30 hours.

With the refueling water tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRENENTS

4. 1.2.6 Each of the above required borated water sources shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by:

1. Verifying the boron concentration in the water, and

2. Verifying the contained borated water volume of the water source.

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the refueling water tank
temperature when the outside air temperature is outside the 60'F to
120'F range.

C. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the spent fuel pool temperature
when irradiated fuel is present in the pool.

See Special Test Exception 3. 10, 7.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORON DILUTION ALARMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.7 Both startup channel high neutron flux alarms shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3~, 4, 5, and 6.

ACTION:

b.

With one startup channel high neutron flux alarm inoperable:
1. Determine the RCS boron concentration when entering MODE 3, 4,

5, or 6 or at the time the alarm is determined to be inoperable.
From that time, the RCS boron concentration shall be determined
at the applicable monitoring frequency in Table 3.1-1 by either
boronometer or RCS sampling.""

With both startup channel high neutron flux alarms inoperable:
1. Determine the RCS boron concentration by either boronmeter and

RCS sampling"" or by independent collection and analysis of two
RCS samples when entering Mode 3, 4, or 5 or at the time both
alarms are determined to be inoperable. From that time, the
RCS boron concentration shall be determined at the applicable
monitoring frequency in Tables 3. 1-1 through 3. 1-5, as applicable,
by either boronmeter and RCS sampling"" or by collection and
analysis of two independent RCS samples. If redundant determina-
tion of RCS boron concentration cannot be accomplished immediately,
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive
reactivity changes until the method for determining and confirming
RCS boron concentration is restored.

2. When in MODE 5 with the RCS level below the centerline of the
hotleg or MODE 6, suspend all operations involving CORE

ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity-changes until at least one
startup channel high neutron flux alarm is restored to OPERABLE
status.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 1.2.? Each startup channel high neutron flux alarm shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by performance of:

"Within 1 hour after the neutron flux is within the startup range following
' reactor shutdown.

'""With one or more reactor coolant pumps (RCP) operating the sample should be
obtained from the hot leg. With no RCP operating, the sample should be
obtained from the discharge line of the low pressure safety injection (LPSI)
pump operating in the shutdown cooling mode.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
F/881 9jgg~j~ j

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

a. 'A CHANNEL CHECK:

1. At least once per 12 hours.

2. When initially setting setpoints at the following t.mes:
I

a) One hour after a reactor trip.
b) After a controlled reactor shutdown: Within 1 hour after

the neutron flux is within the startbp range in RODE 3.

b. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days of cumulative operation
during shutdown.
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TABLE 3.1-1

REQUIRED MONITORING FRE UENCIES FOR BACKUP BORON
DILUTION DETECTION AS A'UNCTION OF OPERATING

CHARGING PUMPS AND PLANT OPERATIONAL MODES FOR K ffeff

OPERATIONAL
MODE

Number of Ooeratin Char ina Pumps

0 1 2 3

12 hours 1 hour

12 hours 1 hour

Operation not allowed

Operation not allowed

5 RCS filled
5 RCS partially

drained

8 hours 1 hour Operation not allowed

Operati on not al 1 owed

24 hours 8 hours 4 hours 2 hours
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TABLE 3. 1-2

REQUIRED i4IONITORING FREOUENCIES FOR BACKUP BORON DILUTION
OETECTION AS A FUNCTiON OF OPERATING CHARGING PUMPS ANO PLANT

OPERATIONAL NODES FOR 0.98 > K f > 0.97

OPERATIONAL
NOOE

Number of Ooeratin Char ina Pumps

0 1 2

5 RCS filled
5 RCS partially

drained

12 hours 2.5 hours

12 hours '.5 hours

8 hour s 2. 5 hours

8 hours 0.5 hours

24 hours 8 hours

1 hour

1 hour

1 hour

0.5 hours

0.5 hours

0.5 hours

Operation not allowed

4 hours 2 hours
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TABLE 3.1-3

RE VIREO t10NITORING FRE UENCIES FOR BACKUP BORON DILUTION
DETECTION AS A FUNCTION OF OPERATING CHARGING Pi.t1PS

ANO PLANT OPERATIONAL NODES FOR 0.97 > K f > 0.96

OPERATIONAL
NODE

5 RCS filled

12 hours 3.5 hours 1.5 hours

12 hours 3.5 hours 1.5 hours

8 hours 3.5 hours 1.5 hours

Number of 0 eratin Charging Pumps

0 1 2

1 hour

1 hour

1 hour

5 RCS partially
dr ained 8 hours 1 hour

24 hours 8 hours 4 hours 2 hours

Operation not allowed
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TABLE 3.1-4

RE UIRED MONITORING FREQUENCIES FOR BACKUP BORON DI~ UTION
DETECTION AS A FUNCTION OF OPERATING CHARGING PUMPS

AND PLANT OPERATIONAL''100ES FOR 0.96 ) K ff ) 0.95

OPERATIONAL
NODE

5 RCS filled

0 1

12 hours 5 hours

12 hours 5 hours

8 hours 5 hours

2 hours '

hours

2 hours

Number of Operatin Char in Pumps

1 hour

1 hour

1 hour

5 RCS partia'lly
drained 8 hours 1.5 hours Operation not allowed

24 hours 8 hours 4 hours 2 hours
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'18~31 9RAFT
TABLE 3.1-5

REQUIRED llONITORING FREOUENCIES fOR BACKUP BORON DILUTION
DETECT 0 l AS A FUNCTION OF OPERATING CHARGING PUtlPS

Al'lD PLANT OPERATIONAL MODES FOR K ff ( 0.95

OPERATIONAL
MODE

Number of 0 eratin Charging Pumps0, 1

5 RCS fi11ed

5 RCS partially
drained

12 hours 6 hours

12 hours 6 hours

8 hours 6 hours

8 hours 2 hours

3 hours

3 hours

3 hours

1.5 hours

1.5 hours

1.5 .hours

Operation not allowed

24 hours 8 hours 4 hours 2 hours
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Ffm+f M8>T

3/4. ". ". MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

CEA POSITION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.1 All full-length (shutdown and regulating) OEAs. and all pari:-length
CEAs which are inserted in the core, shall be OPERABLE .~ith eacn CEA 'nf a
given group positioned within 6.6 inches (indicated position) of all ocher
CEAs in its group. In addition, the position of the part length CEAs Groups
shall be limited to the insertion limits shown in Figure 3. 1-2A.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1" and 2".

ACTION:

a 0

b.

C.

With one or more full-length CEAs inoperable due to being immovable
as a result of excessive friction or mechanical interference or
known to be untrippable, determine that the SHUTDOWN MARGIN require-
ment of Specification 3. 1. l. 1 is satisfied within. 1 hour and be in
at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

With more than one full-length or part-length CEA inoperable or
misaligned from any other CEA in its group by more than 19 inches
(indicated position), be in at '|east HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

With one or more full-length or part-length CEAs misaligned from anv
other CEAs in its group by more than 6.6 inches, operation in MODES 1

in accordance with Figure 3. 1-2B and<the misaligned CEA(s) is either:
THar mrs'in l l4ouO

1. Restored to OPERABLE status within its above specified alignment
requirements, or

2. Declared inoperable and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of
Specification 3. 1. 1. 1 is satisfied. After declaring the CEA
inoperable, operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue pursuant to
the requirements of Specification 3. 1.3.6 provided:

a) Within 1 hour the remainder of the CEAs in the group with
the inoperable CEA shall be aligned to within 6.6 inches
of the inoperable CEA while maintaining the allowable CEA
sequence and insertion limits shown on Figure 3. 1-3; the
THERMAL POWER level shall be restricted pursuant to
Specification 3. 1.3.6 during subsequent operation.

See Special Test Exceptions 3. 10.2 and 3. 10.4.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION: (Continued)

b) The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specifica: cn 3. i. 1. 1
is determined at least once per. 12 hours.

Otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hour=-.
I

With one full-length CEA inoperable due to causes ocher, than
addressed by ACTION a., above, and inserted beyond the Long Term
Steady State Insertion Limits (Figur 3. 1-3) but within its above
specified alignment requirements, opera >on >n an may
continue pursuant to the requirements of Specification 3. 1.3.6.

g,i- c(

e. With one part-length CEA inoperable and inserted in the core,
operation may continue provided the alignment of the inoperable part
length CEA 'is maintained within 6.6 inches (indicated position) of
all other part-length CEAs in its group.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 1.3. 1. 1 The position of each full-length and part-length CEA shall be
determined to be within 6.6 inches (indicated position) of all other CEAs in
its group at least once per 12 hours except during time intervals when one CEAC

is inoperable or when both CEACs are inoperable, then verify the individual CEA

positions at least once per 4 hours.

4. 1.3. 1.2 Each full-length CEA not fully inserted and each part-length CEA

which is inserted in the core shall be determined to be OPERABLE by movement
of at least 5 inches in any one direction at least once per 31 days.
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F IGURE 3.1-2A
PART LENGTH CEA INSERTION LIMITvs THERMALPOWER
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FIGURE 3.1-28
CORE POWER LIMITAFTER CEA DEVIATION
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEl1S F'NAk 98AF7
PQS ~ TIOH IiVDICATOR CHANNELS OPERATING

LIHITIHG CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.2 At least two of the following three CEA posi.ion indicator channels
shall be OPERABLE for each CEA:

a. CEA Reed Switch Position Transmitter (RSPT 1) with the capability of
determining the absolute CEA positions within 5.2 inches,

b. CEA Reed Switch Position Transmitter (RSPT 2) with the capability of
determining the absolute CEA positions within 5.2 inches, and

c. The CEA pulse counting position indicator channel.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

With a maximum of one CEA per CEA group having only one of the above required
CEA position indicator channels OPERABLE, within 6 hours either:

a.

b.

Restore the inoperable position indicator channel to OPERABLE
status, or

Be in at least HOT STANDBY, or

Position the CEA group(s) with the inoperable position indicator(s)
at its fully withdrawn. position while maintaining the requirements
of Specifications 3. 1.3. 1 and 3. 1.3.6. Operation may then continue
provided the CEA group(s) with the inoperable position indicator(s)
is maintained fully withdrawn, except during surveillance testing
pursuant to the requirements of Specification 4. 1. 3. l. 2, and each
CEA in the group(s) is verified fully withdrawn at least once per
12 hours thereafter by its "Full Out" limit.~

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4. 1. 3. 2 Each of the above required position indicator channels shall be.
determined to be OPERABLE by verifying that for the same CEA, the position
indicator channels agree within 5.2 inches of each other at least once per
12 hours.

~CEAs are fully withdrawn (Full Out) when withdrawn to at least 144. 75 inches.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

FMZ 9)/<7

POSITION INDICATOR CHANNELS - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 1.3.3 At least one CEA Reed Switch Position Transmitter indicator =;.an;;ei
shall be OPERABLE for each shutdown, regulating, or part-length CEA no= ; ',;.':
inserted.

'APPLICABILITY: MODES 3", 4~, and 5".

ACTION:

With less than the above required position indicator channel(s) OPERABLE,
immediately open the reactor trip breakers,.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 1.3.3 The above required CEA Reed Switch Position Transmitter indica-or
channel(s) shall be determined to be OPERABLE by performance of a

CHANNE'UNCTIONALTEST at least once per 18 months.

With the reactor trip breakers in the closed position.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

F1Q$ /gal'p

CEA DROP TIME

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 1.3.4 The individual full-length (shutdown and regulating) CEA drop time,
from a fully withdrawn position, shall be less than or equal to 4 seconds from
when the electrica1 power is interrupted to the CEA drive mechanism until the
CEA reaches its 90/o insertion position with:

a. T
1

greater than or equ'al to 552'F,. andcold
b. All reactor coolant pumps operating.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and
2.'CTION:

a. With the drop time of any full-length CEA determined to exceed
the above limit, restore the CEA drop time to within the above
limit prior to proceeding to MODE 1 or 2.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.1.3.4 The CEA drop time of full-length CEAs shall be demonstrated through
measurement prior to reactor criticality:

a. For all CEAs following each removal and reinstallation of the reactor
vessel head,

b. For specifically affected individual CEAs following any maintenance
on or modification to the,CEA drive system which could affect the
drop time of those specific CEAs, and

c. At least once per 18 months.
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REACT;VITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
gg 3r

.".nUTDOWi~l CEA INSERTION LIMIT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

I
3. 1.3. 5 All shutdown CEAs shall be withdrawn to at least 144. 75 inches. =

APPLiCABILITY:. MODES 1 and 2"0.

ACTION:

With a maximum of one shutdown CEA withdrawn to less than 144. 75 inches,
except for surveillance testing pursuant to Specification 4. 1.3. 1. 2,
within 1 hour either:

a. Withdraw the CEA to at least 144. 75 inches, or

b. Declare the CEA inoperable and apply Specification 3. 1.3. 1.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 1.3.5 Each shutdown CEA shall be determined to be withdrawn to at least
144.75 inches:

a. Within 15 minutes prior to withdrawal of any CEAs in regulating
groups during an approach to reactor criticality, and

b. At least once per 12 hours thereafter.

See Special Test Exception 3. 10.2.

kWith K ff greater than or equal to l.eff
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

FINA~ 6R~F7

REGULATIiVG CEA IiVSERTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 1.3.6 .he regulating CEA groups shall be limited to the withdrawal sequence,
and to the insertion limits¹¹ shown on Figure 3. 1-3~" when the COLSS is in
service or shown on Figure 3. 1-4~< when the COLSS is not in service. The CEA
insertion between the Long Term Steady State Insertion Limits and the Trans-
ient Insertion Limits is restricted to:

b.

C.

Less than or equal to 4 hours per 24 hour interval,
Less than or equal to 5 Effective Full Power Days per 30 Effective
Full Power Day interval, and

Less than or equal to 14 Effective Full Power Days per 18 Effective
Full Power Months.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1~ and 2"¹.

ACTION:

a. With the regulating CEA groups inserted beyond the Transient
Insertion Limits, except for surveillance testing purs'uant to
Specification 4. 1.3. 1.2, within 2 hours either:
1. Restore the regulating CEA groups to within the limits, or
2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than or equal to that fraction of

RATED THERMAL POWER which is allowed by the CEA group position
using Figures 3.1-3 or 3.1-4.

With the regulating CEA groups inserted between the Long Term Steady
State Insertion Limits and the Transient Insertion Limits for intervals
greater than 4 hours per 24 hour interval, operation may proceed
provided either:
1. The Short Term Steady State Insertion Limits of Figure 3. 1-3

or Figure 3. 1-4 are not exceeded, or
2. Any subsequent increase in THERMAL POWER is restricted to less

than or equal to 5X of RATED THERMAL POWER per hour.

See Special Test Exceptions 3. 10. 2 and 3. 10. 4.

¹With K ff greater than or equal to 1.eff
~~CEAs are fully withdrawn in accordance with Figure 3. 1-3 or Figure 3. 1-4 when

withdrawn to at least 144.75 inches.

¹¹Following a reactor power cutback in which (1) Regulating Group 5 or Regulating
Groups 4 and 5 are dropped or (2) Regulating Group 5 or Regulating Groups 4
and 5 are dropped and the remaining Regulating Groups (Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4)
sequentially inserted, the Transient Insertion Limit of Figure 3. 1-3 or
Figure 3. 1-4 can be exceeded for up to 2 hours.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS XP~Ãi 9RAi Y

ACTION: (Continued)

With the regulating CEA groups inserted between the Long Term Steady
State Insertion Limits and the Transient Insertion Limits for intervals
greater than 5 EFPD per 30 EFPO interval or greater than 14 . PO per
18 Effective Full Power Months, either:

1. Restore the regulating groups to within the Long Term Sready
State Insertion Limits within 2 hours, or

2. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEI LLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4. l. 3. 6 The position of each regulating CEA group shall be determined to be
within the Transient Insertion Limits at least once per 12 hours except during
time intervals when the POIL Auctioneer Alarm Circuit is inoperable, then
verify the individual CEA positions at 'least once per 4 hours. The accumulated
times during which the regulating CEA groups are inserted beyond the Long Term
Steady State Insertion Limits but within the Transient Insertion Limits shall
be determined at least once per 24 hours.
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3/4. 2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIi!ITS

3/4 2.1 LINEAR HEAT RATE

'ItiITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.1 The linear heat, rate shall not exceed 14.0 kW/ft.

APPLICABILITY: t10DE 1 above 20% of RATED THERI1AL POWER.

ACTION:

With the linear heat rate exceeding its limits, as indicated by either (1) the
COLSS calculated core power exceeding the COLSS calculated core power operating
limit based on kW/ft; or (2) when the COLSS is not being used, any OPERABLE
Local Power Density channel exceeding the linear heat rate limit, within
15 minutes initiate corrective action to reduce the linear heat rate to within
the limits and either:

a. Restore the linear heat rate to within its limits within 1 hour, or

b. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than or equal to 20% of RATED THERMAL
POWER within the next 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIRE61ENTS

4. 2. 1. 1 The provisions of Specification 4. 0.4 are not applicable.

4. 2. 1. 2 The linear heat rate shall be determined to be within its limits when
THERt1AL POWER is above 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER by continuously monitoring
the core power distribution with the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System
(COLSS) or, with the COLSS out of service, by verifying at least once per
2 hours that the linear heat rate, as indicated on all OPERABLE Local Power
Density channels, is less than or equal to 14.0 kW/ft.

4. 2. l. 3 At least once per 31 days, the COLSS Margin Alarm shall be verified to
actuate at a THERMAL POWER level less than or equal to the core power operating
limit based on 14.0 kW/ft.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.2 PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS - F,

FfiliAi ~3PhikF7

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 2. 2 The measur ed PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (F ) shal 'e less than orxy
equal to the PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (F ) used in the Co) e Operating

Xy
Limit Supervisory System (COLSS) and in the Core Proteci;ion Calculators (CPC).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 above 20ro of RATED THERMAL POWER.*

ACTION:

With an F„exceeding a corresponding F, within 6 hours either:
xy'.

Adjust the CPC addressable constants to increase the multiplier
applied to planar radial peaking by a factor equivalent to greater
than or equal to F /F and restrict subsequent operation so that axy xy
margin to the COLSS operating limits of at least [(F /F ) - 1.0]xy xy
x 100K is maintained; or

b. Adjust the affected PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (F ) used in the
xy

COLSS and CPC to a value greater than or equal to the measured

PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (F„ ) or

c. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than or equal to 20K of RATED THERMAL

POWER.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 2.2. 1'he provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

4.2.2.2 The measured PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (F ) obtained by usingxy
the incore detection system, shall be determined to be less than or equal to
the PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (F„ ), used in. the COLSS and CPC at thexy

'ollowingintervals:

a. After each fuel loading with THERMAL POWER greater than 40'" but
prior to operation above 70M of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

-b. At least once per 31 Effective Full Power Days.

See Special Test Exception 3. 10.2.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.3 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT - T

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.3 The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T ) shall be less than or equal to he AZIMUTHAL
q

POWER TILT Allowance used in the Core Protection Calculators (CPCs).

. APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 above 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER.~

ACTION:

a.

b.

With the measured AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT determined to exceed the
AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT Allowance used in the CPCs but less than or equal
to 0. 10, within 2 hours either correct the power tilt or adjust the
AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT Allowance used in the CPCs to greater than or
equal to the measured value.

With the measured AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT determined to exceed 0.10:

l. Due to misalignment of either a part-length or full-length CEA,
within '30 minutes verify that the Core Operating Limit Supervisory
System (COLSS) (when COLSS is being used to monitor the core
power distribution per Specifications 4. 2. 1 and 4. 2. 4) is
detecting the CEA misalignment.

2.'erify that the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT is within its limit within
2 hours after exceeding the limit or reduce THERMAL POWER to
less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 2 hours
and verify that the Variable Overpower Trip Setpoint has been
reduced as appropriate within the next 4 hours.

3. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition
prior to increasing THERMAL POWER; subsequent POWER OPERATION
above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER may proceed provided that
the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT is verified within its limit at least
once .per hour for 12 hours or until verified acceptable at
95% or greater RATED THERMAL POWER.

See Special Test Exception 3. 10. 2.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 2. 3. 1 The provisions of Specification 4. 0. 4 are not applicable.

4.2.3.2 The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be determined to be within the limit
above 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER by:

a.

b.

C.

Continuously monitoring the tilt with COLSS when the COLSS is OPERABLE.

Calculating the tilt at least once per 12 hours when the COLSS is
inoperable.

Verifying at least once per 31 days, that the COLSS Azimuthal Tilt
Alarm is actuated at an AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT less than or equal to
the AZIMUTHAL POWER. TILT Allowance used in the CPCs.

Using the incore detectors at least once per 31 EFPD to independently
confirm the validity of the COLSS calculated 'AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4. 2.4 ONBR MARGIN

LIllITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.4 The ONBR margin shall be maintained by operating within the Region of
Acceptable Operation of Figure 3.2-1 or 3.2-2, as appl icable, or in accordance
with the requirements or Action 6 of Table 3.3-1.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 above 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

ACTION:

With operation outside of the region of acceptable opera/ion, as indicated by
either (1) the COLSS calculated core power exceeding the COLSS calculated core
power operating limit based on DNBR; or (2) when the COLSS is not being used,
any OPERABLE Low ONBR channel below the ONBR limit, within 15 minutes initiate
corrective action to restore either the ONBR core power operating limit or
the ONBR to within the limits and either:

a. Restore the DNBR core power operating limit or DNBR to within its
limits within 1 hour, or

b. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than or equal to. 20% of RATED THERMAL
POWER within the next 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.2.4.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.
4.2 '.2 The ONBR shall be determined to be within its limits when THERMAL
POWER is above 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER by continuously monitoring the
core power distribution with the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System
(COLSS) or,.with the COLSS out of service, by verifying at least once per
2 hours that the ONBR margin, as indicated on all OPERABLE ONBR margin
channels, is within the limit shown on Figure 3. 2-2.

4.2.4.3 At least once per 31 days, the COLSS Margin Alarm shall be verified
to actuate at a THERMAL POWER level less than or equal to the core power
operating limit based on ONBR.

4.2.4.4 The following DNBR or equivalent penalty factors shall be verified to
be included in the COLSS and CPC DNBR calculations at least once per 31 EFPD.

GND

ONBR Penalt (%)~

0" 10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50

The penalty for each batch will be determined from the batch's maximum burnup
assembly and applied to the batch's maximum radial power peak assembly. A

single net penalty for COLSS and CPC will be determined from the penalties
associated with each batch accounting for the offsetting margins due to the
lower radial power peaks in the higher burnup batches.
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FIGURE 3.2.1
DNBR MARGIN OPERATING LIMITBASED ON COLSS

(COLSS IN SERVICE)
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FIGURE 3 2-2
DNBR MARGIN OPERATING LIMITBASED ON CORE PROTECTION CALCULATOR

(COLSS OUT OF SERVICE)
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FIGURE 3.2-2

DNBR MARGIN OPERATING LIMIT BASED ON CORE PROTECTION CALCULATORS

(COLSS OUT OF SERVICE)
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DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.5 RCS FLOW RATE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 2. 5 The actual Reactor Coolant System total flow r ate shall be greater than
or equal to 164.0 x 106 ibm/hr. I

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

ACTION:

With the actual Reactor Coolant System total flow rate determined to be less
than the above limit, reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5X of RATED THERMAL
POWER within the next 4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.2.5 The actual Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be determined
to be greater than>its limit at least once per 12 hours.

oR @34+4 ~
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POWER DISTRIBUTION Llt1ITS

3/4. 2. 6 REACTOR COOLANT COLO LEG TFHPERATURE

gd) $
0@ $ p'f

LIt1ITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.6 The reactor coolant cold leg temperature (T ) shall be within the Area
of Acceptable Operation shown in Figure 3.2-3.

APPLICABILITY: NODE l~ and 2~

ACTIDN:

With the reactor coolant cold leg temperature exceeding its limit, restore the
temperature to within its limit within 2 hours or

s. ~ xr ~z 5VAA0&g
~im>n ~~ m+< Ln ~eS,

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.2.6 The reactor coolant cold leg temperature shall be determined to be
.within.its limit at least once per 12 hours,

"See Special Test Exception 3. 10.4.
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FIGURE 3.2.3
REACTOR COOLANT COLD t EG TEMPERATURE s CORE POWER LEVEL
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F IGUR E 3.2-3
REACTOR COOLANT COLD LEG TEMPERATURE vs CORE POWER LEVEL
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.7 AXIAL SHAPE INDEX

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.7 The core average AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI) shall be maintained within the
following limits:

a. COLSS OPERABLE
"0.28 < ASI < 0.28

b. COLSS OUT OF SERVICE (CPC)
-0.20 <'SI < + 0.20

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 above 20K of RATED THERMAL POWER".

ACTION:

With the core average AXIAL SHAPE INDEX outside its above limits, restore
the core average ASI to within its limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL
POWER to less than 20K of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.7 The cor average AXIAL SHAPE INDEX shall be determined to be within its.
limit at least once per 12 hours using the COLSS or any OPERABLE Core Protection
Calculator channel.

See Special Test Exception 3.10.2.
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?OivER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

'/4.2.8 PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

LIt1ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.8 The pressurizer pressure shall be maintained between 1815 psia and
2370 psi a.

I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

With the pressurizer pressure outside its above limits, restore the pressure
to within its limit within 2 hours or. be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.2.8 The pressurizer pressure shall be determined to be within its limit at
least once per 12 hours.

Sm 'Sq~~w,~ ~nW mn<O< + + >
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3/4. 3 INSTRUMENTATION

3/4. 3. 1 REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

fjj'g[ P~jggPf

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3. 1 As a minimum, the reactor protective instrumentation channels and
oypasses of Table 3.3-1 shall be OPERABLE with RESPONSE TIMES as shown in
Table 3.3-2.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-1.

ACTION:

As shown in Table 3.3-1.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.3. l. 1 Each reactor protective instrumentation, channel shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL.TEST operations for the MODES and at the frequencies shown
in Table 4.3-1.

4.3. 1.2 The logic for the bypasses shall be demonstrated OPERABLE prior to
each reactor startup unless performed during the preceding 92 days. The total
bypass function shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months
during CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing of each channel affected by bypass operation.

4.3. 1.3 The REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of each reactor trip function
shall be demonstrated to be within its limit at least once per 18 months.
Each test shall include at least one channel per function such that all channels
are tested at least once every N times 18 months where N is the total number
of redundant channels in a specific reactor trip function as shown in the
"Total No. of Channels" column of Table 3.3"1.

4.3. 1.4 The isolation characteristics of each CEA isolation amplifier shall
be verified at least once per 18 months during the shutdown per the following
tests for the CEA position isolation amplifiers:

a. With 120 volts A.C. (60 Hz) applied for at least 30 seconds across
the output, the reading on the input does not change by more than
0.015 volt D.C. with an applied input voltage of 5-10 volts D.C.
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INSTRUt lENTATION

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREt'1ENTS (Coniinuea)

b. Mith 120 volts A.C. (60 Hz) applied for at least 30 seconds across
the input, the reading on the output does not exceed 15 volts O.C.

4.3. 1.5 The Core Protection Calculators shall be determined OPERABLE at least
once per 12 hours by verifying that less than three auto restarts have occur red
on each calculator during the past 12 hours. The auto resta'ri periodic tests
Restart (Code 30) and Normal System Load (Code 33) shall not: be included in thistotal.

4.3. 1.6 The Core Protection Calculators shall be subjected to a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST to verify OPERABILITY within 12 hours of receipt of a High CPC
Cabinet Temperature alarm.
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0'UNCTIONAL

UNIT

I. TRIP GENERATION

A. Process

TABLE 3.3-1

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRU/1ENTATION

TOTAL NO. CHANNELS
OF CHANNELS TO TRIP

l 11 N I t1Ulh

CHANNELS APPLICABLE
OPERABLE tlODES ACTION

1. Pressurizer Pressure - High

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

3. Steam Generator Level - Low

4. Steam Generator Level - High

5. Steam Generator Pressure - Low

6. Containment Pressure - High

7. Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

8. Local Power Density - High-

DNBR — Low

b. Shutdown

C. Core Protection Calculator System

1. CEA Calculators
2. Cor e Protection Calculators

B. Excore Neutron Flux
l. Var iabl e Overpower Trip

2. Logarithmic Power Level - High

a. Startup and Operating

4

4/SG

4/SG

4/SG

4

4/SG

2 3

2 (b) 3

2/SG 3/SG

2/SG 3/SG

2/SG 3/SG

2 3

2/SG 3/SG

2 (c)(d) 3

2 (c)(d) 3

2 (a)(d) 3

2 3

0 2

1 2 (e)
2 (c)(d) 3

1, 2

1 2

1, 2

1, 2

3A

1, 2

I, 2

1 2

1 2

1, 2

1, 2

3A
4'A'"A',4,5

1, 2

1, 2

2//

2¹ 3//

2¹
2//

2// 3¹

2¹ 3¹
2// 3//

2// 3¹

2// 3//

2¹ 3//

8

6, /
2¹ 3¹
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FUNCTIONAL UNIT

TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUNENTATION

111N I 1 1U11

TOTAL NO. CHANNELS CHANNELS APPI.ICABLE
OF CHANNELS TO TRIP OPERABLE l10DES ACT ION

D. Supp 1 ementary Protect i on- System

Pressurizer Pressure - High 4 (f)
I l. RPS LOGIC

A. Hatrix Logic

B. Initiation Logic

III. RPS ACTUATION DEVICES

l 2

1 2 I
3*, 4", 5x 8

1, 2 . 5

3A'A'*
Q

A. Reactor Trip Breaker

B. Manual Trip

4 (f)
4 (f)
4 (f)
4 (f)

I, 2

3A 4A
5A',

2

3A 4A 5h

%vga

~a'S
~eJ
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TABLE 3. 3-1 (Continued}

TABLE NOTATIONS

"With the protective system trip breakers in the closed position, the CEA
drive system capable of CEA withdrawal, and fuel in the reactor. vessel.

PThe provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

(a} Trip may be manually bypassed above 10-~~~ of RATED THERMAL POWFR;
bypass shall be automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is less than or
equal to 10-"5 of RATED THERMAL POWER.

(b) Trip may be manually bypassed below 400 psia; bypass shall be
automatically removed whenever pressurizer pressure is greater than or
equal to 500 psia.

(c) Trip may be manually bypassed below 1X of RATED THERMAL POWER;
bypass shall be automatically removed when'THERMAL POWER is greater than
or equal to U'f RATED THERMAL POWER.

(d) Trip may be bypassed during testing pursuant to Special Test Exception
3. 10. 3.

(e) See Special Test Exception 3. 10.2.

(f) There are four channels, each of which is comprised of one of the four
reactor trip breakers, arranged in a selective two-out-of-four
configuration (i.e., one-out-of-two taken twice).

ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 1

ACTION 2

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, restore the inoperabl"e
channel to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and/or open the protective
system trip breakers.

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Total
'umber of Channels, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may continue

provided the inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed or
tripped condition within 1 hour. If the inoperable channel is
bypassed, the desirability of maintaining this channel in the
bypassed condition shall be reviewed in accordance with
Specification 6.5. 1.65 The channel shall be returned to
OPERABLE status no later than during the next COLD SHUTDOWN.
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TABLE 3. 3-1 (Cont.nued)

ACTICN STATFMENTS

With a channel process measurement circuit thaL affec~s
multiple functional units inoperable or in tes~. bypass or
trip all associated functional units as listed beio.~:

Process Measurement Circu.t

1. Linear Power
(Subchannel or Linear)

Func',ional Unit
Bypassed/Tr~pped

Variable Overpower ~RPS)
Local Power Oensi iy - High (RPS)
DNBR - Low (RPS)

2. Pressurizer Pressure - High Pressurizer Pressure - High (RPS)
(Narrow Range) Local Power Density - High (RPS)

DNBR - Low (RPS)

3. Steam Generator Pressure-
Low

Steam Generator Pressure - Low
Steam Generator Level 1-Low (ESF)
Steam Generator Level 2-Low (ESF)

4. Steam Generator Level - Low
(Wide Range)

Steam Generator Level - Low (RPS)
Steam Generator Level 1-Low (ESF)
Steam Generator Level 2-Low (ESF)

5. Core Protection Calculator Local Power Density - High (RPS)
DNBR - Low (RPS)

ACTION 3 - With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than 'he Minimum
Channels. OPERABLE requirement, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION
may continue provided the following conditions are satisfied:

a. Verify that one of the inoperable channels has been
bypassed and place the other channel in the tripped
condition within 1 hour, and

b. All functional units affected by the bypassed/tripped
channel shall also be placed in the bypassed/tripped
condition as listed below:

Process Measurement Circuit

1. Linear Power
(Subchannel or Linear)

Functional Unit Bypassed/Tripped

Variable Overpower (RPS)
Local Power Density - High (RPS)
DNBR - Low (RPS)

2. Pressurizer Pressure-
High (Narrow Range)

Pressurizer Pressure - High (RPS)
Local Power Density - High (RPS)
DNBR - Low (RPS)
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TABLE 3. 3-1 (Continued)

ACTION STATEMENTS

HNk5 9RAF7

ACTION 4

ACTION 5

ACTION 6

3. Steam Generator Pressure-
Low

Steam Generator Pressure - Low
Steam Generator Level 1-Low (ESF)
Steam Generator Level 2-Low (ESF)

4. Steam Generator Level - Low Steam Generator Level - Low (RPS)
(Wide Range) Steam Generat~i 'vel I-Low (ESF)

Steam Genera o~ Level 2-Low (ESF)
5. Core Protection Calculator Local Power Density - High (RPS)

DNBR - Low (RPS)

STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may continue until the performance
of the next required CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Subsequent
STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may continue if one channel is
restored to OPERABLE status and the provisions of ACTION 2 are
satisfied.
With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, suspend all operations
involving positive reactivity changes.

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than required
by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, STARTUP and/or
POWER OPERATION may continue provided the reactor trip breaker
of the inoperable channel is placed in the tripped condition
within 1 hour, otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6
hours; however, the trip breaker associated with the inoperable
channel may be closed for up to 1 hour for surveillance testing
per Specification 4.3.1.1.
a. With one CEAC inoperable, operation may continue for up to

7 days provided that at least once per 4 hours, each CEA
is verified to be within 6.6 inches (indicated position)
of all other CEAs in its group. After 7 days, operation
may continue provided that the conditions of Action Item
6.b or 6.c are met.

b. With both CEACs inoperable and COLSS in service, operation
may continue provided that:
1. Within 1 hour:

a) Operation is restricted to the limits shown in
Figure 3.3-1. The DNBR margin required by
Specification 3.2.4 is replaced by this
restriction when both CEAC's are inoperable
and COLSS is in operation.

b) The Linear Heat Rate Margin required by
Specification 3.2. l is maintained.

c) The Reactor Power Cutback System is placed out
of service.

4
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TABLE 3. 3-1 (Continued)
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ACTION STATEMENTS

Within 4 hours:

a) All full-length and part-length "EA groups are
withdrawn to and subsequently maintained at the
"Full Out" position, except durirg surveillance
testing pursuant to the requirements of Spec;f;ca-
tion 4. 1.3. 1.2 or for control wnen CEA group 5

may be inserted no further than 127.5 inches
withdrawn.

b) The "RSPT/CEAC Inoperable" addressable constant
in the CPCs is set to be indicated that both
CEAC's are inoperable.

c) The Control Element Drive Mechanism Control
System (CEDMCS) is placed in and subsequently
maintained in the "Standby" mode except during
CEA group 5 motion permitted by a) above, when
the CEDMCS may be operated in either the "Manual
Group" or "Manual Individual" mode.

3. At least once per 4 hours, all full-length and part-
length CEAs are verified fully withdrawn except
during survei,llance testing pursuant to Specification
4. 1.3. 1.2 or during insertion of CEA group 5 as
permitted by 2.a) above, then verify at least once
per 4 hours that the inserted CEAs are aligned within
6.6 inches (indicated position) of all other CEAs in
its group.

4. Following a CEA misalignment with both CEAC's
inoperable and COLSS in operation, operation may
continue provided that within 1 hour:

a) The power is reduced to 85% of the pre-misaligned
power but need not be reduced to less than 50% of
RATED, THERMAL POWER.,~ P Rerer to Sect>on 3. 1.3; movaoie control assembl
for further specficiation on CEA misalignment.

With both CEACs inoperable and COLSS out-of-service,
operation may continue provided that:
1. Within 1 hour:

a) The existing CPC value of the CPC addressable
constant "BERR1" is multipled by 1. 19 and the
resulting .value is re-entered into the CPCs.

b) The Reactor Power Cutback System is placed out
of

service')

The COLSS out of service Limit Line,
Section 3. 2: 4, is not applicable to this mode
of operation.
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ACTION STATEljENTS
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ACTION 7

ACTION 8

2. Mithin 4 hours:

a) All full length and part length CEA groups are
withdrawn to and subsequently maintained at the
"Full Out" position, except during surveillance
testing pursuant to the requirements of Specifi-
cation 4. 1. 3. 1. 2 or for control when CEA group 5
may be inserted no further than 127.5 inches
withdrawn.

b) The "RSPT/CEAC Inoperable" addressable constant
in the CPCs is set to be indicated that both
CEAC's are inoperable.

c) The Control Element Drive Mechanism Control
System (CEDMCS) is placed in and subsequently
maintained in the "Standby" mode except during
CEA group 5 motion permitted by a) above, when
the CEDMCS may be operated in either the "Manual

. Group" or "Manual Individual" mode.

3. .At least once per 4 hours, all full length and part
length CEAs are verified fully withdrawn except
during surveillance testing pursuant to Specifica-
tion 4. 1.3. 1.2 or during insertion of CEA group 5 as
permitted by 2. a) above, then verify at least once
per 4 hours that the inserted CEAs are aligned within
6.6 inches (indicated position) of all other CEAs in-
its group.

4. Following a CEA misalignment with both CEAC's
and COLSS inoperable, operation may continue
provided that within 1 hour:

a) The power is reduced to.85% of the pre-misaligned
power but need not be reduced to less than 50% of
RATED THERMAL PQMER.

b) Refer to Section 3. 1.3, movable control assemblies
for further specifications on CEA misalignment.

With three or more auto restarts, excluding periodic auto
restarts (Code 30 and Code 33), of one non-bypassed calculator
during a 12-hour interval, demonstrate calculator OPERABILITY
by performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST within the next 24 hours.

Mith the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Minimum
Channels OPERABLE requirement, restore 4& inoperable channel
to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or open ~ affected reactor
trip breaker within the next hour. PA
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FIGURE 3.3-1
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TABLE 3.3-2

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUl1ENTATION RESPONSE TINES

FuHCT IDEAL UNIT

I. TRIP GENERATION

A. Process

RESPONSE TIthE

1.

2.

3.

6.

7.

Pressurizer Pressure - t/igh
Pressurizer Pressure - Low

Steam Generator Level - Low

Steam Generator Level - High

Steam Generator Pressure - Low

Containment Pressure - High

Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

Local Power Density - High

a. Neutron Flux Power from Excore Heutron Detectors
b. CEA Positions
c. CEA Positions: CEAC Penalty F'actor

DNBR - Low

< 1 15 seconds

< 1.15 seconds

< 1.15 seconds

< 1.15 seconds

< 1 15 seconds

< 1.15 seconds

< 0.65 second

< 0 75 second*
< 1.35 second""
< 0.75 second"~

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.

I

B. Excore Neutron Flux

Neutron Flux Power from Excore Neutron.Detectors
CEA Positions
Cold Leg Temperature
Hot Leg Temperature
Primary Coolant Pump Shaft Speed
Reactor Coolant Pressure from Pressurizer
CEA Positions: CEAC Penalty Factor

< 0.75
< 1.35
< 0.75
< 0.75
< 0.75
< 0.75
< 0.75

second*
second""
second&
secondIII/
second!I
second08//
second"~

Variable Overpower Trip
Logarithmic Power Level - I/igh
a. Startup and Operating
b. Shutdown

< 0.55 second"

< 0.55 second"
< 0.55 second'"





TABLE 3.3-2 (Continued)

(m
CD
m FUNCTIONAL UNIT

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUHENTATION RESPONSE TIHES

RESPONSE TIHE

C. Core Protection Calculator System

1. CEA Calculators
2. Core Protection Calculators

D. Supplementary Protection System

Pressurizer Pressure - High

II. RPS LOGIC

A. Hatrix Logic

B. Initiation Logic

III. RPS ACTUATION DEVICES

A. Reactor Trip Breakers

B. Hanual Trip

Not Applicable
Not Applicabje

< 1 15 second

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Neutron detectors are exempt from. response time testing. The response time of the neutron flux signal
portion of the channel shall be measured from the detector output or from the input of first electronic
component in channel.

Response time shall be measured from the output of the sensor. Acceptable CEA sensor response shall be
demonstrated by compliance with Specification 3. 1.3.4.

8The pulse transmitters measuring pump speed are exempt from response time testing. The response time
shall be measured from the pulse shaper input.

HResponse time shall be measured from the output of the resistance temperature detector (sensor). RTD

response time shall be measured at least once per 18 months. The measured response time of the
slowest RTD shall be less than or equal to 13 seconds. Adjustments to the CPC addressable constants
given in Table 3.3-2a shall be made to accomodate current values of the RTD time constants. If the
RTD time constant for a CPC channel exceeds the value corresponding to the penalties currently in
use, the affected channel(s) shall be declared inoperable until penalties appropriate to the new
time constant are installed.

HbResponse time shall be measured from the output of the pressure transmitter. The transmitter response
time shall be less than or equal to 0.7 second.





TABLE 3.3-2a

INCREASES IN BERRO. BERR2. ANO BERR4 VERSUS
RTO OELAY TItlES

RTO OELAY TIME
(t)

t < 8 0 sec
8.0 sec < t < 10.0 sec

10.0 sec < t < 13.0 sec

BERRO
INCREASE
~(-

0
2.5
6.0

BERR2
INCREASE

(")

0
2.0
4.0

BERR4
INCREASE

(OI)

0
1;-0
6.0

NOTE: BERR term increases are not cumulative. For example, if 'the time
constant changes from the range of 8.0 < x < 10.0 sec'to the range
10.0 < x < 13.0, the BERRO increase from its. original (r < 8.0 sec)
value is 6.0 not 2.5 + 6.0.
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TABLE 4.3-1

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS(m
Cl
m

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

I. I'RIP GENERATION

A. Process

1. Pressurizer Pressure - High

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

3. Steam Generator Level - Low

4. Steam Generator Level - High

5. Steam Generator Pressure - Low

6. Containment Pressure - High

7. Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

8. Local Power Oensity - High

9. ONBR - Low

B. Excore Neutron Flux

CHANNEL CHANNEL
CttECK CALIBRATION

S

R

R

0(2,4), R(4,5)
0 (2, 4), R (4, 5)
H (8), S (7)

CHAttt<EL
F UNCT IOItAL

TEST

t1,. R,.(6)

t'I, R (6)

t100ES IN 1Ittictt
SURVEILLAtlCE

1, 2

1, 2

1 2

1, 2

1, 2, 3", 4~

1, 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

l. Variable Overpower Trip

2. Logarithmic Power Level — High

C. Core Protection Calculator System

1. CEA Calculators
2. Core Protection Calculators

0 (2, 4), H (3, 4)
Q (4)
R (4)

R

0 (2, 4), R (4, 5)
H (8), S (7)

1 2

HandS/U(1) 1,2,3,4,5
and "

H, R (6) 1, 2

H (9), R (6) 1, 2



TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUl1ENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

A. t'latrix Logic

B. Initiation Logic

III. RPS ACTUATION DEVICES

A. Reactor Trip Breakers

B. Hanual Trip

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

D. Supplementary Protection System

Pressurizer Pressure - High

I I. RPS LOGIC

CHANNEL CHANNEL
CHECK CALIBRATION

N.A.

N. A.

N. A.

N.A.

CHAtlNEL
FUNCTIONAL

TEST

H, R (10)

NODES Itl SIHICH
SURVEILLANCE

1 2

2 3A 4* 5*

1, 2, 3*, 4", 5~

1, 2, 3*, 4", 5"

1, 2, 3", 4", 5~



TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)
TABLE NOTATIONS

f)Q) gg

(2)

(3)

(6)

(7)

(8)

With reactor trip breakers in the closed position and the CEA drive
system capable of CEA withdrawal, and fuel in the reactor !essel.
Each STARTUP or when required with the reactor trip breakers closed
and the CEA drive system capable of rod withdrawal, if not performed
in the previous 7 days.
Heat balance only (CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST not included). above 15,o
of RATED THERMAL POWER; adjust the linear power level, the CPC delta T
power and CPC nuclear power signals to agree with the calorimetric
calculation if absolute difference is greater than 2.o. During PHYSiCS
TESTS, these daily calibrations may be suspended provided these
calibrations are performed upon reaching each major test power plateau
and prior to proceeding to the next major test power plateau.
Above 15K of RATED THERMAL POWER, verify that the linear power sub-
channel gains of the excore detectors are consistent with the values
used to establish the shape annealing matrix elements in the Core
Protection Calculators.
Neutron detectors m'ay be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

After each fuel loading and prior to exceeding 70K of RATED THERMAL
POWER, the incore detectors shall be used to determine the shape
annealing matrix elements and the Core Protection Calculators shall
use these elements.

This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the injection of simulated
process signals into the channel as close to the sensors as practicable
to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and/or trip functions.
Above 70K of RATED THERMAL POWER, verify that the total steady-state
RCS flow rate as indicated by each CPC is less than or eoual to the
actual RCS total flow rate determined by either using the reactor

or by caioi imetric calcula-
tions ) andif necessary, adjust the CPC addressable constant flow coefficients
such that each CPC indicated flow is less than or equal to the actual
flow rate. The flow measurement uncertainty may be included in the
BERR1 term in the CPC and is equal to or greater than 4X.

Above 70K of RATED THERMAL'OWER, verify that the total steady-state
RCS flow rate as indicated by each CPC is less than or equal to the
actual RCS total flow rate determined by either using the reactor Cool~
pump differentral pressure instrumentation and the ultrasonic flow
meter adjusted pump curves

The monthly CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include verification that
the correct values of addressable constants are installed in each
OPERABLE CPC per Specification 2.2.2.
At least once per 18 months and,following maintenance or adjustment
of the reactor trip breakers, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall
include independen verification of the undervoltage and shunt trips.
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INSTRUMENTATION

FAl'k 9PAPL$7,
3/4.3.2 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTAT.ON

LIMITING CONDITiON FOR OPERATION

3.3.2 The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) instrumentation
channels and bypasses shown in Table 3.3-3 shall be OPERABLE with '.heir trip
setpoints set consistent with the values shown in the Trip Setpoint column of
Table 3.3-4 and with RESPONSE TIMES as shown in Table 3.3-5.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-3.

ACTION:

a 0

b.

With an ESFAS instrumentation channel trip setpoint less conservative
than the value shown in the Allowable Values column of Table 3.3-4,
declare the channel inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION
requirement of Table 3.3-3 until the channel is restored to OPERABLE
status with the trip setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip
Setpoint value.

With an ESFAS instrumentation channel inoperable, take the ACTION
shown in Table 3.3-3.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.3.2. 1 Each ESFAS instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHAN.,'EL FUNCTIONAL
TEST operations for the MODES and at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-2.

4.3.2.2 The logic for the bypasses shall be demonstrated OPERABLE during the
at power CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of channels affected by bypass operation.
The total bypass function shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per
18 months during CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing of each channel affected by
bypass operation.

4.3.2.3 The ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME of each ESFAS function
shall be demonstrated to be within the limit at least once per 18 months.
Each test shall include at least one channel per function such that all channels
are tested at least once every N times 18 months where N is the total number
of redundant channels in a specific ESFAS function as shown in the "Total No.
of Channels" Column of Table 3.3-3.
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TABLE 3.3-3

ENGINEEREO SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUHENTATION

ESFA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL UNIT

I. SAFETY INJECTION (SIAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

HINIt<UH
CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE
TO TRIP OPERABLE tlOOES ACTION

1. Containment Pressure - High 4

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3(a), 4

13", 14*

13", 14"

B. ESFA System Logic

1. Hatrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

3. Hanua1 SIAS (Trip Buttons)

C. Automatic Actuation Logic

I I. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (CIAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

6

4(c)

4(c)-

2(d)

2(d) 4

1, 2, 3,
4',

2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

17

12

12

16

1. Containment Pressure - High 4

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low 4

B. ESFA System Logic

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3(a)

I 3'A 14'J(

13" 14"

1. matrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic 4(c) 2(d)

1 2 3

1, 2, 3, 4 12



TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

ESFA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL UNIT

I I. CONTAINI'IENT ISOLATION (Continued)

TOTAL NO.
Of CHANNELS

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLICABLE
l 10DES AC I I Ofl

3. manual CIAS (Trip Buttons) 4(c)

4. Manual SIAS (Trip Buttons) 4(c)

C. Automatic Actuation Logic

III. CONTAINMENT SPRAY (CSAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

Containment Pressure--
High - High

B. ESFA System Logic

1. Matrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic 4(c)

3. Manual CSAS (Trip Buttons) 4(c)

C. Automatic Actuation Logic 2

2(d)

2(d)

2(d)

2(d)

3

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3

1,2,3
1, 2, 3, 4

I, 2, 3, 4

I,2,3,~1

12

12

16

I 3A'
4'A'7

l.2

l2

I6



TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEN IHSTRUt1ENTATIOH

ESFA SYSTEt1 FUttCTIONAL UNIT

IV. 11AIH STEAN LINE ISOLATION (NSIS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

tlINIt1UN
TOTAL NO. CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE
OF C11ANNELS TO TRIP OPERABLE t100ES ACTION

1. Steam Generator Pressure-
Low

2. Steam. Generator Level-
High

4/steam
generator

4/steam
generator

2/steam
generator

2/steam
generator

3/steam
generator

3/steam
generator

1, 2, 3(b), 4

1, 2, 3, 4

13", l4"

13", 14~

3. Containment Pressur'e - High „ 4 1, 2, 3, 4 13~, 14"

B. ESFA System Logic

1. t1atrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic 4(c)

3. t1anual NSIS (Trip Buttons) 4(c)

C. Automatic Actuation Logic 2

2(d)

2(d)

1,2,3,-4
1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1; 2, 3, 4

12

W-jf
c ~- ~ jt



TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEEREO SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

ESFA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL UNIT

V. RECIRCULATION (RAS)

A. Sensor/Tr ip Units

Refueling Water Storage
Tank - Low

B. ESfA System Logic

1. Matrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

3. Manual RAS

C. Automatic Actuation Logic

VI'. AUXILIARYFEEDWATER (SG-1)(AFAS-1)

A. Sensor/Tr ip Uni ts

l. Steam Generator 81 Level-
Low

2. Steam Generator 6
Pressure - SG2 > SGl

TOTAL NO.
Of CHANNELS

4(c)

4(c)

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

2(d)

2(d)

MINIMUM
CHANNELS APPLICABLE
OPERABLE MODES

1, 2, 3

1 2 3

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3

ACTION

13", 14"

1?

12

12

16

13", l4"

J3A J4A



TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAfETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEN INSTRUHEt<TATION

ESFA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL UNIT
TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

NINIt1UII
CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE
TO TRIP OPERABLE NODES ACTION

VI. AUXILIARYFEEDMATER (SG-1)(AFAS-1)

~ B. ESFA System Logic

1. t1atrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

3. Nanual AFAS

C. Automatic Actuation Logic

VII. AUXILIARYFEEDMATER (SG-2)(AFAS-2)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

1. Steam Generator 82 Level-
Low

2. Steam Generator 6
Pressure - SGl > SG2

B. ESFA System Logic

1. 11atrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

(Continued)

6

4(c)

4(c)

6

4(c)

2(d)

2(d)
1

2

2(d)

1, 2, 3

1,2,.3,4
1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3, 4

17

12

15

16

13", 14*

13", 14"

17

3. Nanual AFAS

C. Automatic Actuation Logic

VIII. LOSS OF POMER (LOV)

A. 4. 16 kV Emergency Bus Under-
voltage (Loss of Voltage)

B. 4. 16 kV Emergency Bus Under-
voltage (Degraded Voltage)

4(c)

4/Bus

4/Bus

IX. CONTROL ROON ESSENTIAL FILTRATION 2

2(d)
1

2/Bus

2/Bus

3/Bus

3/Bus

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3 l3'", 14"

1 2 3 13*, 14*

4r~4++ledee" . --." lq
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TABLE NOTATIONS

(a) In MODES 3-6, the value may be decreased manually, to a minimum of l00 psia,
as pressurizer pressure is reduced, provided the margin between the
pressurizer pressure and this value is maintained at less than or equal
to 400 psi; the setpoint shall be increased automatically as pressurizer
pressure is increased until the trip setpoint is reached. Trip may be
manually bypassed below 400 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed

'henever pressurizer pressure is greater than or equal to 500 psia.
(b) In MODES 3-6, the value may be decreased manually as steam generator

pressure is reduced, provided the margin between the steam generator
pressure and this value is maintained at less than or equal to 200 psi;
the setpoint shall be increased automatically as steam generator pressure
is increased until the trip setpoint is reached.

(c) Four channels provided, arranged in a selective two-out-of-four
configuration (i.e., one-out-of-two take twice).

(d). The proper two-out-of-four combination.
The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 12-

ACTION 13-

.With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total
Number of Channels, restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE
status within 48 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Total
Number of Channels, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may continue
provided the inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed or
tripped condition within 1 hour. If the inoperable channel is
bypassed, the desirability of maintaining this channel in the
bypassed condition shall be reviewed in accordance with
Specification 6.5. 1.6.'H The channel shall be returned to.
OPERABLE status no later than during the next COLD SHUTDOWN.

With a channel process measurement circuit that affects multiple
. functional units inoperable or in test, bypass or trip all

associated functional units as listed below.

Process Measurement Circuit
1. Steam Generator Pressure-

Low
Steam Generator Pressure - Low
Steam Generator Level 1-Low (ESF)
Steam Generator Level 2-Low (ESF)

2. Steam Generator Level
(Wide Range)

Steam Generator Level - Low (RPS)
Steam Generator Level 1-Low (ESF)
Steam Generator Level 2-Low (ESF)
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TABLE 3. 3-3 (Continued)

ACTION STATEMENTS (Continued)

FfÃ)i 98AFT

ACTION 14- With the number of channels OPERABLE one less han:he 'Iinimum
Channels OPERABLE, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may continue
provided the following conditions are satisfied:
a. Verify that one of the inoperable channels has been bypassed

and place the other inoperable channel in the '.ripped
condition within 1 hour.

b. All functional units affected bv the bypassed/tr pped
channel shall also be placed in the bypassed/tripped
condition as listed below:

Process Measurement Circuit Functional Unit Bypassed/Tripped
1. Steam Generator Pressure - Steam Generator Pressure - Low

Low Steam Generator Level 1 - Low (ESF)
Steam Generator Level 2 - Low (ESF)

2. Steam Generator
(Mide Range)

STARTUP and/or POWER

of the next required
STARTUP and/or POMER

restored to OPERABLE
satisfied.

Level - Low Steam Generator Level - Low (RPS)
Steam Generator Level 1 - Low (ESF)
Steam Generator Level 2 - Low (ESF)

OPERATION may continue until the performance
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Subsequent
OPERATION may continue if one channel is
status and the provisions of ACTION 14 are

ACTION 15-

ACTION 16-

ACTION 17-

Mith the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total
Number of Channels, restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE
status within 48 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the
Total'umberof Channels, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours

and in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours;
however, one channel may be bypassed for up to 1 hour for
surveillance testing provided the other channel is OPERABLE.

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Minimum
Number of Channels, restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE
status within 48'ours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLO SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

~ ~
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TABLE 3.3-4

ENGINEEREO SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP VALUES(m
C)
foal

C.

2. Steam Generator Level - High

3. Containment Pressure - High

ESFA System Logic

Actuation Systems

ESFA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL UNIT

I. SAFETY INJECTION (SIAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units
1. Containment Pressure - High

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

B. ESFA System Logic

C. Actuation Systems

I I. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (CIAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units
1. Containment Pressure - High

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

B. ESFA System Logic

C. Actuation Systems

III. CONTAINMENT SPRAY (CSAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units
Containment Pressure High - High

B. ESFA System Logic

C. Actuation Systems

IV. MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION (MSIS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

1. Steam Generator Pressure - Low

TRIP SETPOINT

< 3.0 psig
> 1837 psia
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

< 3.0 psig
> 1837 psia4~~

Hot Applicable
Hot Applicable

< 8.5 psig
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

> 919 psia
< 91.0% HR

')
< 3.0 psig
Not Applicable
Hot Applicable

ALLOllABLE VALUES

3. 2 ps ig
> 1822 psia
Hot Applicable
Not Applicable

< 3.2 psig
> 1822 psia4~)
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

< 8.9 psig
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

> 912 psia
< 91'5% NR

< 3.2 ps>g

Not Applicable
Hot Applicable



0'ABLE

3.3-4 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP VALUES

(
tTl
K7
C7
m

ESFA SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL UNIT

V. RECIRCULATION (RAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units
Refueling Mater Storage Tank - Low

B. ESFA System Logic

C. Actuation System

VI. AUXILIARY FEEDMATER (SG-l)(AFAS-1)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

1. Steam Generator kl Level - Low

2. Steam Generator 6 Pressure-
SG2 > SG1

TRIP VALUES

'l 't'l
of Span

Hot Applicable
Not Applicable

> 25.8% MR(4)

< 185 psid

AILOMABLE .VALUES

7.9 a Vo T~p Se~~ ~ t >

Hot Applicable
Not Applicable

> 25 3% MR( )

< 192 psid

-~
~ ««~

~ «»

I X. CONTROL ROOH ESSENTIAL FILTRATION

B. ESFA System Logic

C. Actuation Systems

VII. AUXILIARYFEEDWATER (SG-2)(AFAS-2)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

1. Steam Generator 82 Level - Low

2. Steam Generator 6 Pressure-
SGl > SG2

B. ESFA System Logic

C. Actuation Systems

VIII. LOSS OF POMER

A. 4. 16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage
(Loss of Voltage)

B. 4. l6 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage
(Degraded Voltage)

Hot Applicable
Not Applicable

> 25.8% MR(')

< 185 psid

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

> 3250 volts
2930 to 3744 volts
with a 35-second
maximum time delay

> 2 x 10 - HCi/cc

Hot Applicable
Hot Applicable

> 25.3% MR(4)

< 192 psid

Not Applicable
Hot Applicable

> 3250 volts
2930 to 3744 vol ts
wit,h a 35-second
maximum time delay

i/
< ZALO





TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

TABLE .'IOTATIONS

~ f)ML 99AF7

(1) In MODES 3-6, value may be decreased manually, to a minimum of 100 psia,
as pressurizer pressure is reduced, provided the margin between the pres-
surizer pressure and this value is maintained at less than or equal to

„ 400 psi; the setpoint shall be increased automatically as pressurizer
pressure is increased until the trip setpoint is reached. Trip may be
manually bypassed below 400 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed
whenever pressurizer pressure is greater than or equal to 500 psia.

(2) o of the distance between steam generator upper and lower level narrow
range instrument nozzles'.

(3) In MODES 3-6, value may be decreased manually as steam generator pressure
is reduced, provided the margin between the steam generator pressure and
this value is maintained at less than or equal to 200 psi; the setpoint
shall be incr eased automatically as steam generator pressure is increased
until the trip setpoint is reached.

(4) X of the distance between steam generator upper and lower level wide
range instrument nozzles.
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TABLE 3 3 5

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIMES

'HITIATING SIGNAL AHD FUNCTION

-1. tianual

a. SIAS

Safety Injection,(ECCS)
Containment Isolation
Containment Purge Valve isolation

b. CSAS

Containment Spray

c. CIAS

Containment Isolation

d. ~ 11S IS

Main Steam Isolation

e. RAS

Containment Sump Recirculation

AFAS

Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps

RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS

Not Applicable
Hot Applicable
(lot Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable
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TABLE 3. 3-5 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE ! IMES

INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

a. Safety Injection (HPSI)

b. Safety Injection.(LPSI)

c. Containment Iso.lation

1. CIAS actuated mini-purge valves
2. Other CIAS actuated valves

3. Containment Pressure - High

a. Safety Injection (HPSI)

b. Safety Injection (LPSI)

c. Containment Isolation

1. CIAS actuated mini-purge valves
2. Other CIAS actuated valves

d. ) Main Steam Isolation

1. MSIS actuated MSIV's
2. MSIS actuated MFIV's

K, Comm>!!,n+~T 5~~
4. Containment Pressure - High-High

D

a. Containment Spray

5. Steam Generator Pressure - Low

a. Main Steam Isolation

1. MSIS actuated MSIV's
2. MSIS actuated MFIV's

RESPONSE ''ME IN SEC"NDS

< 30-/30~~

( 30)ll/+PA'8

hk
( ~~%'/4 y Q ()Qotg

Sl</ 5a++

( 3P Jc/303!lR

3 0 3!.'/3 0 8 3!

ID 4 I I!D'&
~i4A~ 3)+ /Q $

++

< 5.6 /5.6~'
10.6../10. 6'~

gj iqgk

33K/g 3'/4 J4

< 5.6'/5.6'"
< 10.6~/10.6~"

6. Refueling Mater tora e Tank - Low

a. Containment Sump Recirculation

7. Steam Generator Level - Low

a. Auxiliary Feedwater (Motor Drive)

b. Auxiliary Feedwater (turbine drive)

458/453!,8

/23'/4A

( 30K/30R3!l
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TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)

NGINEERED SAFETY'EATURES RESPONSE TIMES

INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION RESPONSE TIME IN SFCONDS

8. Steam Generator Level - High

a. Main Steam Isolation

1. MSIS actuated MSIV's
2. MSIS actuated MFIV's

< 5.6~/5.6 .

< 10.6"/10.6'

9. Steam Generator bP-High-Coincident With Steam Generator Level Low

a. Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation i~+/iu"
from the Ruptured Steam Generator

10. Control Room Essential Filtration Actuation

11. 4. 16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage
(Degraded Voltage)

Loss of. Power 90K system voltage

< 180"/< 180""

< 35.0

12. 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage (loss of Voltage)

Loss of Power < 2.4

TABLE NOTATIONS

"Diesel generator starting and sequence loading delays included. Response
time limit'includes movement of valves and attainment of pump or blower
discharge pressure.

3~Diesel generator starting de'lays not included. Offsite power available.
Response time limit includes movement of valves and attainment of pump or
blower discharge pressure.
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TABLE 4.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEH INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREtlENTS

ESFA SYSTEI1 FUNCTIONAL UNIT

I. SAFETY INJECTION (SIAS)

CHANNEL
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
CHECK CALIBRATION TEST

NOOES FOR 'WHICH

SURVEILLANCE

A. Sensor/Trip Units

1. Containment Pressure - High S

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low S

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

B. ESFA System Logic

1. Natrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

3. manual SIAS

C. Automatic Actuation Logic

I I. CONTAINHENT ISOLATION (CIAS)

NA

NA

NA

NA.

H

se <><~3c~

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

A. Sensor/Trip Units
1. Containment Pressure - High

2. Pressurizer Pressure - Low S

1 2 3

1,2,3
B. ESFA System Logic

1. Hatrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

3. Hanual CIAS

4. t1anua1 S IAS

NA NA

NA

1, 2, 3, 4

'1, 2, 3, 4

l, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4



(m
C7
m

TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEt1 INSTRU11ENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREt1ENTS

ESFA SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL UNIT

CHANNEL
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
CHECK CALIBRATION TEST

NODES fOR WHICH
SURVEILLANCE
IS RE UIRED

II. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (Continued)

C. Automatic Actuation Logic NA

54
/(1) (2) (3) l, 2, 3, 4

III. CONTAINMENT SPRAY (CSAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

1. Containment Pressure--
High — High l, 2, 3

B. ESFA System Logic

1. Matrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

3. Hanual CSAS

C. Automatic Actuation Logic

NA

NA NA

I, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

5+
jf(l) (2) (3) I, 2, 3, 1
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TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEEREO SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

ESFA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL UNIT

IV. MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION (MSIS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

CHANNEL
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
CHECK CALIBRATION TEST

MODES FOR WHICH
SURVEILLANCE

1. Steam Generator Pressure-
Low S

2. Steam Generator Level - High S

3. Containment Pressure - High S

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

B. ESFA System Logic

1. Matrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

3. Manual MS IS

C. Automatic Acutation Logic

NA

NA

1,2,.3,4
1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

S~
Pf(1) (2) (3) I, 2., 3, 4



~f
TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEtl INSTRUtlENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREtlENTS

m
C7
m

ESFA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL UNIT

V. RECIRCULATION (RAS)

A. Sensor/Trip Units

Refueling Mater Storage
Tank - Low

CHANNEL
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
CHECK CALIBRATION TEST

llODES FOR WlllCH
SURVEILLANCE
IS RE VIREO

1 2 3

B. ESFA System Logic

1. llatrix Logic

2. Initiation Logic

3. llanua1 RAS

C. Automatic Acutation Logic

VI. AUXILIARYFEEDMATER (SG-1)(AFAS-1)

A. Sensor/Trip Uni ts

1. Steam Generator 81 Level-
Low

2. Steam Generator
6 Prhssure SG2 > SGl

NA

NA

NA

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

H 1, 2, 3, 4

P(l) (2) (3) 1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3

— -1, 2, 3



TABLE 4. 3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEtl INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREt1ENTS

m
C)
m

CHANNEL
ESFA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK

VI. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER (SG-l)(AFAS-1) (Continued)
B. ESFA System Logic

l. Matrix Logic HA

2. Initiation Logic HA

3. Manual AFAS HA

C. Automatic Actuation Logic NA

VII. AUXILIARYFEEDWATER (SG-2) (AFAS-2)

A. Sensor/Trip Units
1. Steam Generator 82 Level-

Low S

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

NA

NA

NA

NA

R.

CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL

TEST

t10DES FOR WtlICH
SURVEILLANCE
IS RE UIRED

M 1, 2, 3, 4

M 1, 2, 3, 4

11 1, 2, 3, 4

432 g(1) (2) (3) 3, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3

2. Steam Generator
b, Pressure SGl > SG2

B. ESFA System Logic
1. Matrix Logic
2. Initiation Logic
3. Manual AFAS

C. Automatic Actuation Logic
VIII. LOSS OF POWER (LOV)

A. 4. 16 kV Emergency Bus Under-
voltage (Loss of Voltage)

B. 4. 16 kV Emergency Bus Under-
voltage (Degraded Voltage)

NA

NA

HA

HA

NA

NA

NA

ttA

1, 2, 3

M 1, 2, 3, 4

M 1, 2, 3, 4

M 1, 2, 3, 4

>Wjf(l) (2) (3) 1, 2, 3, 4

I, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4



Fh'<ATOMY
TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION
IS(Ii Each train or logic channel shall he tested at least every gh days

on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.

(2) Testing of automatic actuation logic shall include energization/
deenergization of each initiation relay and verification of proper
operation of each initiation relay.

(3) A subgroup relay test shall be performed which'hall include the
energization/deenergization of each subgroup relay and verification
of the OPERABILITY of each subgroup relay. Relays 4.g%TL~ ~lp~

are exempt from testing during POWER OPERATION
but shall be tested at least once per 18 months during REFUELING
and during each COLD SHUTDOWN condition unless tested within the
previous ~ days.

l89

ACTUATION DEVICES THAT CANNOT BE TESTED AT POWER

TRAIN A

ESF ACTUATION
FUNCTION DEVICE

TRAIN 8

ESF ACTUATION
FUNCTION DEVICE

SIAS A

SIAS A

CIAS A

CIAS A

CIAS A
CSAS A
HSIS A
HSIS A

AFAS 1A
AFAS 2A

K108
K409
K202
K204
K205
R904-'305

K404
K211
K112

SIAS B
SIAS B
CIAS B
CIAS B
CSAS B
HSIS B
HSIS B
AFAS 1B
AFAS 1B
AFAS 2B

K108
K409
K204
K205
K304
K305
K404
K113
K211
K112

C.~h~ » ~~1 R,os~,~ Aigildst ~ <ahh. a,ca ~eat.
+" ~gipel~mV t„A<aer ~ 0 ewe%), 4<7'.M

Orl- QAC~O ~T', Q~qAyrsr D em~~. ~&a Q Mhk ~w
c<uar ~h- e>A~ Pi~om 5->wc~ ~~wY~~ i'm w>iL <oY

PrCnnaaav~ Wr wts.rlsyvesaV ~h>ihcaaWO vsss& vsa~ r4llhq

SIAM'

@goy S'iAq 8 . @go<
SW,Ch A s i'A% 5 g '3QQ
%w> A g.gg. cia~ 8 K t03
ccAs A, K zc3 c'-LAN Q iQg@ 2lo
C LA% A l4rrr% h ir'.>~]LA S . A

i'll~

Lr'Si>1M'
i'lA> A g.goy
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4. 3. 3 MONITORING INSTRU11ENTATION

RADiATION i'!ONITORING INSTRUMENTATION,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3. 1 The radiation monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
Table 3.3-6 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm/trip setpoints within he
specified limits.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-6.

ACTION:

a.

b.

C.

With a radiation monitoring channel alarm/trip setpoint exceeding
the value shown in Table 3.3-6, adjust the setpoint to within thelimit within 4 hours .or declare the channel inoperable.

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimum
Channels OPERABLE requirement; take the ACTION shown in Table 3.3-6.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURYEILLANCE REOUIRE!:.ENTS

4.3.3. 1 Each radiation monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION, and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operati.ons for the MODES and at the
frequencies shown in Table 4.3-3.
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INSTRUt1ENT

l. Area t1oni tors

TABLE 3.3-6

RADIATION HOHITORIHG IHSTRUtIENTATION

I IIN I t IUt'I

CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARH/TRIP
OPERABLE t100ES . SETPOINT

IIEASUREt'IEHT
RAI'IGE ACTIOII

A. Fuel Pool Area RU-31
B. New Fuel Area RU-19
C. Containment RU-148 8

RU-149
0. Containment Power Access

Purge Exhaust RU-37 8

RU-38

E. Hain Steam
1) RU-139 MB
2) RU-140 AKB

2. Process Honitors

A Containment Building
Atmosphere RU-1

1) Particulate

2) Gaseous

B. Noble Gas Honi tors
Control Room Ventilation
Intalce RU-29 8 RU-30 1

3. Post Accident Sampling System l
M>th fuel >n the storage pool or building.

*"With irradiated fuel in the storage pool.
IINhen purge is being used.

RRTbree (3) times background in/iRem/hour.

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4
1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

ALL NODES

1,2,3.

<15mR/hr
<15mB/hr

<10 R/hr

10-'o 10~mR/hr 22 8 2410-'o 10~mR/hr 22

1R/hr to 107R/hr 27

2. 5mR/hr 10-'o 10'mR/hr 25

10-a to 10~R/hr 27
10-a to 10'R/hr 27

23 K 27

<2xl0-opCi/cc , 10-"'o 10-'pCi/cc 26

tt. A.

'2.3xl0- pCi/cc 10-'" to 10-IiCI/cc
Cs-137

<6. 6xlO- pCi/cc 10- to 10-'tiCi/cc
Xe-133



TABLE 3. 3-6 Continued)

ACTION STATEMENTS

'fPgf 9RAH

ACTION 22-

ACTION 23-

> ACTION 24 -.

ACTION 25-

ACTION 26-

ACTION 27-

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Charnels OPERABLE requirement, perform area surveys of
the monitored area with portable monitoring instrumentation at
least once per 24 hours.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comoly with the ACTION
requirements of Specification (3.4.5. 1).

'With the number of channe'Ls OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the ACTION

requirements of Specification (3. 9. 12) or operate the fuel
building essential ventilation system while handling irradiated
fUel .

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the ACTION
requirements of Specification (3.9.9).

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, within 1 hour initiate
and maintain operation of the control room emergency ventilation
system in the recirculation mode of operation.

With the number of OPERABLE Channels less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, either restore the
inoperable channel(s) to OPERABLE status within 72 hours, or:

2.

6 f.'r

P'. Initiate. the Preplanned Alternate Sampling Program of3 ~o"p~
Section 6.16 to monitor the appropriate parameter(s).g~g

P'. For process monitors, place moveable air monitor

L
in"line.for take grab sample at least once per A

hours'repare

and submit a Special Report to the Commission
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 14 days following
the event outlining the action taken, the cause of the
inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring
the system to OPERABLE status.

't; v
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INSTRUMENT

TABLE 4.3-3

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

CHANNEL MODES FOR WHICH
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCEK» 7 ~ED

l. Area Monitors

A. Fuel Pool Area RU-31

B. New Fuel Area RU-19

C. Containment Power
Access Purge Exhaust
RU-37 8 RU-38

0. Containment RU-148 8
RU-149

E. Main Steam RU-139 A8B
RQ-140 A8B

2. Process Monitors

p¹

M

M

P¹¹¹,W¹¹

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

A. Containment Building
Atmosphere RU-1
1) Particulate
2) Gaseous

B. Control Room
Ventilation Intake
RU-29 8 RU-30

3. Post Accident Sampling System

S

N. A.

R

],2,3,4
l,2,3,4

M AIl MODES

l,2,3

With fuel in the storage pool or buildidg.
""With irradiated fuel in the storage pool.
¹If purge is in service for greater than 12 hours, perform once per 12-hour period.

¹¹When purge system is in operation.
¹¹¹The functional test should consist ot, but not be limited to, a verification ot system

isolation capability by the insertion of a simulated alarm condition.
~ ~

4+4 Wc ««»<w~~wT >~M as~>iver cy ~~
OZ 5g~m M~p6eg q*qp5siti~



INSTRUMENTATION fJf)p3 )

INCORE DETECTORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.2 The incore detection system sha'il be OPERABLE with:

a ~

b.

At least 75%%u'f all incore detector locations, and
I

A minimum of two quadrant symmetric incore detector locations per
cor e quadrant.

An OPERABLE incore detector location shall consist of a fuel assembly containing
a fixed detector string with a minimum of four OPERABLE rhodium detectors or
an OPERABLE movable incore detector capable of mapping the location.

APPLICABILITY: When the incore detection system is used for monitoring:

'a ~

b.

C.

d.

ACTION:

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT,

Radial Peaking Factors,

Local Power Density,

DNB Margin.

With the incore detection system inoperable, do not use the system ror
the above applicable monitoring or calibration functions.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.3.3.2 The incore detection system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

By performance of a CHANNEL CHECK'within 24 hours prior to its useif the system has just been returned to OPERABLE status or if 7 days
or more have clasped since last use and at least once per 7 days
'thereafter when required for monitoring the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT,
'radial peaking factors, local power, density or DNB margin:

At least once per 18 months by performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
operation which exempts the neutron detectors but includes all
electronic components. The fixed incore neutron detectors shall be
calibrated prior to installation in the reactor core.
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INSTRUMENTATION

SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATIOiV

i1i'ikey, 9R~~F7

LIMITING CONDITIOiV FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.3 The seismic monitoring instrumentation shown in Table 3.3-7 shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

b.

With one or more seismic monitoring instruments inoperable for more
than 30 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to the Commission
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 10 days outlining
the cause of the malfunction and the plans for restoring the
instrument(s) to OPERABLE status.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.3.3.3. 1. Each of the above seismic monitoring instruments shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the frequencies shown in
Table 4.3-4.

4.3.3.3.2 Each of the above seismic monitoring instruments actuated during a
seismic event (greater than or equal to 0.02g) shall have a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
perfo'rmed within 5 days. Data shall be retrieved from actuated instruments and
analyzed to determine the magnitude of the vibratory ground motion. A Special
Report shall be prepared and submitted to the Commission pursuant to Specifi-
cation 6.9.2 within 10 days describing the magnitude, frequency spectrum, and
resultant effect upon facility features important to safety.
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TABLE 3.3-7

SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATIQN

INSTRUMENTS AND SENSOR LOCATIONS

1. Triaxial Accelerometers

MINIMUM
INSTRUMENT

OPERABLE

a ~

C.
d.
e.
f.

Tendon Gallery Floor, 55'evel
R. C. P., 129'6" level

earn enerator Base, 101'9" level
Control Building Floor, 74'evel
Auxiliary Building Floor 40'evel25'. of Turbine Bldg. M. side x
189'9" S. of Turbine Bldg. S. Side
on ground (Ref. Plant N.)

2. Peak Reading Accel erograph

a. Aux. Bldg., Valve Gallery, Class
1 Pipe, 78'7" level

3. Sei smi c Triggers

a. Tendon Gallery Floor, 55'evel
(Setpoint 0.02 g)

b. Containment Operating Floor,
140'evel(Setpoint 0.010 g)

4. Digital Cassette Recorders

a ~

b.
C.
d.
e.
f.

Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control

Room Area,
Room Area,
Room Area,
Rooq Area,
Room Area,
Room Area,

140'evel
140'evel
140'evel
140'evel
140'evel
140'evel

5. Seismic Switches

'a 0 Tendon Gallery Floor, 55'evel

Setpoint OBE

Setpoint SSE

Hor izontal Vertical
0.18 g 0.17 g
0.31 g 0.34 g
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TABLE 4.3-4

SF:SMIC MONITORING IHSTRUMEHTAT:ON SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMEHTS

INSTRUMENTS AND SENSOR LOCATIONS

1. Triaxial Accelerometers

CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

CHANNEL
FUHC, IONAL

TEST

a.
b.

d.
e.
f.

Tendon Gallery Floor, 55'evel
R. C. P. , 129'6" level
a earn venerator Base, 101'9" level
Control Building Floor,'74'evel
Auxiliary Building Floor 40'evel25'. of Turbine Bldg. M. side x
189'9" S. of Turbine Bldg. S. Side
on ground (Ref. Plant N.)

H. A.
H.A.
N. A.
N.A.
N. A.

N. A.

SA
SA

SA
SA

SA

SA

2. Peak Reading Accelerograph

a. Aux. Bldg., Valve Gallery, Class
1 Pipe, 78'7" level N.A. NA

3. Seismic Triggers

a. Tendon Gallery Floor, 55'evel
b. Containment Operating Floor, 140'

level .

Digital Cassette Recorders

a. Control Room Area, l40'evel
b. Control Room Area, 140'evel
c. Control Room Area, 140'evel
d. Control Room Area, 140'eve'l
e. Control Room Area, 140'evel
f. Control Room Area, 140'evel

N.A.

N.A.

M

M

M

M

M

M

R

R

R

R

R

R

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA
SA

SA
SA

5. Seismic Switches

a. Tendon Gallery Floor, 55'evel SA
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"!<TRU'!ENTATION

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.4 The meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
Table 3.3-8 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

a 0

b.

Mith one or more required meteorological monitoring channels
inoperable for more than 7 days, prepare and submit a Special Report
to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next
10 days outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plans for
restoring the channel(s) to OPERABLE status.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.4 Each of the above meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK and
CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-5.
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TABLE 3.3-8

FIJI 98AFT

METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

!HSTRUMENT

I. WI)'<D SPEED

a. 0~ to 50 mph,

b. 0~ to 50 mph,

2. WIND DIRECTION

a. 0 -360 -180

b. 0 -360 -180

3. AIR TEMPERATURE " DELTA T

LOCATION

Hominal Elev. 35 feet

Nominal Elev. 200 feet
I

Nominal Elev. 35 feet

Nominal Elev. 200 feet

MINIMUM
OPERABLE

a. -6 F to 6 F Nominal Elev. 35 feet-200 feet 1

t

Wind speeds less than 0.6 MPH wi11 be reported as 0.
t. 'I
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TABLE 4.3"5
FINAL 9R.%F7

INSTRUMENT

.'1ETEOROLOGICAL flONITORIiVG INSTRUMENTATION

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

1. ,BLIND SPEED

a. Nominal Elev; 35 feet

b. Hominal Elev. 200 feet

2. MIND DIRECTION

a. Nominal Elev. 35 feet

b. Hominal Elev. 200 feet

3. AIR TEMPERATURE " DELTA T

a. Hominal Elev. 35 feet - 200 feet

SA

SA

'A

SA

SA
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INSTRUMENTATION

REMOTE SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

'

3.3.3.S The remote shutdown system disconnect switches, power, controls and
monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3-9 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

a. With the number of OPERABLE remote shutdown monitoring channels
less than requir ed by Table 3. 3-9, restore the inoperable channel(s)
to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or be in HOT STANDBY within the
next 12 hours.

b. With one or more remote shutdown system disconnect switches or power
or control circuits inoperable, restore the inoperable switch(s}/
circuit(s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or be in HOT STANDBY
within the next 12 hours.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

aR ~bee, Ma~q~ pox 4,8 wo v com~ilicb
AL~ 4&A'T~ bLS<anilC C T ~~9+~ Cl+ ~(Q4C 0 COR

cAl47%0L S~iMH+h pig Ro&ti4 ls AM~IPah 4

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.3.3.5 The Remote Shutdown System shall be demonstrated operable:

a.

b.

By performance of the CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION
operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-6 for each remote
shutdown monitoring instrumentation channel:

By operation of each remote shutdown system disconnect switch and
power and control circuit including the actuated components at least
once per 18 months.
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TABLE 3.3-9 6/Rc4ri~
REtlOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUtlENTATION 55',oa)~7 Suol~ gag Q)~~~%@~

INSTRUt1ENTATION

1. Log tteutron Power Level
2. Reactor Coolant Hot Leg Temperature
3. Reactor Coolant Cold Leg Temperature
4. Pressurizer Pressure
5. Pressurizer Level
6. Steam Generator Pressure
7. Steam Generator Level
8. Refueling Water Tank Level
9. Charging Line Pressure
10. Charging Line Flowll. Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Temperatures
12. Shutdown Cooling Flow
13. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate

READOUT
LOCATION

Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Shutdown Panel

t1IWIt1Utl
CHAtltlELS
OPERABLE

2
1/l oop
1/1 oop
I
2
2/steam generat.o~
2/steam generator
2
1

1

2
2
2/steam generator
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} fb
$ }

fjgg>. J

DISCONNECT SMITCHES

l. SG 1 line " Atmospheric Dump
Valve H}} HR9r SEES.Q't- 3 ISA

2. SG 2 line 1 Atmospheric Dump
Va1 ve RV-W6 S<a8-A9 ~SS'A

3. Auxiliary Spray Valve
l4%% c.ug- Av-to3

4; Letdown to Regenerative
Heat Exchanger Isolation, 8}}}}-~CHS- VV-w}b

5.'eactor Coolant Pump
Controlled Bleedoff, +~ 4S%-uV- bc}5

6. Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
8 to SG 1 Control Valve, H}}}-~AFG-W'4-~

7. Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
8 to SG 2 Control Valve, ~AFS-44-'lh

8. ,Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
8 to SG 1 Block Valve, ~ AP5-&w-~

9. 'Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
8 to SG 2 Block Valve, ~ APS-As-3b

10.,Pressurizer Backup Heaters Banks
810, 818, A05 Control

11., >Safety Injection Tank 2A
. Vent Control SIB-HV-613

12 Safety Injection Tank 28
Vent Control SIB-HV-623

13. Safety Injection Tank lA
Vent Control SIB-HV-633

14~ Safety Injection Tank 18
Vent Control SIB-HV-643

15: Safety Injection Tank V~nt
,Valves Power Supply 5~8-~> ~++

16. SG 1 line 2 AOY
Ssb-H'f - »>

17. ~G 2 line 1 AOV
HMSB %$ -wg- >PCS

18. Control BLDG Battery Room 0
Essential Exhaust Fan

'HJB-JOIA'9.

Control BLDG Battery Room 8
Essential Exhaust Fan 'HJB-JOIB'Wkly@&)

20: Pattery Charger 0 Control
Room Circuits

21.. ESF Switchgear Room
Essential AHU 8'ZS-'iLO3

22. LPSI Pump g}Breaker
Control ~ ~$ " PO>

23 i)iesel Generator 8 Breaker
Control

24 Essential Spray Pond Pump ~- pa<
g Breaker Control

SKI TCH

LOCAT:GN

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

PHB- &2&SKBZOQ

PHB-9&&~ N'5401

PHB-3209 AM> Pgb-4(Q

PHB-3205

PBB-S04F

PBB-S048

PBB-S04C
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FWM, 9RAFT

DISCONNECT SWITCHES

25..Essential Chil ler&Zc.+-PO)
Breaker Contr ol

26.. E-PBB-S04J-4. 16KV Feeder
Breaker to Load Center L-32

27 E- PBB-S04H-4. 16KV Feeder
Breaker to Load Center L-34

28, E-PBB"S04N-4. 16KV Feeder
Breaker to Load Center L-36

29 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump AF'g -pg~
8 Breaker Control

30 Essential Coolin Water
Pump rea er on ro

31 E-PGB-L3282-480V Main
Feeder Breaker to Load Center L-32

32, E-PGB-L3482-480V Main
Feeder Breaker to Load Center L-3g

3."- E-PGB-L3682-480V Main
Feeder Breaker to Load Center L-36

34; Charging Pump No. 2 C,HS. O'C >

Supply Breaker CHB-P01
35. Diesel Engine Control

Switch 2A
36. Diesel Engine Control

Switch 28
37. Diesel Generator Control

Switch
38 >Diesel Generator Essential

'xhaust Fan~ Q9g -~i
39. Diesel Generator Fuel Oil

Transfer Pump 8'PS«904
40 Battery Charger BD

Control Room Circuits-PKB-H16
41,Battery Charger 8

Control Room Circuits QKi~. EALQ
42 125 VOC Battery 8 Qe<meiza

Control Room Circuits
43: 125 VOC Battery 0 6geAeait.

,f Control Room Circuits
44,tI,CS Pump 8 Discharge to

SD HX 8 SI-HV-689
45,f >Shutdown Cooling LPSI Suction

SXS~ QM" 43%4
45]L:LPSI-CS- from SO HS 5

X-Tie &H~ SxS-Mv-u9
f'7

Shutdown Cooling Warmup
,, Bypass.&H&ee 'SX5 g<" 4~o

48„, LPSI-CS- to SD HS 8

Crosstie le SSS "gv-<g
49, SO HX "8" to Rc Loops

2Ai28 ~~~ SmS S„>pl,.

SWI C:-;

LOCAT'.GN

PBB--""-'G

PBB

504v'BB-SO4h

PBB-SO-"'l

PBB-S04S

PBB-S04M

PGB-L3282

PGB-L3482

PGB-L3682

PGB-L32C4

OGB-C01

OGB-C01

OGB-C01

OGB-C01

DGB-C01

PHB-H3425

PHB-H3627

P KB-H4201

PKO-H4401

PHB-H3804

PHB-H3605

PHB-H3810

$ 804
PHB-t

1s688'HB-H3414

PHB-M3415
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61 4.16 KV Bus PBB-S04
Feeder from XFMR NBN-X04

62. i4. 16 KV Bus PBB-S04
Feeder from XFMR NBN-X03

OI SCONNECT SMITCHES

50 LPSI-SO HX "8" Bypass
SI-HV"307

51 LPSI Pump "8" Recirc
S I-UV-668

52 LPSI Pump "8" Suction
from RMT SI-HV-692

53 .SO Cooling LPSI Pump "8"
Suction SI-UV-652

54, SO Cooling LiPSI Pump "8"
Sucti on SI-UV-654

55 LPSI Header "8" to RC Loop
0A SI-UV-619

56 'LPSI Header "8" to RC Loop
28 SI-UV"625

57; .VCT Outlet Isolation
CHN-HB-501

58. 'RMT Gravity Feed
CHN-HV"536

59„. „Shutdown Cooling Temperature .

Control SIB-HV-658
60. .-.Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger

Bypass Valve SIB-HV-693.-

SMITCH
'CA Trna~

PHB-M3803

PHB-M3609

PHB-M3805

'HB-M3604

PKO-Bc4

PHB-M3606

PHB-M3621

NHN-M7208

NHN-M7209

PHB4P

PHB-Ne"'BB-S04K

PBB-S04L

iHS-8'b4'5 i

tt'..c 5. 5~p4

4 K~~14 %M ~mTl~~>e4 ill, 5Acu QA@- Ko~
QUA( xb~~+m ORmpe4b&M-~b>/ Hwb. HS'b

O.g.A. Sup~ bamp~ Az&-uo'L
~ Qo. o.b.A. ~upsy OAmpim

gl. @.q . 5Amp4o Xh~wvicoM V~v4 SSA-QV- g.OQ
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PggIL 9RMY

22'3

24

25

)4.16 KV to 480V LC L34
Supply Breaker

, 4. 16KY to 480V LC L32
Supply Breaker
4.16KV to 480V LC L36
Supply Breaker
,480V LC L32
Supply Breaker

i480Y LC L34
Supply Breaker

CONTROL CIRCUITS

l., Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 8 to S/G 1
Isolation Valve AFB-UV34

2: Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 8 to S/8 1
Control Valve AFB-HV30

3 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 8 to S/G 2
Isolation Valve AFB-UV35

4.. Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 8 to S/G 2
Control Valve AFB-HV)1

5;..Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
AFB-POl

6„,,Charging Pump No. 2
CHB-POl

7. Pressurizer Auxiliary Spray
Valve CHB-HV203',

Pressurizer Backup Heater Bank
9 Letdown to Regen HX Isolation

Yalve CHB-UY515
10; RCP Cont Bleedoff

Valve CHB-~V505
llew Volume Control Tank Outlet

isolation Valve CHH-~V501
12v'WT Gravity Feed Isolation

Valve CH -HV536
13 S/G 1 line Atmospheric Dump Valve Control
14. ,S/G line 2 Atmospheric Dump

Valve ~~ St'-aS-H'f-'i l'0 4
15; :S/G 1 line 2 Atmospheric Dump

Laol. Valve Ht-968 Sh5-H9-CLS A
16' S/G 2 line Atmospheric Dump

Valve Control >(>g-~ Qzc - iaaf'A
17 S/G 2 line 1 Atmospheric Dump

ke4. Yal ve M&, SO~ 8- 4N - iM'A
18I S/G 2 line Atmospheric Dump

Wl. Valve HWBSB,56$ -8'i- IRAN'0
19 Diesel Generator 8 Output

Breaker
20', Diesel Generator Building N

Essential Exhaust Fan Hoe-~i
21. Diesel Generator 8 Fuel Oil

Transfer Pump OPS PCA

SMITCH
LOCATiON

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

PBB-SO4S

PGB-L32C4

RSP

'RSP

RSP

RSP

NHN-H7208

NHN"H7209

i1a 8
5dqQ-HX'4 RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

PBB-S048

DGB-801

DGB-801

PBB-S04H

PBB-S04J

PBB-S04N

PGB-L3282

PGB-L3482
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CONTROL CIRCUITS

27!

28.

480V LC L36
Supply Breaker

rBattery Charger PKB"H12
Supply Breaker

29: .Battery Charger PKD-H14
Supply Breaker

"30'ackup Battery Charger
PKB-H16 Supply Breaker

31.

32.

33

Vol tage Regulator PNB-V26
Supply Breaker
Voltage Regulator PNB-V28

upply Breaker
qEssential Spray Pond Pump

SPB-P01
34'Essential Cooling Water Pump

EWB"PO1
35L )Essential Chilled Water

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41

Chiller ECB-E01
Battery Room D Essential
Exhaust Fan HJB-JOlA
Battery Room B Essential
Exhaust Fan HJB-J01B
ESF Switchgear Room B

Essential AHU HJB-Bf68 K3
Electrical Penetration Room B

ACU Fan HAB-Z06
SIT Vent Valves Power
Supply 525- 1A
SIT 2A Vent Valve
S I8-HV613

42 >)SIT 2B Vent Valve
SI 8-HV623

43 i SIT 1A Vent Valve
SIB-HV633

44~ 'IT 1B Vent Valve
SIB-HV643

45< 'PSI Pump 8
SIB-P01

46 .Containment Spray Pump 8

Discharger to SD HX "B"
Valve SIB-HV689

47 «LPSI Containment Spray from
SD HX "8" X-tie Valve SIB-HV695

48 ,Shutdown Cooling LPSI Suction
Valve SIB"~V666

49, Shutdown Cool>ng Warmup Bypass
. Valve SIB"UV690

—50, 'PSI Containment Spray to
SD HX "8" X-tie Valve SIB-VV694

" Not required unless Battery Charger

SWITCH
LOCATION

PGB-L3682

PHB-M3627

PHB-M3209

PHB-M3425

PHB-M3626

PHB-M310

PBB-S04C

PBB-504M

PBB-S046

PHB-M3206

PHB-M3207

PHB-M3203

PHB-M3631

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

RSP

PBB-S04F

PHB-M3804

PHB-M3810

PHB-M3605

PHB-M3806

PH8-M3414

PKB-H12 or PKD-H14 is inoperable
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-0
CONTROL CIRCUITS

51< SD HX "8" to RC Loops
2A/28 Valve SIB- V696

52| LPSI SD HX "8" By ass
Valve SIB-HV307

53. LPSI Pump 8 Recirc.
Valve SIB-UV688

54 LPSI Pump 8 Suction
From RMT SIB-HV692

55. RC Loop to Shutdown
Cooling Valve SIB-UV652

56 RC Loop to Shutdown
Cooling Valve SIB-UV654

57. .LPSI Header 8 to RC
Loop 2A Valve SIB-UV615

SE'«LPSI Header 8 to RC
Loop 28 Valve SIB-UV625

FMM, 9HAFT
SMITCH

LOCATION

PHB-t 13415

PHB-M3803

PHB-M3609

PHB-M3805

PHB-M3604

PKD-844

PHB-M3606

PHB"M3621

H II
SDC '6 Tu~p RA~Cm COW'VRCn VALV~
szS-Hw- 4 gh

~4M~ Room QQTsvA'AQQ ZhowTlQQ ~IYlP4h'b
H>S. Rbl/HX5-MSb

o.b.A. Supplq Wn ~ %~- rAoz.

o. b.A. SMQPSlg Q~~L Q~ -Yap
~~~- 'S" — ~~<~ ~~a.v

~<~A~ ~ac~ ~~ ~~0~
A'4~RHJA Tm

5A~~Wq 8 %4RQA~
5A'R4Z.q 5 'Wve ~-uq - ZOg

sANQQc ~vo~g~ gp,~~g,

C44~~
UO~VC S~q „~<„<~i

'ave-
%%A'I'L

psa- sa9Y
s b9- bo+g
0%5- HQz01
PK0 - H44oi

PuW- H'b4>X

Oo<y- Ag4 l>
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INSTRUHENT

TABLE 4.3-6

REHOTE SHUTDOLIN INSTRUHENTATION
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

3.

4

Log Neutron Power Level

Reactor Coolant Hot Leg Temperature (2)
Reactor Coolant Cold Leg Temperature (2)
Pressurizer Pressure

5. Pressuri zer Level

6. Steam Generator Pressure

7. Steam Generator Level

8. Refueling Mater Tank Level

9. Charging Line Pressure

10. Charging Line Flow

ll. Shutdown Cooling Neat Exchanger Temperatures
12. Shutdown Cooling Flow

13. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rale

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H



F~ÃPi SHAFT
INSTRUMENTATION

POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.6 The post-accident monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
Table 3.3-10 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a 0 With the number of OPERABLE post-accident monitoring channels less
.than the Required Number of Channels shown in Table 3.3-10, either
restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or
be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

b. With the number of OPERABLE post-accident monitoring channels less
-than the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirements of Table 3.3-10;
either restore the inoperable channel(s) to OPERABLE status within
48 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 3. 3. 6 Each post-accident monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL

.CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-7.

C ~ Vol~ O&4 uK ~Rm IDICC LCI~Y

'IVl.O~L'%DR'(ATE

~~~~ ~~~it)~ ~g~y ~~+ ~~~P ~~ ~~
>+V- ~- gc.~~~ ~mW~ ~ ~+m 3.5-io
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TABLE 3.3-10

POST-ACCIDENT HONITORING INSTRUHENTATION

INSTRUHENT

10

12.

;13

14

15

16

Containment Pressure

Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature —
Th (Mide Range)hot

Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature - T ld (Wide Range)cold
Pressurizer Pressure - Wide Range

.Pressurizer Mater Level

Steam Generator Pressure

Steam Generator Water Level - Wide Range

Refueling Mater Storage Tank Mater Level

Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate

Reactor Cooling System Subcooling Hargin Honitor,
Pressurizer Safety Valve Position Indicator
Containment Mater Level (Narrow Range)

'ontainmentMater Level (Wide Range)

Core Exit Thermocouples

Reactor Vessel Mater Level

Neutron Flux Honitor (Power Range)

REQUIRED
NUHBER OF

CHANNELS

2/steam generator

2/steam generator

2

1/val ve

2

4/core quadrant

Q (f(P
4

HINIHUH
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

I/1 o()p

1/l oop

1

1/steam generator

1/steam generator

1

1/valve

2/co> e quadrant

2

PCMQW

Z8)'tg



0'ABLE

4.3-7

POST-ACCIDENT t tONITORING INSTRUHENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREt tENTS

INSTRUttENT

1. Containment Pressure

2. Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature -
Tt t (Wide Range)tlot

3. Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature -T
l (Wide Range)cold

4. Pressurizer Pressure - Wide Range

5. Pressurizer Mater Level

6. Steam Generator Pressure

7. Steam Generator Water Level - Wide Range

8. Refueling Mater Storage Tank Water Level

9. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate
I

10. Reactor Coolant System Subcooling Hargin Honitor
ll. Pressurizer Safety Valve Position Indicator
12. Containment Water Level (Narrow Range)

13. Containment Mater Level (Wide Range)

14. Core Exit Thermocouples

15. Reactor Vessel Mater Level

16. Neutron Flux Honitor (Power Range)

CHANNEL
CHECK

H

H

H

H

H

H

I'IIANttEL

CALIBRATION

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R
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INSTRUMENTATION
FfNAU98AFY

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3:3.7 As a minimum, the fire detection instrumentation for each FPER
detection zone shown in Table 3.3-11 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected by. the fire detection instrument
is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

b..

C.

With any, but not more than one-half the total in any fire zone
Function X fire detection instrument shown in Table 3.3-11 inoperable,
restore the inoperable instrument(s) to OPERABLE status within
14 days or within the next 1 hour establish a fire watch patrol to
inspect the zone(s) with the inoperable instrument(s) at least once
per hour, unless the instrument(s) is located inside the containment,
then inspect that containment zone at least once per 8 hours or
monitor the containment air temperature at least once per hour at
the locations listed in Specification '4.6. 1.5.

With more than one-half of the Function X fire detection instruments
in any fire zone shown in Table 3.3-11 inoperable, or with any
Function Y fire detection instruments shown in Table 3. 3-11 inoperable,
or with any two or more adjacent fire detection instruments shown in
Table 3.3-11 inoperable, within 1 hour establish a fire watch patrol
to inspect the zone(s) with the inoperable instrument(s) at least
once per hour, unless the instrument(s) is located inside the
containment, then inspect that containment zone at least once per
8 hours or monitor the containment air temperature at least once
per hour at the locations listed in Specification 4.6. 1.S.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4. 3. 3. 7. 1 Each of the above required fire detection instruments which are
accessible during plant operation shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once
per 6 months by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Fire detectors
which are not accessible during plant operation shall be demonstrated OPERABLE

by the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST during each COLO SHUTDOWN

exceeding 24 hours unless performed in the previous 6 months.

4.3.3.7.2 The NFPA Standard 72D supervised circuits supervision associated
with the detector alarms of each of the above required fire detection
instruments shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 6 months.
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TABLE 3.3-11

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

"aNAL 9RAFT

FPER
F IRE ELEVATION INSTRUMENT LOCATION
ZONE

HEAT
(xiy)

FLAME SMOKE

(xiy) ~x y)

TOTAL NUMBER OF IflSTRUMENTS~

4I74'UILDING
" CONTROL

Essential Chiller Rm.
Train A

Essential Chiller Rm.-
Train 8

24/0

21/0

3A 74'able Shaft - Train A

38 74'able Shaft - Train 8

86A 74-156'4" Deadspace Compartment-
Train A

868 ?4-156'4" Deadspace Compartment-
Train 8

0/1

0/1

1/0

1/0

0/3

0/3

4A

48

5A

58

6A

68

7A

78

8A

88

100'00'00'00'00'00'00'00'00'00'able

Shaft - Train A

Cable Shaft - Train 8

ESF Switchgear Room-
Train A

ESF Switchgear Room-
Train 8

DC Equip. Rm.' Train A
(Channel C)

DC Equip. Rm. - Train 8
(Channel D)

DC Equip. Rm. - Train A
(Channel A)

DC Equip. Rm. - Train 8
(Channel 8)

Battery'm. - Train A

(Channel C)

Battery Rm. - Train 8
(Channel 0)

0/2

0/2

1/0

1/0

0/K'

0/J8'63

2/0

2/0

2/0

2/0

0/2

0/2
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TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued)

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

FPER
FiRE ELEVATION INSTRUMENT LOCATION
ZONE

TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS~

HEAT FLAME

laxly} (xly)
SMOKE

(xty)

9A

10A

10B

100'00'00',100'attery

Rm. - Train A
(Channel A)

Battery Rm. - Train B

(Channel
B)'emote

Shutdown Rm.-
Train A

Remote Shutdown Rm.
Train B

0/2

0/2

o/)

0/2

0/2

1/8 I

1/P t

llA

11B

14

120'able Shaft - Train A

120'able Shaft - Train 8

120' Lower Cable Spreading Rm.

System 1
System 2
System 3
System 4
System 5
System 6

0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
Ojl

1/0

1/0

0/6
0/6
0/8
0/8
0/8
0/8

15A

15B

18A

;.18B

20

140'40'40'60'60'60'able

Shaft - Train A

Cable Shaft - Train B

Control Rm. - HCB'a & Relay
Cabinets

Cable Shaft - Train A

Cable Shaft - Train B

Upper Cable Spreading Rm.

System 1
System 2
System 3

System 4
System 5

0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1

1/0

1/0

l>Vyo

1/0

1/0

0/12
0/8
0/8
0/8
0/8
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TABLE 3. 3-11 (Cont inued)

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

FPER
FIRE ELEVATION INSTRUMENT LOCATION
i.ONE

TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS~

HEAT FLAME SMOKE

~(x y) ~x y) (x/y)

218

22A

228

24A

248

23A

238

25A

258

28

100'00'00'00'15'15

131'31'31'31'00'UILDING

- DIESEL GENERATOR

Diesel Generator - Train A

Diesel Generator - Train 8

Diesel Generator Control Rm.

Train A

Diesel Generator Control Rm.

Train 8

Combustion Air Intake Rm.

Train A

Combustion Air Intake Rm.

Train 8

Fuel Oil Day Tank-
Train A

Fuel Oil Day Tank-
Train 8

Exhaust Silencer Rm.

Train A

Exhaust Silencer Rm.

Train B

BUILDING - FUEL

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and
Cleanup Pump Areas

0/3

0/3

0/1

0/1

0/4

3/0

3/0

1/0

1/0

1/0

1/0

3/0

51'-6"88A

51'-6"888

51'-6"

51 1 6ll

'2A

328

PALO VERDE - UNIT

1'UILDING

- AUXILIARY

West Corridors

East Corridors

LPSI Pump Rm. - Train A

LPSI Pump Rm. - Train 8

3/4 3-63

6/0

6/0

0/2

0/2





TABLE 3. 3-11 (Continued)

FIRE DETECTION IiVSTRUt'1ENTS

ANAL Mg'7

FPER
F I RE ELEVATION INSTRUMENT LOCATION
ZONE

HEAT
(x/y)

F LAt1E

~(x/y
""tiOKE

(x/v)

TOTAL t<UtlBER OF Ii'ISTRUilENTS"

34A

348

35A

70'0'0'CW
Pump Rm. - Train A

ECW Pump Rm. - Train 8

Shutdown Cooling Ht. x Chgr.
Train A

2/0

2IA

4/0

358

3'7C

370

70'hutdown Cooling Ht. x Chgr.
ggj Train 8

Qacg)g ~a~~p ~~o ~i~ A~id ~o~i„t gaorv
70'tt 88'iping Penetration Rm.-

Train A

70'& 88'iping Penetration Rm.-
Train 8

4/0

i]~

4/0

378

37A

39A

398

42A

428

70'0'8'8'00'00'orridors

- East

Corridors - West

Pipeways - Train A

Pipeways - Train 8

Elect. Penetration Rm.

Tr. A (Chan. C)

Elect. Penetration Rm.-
Tr. 8 (Chan. 8)

0/1

0/1

ll/0
11/0

8/0

8/0

0/25

0/24

42C 100'orridors - East 8 Southeast 0/2 3/35

42D

46A

468

46E

100'00'00'00'orridor

- West

Charging Pump and Valve
Gallery Rm. - Train A

Charging Pump and Valve
Gallery Rm. - Train 8

Charging Pump and Valve
Gallery Rm. - Train E

0/1 2/29

0/3

0/3

0/3
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TABLE: 3. 3-11 (Continued)

FIRE OETECTION INSTRUMENTS

FMN 9)g"f

FPER
F IRE ELEi/ATION INSTRUMENT LOCATION
ZONE

TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS~

HEAT FLAME SMOKE

47B

48

50B

51B

120'20'20'20'20'lect.

Penetration Rm.
Tr. A,(Chan, A)

Elect. Penetration Rm.
Tr. 8 (Chan. 0)

ECW Surge Tanks Corridor-
Tr. A&B

Valve Gallery

Spray Chemical Storage Tk Rm.

0/1

0/1

0/ZB

0/24

3/0

1/0

1/0

52A

520

56B

120'20'20'40'entral

Corridor - West 0/1

Central Corridor - East 0/1

Reactor Trip Switchgear Rm.

Storage and Elect. Equip.
Rm. - East

5/17

7/18

57I 140'lothing Issue and Men'
Locker Rm.

5/0

57J

57N

140'40'omen's Locker, Clean Storage
and Lunch Rms.

Corridor Area

BUILOING - CONTAINMENT""

7/0

4/0

66A8668 100'$ ~p,o Southwest and Southeast
Perimeter

I

1/0

67A8467B
100'6A

120'6B,

120'7'7B

120'orthwest
and'ortheast

Perimeter

Southwest Perimeter

Southeast Perimeter

Northwest and Northeast.
Perimeter

1/0

1/0

1/0

Q/0
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TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued)

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUt1ENTS

FINAL 9RAF7

FPER
F~RE 'LEVATION INSTRUtlENT LOCATION
ZONE

TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS"

HEAT FLAtlE SiiOKE
(x/y) (x/y) (x/y)

63A
120'3B

120'
A4(ot e)

67A867B $

140'o.
1 RCPs and SG Area~

I

No. 2 RCPs and SG Area
I

Southwest, Southeast,
Northwest and Northeast
Perimeters

1/0

6/0

63A

63B

70

71A

71B

140'40'

140'40'40

No. 1 RCPs and SG Area

No. 2 RCPs and SG Area

Refueling Pool and Canal Area

North Preaccess Normal AFU
Area

South Preaccess Normal AFU
Area

MAIN STEAtl SUPPORT STRUCTURE

5/0

5/0

4/0

2/0

2/0

72 '0'urbine Driven Aux. Feedpump
Rm.

0/ ".

73

74A

74B

- 83

80'00',120'(

140'00',120'

140'otor

Driven Aux. Feedpump Rm.

Main Steam Isol. 8 Dump Valve
Area North

Main Steam Isol. 8 Dump Valve
Area South

OUTSIDE AREAS
I

Condensate Storage Tank Pump
House

0/6

0/6

2/0
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TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued)

FIRE OETECTION INSTRUMENTS

FOAL 92')F7

FPER
FIRE 'LEVATION INSTRUMENT LOCATION
ZONE

TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS~

HEAT FLAME SMOKE

~xy) ~(x y) ~x/y)

84A

84B

Spray Pond Pump House-
Train A

Spray Pond Pump House-
Train B.

1/0

1/0

The fire detection instruments located within the containment are
not required to be OPERABLE during the performance of Type A

containment leakage rate tests.

"(x/y): x is the number of instruments associated with early fire detection
and notification only.

y is the number of instruments associated with actuation of fire
suppression systems and early fire detection and notification.
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INSTRUf1ENTATION

LOOSE-PART OETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

'blITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.8 The loose-part detection system shal'1 be OPERABLE with all sensors
specified in Table 3. 3-12.

APPLICABILITY: NOQES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

a.

b.

Mith one or more loose-part detection system channels inoperable for
more than 30 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to the
Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 10 days
outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plans for restoring
the channel(s) to OPERABLE status.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.3.3.8 Each channel of the loose-part detection system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by performance of:

a. a CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 24 hours,

b. a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and

c. a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.
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TABLE 3. 3-12

LOOSE PARTS SENSOR LOCATIONS

INSTRUMENT NO.

JSVNYE - 1

JSVNYE - 2

JSVNYE - 3

JSVNYE - 4

JSVNYE - 5

JSVNYE"- 6

JSVNYE - 7

JSVNYE - 8

LOCATION

UPPER VESSEL A (STUD BOLTS)

UPPER VESSEL B (STUD BOLTS)

LOMER VESSEL A (INCORE NOZZLE)

LOMER VESSEL 8 (INCORE NOZZLE)

SG-lA (HOT LEG)

SG-1B (COLD LEG 1A)

SG-ZA (HOT LEG)

SG"2B (COLD LEG 2A)
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INSTRUMENTATION

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUt1ENTATION

LIt1ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.9 The radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation channels
shown in Table 3.3-13 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm/trip setpoints set to
ensure that the limits of Specification 3.11.2.1 are not exceeded. The
alarm/trip setpoints of these channels shall be determined and adjusted in ,

accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM. I

APPLICABIL'ITY: As shown in Table 3.3-13.

ACTION:

ao

b.

C.

~u &nq~
With a radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation
channel alarm/trip setpoint less conservative than'required by the
above Specification, immediately suspend the release of radioactive
gaseous effluents monitored by the affected channel, or declare the
channel inoperable, or change the setpoint so it is acceptably
conservative.

With less than the minimum number of radioactive gaseous effluent
monitoring instrumentation channels OPERABLE, take the ACTION shown
in Table 3.3-13. Restore the inoperable instrumentation to OPERABLE
status within 30 days and, if unsuccessful, explain in the next Semi-
annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report why this inoperability was
not, corrected within the time specified.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.3.3.9 Each radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation channel
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE

CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the
frequencies shown in Table 4.3-8.
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TABLE 3.3-13

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT HONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRU11ENT

I.'ASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEH

a. Noble Gas Activity Honitor-
Providing Alarm and Automatic
Termination of Release 8RU-12

b. flow Rate Honitor

HINIHU11 CHANNELS
OPERABLE APPLICABILITY ACTION

. 2. GASEOUS RAD>IASTE SYSTEH EXPLOSIVE GAS

J>ONITORING SYSTEH

Hydrogen Honitor

b. Oxygen Honi.tor

39



TABLE 3.3-13 (Continued)

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENT

3. CONDENSER EVACUATION SYSTEM

MINIMUM CHANNELS
OPERABLE APPLICABILITY ACTION

A. Low Range Monitors
a. Noble Gas Activity Honitor HRU-141

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Particulate Sampler

d. Flow Rate Monitor
e. Sampler Flow Rate Measuring Device

B. Nigh Range Monitors

a. Noble Gas Activity Monitor //RU-142

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Particulate Sampler

Sampler Flow Rate Heasuring Device

4. PLANT VENT SYSTEM

A. Low Range Monitors

a. Noble Gas Activity Monitor 8RU-143

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Particulate Sampler

d. Flow Rate Monitor
e. Sampler Flow Rate Measuring Device

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1,2,3,.4
1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

37

40

40

Pf, 42

gf,42
W42
p',sz

37

40

40

36

36

00~~> ~~%~~ %Any CJbA4KLu M
'b~pgliNg

Ho FcthL4 ~~(
A~AOQ. OW(q

o~ ~

IRAQ%
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TABLE 3.3-13 (Continued)

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT HONITORING INSTRUHENTATION

INSTRUHENT

4. PLANT VENT SYSTEH (Continued)

11INI11UH CHANNELS
OPERABLE APPLICAB ILI'[Y ACTION

High Range Honitors
a. Noble Gas Activity Honitor 8RU-144

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Particulate Sampler

d. Sampler Flow Rate Heasuring Device

FUEL BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEH

A. Low Range Honitors
a. Noble Gas Activity Honitor bRU-145

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Particulate Sampler

d. Flow Rate Honitor
e. Sampler Flow Rate Heasuring Device

B. High Range Honitors
a. Noble Gas Activity Honitor 8RU-l46

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Particulate Sampler

d. Sampler Flow Rate Heasuring Device

~,42
gf,42
f6,42
~,42

37,4l
40

40

36

36

Y,41,42
~,42
~,42
P3',42



TABLE 3.3-13 Continued)
F i'Nh 98AF7

TABLE NOTATION

* At all times."" During GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM operation.¹ During waste gas release.
¹¹ In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 or when irradiated fuel is in the fuel storage pool

ACTION 35-

ACTION 36-

ACTION 37 "

ACTION 38-

ACTION 39-

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, the contents of the
tank(s) may be released to the environment proviaed that prior
to initiating the release:

a. At least two independent samples of the tank's contents
are analyzed, and

b. At least two technically qualified members of the facilitystaff independently verify the release rate calculations
and discharge valve lineup;

Otherwise, suspend release of radioactive effluents via this
pathway.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via
this pathway may continue provided the flow rate is estimated
at least once per 4 hours.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via
this pathway may continue provided the actions of (A) or (B)
are performed:

A. Initiate the Preplanned Alternate Sampling Program of
Section 6. 16 to monitor the appropriate parameter(s).

B. Place moveable air monitors in-line or take grab samples
at least once per 12 hours.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, immediately suspend
PURGING of radioactive effluents via this pathway.

P

With the number of channnels OPERABLE one less than required
by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, operation of the
GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM may continue provided grab samples
are taken and analyzed daily. With both channels inoperable
operation may continue provided grab samples are taken and
analyzed (1) every 4 hours during degassing operations, and
(2) daily during other operations.
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TABLE 3. 3-13 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

ACTION 40-

ACTION 41-

ACTION 42-

With the number of channels OPEPABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via
the effected pathway may continue provided samples are contin-
uously collected with auxiliary samp'ling equipment as required
in Table 4. 11-2 within one hour after the channel has been
declared inoperable.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than requi rea by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirements, comply with the ACTION b
of Specification 3.9. 12 or operate the fuel building essential
ventilation system while moving irradiated fuel.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement prepare and submit a
Special Report to the Commission purs nt to Specification 6.9.2 .

withi days following the event outl ning the action taken,
e cause of the inoperability, and the lans and schedule for

restoring the system to OPERABLE status.

vo op~bwc HA&&cl

v4'l~)~ 7Q f4ll Q g gg

0
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TABLE 4.3-8

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT HONITORING INSTRUHENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

INSTRUHENT

1. GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEH

CHANNEL SOURCE CHANNEL
CHECK CHECK CALIBRATION

CHANNEL !10DES IN W11IC11

FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE
TES1 ~lS AE Ull<ED

a. Noble Gas Activity Honitor-
Providing Alarm and Automatic
Termination of Release RU-12

b. Flow Rate Honitor

P

N.A.

R(3) g(1), PtM8

g, PNO/

2. GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEH
EXPLOSIVE GAS HONITORING SYSTEH

a. Hydrogen Honitor (continuous) N.A. 0(4)

b. Hydrogen Honitor (sequential)

c. Oxygen Honitor (continuous)

d. Oxygen Honitor (sequential) -D

N.A. S(4)

N. A. 0(5)

N.A. g(5)



0



TABLE 4.3-8 (Continued)

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUEHT MONITORING IHSTRUt1ENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREtlENTS

INSTRUMENT

3. CONDENSER EVACUATION SYSTE11
(RU-141 and RU-142)

CHANNEL SOURCE CHANNEL
CHECK CHECK CALIBRATION

CHANNEL l 10DES IH 'LIHlCtl
FUNCTIONAl SURVE I LLAllCE

TEST IS RBSUIREII

a. Noble Gas Activity t1onitor

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Particulate Sampler

d. Flow Rate Monitor

e. Sampler Flow Rate t1easuring
Device

D

N. A. N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

R(3)

N.A.

0(2) 1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3,

2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3,

1, 2, 3, 4

4. PLANT VENT SYSTEH
(RU-143 and RU-144)

a. Noble Gas Activity tlonitor

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Particulate Sampler

d. Flow Rate t1onitor

e. Sampler Flow Rate Neasuring
Device

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

R(3)

H. A.

0(2)

N.A.

N.A.





TABLE 4.3-8 (Continued)

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT NONITORIHG INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIRE11EHTS

INSTRUt lENT
CHANNEL SOURCE CHANNEL

CIIECK CHECK CALIBRATION

CHANNEL 110DES IH Llll1C11

FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLA1ICE
1 I II

5. FUEL BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEH
(RU-145 and RU-146)

a. Noble Gas Actvity 11onitor

b. Iodine Sampler

c. Par ticul ate Sampler

d. Flow Rate Monitor

e. Sampler Flow Rate 11easuring
Device

N.A.

N.A.

H R(3)

N.A. H.A.

N.A. N.A.

N.A.. R

N.A. R

Q(2)

N.A.

N. A.



TABLE 4.3-8 (Coniinued)

FINAL 9ggfg
TABLE NOTATIONS

¹¹
¹¹¹

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

At al 1 times.

During GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM operation.

During waste. gas release.
During MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4 or with irradiated fuel in the fuel storage pool.

I

Functional test should consist of, but not be limited to, a verification of
system isolation capability by the inseqtion of a simulated alarm condition.
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall also demonstrate that automatic isolation
of this pathway and control 'room alarm annunciation occurs if any of the
following conditions exists:
l. Instrument indicates measured levels above the alarm/trip setpoint.
2. Circuit failure.
3. Instrument indicates a downscale failure.
4. Instrument controls not set in operate mode.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall also demonstrate that control room
alarm annunciation occurs if any of the following conditions exists:
l. Instrument indicates measured levels above the alarm setpoint.
2. Circuit failure.
3. Instrument indicates a downscale failure.
4. Instrument controls not set in operate mode.

The initial CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be performed using one or more of
the reference standards certified by the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) or using standards that have been obtained from suppliers that
participate in measurement assurance activities with NBS. These standards
shall permit calibrating the system over its intended range of energy and
measurement range. For subsequent CHANNEL CALIBRATION, sources that have
been related to the initial calibration shall be used.

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall include the use of standard gas samples
containing a nominal:

1. One volume percent hydrogen, balance nitrogen, and

2. Four volume percent hydrogen, b'alance nitrogen.

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall include the use of standard gas samples
containing a nominal:

1. One volume percent oxygen, balance nitrogen, and

2. Four volume percent oxygen, bal'ance nitrogen.
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3/4. 4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4. 1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

STARTUP AND POWER OPERATION

$ j)$f gggF7

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4. 1. 1 Both reactor coolant loops and both reactor coolant pumps in each
loop shall be in operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.*

ACTION:

With less than the above required reactor coolant pumps in operation, be in at
least HOT STANDBY within 1 hour.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.4. 1. 1 The above required reactor coolant loops shall be verified to be in
operation and circulating reactor coolant at least once per 12 hours.

ee pec)a est xception 3. 10.3.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HOT STANOBY

RNID. 9RAF7

LIMITING CONOITIQN FOR OPERATION

3.4. 1.2 The reactor coolant loops listed below shall be OPERABLE and at least
one of these reactor coolant loops shall be in operation.*

a. Reactor Coolant Loop 1 and its associated steam generator and at
least one associated reactor coolant pump.

b. Reactor Coolant Loop 2 and its associated steam generator and at
least one associated reactor 'coolant pump.

APPLICABILITY: MOOE 3.

ACTION:

ao With less than the above required reactor coolant loops OPERABLE,
restore the required loops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be
in HOT SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours.

b. With no reactor coolant loop in operation, suspend all operations
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System and immediately initiate corrective action to return the
required reactor coolant loop to operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 4. 1. 2.1 At least the above required reactor coolant pumps, if not in
operation, shall be determined to be OPERABLE once per 7 days by verifying
correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability.

4.4. 1.2.2 At least one reactor coolant loop shall be verified to be in
operation and circulating reactor coolant at least once per 12 hours.

4.4.1.2.3 The required steam generator(s) shall be determined OPERABLE
verifying the secondary side water level to be > '25K indicated wide range
level at least once per. 12 hours.

"All reactor coolant pumps may be deenergized for up to 1 hour provided
(1) no operations are permitted that would cause di lution of the Reactor
Coolant System boron concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature is
maintained at least 10'F below saturation temperature.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

FliNi. 9RAF7

HOT SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4. 1.3 At 'least two of the loop(s)/train(s) listed below shall be OPERABLE
and at least one reactor coolant and/or shutdown cooling loops shall be in
oper ation."

a. Reactor Coolant Loop 1 and its associated steam generator and at
least one associated reactor coolant pump,~"

b. Reactor Coolant Loop 2 and its associated steam generator and at
least one associated reactor coolant pump,""

c. Shutdown Cooling Train A,

d. Shutdown Cooling Train B.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

ACTION:

a. With less than the above required reactor coolant and/or shutdown
cooling'loops OPERABLE, immediately initiate corrective action to
return the required loops to OPERABLE. status as soon as possible;if the remaining OPERABLE loop is a shutdown cooling loop, be in
COLD SHUTDOWN within 24 hours.

With no reactor coolant or shutdown cooling loop in operation, suspend
all operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the
Reactor Coolant System and immediately 'initiate corrective action to
return the required coolant loop to operation.

"All reactor coolant pumps and shutdown cooling pumps may be deenergized
for up to 1 hour provided (1) no operations are permitted that would cause
dilution of the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration, and (2) core
outlet temperature is maintained at least 1O'F below saturation temperature.

""A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with one or more of the Reactor
Coolant System cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 255'F during
cooldown, or 2950F during heatup, unless the secondary water temperature
(saturation temperature corresponding to steam generator pressure) of each

'steam generator is less than 100'F above each of the Reactor Coolant System
cold leg temperatures.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HOT SHUTDOWN

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4. 1.3. 1 The required reactor coolant pump(s), if not in operation, shall be
determined to be OPERABLE once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker
alignments and indicated power availability.
4.4. 1.3.2 The required steam generator(s) shall be determined OPERABLE by
verifying the secondary side water level to be > 25K indicated wide range
level at least once per 12 hours.

4.4. 1.3.3 At least one reactor coolant or shutdown cooling loop shall be
verified to be in operation and circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate
greater than or equal to 4000 gpm at least once per 12 hours.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

COLD SHUTDOWN - LOOPS FILLED

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 4. 1. 4. 1 At least one shutdown cooling loop shall be OPERABLE and in
operation~, and either:

a. One additional shutdown cooling loop shall be OPERABLE¹, or
b. The secondary side water level of at least two steam generators

shall be greater than 25K indicated wide range level.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops filled¹¹.
ACTION:

'a 0

b.

With less than the above required loops OPERABLE or with less than
the required steam generator level, immediately initiate corrective
action to return the required loops to OPERABLE status or to restore
the required level as soon as possible.
With no shutdown cooling loop in operation, suspend all operations
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System and immediately initiate corrective action to return the
required shutdown cooling loop to operation.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.4. 1.4. 1.1 The secondary side water level of both steam generators when
required shall be determined to be within limits at least once per 12 hours.

4.4. 1.4. 1.2 At least one shutdown cooling loop shall be determined to be in
operation and circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or
equal to 4000 gpm at least once per 12 hours.

ne shutdown coo sng loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for
surveillance testing provided the other shutdown cooling loop is OPERABLE
and in operation.

¹¹A reactor coolant pump shall not be started. with one or more of the Reactor.
Coolant System cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 255'F during
cooldown, or 295'F during heatup, unless the secondary water temperature
saturation temperature corresponding to steam generator pressure) of each
steam generator is less than 100 F above each of the Reactor Coolant System
cold leg temperatures.

~The shutdown cooling pump may be deenergized for upi to 1 hour provided
(1) no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor
Coolant System boron concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature is
maintained at least 10'F below saturation temperature..
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

COLD SHUTDOWN " LOOPS NOT F:LLED

FINA( 9jg~~F ]

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4. 1.4.2 Two shutdown cooling loops shall be OPERABLE and at least one
shutdown cooling loop shall be in operat on.~

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops not filled.
ACTION:

a. With less than the above required loops OPERABLE, immediately initiate
corrective action to return the required loops to OPERABLE status as
soon as possible.

b. With no shutdown cooling loop in operation, suspend all operations
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System and immediately initiate corrective action to return the
required shutdown cooling loop to operation.

"SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4.1.4.2 At least one shutdown cooling loop shall be determined to be in
operati on and ci rcul ating reactor coolant at a flow rate o f greater than
or equal to 4000 gpm at least once per 12 hours.

One shutdown cooling loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for surveillance
testing provided the other shutdown cooling loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

*The shutdown cooling pump may be de-energized for up to 1 hour provided (1) no
operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor Coolant
System boron concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature is maintained at
least 10'F below saturation temperature.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

FIAAL 9RAFrt

3. 4. 2. 1 A minimum of one pressurizer code safety valve shall be OPERABLE with
a lift setting of 2SOO psia + 1,. "

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

ACTION:

ao

b.

With no pressurizer code safety valve OPERABLE, immediately suspend
all operations involving positive reactivity changes and place an
OPERABLE shutdown cooling loop into operation.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 may be suspended for up to
12 hours for entering into and during operation in MODE 4 for
purposes of setting the pressurizer code safety valves under ambient
(HOT) conditions provided a preliminary cold setting was made prio~
to heatup.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 4. 2. 1 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required by
Specification 4.0.5.

The lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient conditions of the valve
at nominal operating temperature and pressure.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATING

>jiV5 68AF7

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.2.2 All pressurizer code safety valves shall be OPERABLE with a lift
setting of 2500 psia + I o."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

Mith one pressurizer code safety valve inoperable, either restore the
inoperable valve to OPERABLE status within 15 minutes or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours with
the shutdown cooling system suction line relief valves aligned to provide
overpressure protection for the Reactor Coolant System.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 4.2.2 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required by
Specification 4.0.5.

~The lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient conditions of. the valve
at nominal operating temperature and pressure.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.3 PRESSURIZER

FINA 9RAF7

PRESSURIZER

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 4.3.1 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with a minimum steady-state water
level of greater than or equal to 27K indicated level (425 cubic feet) and a
maximum steady-state water level of less than or equal to 56K indicated level
(948 cubic feet) and at least two groups of pressurizer heaters capable of being
powered from Class 1E buses each having a nominal capacity of at least 150 kM.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a0

b.

Mith only one group of the above required pressurizer heaters
OPERABLE, restore at least two groups to OPERABLE status within
72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in HOT SHUTDOMN within the following 6 hours.

Mith the pressurizer otherwise inoperable, restore the pressurizer to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour, or be in at least HOT STANDBY with the
reactor trip breakers open within 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOMN within
the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4.3.1.1 The pressurizer water volume shall be determined to be within its
limits at least once per 12 hours.

4.4.3.1.2 The capacity of the above required groups of pressurizer heaters
shall be verified to be at least 150 kM at least once per 92 days.

4.4.3. 1.3 The emergency power supply for the pressurizer heaters shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by verifying that on an

Engineered Safety Features Actuation test signal concurrent with a loss-of-
offsite power:

'a 0

b.

The pressurizer heaters are automatically shed from the emergency
power sources, and

The pressurizer heaters can be reconnected to their respective buses
manually from the control room.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

AUXILIARYSPRAY

LI t1I TING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.3.2 Both auxiliary spray valves shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION;

ao

b.

With only one u of the above required auxiliary spray valves
OPERABLE, restore both valves to OPERABLE status within 72 hours
or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

With none of the above required auxiliary spray valves OPERABLE,
restore at least one valve to OPERABLE status within the next
6 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4:3.2.1 The auxiliary spray valves shall be verified to have power available
to each valve every 24 hours.

4.'4.3.2.2 The auxiliary spray valves shall be cycled at least once per 18 months.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4. 4. 4 STEAM GENERATORS

684 7

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4. 4 Each steam generator shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one or more steam generators inoperable, restore the inoperable
generator(s) to OPERABLE status prior to increasing T ld above 210'F.cold

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4.4.0 Each steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of
the following augmented inservice inspection program.

4.4.4. 1 Steam Generator Sample Selection and Inspection - Each steam generator
shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by selecting and inspecting at
least the minimum number of steam generators specified in Table 4.4-1.

4.4.4.2 Steam Generator Tube Sample Selection and Inspection - The steam
generator tube minimum sample size, inspection result classification, and the
corresponding action required shall be as specified in Table 4.4-2. The
inservice inspection of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the
frequencies specified in Specification 4.4.4.3 and the inspected tubes shall
be verified acceptable per the acceptance criteria of Specification 4.4.4.4.
The tubes selected for each inservice inspection shall include at least 3X of
the total number of tubes in all steam generators; the tubes selected for
these inspections shall be selected on a random basis except:

a0

b.

Where experience in similar plants with similar water chemistry
indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at least 50K of the
tubes inspected shall be from these critical areas.

The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice inspection
(subsequent to the preservice inspection) of each steam generator
shall include:
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

1. All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall
penetrations (greater than 20K).

2.

3.

Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated potential
problems.

A tube inspection (pursuant to Specification 4.4.4.4a.8.) shall
be performed on each selected tube. If any selected tube does
not permit the passage of the eddy current probe for a tube

.inspection, this shall be recorded and an adjacent tube shall
be selected and subjected to a tube inspection.

C. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if required by
Table 4.4-2) during each inservice inspection may be subjected to a
partial tube inspection provided:

1. The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes from
those areas of the tube sheet array where tubes with
imperfections were previously found.

2. The inspections include those portions of the tubes where
imperfections were previously found.

The results of each sampIe inspection shall be classified into one of the
following three categories:

~Cate oe

C" 1

Ins ection Results

Less than 5X of the total tubes inspected are
degraded tubes and none of the inspected tubes
are defective.

C-2

C-3

One or more tubes, but not more than 1Ã of the
total tubes inspected are defective, or between
5X and 10K of the total tubes inspected are
degraded tubes.

More than 10K of the total tubes inspected are
degraded tubes or more than 1X of the inspected
tubes are defective.

Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes must exhibit
significant (greater than 10K) further wall penetrations
to be included in the above percentage calculations.

't
~

le
l t
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMS
FRAN MIFF

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

1

4.4.4.3 Ins ection Frequencies - The above required inservice inspections of
steam generator tubes shall be performed at the following frequencies:

a. The first inservice inspection shall be performed after 6 Effective
full Power Months but within 24 calender months of inigial crit-
icality. Subsequent inservice inspections shall be performed at
intervals of not less than 12 nor more than, 24 calendar months after
the previous inspection. If two consecutive inspections following
service under AVT conditions, not including. the preservice inspection,
result in all inspection results falling into the C-1 category or if
two consecutive inspections demonstrate that previously observed
degradation has not continued and no additional degradation has
occurred, the inspection'interval may be extended to a maximum of
once per 40 months.

b. If the results of the inservice inspection of a steam generator
conducted in accordance with Table 4.4-2 at 40 month intervals fall
into Category C-3, the inspection frequency shall be increased to at
least once per 20 months. The increase in inspection frequency
shall apply until the subsequent inspections satisfy the criteria of
Specification 4.4.4.3a.; the interval may then be extended to a
maximum of once per 40 months.

C. Additional, unscheduled inservice inspections shall be performed on
each steam generator in accordance with the first sample inspection
specified in Table 4.4-2 during the shutdown subsequent to any of
the following conditions:

Primary-to-secondary tubes leaks (not including leaks
originating from tube-to-tube sheet welds) in excess of the
limits of Specification 3.4.5.2.

2. A seismic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis
Earthquake.

3.
' loss-of-coolant accident requiring actuation of the

engineered safeguards.

4. A main steam line or feedwater line break.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

'URVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS Continued

4. 4. 4. 4 Acce tance Criteria

a. As used in this Specification

contour of a tube from that required by fabrication drawings or
specifications. Eddy-current'testing indications below 20'f
the nominal tube wall thickness, if detectable, may be considered
as imperfections.

general corrosion occurring on either inside or outside of a
tube.

than or equal to 20 of the nominal wall thickness caused by
degradation.

4. I Dearadation means the percentage of the tube wall thickness
affected or removed by degradation.

5. Defect means an imperfection of such severity that it exceeds
the plugging limit. A tube containing a defect is defective.

the tube shall be removed from service and is equal to 40K
of the nominal tube wall thickness.

7. Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube if it leaks or
contains a defect large enough to affect its structural integrity
in the event of an Operating Basis Earthquake, a loss-of-coolant
accident, or a steam line or feedwater line break as specified
in 4.4.4.3c., above.

from the point of entry (hot leg side) completely around the
U-bend to the top support of the cold leg.

9. Preservice Ins ection means an inspection of the full length of
each tube in each steam generator performed by eddy current
techniques prior to service to establish a baseline
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
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SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

b.

condition of the tubing. This inspection was performed prior to
the field hydrostatic test and prior to initial POWER OPERATION
using the equipment and techniques expected to be used during
subsequent inservice inspections.

The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after completing
the corresponding actions (plug all tubes exceeding the plugginglimit and all tubes containing through-wall cracks)'equired by
Table 4.4-2.

4.4.4.5 ~Re orts

Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice inspection
of steam generator tubes, the number of tubes plugged in each steam
generator shall be reported to the Commission in a Special Report
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2.

b.

C.

The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice inspection
shall be submitted to the Commission in a Special Report pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2 within 12 months following completion of the
inspection. This Special Report shall include:

1. Number and extent of tubes inspected.

Z. Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for each
indication of an imperfection.

3. Identification of tubes plugged.

Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into
Category C-3 shall be reported in a Special Report to the Commission
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 30 days and prior to
resumption of plant operation and shall provide a description of
investigations conducted to determine cause of the tube degradation
and corrective measures, taken to prevent recur rence.
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TABLE 4.4-1

MINIMUM NUMBER OF STEAM GENERATORS TO BE

INSPECTED DURING INSFRVICE INSPECTION

The inservice inspection may be limited to one steam generator on a rotating
schedule encompassing 6X of the tubes if the results of the first or previous
i'nspections indicate that all steam generators are performing in a like manner.
Note that under some circumstances, the operating conditions in one or more
steam generators may be found to be more severe than those in other steam
generators. Under such circumstances the sample sequence shall be modified
to inspect the most severe conditions.
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TABLE4.4-2

m
C)
m 'IST SAMPLE INSPECTION

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION

2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION 3RO SAMPLE INSPECTION

Sample Size

A minimum of
S Tubes per
S. G.

Result

C-1

C-2

C-3

Action Required

None

Plug defective tubes
and inspect additional
2S tubes in this S. G.

Inspect all tubes in
this S. G., plug de.
fective tubes and
inspect 2S tubes in
each other S. G.

Notification to NRC
pursuant to $ 50.12
(b)(2) of 10CFR
Part 50

Result=

C-1

C-3

All other
S. G.s are
C-1

Some S. G.s
C-2 but no
additiona)
S. G. are
C-3
Additional

S. G. is C-3

Action Required

N. A.

None

Plug defective tubes
and inspect additional
4S tubes in this S. G.

Perform action for
C-3 result of. first
sample

None

Perform action for
C-2 result of second
sample

Inspect all tubes in
eacl> S. G. and plug
defective tubes.
Notification to NRC
pursuant to f60.72
(b)(2) of 10CFR
Part 50

Result

C-1
C-2

C-3

N. A.

N. A. ~

Action Required

N. A.

None

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

Plug defective tubes

Perform action for
C-3 result of first
sample

< Where N is the number of steam generators in the unit, and n is the number of steam generators inspecterl
during an inspection



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/~.~.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.5.'he following Reactor Coolant System leakaae detection systems shall
be OPERABLE:

a. A containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitoring system,

b. The containment sump level and flow monitoring system, and

c. The containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With only two of the above required leakage detection systems OPERABLE,
operation may continue for up to 30 days provided grab samples of the
containment atmosphere are obtained and analyzed at least once per 24 hours
when the required gaseous and/or particulate radioactivity monitoring system
is inoperable; otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.5. 1 The leakage detection systems shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:

a. Containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitoring
system-performance of CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST at the frequencies specified in Table 4.3-3,

b. Containment sump level and flow monitoring system-performance of
CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.5.2

b.

C.

d.

e.

Reactor Coolant System leakage shall be limited to:
No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE,

1 gpm UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE,

1 gpm total primary"to-secondary leakage through all steam generators,
and 720 gallons per day through any one steam generator„
10 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System, and

1 gpm leakage at a Reactor Coolant System pressure of 2250 + 20 psia
from any Reactor Coolant System pressure isolation valve specified
in Table 3.4-1.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4

ACTION:

a.

b.

d.

With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

With any Reactor Coolant System leakage greater than any one of the
limits, excluding PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE and leakage from Reactor
Coolant System pressure isolation valves, reduce the leakage rate to
within limits within 4 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

With any Reactor Coolant System pressure isolation valve leakage
greater than the above limit, isolate the high pressure portion of
the affected system from the low pressure portion within 4 hours by
use of at least one closed manual or deactivated automatic valve,
or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD

SHUTDOWN within the followi.ng 30 hours.

With RCS leakage alarmed and confirmed in a flow path with no flow
rate indicators, commence an RCS water inventory balance within
1 hour to determine the leak rate.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 4. 5. 2. 1 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within
each of the above limits by:

a. Monitoring the containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate
radioactivity monitor at least once per 12 hours.

b. Monitoring the containment sump inventory and discharge at least
once per 12 hours.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

FjNAP 9RAF7

SURVE'.LLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

c. Performance of a Reactor Coolant System water inventory balance at
least once per 72 hours.

d. Monitoring the reactor head flange leakoff system at. least once per
24 hours.

I

4. 4. 5. 2. 2 Each Reactor Coolant System pressur e isolation valve speci f":ed in
Table 3.4-1 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying leakage to be within
its limit:

a. At least once per 18 months,

b.* Prior to entering MODE 2 whenever the plant has been in COLD
SHUTDOWN for 72 hours or more and if leakage testing has not been
performed in the previous 9 months,

c. Prior to returning the valve to service following maintenance,
repair or replacement work on the valve,

d." Within 24 hours following valve actuation due to automatic or
manual action or flow through the valve,

e. *'ithin 72 hours following a system response to an Engineered Safety
Feature actuation signal.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are noi applicable for entry intro MODE 3
or 4.

~The provisions of Specifications 4. 4. 5. 2.2. b, 4. 4. 5. 2. 2. d," and 4.4. 5. 2.2. e

are not applicable for valves UV 651, UV 652, UV 653 and UV 654 due to
position indication of valves in the control room.
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TABLE 3.4-1

F jan) ~f)pp)pp

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE ISOLAT'ON VALVES

VALVE

1) W 237 Mr. -u Z'5 l
2) ~gf Sxz 4 z.s l
3)

4)
5)

6)

7)

8)
9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

19)

20)

&R ~
&IV-~ 8m~
&W) Nu M I4$
4+9~ 5Q~ 9 WS
&Pf-~ 5$ '~ v zx'o

&-5+3 Ss~ ~ s'K'b

Sg v~>
SkV-~

%52K

SZA 95z>
SR ~ 5ES

%X'4-Q~

5s'A uu>SL ~,+
HV-P~ 4~$ uwa52. ~,>
VV-6m,¹ S~~ ~~~55"> >
VV-Q~ swan ~van~ ~

DESCRIPTION

LOOP 1A RC/SI CHECK

LOOP 1B RC/SI CHECK

LOOP ZA RC/SI CHECK

LOOP 2B RC/SI CHECK

LOOP A SIT "HECK

LOOP 1B SIT CHECK

LOOP 2A SIT CHECK

LOOP 2B SIT CHECK

LOOP 1A SI HEADER CHECK

LOOP 1B SI HEADER CHECK

LOOP 2A SI HEADER CHECK

LOOP 2B SI HEADER CHECK

LOOP 1 HP LONG TERM RECIRCULATION CHECK

LOOP 1 HP LONG TERM RECIRCULATION CHECK

LOOP 2 HP LONG TERM RECIRCULATION CHECK

LOOP 2 HP LONG TERM RECIRCULATION CHECK

LOOP 1 SHUTDOWN COOLING ISOLATION

LOOP 2 SHUTDOWN COOLING ISOLATION

LOOP 1 SHUTDOWN COOLING ISOLATION

LOOP 2 SHUTDOWN COOLING ISOLATION

+ ~c

~Testing per Specification 4.4.5.2.2.d is not applicable due to positive indica-
tion of valve position in the control room.

¹1. Leakage rates less than or equal to 1. 0 gpm are considered acceptable.

2; Leakage rates greater than 1.0 gpm but less than or equal to 5.0 gpm are
considered acceptable if the latest measured rate has not exceeded. the
rate determined by previous test by an amount that reduces the margin
between measured leakage rate and the maximum permissible rate of 5.0 gpm
by 50%%uo or greater.

3. Leakage rates greater than 1.0 gpm but less than or equal to 5.0 gpm are
~ considered unacceptable if the latest measured rate exceeded the rate

determined by the previous test by an amount that reduces the margin
-- between measured leakage rate and the maximum, permissible rate of 5.0 gpm

.by 50K or greater.
4. Leakage rates greater than 5.0 gpm are considered unacceptable.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4. 4. 6 CHEMISTRY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.6 The Reactor Coolant System chemistry shall be maintained within the
limits specified in Table 3.4-2 ~

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4:

With any one or more chemistry parameter in excess of its Steady
State Limit but within its Transient Limit, restore the parameter to
within its Steady State Limit within 24 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

b. With any one or move chemistry parameter in excess of its Transient
Limit, be in at least HOT. STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

At All Other Times:
j

With the concentration of either chloride or fluoride in the Reactor
Coolant System in excess of its Steady State Limit for more than 24 hours
or in excess of its Transient Limit, reduce the pressurizer pressure to
less than or equal to 500 psia, if applicable, and perform an engineering
evaluation to determine the effects of the out-of-limit condition on the
structural integrity of the Reactor Coolant System; determine that the
Reactor Coolant System remains acceptable for continued operation prior
to increasing the pressurizer pressure above 500 psia or prior to
proceeding to MODE 4.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.6 The Reactor Coolant System chemistry shall be determined to be within
the limits by analysis of those par'ameters at the frequencies specified in
Table 4.4-3.
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TABLE 3.4-2

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

CHEMISTRY

PARAMETER

DISSOLVED OXYGEN

STEADY STATE
LIMIT

< 0.10 ppm

TRANSIENT
LIMIT

1 . 00 ppm

CHLORIDE 0. 15 pp81 1.50 ppm,

FLUORIDE < 0.10 ppm < 1.00 ppm

Limit not applicable with T less than or equal to 250 F.cold
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PARAMETER

F1HN 98@~7
TABLE 4'.4-3

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

CHFMISTRY LIMITS SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SAMPLE AND
ANALYSIS FRE UENCY

DISSOLVED OXYGEN At least once per 72 nours

CHLORIDE At least once per 72 'hours

FLUORIDE At least once per 72 hours

Not required with T less than or equal to 250 Fcold
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FfÃAL DRAFY
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4. 4. 7 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.7 The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be limited to:

a. Less than or equal to 1.0 microcurie!gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, and

b. Less than or equal to 100/f microcur:es/gram.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTION:

MODES 1, 2, and 3":

With the specific activity of the primary coolant greater than
1.0 microcurie/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 but within the allowable
limit (below and to the left of the line) shown on Figure 3.4-1,
operation may continue for up to 48 hours provided that the
cumulative operating time, under these circumstances does not exceed
800 hours in any consecutive 12 month period. With the total
cumulative operating time at a primary coolant specific activity
greater than 1.0 microcurie/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 exceeding
500 hours in any consecutive 6 month period, prepare and submit a
Special Report to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2

'ithin30 days indicating the number of hours above this limit. The
provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

b. With the specific activity of the primary coolant greater than
1.0 microcurie/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 for more than 48 hours
during one continuous time interval or exceeding the limit line
shown on Figure 3.4-1, be in at least HOT STANDBY with T ld less
than 500'F within 6 hours.

c. With the specific activity of the primary coolant greater than
100/E microcuries/gram, be 'in at least HOT STANDBY with T ld less
than 500 F within 6 hours.

With T ld greater than or equal to 500 F.cold
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION: (Continued)

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5:

With the specific activity of the primary coolant greater than
1 microcurie/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 or greater than
100/E microcuries/gram, perform the sampling and analysis require-
ments of item 4.(a) of Table 4.4-4 until the specific activity of "he
primary coolant is restored to within its limits. A Special Report
shall be prepared and submitted to the Commission pursuant to Speci-
fication 6.9.2 within 30 days with a copy to the Director, Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, Attention: Chief, Core Performance Branch, and
Chief, Accident Evaluation Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, Mashington, D.C. 20555. This report shall contain the results
of the specific activity analyses together with the following
information:

1. Reactor power history starting 48 hours prior to the first
sample in which the limit was exceeded,

2. Fuel burnup by core region,

3. Clean-up flow history starting 48 hours prior to the first
sample in which the limit was exceeded,

4. History of degassing operation, if any, starting 48 hours
prior to the first sample in which the limit was exceeded. and

5. The time duration when the specific activity of the primary
coolant exceeded 1 microcurie/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-133..

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4.7 The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be determined to be
within the limits by performance of the sampling and analysis program of
Table 4.4-4.
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C7
m

TYPE OF HEASUREHENT
AND ANALYSIS

1. Gross Activity Determination

TABLE 4.4-4

PRIHARY COOLANT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY SAHPLE

AND ANALYSIS PROGRAH

SAHPLE AND ANALYSIS
FRE UENCY

At least once per 72 hours

HODES IN MNICH SAflPLE
ANO ANALYSIS RE UIRED

1,2,3,4
2. Isotopic Analysis for DOSE

EQUIVALENT I-131 Concentration

3. Radiochemical for E Determination

4. Isotopic Analysis for Iodine
Including I-131, I-133, and I-135

1 per 14 days

1 per 6 months"

(a) Once per 4 hours,
whenever the specific
activity exceeds
1.0 pCi/gram, DOSE

EQUIVALENT I-131
or 100/E pCi/gram, and

(b) One sample between
2 and 6 hours following
a THERHAL POMER

change exceeding 15K
of the RATED TNERHAL
POMER within a 1-hour
period. One sample is
sufficient if plant has
gone through a SNUTDOMN

or if transient is
complete in 6 hours.

10, 28, 3P, 4//, 58

1,2,3

8 Until the specific activity of the primary coolant system is restored within its limits.
" Sample to be taken after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of POMER OPERATION have elapsed since reactor

was last subcritical for 48 hours or longer.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4. 4. 8 PRLSSURE /TEMPERATURE LIMITS

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 4. 8. 1 The Reactor Coolant System (except the pressurizer ) temperature and
pressure shall be limited in accordance with the limit lines shown on
Figure 3.4-2 during heatup, cooldown, criticality, and inservice leak
and hydrostatic testing with:

a.

b.

C.

A maximum heatup rate of 20'F per hour with the RCS cold leg
temperature less than or. equal to 95'F, 40 F per hour with RCS
cold leg temperature greater than 95 F but less than or equal to
400'F, and 100 F per hour with RCS cold leg temperature greater
than 400~F.

>0 F
A maximum cool down r ate of 0 per hour with RCS cold leg temperature
less than or equal to 100 F, 40'F per hour with RCS cold leg
temperature greater than 100 F but less than or equal to 130'F, and
100'F per hour with RCS cold leg temperature greater than .130'F.

1

A maximum temperature change of 10'F in any 1-hour period during
inservice hydrostatic and .leak testing operations.

APPLICABILITY: At all times. <

ACTION:

Mith any of the above. limits exceeded, restore the temperature and/or pressure
to within the limit within 30 minutes; perform an engineering evaluation to
determine the effects of the out-of-limit condition on the structural
integrity of the Reactor Coolant System; determine that the Reactor Coolant
System remains acceptable for continued operations or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and reduce the RCS ld and pressure to less
than 210~F and 500 psia, respectively, within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4. 4. 8. 1. 1 The Reactor Coolant System temperature and pressure shall be
determined to be within the limits at least once per 30 minutes during system
heatup, cooldown, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing operations.

4. 4. 8. l. 2 The reactor vessel material irradiation surveillance specimens.
shall be removed and examined, to determine changes in material proper ties, at
the intervals required by 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix H in accordance with the
schedule in Table 4.4-5. The results of these examinations shall be used to
.update Figure 3.4-2.

WA~W M+~P~~
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CAPSULE
NUllfR

I

1

2

VESSEL
LOCATION

38

43'37

142

23O'10

LEAD
FACTOR

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

TABLE 4.4-5

REACTOR VESSEL MATERIAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM - WITHDRAWAL SCHEDULE

WITHDRAWAL TlllE (EFPY)

8-10

Standby

4 - 5

Standby

12 - j5

18 - 24



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

PRESSURIZER HEATUP/COOLDOWN LIMITS

i IMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.8.2 The pressurizer temperature shall be limited to:

a. A maximum heatup rate of 200~F per hour, and

b. A maximum cooldown rate of 200 F per hour.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

With the pressurizer temperature limits in excess of any of the above limits,
restore the temperature to within the limits within 30 minutes; perform an
engineering evaluation to determine the effects of the out-of-limit condition
on the structural integrity of the pressurizer; determine that the pressurizer
remains acceptable for continued operation or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and reduce the pressurizer pressure to less than
500 psig within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4.8.2. 1 The pressurizer temperatures shall be determined to be within the
limits at least once per 30 minutes during system heatup or cooldown.

4.4.8.2.2 The spray water temperature differential shall be determined
for use in Table 5. 7-2 for each cycle of main spray =with less than four
reactor coolant pumps operating and for each cycle of auxiliary spray
operation.
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FlQi. BRIEF
REACTOR COOLANT SYST"."1

OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTE!IS

LI!1ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.8.3 Both shutdown cooling system (SCS) suction line relief valves withlift settings of less than or equal to 467 psig shall be OPERABLE and aligned
to provide overpressure protection for the Reacto~ Coolant Sys em.

APPLICABILITY: When the reactor vessel head is insialied and the temperature
of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less than or equal to:

I

a. 255~F during cool down

b. 295~F during heatup

ACTION:

With one SCS relief valve inoperable, restore the inoperable valve to
OPERABLE status within seven days or reduce T ld to less than 200 Fcold
and, depressurize and vent the RCS through a greater than or equal to
16 square inch vent(s) within the next eight hours. Do not start a
reactor coolant pump if the steam generator'econdary water temperature
is greater than 100~F above any RCS cold leg temperature.

b. With both SCS relief valves inoperable, reduce T ld to less than 200 Fcold
and, depressurize and vent the RCS through a greater than or equal to
16 square inch vent(s) within eight hours. Do not start a reactor
coolant pump if the steam'generator secondary water temperature is
greater than 100'F above any RCS cold leg temperature.

C. In the event either the SCS suction line relief valves or an RCS

vent(S) are used to mitigate an RCS pressure transient, a Special
Report shall be prepared and submitted to the Commission pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2 within 30 days. The report shall describe the
circumstances initiating the transient, the effect of the SCS suction
line relief valves or RCS vent(s) on the transient and any corrective
action necessary to prevent recurrence.

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4.8.3.1 Each SCS suction line relief valve shall be verified to be aligned
to provide overpressure protection for the RCS once every 8 hours during

a. Cooldown with the RCS temperature less than or equal to 255~F.

. b. Heatup with the RCS temperature less than or equal to 295'F.

4.4.8.3.2 The SCS suction line relief valves shall be verified OPERABLE with
the required setpoint at least once per 18 months.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH

3/4. 4. 9 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

fgAj 9RAF i

LIHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.9 The structural integrity of ASHE Code Class i, 2, and 3 components
shall be maintained in accordance with Specification 4.4.9.

APPLICABILITY: ALL MODES

ACTIDN:

With the structural integrity of any ASHE Code Class 1 component(s)
not conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural
integrity of the affected component(s) to within its limit or
isolate the affected component(s) prior to increasing the Reactor
Coolant System temperature more than 50~F above the minimum
temperature required by NDT considerations.

b.

d.

With the structural integrity of any ASHE Code Class 2 component(s)
not conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural
integrity of the affected component(s) to within its limit or
isolate the affected component(s) prior to increasing the Reactor
Coolant System temperature above 210'F.

With the structural integrity of any ASHE Code Class 3 component(s)
not conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural
integrity of the affected component to within its limit or isolate
the affected component from service.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.4.9 In addition to the requirements of Specification 4.0.5, each reactor
coolant pump flywheel shall be inspected per the recommendations of Regulatory
Position C.4.b of Regulatory Guide 1.14, Revision 0, October 27, 197l.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/~ 4 10 REACTOR COOl ANT SY<Tc'1 VENTS

LIt1ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4. 10 Both reactor coolant system vent paths from the reactor vessel head
shall be OPERABLE and closed.

APPLICABILITY: t10DES 1, 2, 3 and 4

ACTION:

a. With only one of the above required reactor vessel head vent paths
OPERABLE, restore both paths to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN
within the following 6 hours.

b. With none of the above required reactor vessel head vent paths
OPERABLE, restore at least one path to OPERABLE status within
the next 6 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.4. 10 Each Reactor Coolant System vent path shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
at least once per 18 months ~:vosao ~S ~q~~n~ ~o FRatbuaa, pa~~

$ufPLC.ii~~ ~ ~+4~ ~gg Pill'aovAK TvyM+ hOO CQV IP5%hg
a. Verifying all manual isolation valves in each vent path are locked

in the open position.

b. Cycling each vent through at least one complete cycle from the
control room.

c. Verifying flow through the reactor coolant system vent paths
during venting.
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3/4.5. 1 SAFETY INJECTION TANKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5. 1 Each Reactor Coolant System safety injection tank shall be OPERABLE with:
a. The isolation valve key-locked open and power to the valve removed,

b. A contained borated water level of between $809 "ubic feet and
1.914 cubic feet

c. A boron concentration between 2000 and 4400 ppm of boron, and

d. A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 600 and 625 psig.
e. Nitrogen vent valves closed and power removed.""

f. Nitrogen vent valves are capable of being operated upon
restoration of power.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1~, 2~, 3,"t, and 4"t.
ACTION:

a. With one safety injection tank inoperable, except as a result of a
closed isolation valve, restore the inoperable tank to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

b. With one safety injection tank inoperable due to the isolation valve
being closed, either immediately open the isolation valve or oe in
at least HOT STANDBY within 1 hour and be in HOT SHUTDOWN within
the next 12 hours. I

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.5. 1 Each safety injection tank shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by:

1. Verifying the contained borated water volume and nitrogen
cover-pressure in the tanks is within the above limits, and

$51
With pressurizer pressure greater than or equal to .1750 psia. When pressur- l7

'8 yo p'zer pressure is less than 750 psia, at least thre safety injection tanks
pg~<+y0 must be OPERABLE, each with a minimum pressure of 254 psig and a maxim

pressure of 625 psig, and a contained borated water volume of between 60to ACE~wide range indicationo41415 cubic feet) and 72K narrow range indication (c~qpog$ ]f,

\ 1914 cubic feet). With all four safety injection tanks OPERABLE, each tank
shall have a minimum pressure of 254 psig and a maximum pressure of 625 psig,
and a contained borated water volume of between 9%%u' 'ndica ion Olo<~~o~

e)2662 cubic feet) and 72/ narrow range indicatio .1gla cubic feet). In (c,nun"„tuna„*
MODE 4 with pressurizer pressure less than 430 psia, the safety injection
tanks may be isolated. ~~op; ~ ep(o ~>~ »«P

~See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.6 and 3.10.8. ~os~woD o

""Nitrogen vent valves may be cycled as necessary to maintain the required
nitrogen cover pressure per Specification 3.5. 1d.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEt1S

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRENENTS (Continued)

d.

2. Verifying that each safety injection tank isolation valve is
open and the nitrogen vent valves are closed.

I
At least once per 31 days and within 6 hours after each solution
level increase of greater than or equal to 7X of tank narrow range
level by verifyin'g the boron concentration of the safety injection
tank solution is between 2000 and 4400 ppm.

At least once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above 700 psig,
by verifying that power to the isolation valve operator is removed.

At least once per 18 months by verifying that each safety injection
tank isolation valve opens automatically under each of the following
conditions:

e.

g.

1. When an actual or simulated RCS pressure signal exceeds
515 psia, and =-

2. Upon receipt of a safety injection actuation (SIAS) test signal.

At least once per 18 months by verifying OPERABILITY of RCS-SIT
differential pressure alarm by simulating RCS pressure > 715 psia
with SIT pressure ( 600 psig.

At least once per 18 months, when SITs are isolated, by verifying
the SIT nitrogen vent valves can be opened.

At least once per 31 days, by verifying that power is removed from
the nitrogen vent valves.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.5.2 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - T GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 350 Fcold

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.2 Two independent Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCSi suosystems snail
be OPERABLE with each subsystem comprised of:

a. One OPERABLE high-pressure safety injection pump,

b. One OPERABLE low-pressure safety injection pump, and

c. An independent OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the
refueling water tank on a safety injection actuation signal and
automatically transferring suction to the containment sump on a

recirculation actuation signal.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3".

ACTION:

a. With one ECCS subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable subsystem
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY

within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours.

In the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the Reactor
Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to
the Commission pursuant to Specification 6. 9. 2 within 90 days des-
cribing the circumstances of the actuation and the total accumulated
actuation cycles to date. The current value of the usage factor for
each affected injection nozzle shall be provided in this Special
Report whenever its value exceeds 0.70.

With pressurizer pressure greater than or equal to 0 psia.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.5.2 Each ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once .per 12 hours by verifying that the following valves
are in the indicated positions with the valves key-locked shut:

Valve Number Valve Function 'alve Position

b.

C.

d.

1. SIA HV-604 1. HOT LEG INJECTION 1. SHUT

Z. SIC HV-321 Z. HOT LEG INJECTION 2. SHUT

3. SIB HV-609 3. HOT LEG INJECTION 3. SHUT

4. SID HV-331 4. HOT LEG INJECTION 4. SHUT

At least once per 31 days by:

l. Verifying that each valve (manual, power-operated, or automatic)
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured'in position, is in its correct position, and

2. Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the
ECCS pump casings and accessible discharge piping high points.

By a visual inspection which verifies 'hat no loose debris (rags,
trash, clothing, etc.) is present .'n the containment which could be
transported to the containment sump and cause restriction of the
pump suctions during LOCA conditions. This visual inspection shall
be performed:

1. For all accessible areas of the containment prior to
establishing CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, and

2. For all the affected areas within containment at. the completion
of containment entry when CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is established.

At least'nce per 18 months by:

+~el

V,
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EtlERGENCY CORE COOLING'YSTEllS FlJ3Ak DggF$
SURVEILLANCE RE UIRENENTS'Continued)

l. A visual inspection of the containment sump and verifying that
the subsystem suction inlets are not restricted by debris and
that the sump components (trash racks, screens,,etc.) show no
evidence of structural distress or corrosion.

2. Verifying that a minimum total of 464 cubic feet of solid
granular trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate (TSP) is contained

. within the TSP storage baskets.

3. Verifying that when a representative sample of 0.055 + 0.001 lb
of TSP from a TSP storage basket is submerged, without agitation,
in 1.0 + 0.05 gallons of 77 + 9 F borated water from the
RWT, the pH of the mixed solution is raised to greater than or
equal to 7 within 4 hours.

e. At least once per 18 months, during shutdown,, by:

l. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position on (SIAS and RAS) test signal(s).

2. Verifying that each of the following pumps start automatically
upon receipt of a safety injection actuation test signal:

a. High pressure safety injection pump.

b. Low pressure safety injection pump.

3. Verifying that on a recirculation actuation test signal, the
containment sump isolation valves open, the HPSI, LPSI and
CS pump minimum bypass recirculation flow line isolation valves
and combined SI mini-flow valve close, and the LPSI pum s stop.

)cger+
f. By verifying that each of the following pumps develops th differential~ pressure at or greater than their respective minimum allowable

recirculation flow when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5:

1: High pressure safety injection pump greater than or equal to
~b+bO psld.

2. Low pressure safety injection pump greater than or equal to
ps id.
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B1ERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTB1S

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREflENTS (Continued)

g. By verifying the correct position of each electrical and/or mechanical
position stop for the following ECCS throttle valves:

l. Within 4 hours following completion of each valve stroking
operation or maintenance on the valve when the ECCS subsystems
are required to be OPERABLE.

2. At least once per 18 months.

Valve Number
Hot Le In ection
Valve Number

1. SIB"UV 615, SIA-UV 306 1. SIA-HV 604
2. SIB-UV 625, SIB-UV 307 2. SIB"HV,609
3. SIA-UV 635 3. SIC-HV 321
4. SIA"UV 645 4. SID-HV 331

h. By performing a flow balance test, during shutdown, following
completion of modifications to the ECCS subsystems that alter the
subsystem flow characteristics and verifying the following flow rates:

HPSI S stem - Sin le Pum

The sum of the injection line flow rates, excluding the highest
flow rate, is greater than or equal to 816 gpm.

LPSI S stem - Sin le Pum

1. Injection Loop 1, total flow equal to 4900 + 100 gpm

2. Injection Legs 1A and 1B when tested indivi.dually, with
the other leg isolated, shall be within 100 gpm of each
other.

3. Injection Loop .2, total flow equal to 4900 + 100 gpm

4. Injection Legs 2A and 2B when tested individually, with the
other leg isolated, shall be within 100 gpm of each other.

Simultaneous Hot Le and Cold Le In 'ection - Sin le Pum

1. Hot Leg, flow equal to 545 + 20 gpm.

2. Cold Leg, flow equal to 545 + 20 gpm
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - T ld LESS THAN 350 F

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.3 As a minimum, one ECCS subsystem comprised of the following shall be
OPERABLE:

a. An OPERABLE high pressure safety injection pump, and

b. An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the refueling
water tank on a safety injection actuation signal and automatically
transferring suction to the containment sump on a recirculation
actuation signal.

~ 0
APPLICABILITY: MODES 3" and 4.

</
ACTION:

a. With no ECCS subsystem OPERABLE, restore at least one ECCS subsystem
to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in COLD .SHUTDOWN within the
next 20 hours.

b. In the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the Reactor
Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and submitted
to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 90 days
describing the circumstances of the actuation and the total
accumulated actuation cycles to date. The current value of the usage
factor for each affected safety injection nozzle shall be provided
in this Special Report whenever its value exceeds 0.70.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 5.3 The ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE per the applicable
surveillance requirements of Specification 4. 5. 2.

Q3

- "With pressurizer pressure less than 5 psia.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4 5.4 REFUELING WATER TANK

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.4 The refueling water tank (RWT) shall be OPERABLE with:

b.

A minimum borated water volume as specified in Figure 3. 1-2 of
Specification 3. 1.2.5, and

A boron concentration between 4000 and 4400 ppm of boron, and

c. A solution temperature between 60 F and 120 F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the refueling water tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status
within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.5. 4 The RWT shal< be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by:

l. Verifying the contained borated water volume in the tank, and

b.

2. Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWT temperature when
the (outside) air temperature is outside the 60 F to 120 F range.
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4. 6. 1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

FINAL Dggg].

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained..

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

Without primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, r'estore CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY within
1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLO
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.6. 1. 1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated:

a.

b.

C.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations" not
capable of being closed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation
valves and required to be closed during accident conditions are
closed by valves, blind flanges, or deactivated automatic valves
secured in their positions except as provided in Table 3.6-1 of
Specification 3.6.3.

By verifying that each containment air lock is in compliance with
the requirements of Specification 3.6. 1.3.

After each closing of each penetration subject to Type 8 testing,
except containment air locks, if opened following a Type A or 8
test, by leak rate testing the seal with gas at P 49.2 psig and
verifying that when the measured leakage rate for these seals is
added to the leakage rates determined pursuant to Specifica-
tion 4.6. 1.2d. for all other Type B and C penetrations, the combined
leakage rate is less than or equal to 0.60 L .

a'xcept

valves, blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which
are located inside the containment and are locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in the closed position. These penetrations shall be verified
closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN except that such verification need
not be performed more often than once per 92 days.
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COHTAIHMENT SYSTEMS

CQNTAIHMEHT LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6. 1.2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited to:

a. An overall integrated leakage rate of:

b.

1. Less than or equal to L , 0. l0,~ by weight of the
containment air per 24 Fours at P , 49.2 psig, or

a'.

Less than or equal to L , 0.05K by weight of the
containment air per 24 fours at a reduced pressure of Pt,
24.6 psig.

A combined leakage rate of less than or equal to 0.60 L for all
penetrations and valves subject to Type B and C tests, Shen
pressurized to P .

a'PPLICABILITY:MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With either (a) the measured overall integrated containment leakage rate
exceeding 0.75 L or 0.75 L , as applicable, or (b) with the measured combined
leakage rate for all penetr4tions and valves subject to Types B and C testsa

exceeding 0.60 L, restore the overall integrated leakage rate to less than or
equal to 0.75 L or less than or equal to 0.75 L, as applicable, and the
combined leakage rate for all penetrations and valves subject to Type B and C

tests to less than or equal to 0.60 L prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant
System temperature above 210~F.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6. 1.2 The containment leakage rates shall be demonstrated at the following
test schedule and shall be determined in conformance with the criteria specified
in Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50 using the methods and provisions of ANSI
N45.4 — 1972:

a.

PALO VERDE - UNIT 1

Three Type A tests (Overall Integrated Containment Leakage Rate)
shall be conducted at 40 + 10 month intervals during shutdown at
either P 49.2 psig or at Pt 24.6 psig during each 10-year service
period. The third test of each set shall be conducted during the
shutdown for the 10-year plant inservice inspection
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CONTAINh1ENT SYSTEM 1S

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS (Continued)

If any periodic Type A test fails to meet either 0.75 L or 0.75 L ,
the test schedule for subsequent Type A tests shall "e.:eviewed an)a

approved by the Commission. If two consecutive Type A tests fail to
meet either 0.75 L or 0.75 Lt, a Type A test shall oe ocr formed at
least every 18 months until tivo consecutive Type A = s s meet either
0.75 L or 0.75 Lt at which time the above test schedule may be
resume3.

c. The accuracy of each Type A test shall be verified by a supplemental
test which:

1. Confirms the accuracy of the Type A test by verifying that the
supplemental test result L minus the sum of the Type A test
result, L , and the super4posed leak rate, L , is equal to
or less tMn 0.25 L .a:

2. Has a duration sufficient to establish accurately the change in
leakage rate between the Type A test and the supplemental test.

3. Requires that the rate at which gas is injected into the contain-
ment or bl'ed from the containment during the supplemental test
is between 0.75 L and 1.25 L .

d. Type B and C tests shall be conducted with gas at P , 49.2 psig,
at intervals no greater than 24 months except for tests involving:

l. Air locks,

2. Purge supply and exhaust isolation valves with resilient
material seals.

e. Purge supply and exhaust isolation valves with resilient material
seals shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE per Specifications
4.6.1.7.3 and'.6.1.7.4.

f. Air locks shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE per Specification
- 4.6.1.3.

g. The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.
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CONTAINh1ENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

9RAAFT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

I

3.6. 1.3 Each containment air lock shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Both doors closed except when the air lock is being used for normal
transit entry and exit through the containment, -hen at least one
air lock door shall be closed, and

b; An overall air lock leakage rate of less than or equal to 0.05 L at
P , 49.2 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. With one containment air lock door inoperable:

1. Maintain at least the OPERABLE air lock door closed and either
restore the inoperable air lock door to OPERABLE status within
24 hours or lock the OPERABLE air lock door closed. Operation
may „then continue until performance of the next required overall
air lock leakage test provided that the OPERABLE air lock door
is verified to be locked closed at least once per 31 days, or

2. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

3. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

b. With the containment air lock inoperable, except as the result of an
inoperable air lock door, maintain at least one air lock door closed;
restore the inoperable air lock to OPERABLE status within 24 hours
or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 6.1.3 Each containment air lock shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

Within 72 hours following each closing, except when the air lock is
being used for multiple entries, then at least once per 72 hours, by
verifying seal leakage to be less than or equal to 0.01 L when

a
determined with the volume between the door seals pressurized to
greater than or equal to 14.5 + 0.5 psig, for at least 15 minutes,
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEI 1S
p;pt 9HAF7

SURVEiLLANCE REOUIRE11ENTS (Ccontinued)

C.

By conducting overall air lock leakage tests at not less than P,
a'9.2psig, and verifying the overall air lock leakage rate is within

its limit:

1. At least once per 6 monthsd, and

2. Prior to establi$ hing CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY when maintenance
has been performed on the air lock that could affect the air
lock sealing capability."

At least once per 6 months by verifying that only one door in each
air lock can be opened at a time.

SThe provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.

~This constitutes an exemption to Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50.
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CONTAINl"1ENT SYSTEMS

INTERNAL PRESSURE

F)PAL 6~4(<

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6. 1.4 Primary containment internal pressure shall be maintained between
-0.3 and 2.S psig.

APPLICABILITY: llODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the containment internal pressure outside of the limits above, restore
the internal pressure to within the limits within 1 hour or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6. 1.4 The primary containment internal pressure shall be determined to be
within the limits at least once per 12 hours.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

AIR TEMPERATURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6. 1.5 Primary containment average air temperature shall not exceed 120 F.
l

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the containment average air temperature greater than 120 F, reduce the
average air temperature to within the limit within 8 hours, or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLO SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6. 1.5 The primary containment average air temperature shall be, the
arithmetical average of the temperatures at any five of the following
locations and shall be determined at least once per 24 hours:

L'ocation

a. Elevation 85'0"

b. Elevation 85'0"

c. Elevation 126'0"

d. Elevation 126'0"

e. Elevation 145'0"

f. Elevation 188'0"

g. Elevation 188'0"
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT VESSEL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6. 1.6 The structural integrity of the containment vessel shall be maintained
at a level consistent with the acceptance criteria in Specification 4.6. 1.'(~

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. With the structural integrity at a level below the acceptance criteria
of Specification 4.6. 1.6 except for Specification 4.6. 1.6.2a.4),
restore the containment vessel to the required level of integrity
within 15 days, perform an engineering evaluation of the containment
vessel structural integrity and provide a Special Report to the
Commission within 30 days in accordance with Specification 6.9.2; or
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With the structural integrity at a level below the acceptance criteria
of Specification 4. 6. l. 6. 2a. 4), restore the containment vessel to the
required level of integrity within 72 hours, perform an engineering
evaluation of the containment vessel structural integrity and provide
a Speci'al Report to the Commission within 15 days in accordance with
Specification 6.9.2; or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6. 1.6. 1 The structural integrity of the containment vessel shall be demon-
strated at the end of 1, 3 and 5 years following the initial containment vessel
structural integrity test and at 5-year intervals thereafter. All of the
acceptance testing of tendon and visual examinations of end anchorages,
adjacent concrete surfaces and containment vessel surfaces shall be performed
sequentially and within the same time frame.

4. 6. 1. 6. 2 The structural integrity of the tendons shall be demonstrated by:

a. Determining from a random but representative sample of at least 10
tendons (6 hoop and 4 inverted U) that each group ( hoop, and
inverted U) has an observed lift-offforce within the predicted
limits for that group. For each subsequent inspection one tendon
from each group shall be kept unchanged to develop a history and to
correlate the observed data. The procedure of inspection and the
tendon acceptance criteria shall be as follows:
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CONTAINHENT SYSTEHS

CONTAINMENT VESSEL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

i1h5 ~HAP )

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS (Continued}

1) If the measured prestressing force of the selected tenaon in a
group lies above the prescribed lower limit, the li,t-off test
is considered to be a positive indication of the sample tendon's
acceptability

2) If the measure'd prestressing force of the selected tendon in a
group lies between the prescribed lower limit and 90™o of the pre-
scribed lower limit, two tendons, one on each side of this tendon,
shall be checked for their prestressing forces. If the prestress-
ing forces of these two tendons are above 95.o of the prescribed
lower limits for tendons, all three tendons shall be restored to
the required level of integrity, and the tendon group shall be
considered acceptable. If the measured prestressing force of any
two tendons falls below 95K of the prescribed lower limits of the
tendons, additional lift-offtesting shall be done to detect the
cause and extent of such occurrence;

3) If the measured prestressing force of any tendon lies below 90K
of the prescribed lower limit, the defective tendon shall be com-
pletely detensioned and additional lift-offtesting shall be
performed to determine the cause and extent of such occurrence;

4) If the average of all measured prestressing forces for each group
(corrected for average condition) is found to be less than the
minimum required prestress level at anchorage location for that
group, the condition shall be considered as below the acceptance
criteria for containment vessel structural integrity; and

b.

5) Unless there is degradation of the containmen7. vessel below the
acceptance criteria during the first three inspections, the sample
population for subsequent inspections shall include at least 6
tendons (3 hoop and 3 inverted U).

Performing tendon detensioning, inspections, and material tests on a
previously stressed tendon from each group. A randomly selected
tendon from each group shall be completely detensioned in order to
identify broken or damaged wires. A previously stresses tendon wire
or strands from one tendon of each group shall be removed for testing
and examination over the entire length to determine (which should
include the broken wire if so identified) that:

1) The tendon wires are free of corrosion, cracks, and damage;
2) There are no changes in the presence or physical appearance of

the sheathing filler-grease; and

'J
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTA.'li'1EHT VESSEL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

4L

qua" $ 5

Cl>)~~~ g wf

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS Continued)

3) A minimum tensile strength of 240,000 psi (guaranteed ultimate
strength of the tendon material) exists for at least three wire
samples (one from each end and one at mid-length) cut from each
removed wire. Failure of any one of the wire samples to meet
the minimum tensile strength test is evidenced that structural
integrity is below the acceptance criteria.

c. Performing tendon retensioning of those tendons detensioned for
inspection to at least force level recorded prior to detensioning or
the predicted value, whichever is greater, with the tolerance within
minus zero to+plus 6X, except that the final seating force shall be
such that the stress in the wire or strand shall not exceed 70K of
the guaranteed ultimate tensile strength of the tendons. Ouring
retensioning of these tendons, the stress in the tendon shall not
exceed 80K of its ultimate strength, and the changes in load and
elongation shall be measured simultaneously at a minimum of three
approximately equally spaced levels of force between zero and the
seating force. If the elongation corresponding to a specific load
differs by more than 10K from that recorded during installation, an

'nvestigation shall be made to ensure that the difference is not
related to wire failures or slips of wires in anchorages; and

d. Verifying the OPERABILITY of the sheathing filler"grease by assuring:

1) No-voids in excess of 5X of the net duct volume,

2) Minimum grease coverage exists for the different parts of the
anchorage system, and

3) The chemical properties of the filler material are within the
tolerance limits specified as follows:
Water content 0- 5X by wt.
Chlorides 0- 10 ppm
Nitrates 0- 10 ppm
Su'l fides 0 - 5 ppm
Reserved Alkalinity 0 - 50K of the installed value
(Base Numbers) (installed value 0-5 for older grease).

4.6. 1.6.3 As an assurance of the structural integrity of the containment'vessel,
tendon anchorage assembly hardware (such as bearing plates, stressing washers,
wedges, and buttonheads) of all tendons selected for inspection shall be
visually examined. For those containments in multiple unit plants for which
only visual inspection need be performed, tendon anchorages selected for
inspection shall be visually examined to the extent practical without dismantling
the load"bearing components of the anchorages. The surrounding concrete shall
also .be checked visually for indication of any abnormal condi tion.
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CONTAIN11ENT SYSTEHS

CONTAINMENT VESSEL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREiMENTS (Continued)

4.6.1.6.4 The exterior surface of the containment vessel shall be visually
examined to detect ar eas of large spall, severe scaling, D-cracking in an
area of 25 sq. ft. or more,'ther surface deterioration or disintegration, or
grease leakage, each of which can be considered as evidence that the structural
integrity is. below the acceptance criteria.

S.6. 1.6.5 ~Re orts Any abnormal degradation of the containment structure
detected during the above required tests and inspections shall be reported to
the Commission in a Special Report pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within
30 days. This report shall include a description of the tendon condition, the
condition of the concrete (especially at tendon anchorages), the inspection
procedure, the tolerances on cracking, and the corrective actions taken.
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TABLE 4. 6" 1

TENDON SURVEILLANCE - FIRST YEAR

-Pgh 9RAF~

Tendon
No.

V32
V43
V62
V75~

'13-007™
H13-021
H21-037
H21-044
H32-016
M32-030

Visual
Inspection

Monitor
Forces

Qetension
Tendon

No
No
X

A

X,
No
No
No
No
A

Remove
i<i re

No
No
X

A
X

No
No
No
No
A

Test
Mire

No
No
X

A

X

No
No
No
No
A

Notes:

2.

4

"X" means the tendon shown shall be inspected for the stated
requirements during this surveillance.
"A" means the tendon shown shall be inspected for the stated
requirements during the next or second surveillance.
"No" means that inspection is not required for that. tendon.
""" means control tendon.
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TABLE 4. 6-2

TENDON LIFT-OFF FORCE FIRST YEAR
U-TE"lDONS

TENDON
NUMBER

V32

V43

V62

V75

TENDON
END

Shop
- Field
Shop
Field
Sho
Field
Sho
Field

MAXIMUM

(kips)

1463
1510
1436
1486
1475
1486
1527
1504

MINIMUM
(kips)

1343
1386
1364
1364
1354
1364
1402
1380

HOOP TENDONS

TENDON
NUMBER

H13-007

H13-021

H21-037

H21-044

H32-016

H32-030

TENDON
END

Shop
Field
Shop
Field
Shop
field
Shop
Field
Shoo
Field
Shop
Field

MAXIMUM

(kips)

1428
1451
1515
1491
1505
1446
1484
1530
1411
1457
1473
1473

MINIMUM
(kips)

1300
1321
1380
1358
1371
1317
1360
1403
1282
1324
1330
1330
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CONTAINt1ENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.7 Each containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve shall be
OPERABLE and:'. Each 42-inch containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve

shall be sealed closed.
b. The 8"inch containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves

shall be sealed closed to the maximum extent practicable but may be
open for purge system operation for pressure control, for ALARA and
respirable air quality considerations for personnel entry and for
surveillance tests that require the valve to be open.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a 0

b.

C.

With a 42-inch containment purge supply and/or exhaust isolation
valve(s) open or not sealed closed, close and/or seal close the open
valve(s) or isolate the penetration within 4 hours, otherwise be in
at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

With an 8-inch containment, purge supply and/or exhaust isolation
valve(s) open for 'reasons other than given in 3. 6. l. 7. b above, close
the open 8-inch valve(s) or isolate the penetration(s) within 4 hours,
otherwise be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

With a containment purge supply and/or exhaust isolation valve(s)
having a measured leakage rate exceeding the limits of Specifica-
tions 4. 6. 1.7.'Land/or 4. 6. 1. 7.Q restore the inoperable valve(s)
to OPERABLE status or isolate tlie penetrations such that the
measured leakage rate does not exceed the limits of Specifications
4. 6. l. Z.g and/or 4. 6. 1. 7$ within 24 hours, otherwise be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6. 1.7. 1 Each containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valvevshall be
verified to be sealed closed at least once per 31 days. e)r gpensh
4.6. 1.7.2 At least once per 6 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS each sealed
closed 42-inch containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve with
resilient material seals shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying that the
measured leakage rate is less than or equal to 0. 05 L when pressurized to P .

4.6. 1.7.3 At least once per 92 days each 8-inch containment purge supply
and exhaust isolation valve with resilient material seals shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by verifying that the measured leakage rate is less than or equal to
0.01 L when pressurized to P .

a

a'ALO
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CONTAliNtlEHT SYSTEl1S

3/<. 6. 2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

COHTAINJME!lT SPRAY SYSTEM

LIMITIi'lG CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.'wo independent containment spray systems shall be OPERABLE with each
spray system capable of taking suction from the RWT on a containment spray
actuation signal and automatically transferring suction to the containment
sump on a recirculation actuation signal. Each spray system flow path from
the containment sump shall be via an OPERABLE shutdown cooling heat exchanger.

APPI.ICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4."
ACTION:

With one containment spray system inoperable, restore the inoperable spray
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours; restore the inoperable spray system to OPERABLE status
within the next 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMEHTS

4.6.2. 1 Each containment spray system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

'a 4 At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path is positioned to take
suction from the RWT on a containment spray actuation (CSAS) test
signal.

By verifying that each pump develops a indicated differential
pressure of greater than or equal to 7 sid at greater than or
equal the minimum allowable recircula ~on flowrate when tested
pursuant to Specification 4.0. 5.

d.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that the system piping is
full of water to the 60 inch level in the containment spray
header (>115 foot level).
At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by:
1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates

to its correct position on a containment spray actuation (CSAS)
and recirculation actuation (RAS) test signal.

2. Verifying that upon a recirculation actuation test signal,
the containment sump isolation valves open and that a
recirculation mode flow path via an OPERABLE shutdown cooling
heat exchanger is established.

~Only when shutdown cooling i s not in operati on
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

F]Q$ Qg~zFy

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS (Continued

3. Verifying that each spray pump starts automatically on a safety
injection actuation (SIAS) and on a containment spray actuation
(CSAS) test signal.

At least once per 5 years dy performing an air or smoke flow test
through each spray header and verifying each spray nozzle is
unobstructed.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

IODINE REHOVAL SYSTEl1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.2 The iodine removal system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. An spray chemical addition tank containing a level of between 90,.
and'100io (816 and 896 gallons) of'etween 33/o and 35;o'y weight N H

solution, and

b. Two spray chemical addition pumps each capable of adding N H4 solution
from the spray chemical addition tank to a containment spray system
pump flow.

APPLICABILITY: ttODES 1, 2, '3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the iodine removal system inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE

status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours;
restore the iodine removal system to OPERABLE status within the next 48 hours
or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.,

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 6. 2. 2 The iodine removal system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

b. At least once per 6 months by:

1. Verifying the contained solution volume in the tank, and

d.

2. Verifying the concentration of the N H4 solution by chemical
analysis.

By verifying that on recirculation flow, each spray chemical addition
pump develops a discharge pressure of 100 psig when tested pursuant
to Specification 4.0.5.
At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by
1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates

to its correct position on a containment spray actuation (CSAS)

test signal, and
2. Verifying that each spray chemical addition pump starts

automatically on a CSAS test signal.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

e. At least once per 5 years by verifying each solution flow rate
from the following drain connections in the iodine removal system:

1. SIA-Y253 Pump discharge line 0. 63 ~ 0. 02 gpm.

2. SIB-V254 Pump discharge line 0.63 ~ 0.02 gpm.
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CONTAINNENT SYSTEMS FOAL 0RAF7
3/4.6. 3 CONTAi "IDENT ISOLATION VAU!ES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.3 The containment isolation valves specified in Table 3.6-1 shall be
OPERABLE with isolation times as shown in Table 3.6-1.

APPLICABILIT'.: NODES I, 2, 3, and

ACTION: $ggfipyJ Ai8 4 4 oC

l With one or more of the isolation valve(s) specified in Table 3.6-1 inoperable,
maintain at least one isolation valve OPERABLE in each affected penetration
that is open and either:

a. Restore the inoperable valve(s) to OPERABLE status within 4 hours,
or

b. Isolate each affected penetration within 4 hours by use of at least
one deactivated automatic valve secured in the isolation position,"
or y

c. Isolate the affected penetration within 4 hours by use of at least
one closed manual valve or blind flange;~ or

d. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLO
SHUTDOWN within th'e following 30 hours.

g', Q>~y oa)v- on.mole oQTt4" vh~vFW g~c,gg~~ g~ ~~gym)g p,ppvo Q af QhLPT E.4
QMQpwlCAb~i'Tl+ ~PI ~i~~+~ ~~ >~%~C,A op 'rHO~ L)fTI)gl+W y4~~ pgg,
SURVEILLANCE R UIRENENTS eP 0 uc
~PCCAwou Acmic Inlaw ~ ~P vA~vs-. oe. ~b~ ZL)MHicH~xh, ~SMltLM %Heal'L An.-

~m~omg A 8 A~ C. 0P
4.6.3.l The isolation valves specified in Table 3.6-l shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE prior to returning the valve to service after maintenance, repair, or
replacement work is performed on the valve or its associated actuator, control,
or powei circuit by performance of a cycling test and verification of isolation

5,~~~bMQ A>i+4k&~ c, %V

4.6.3.2 Each isolation valve specified in"Table 3.6-1 shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE during the COLO SHUTDOWN or REFUELING NODE at least once per 18 months
by:

a. Verifying that on a CIAS, CSAS or SIAS test signal, each isolation
valve actuates to its isolation position.

b. Verifying that on a Containment Radiation-High test signal, all
containment purge valves actuate to their isolation position.

~The inoperable isolation valve(s) may be part of a system(s). Isolatipg the
affected penetration(s) may affect the use.of the system(s). Consider the tech-
nical specification requirements on the affected system(s) and act accordingly.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS FINAL 98.~ FY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued

5<MTloQ'h A>50~ b (
4.6.3.3 The isolation time of each power operated or automatic valve of~

OV Table 3.6-1 shall be determined to be within its limit when tested pursuant
to Specification 4.0.5.
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TABLE 3.6-1
CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONDS)

RDA-UV 023 9

RDB-UV 024 9

RD-UV 407 9

SGB-HV 200 11

SGB-HV 201 12

SIA-UV 708 23

HCB-UV 044 25A

HCA-UV 045 25A

HCA-UV 046 25B

HCA-UV 047 25B

SIA-UV 682 28

GAA-UV 0 2 29

GAA-UV 0 1 30

A. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (CIAS)

Containment radwaste sump pump to
LRS holdup tank

Containment radwaste sump pump to
LRS holdup tank

Containment radwaste sump post-
accident sampling system

Downcomer feedwater chemical
injection

Downcomer feedwater chemical
injection

Containment recirc sump to post-
accident sampling system

Containment air radi oacti vi ty
monitor (inlet)

Containment air radioactivity
monitor (inlet)
Containment air radioactivity
monitor-(outlet)

Containment air radioactivity
monitor (outlet)

Safety Injection Tank drain l,ine

Nz to steam generator and reactor
drain tank

N~ to SI tanks

12

12

12.
Q 0

~ c'lo+

pb
10

10
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FIB> LgFy
TABLE 3.6- 1 (Continued)

CONTA?Nt1ENT ISOLATIOH VALVES

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

, MAXIt1UH
ACTUATION
TIME

~ (SECONDS)

HPA"UV- 001 35

HPA-UY 003 35

HPB"UY 002 36

HPA"UY 005 38

HPB-UY 004 36

HPA"UV 023 38

HPB-UV 006 39

CHA-UV 516 40

CHB-UV 523 40

CHB-UV 924 40

SSB-UV 201 42A

SSA"UV 204 42A

SSB-UV 202 42B

SSA-UV 205 42B

SSB-UV 200 42C

SSA-UV 203 42C

A. CONTAINMENT ISOLATIOH (CIAS3
(Contihued)

Containment to hydrogen recombiner

Containment to hydrogen recombiner 12

Containment to hydrogen recombiner 12

Containment to hydrogen recombiner 12

H2 recombiner return to containment 12
(inlet)

H2 control system

H2 recombiner return to containment 12
(inlet)
Letdown line from RC loop 2B to
regenerative heat exchanger and
letdown heat exchanger

Letdown line from RC loop ZB to
regenerative heat exchanger and
letdown heat exchanger

Letdown line to post-accident
sampling system

Pressurizer sample surge line

Pressurizer sample surge line-

Pressurizer, sample surge line

Pressurizer sample surge line

Pressurize sample surge line

Pressurizer sample surge line
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (Continued)
CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

F)e( 68AF

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TItlE
(SECONOS)

CHA-UV 560 44

CHB-UY 561 44

CHA-UV 580 45

C- V715 45

A. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (CIAS)
(Continued)

Reactor @rain tank to pre" holdup,
ion exchanger

Reactor train tank to pre"holdup
ion exchanger

Makeup to reactor drain tank 5

Makeup to reactor drain tank post- 5
accident sampling system

GRA-UV 001 52

GRB-UV 002 52

WCB-UY 63 60

WCB-UV 61 61

WCA-UV 62 61

RDT vent to WG surge tank

ROT vent to WG surge tank

Normal chilled water to containment
ACU (inlet)

Normal chilled water to containment
ACU (outlet)

Normal chilled water to containment
ACU (outlet)

12

10

10

10

0 - Valve exempt from Type C testing
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (Continued)
CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

FiNAi. 9RAFf

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIl1UM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONOS)

CPA-UV 002A 56

CPB-UV 003A 56

CPA-UV 002B 57

CPB"UV 003B 57

CPA-UV 004A 78

CPB-UV 005A 78

'PA-UV 004B 79

CPB-UV 005B 79

B. CONTAINMENT PURGE (CP IAS)

Containment purge (inlet)

Containment pur ge (inlet)
Containment purge (outlet}

Containment purge (outlet)

Containment purge (inlet)

Containment purge (inlet}

Containment purge (outlet)

Containment purge (outlet)

g ~>c mo~~~ a~ 4z:aa
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (Continued)
CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

C. CONTAINMENT SPRAY (CSAS)

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONOS)

IAA-UV-002 31

NCB-UV-401 33

NCB-UV-403 34

NCA"UV-402 34

CHB-UV-505 43

CHA-UV-506 43

Service air to reactor
containment inst. air

NC water to RCP motor bearing
lube oil and air coolers

NC water to RCP motor bearing
lube oil and air coolers

NC water to RCP motor bearing
lube oil and air coolers

RC pump seal bleedoff

RC pump seal bleedoff

QIO

SP IO
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TABLE 3.6-1 (Continued)
CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

pjgpv~ )

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONDS)

SGE-V 642 11

SGE-V 652 11

SGE"V 653 12

SGE-V 693 12

GAE-V 015 29

GAE"V 011 30

IAE-V 021 31

NCE-V 118 33

0. CHECK VALVES

Feedwater downcomer

Feedwater downcomer

Feedwater downcomer

Feedwater downcomer

N~ to steam generator and reactor
drain tank

Nz to SI tanks

Service air to reactor containment
instrument air header

NC water to RCP motor bearing lube
oil and air coolers

N. A.

N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

N. A.

HPA-V 002 38

HPB-V 004 39

CHE-V 494 45

MCE-V 039 60

Makeup to reactor drain tank

Normal chilled water to containment
ACU

N.A.

N.A.

Hz recombiner return to containment N.A.

Hz recombiner return to containment N.A.

PHot Type C tested
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (Continued}

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER

SIB-V 165 22

FPE"V 090 7

SGE-V 003¹ 8

SGE"V 007¹ 8

SGE-V 005¹ 10

SGE"V 006¹ 10

SIE"Y 113¹ 13

SIE"V 123¹ 14

SIE-V 133¹ 15

SIE"V 143¹ 16

SIE-V 114¹ 17

SIE"Y 124¹ 18

SIE-V 134¹ 19

SIE"V 144¹ 20

SIA-V 164 21

FUNCTION

D. CHECK VALVES (continued)

Containment fire protection

Steam generator feedwater

Steam generator feedwater

Steam generator feedwater

Steam generator feedwater

HPSI to RC loop 2A

HPSI to RC. loop 2B

HPSI to RC loop 1A

HPSI to RC loop 1B

LPSI to RC loop 2A

LPSI to RC loop 2B

LPSI to RC loop 1A

LPSI to RC loop lB

Shutdown cooling heat exchanger 1
to containment spray header 1

Shutdown cooling heat exchanger 2
to containment spray header 2-

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONOS)

H.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

¹Not Type C tested
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TABLE 3. 5-1 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

j~ jI'jgI

gpppj'ALVE

NUMBER
PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONDS)

CHE- Y M70 41

IAE"Y 073 59

SIB-V 533 67

CHE"V 835 72

AFE-V 079 75

AFE-V 080 76

SIA-V 523 77

D. CHECK VALVES (Continued)

Regenerative heat exchanger
to RC loop 2A

Containment service air utility
station

Long term recirculation loop 2

RC pump seal injection water to
RCP IA, 1B, 2A, 2B

Steam generator 1 auxiliary
feedwater

Steam generator 2 auxiliary
feedwater

Long term recircula'tion loop 1

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (Continued)
CONTAINMFNT ISOLATION VALVES

'Pi,AM. OR'=

VALVE P ENETRATION
NUMBER . NUMBER

SIA-PSV 151 23

SIB"PSV 140¹ 24

SIB-PSV 189 26

SIA-PSV 179 27

SIE-PSV 474 28

FUNCTION

E. SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES

Containment recirculation sump
to containment spray, LPSI and
HPSI headers 1A & 1B

Containment recirculation sump
to containment spray, LPSI and
HPSI headers 2A 8c 2B

From shutdown cooling RC Loop 2

From shutdown cooling RC Loop 1

Safety injection drain relief

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONDS)

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONDS)

I

SG-UV 170 ¹ Hain steam isolation

Hain steam isolation

Hain steam isolation bypass

Main steam isolation

Main steam isolation

Main steam isolation bypass

Steam trap/bypass

Steam trap/bypass

Steam trap/bypass

Steam trap/bypass

Steam trap/bypass

Steam trap/bypass

Steam generator feedwater

Steam generator feedwater

Steam generator feedwater

Steam generator feedwater

Downcomer FIV

Downcomer FIV

Qowncomer FIV

SG-UY 171¹

SGE-UV 169¹ 1 5 2

SG-UV 180¹

SG-UV 181¹

SGE"UV 183¹
I

SGg UV 1133¹

SGg"UY 1134¹

S "UV 1135A¹

SG -UV 1135B¹
5

SGP" UV 1136A¹

SG "UV 1136B¹

SGA-UV 174~

SGB"UV 132

SGB"UV 137

SGA-UV 177

SGB"UV 130¹

SGA-UV 172¹

38E4

1-4

10

10

12SGB"UY 135¹

F m NORMALLY OPEN - ESP ACTUATED
CLOSED

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

'.A.
N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

¹Not Type C tested
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TABLE 3.6-1 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

F)H~~. 9RAF7

VALVE
NUMBER

P EH ETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONDS)

SGA-UV

SIA"UV

175+ 12

682 28

SGA"UV 211¹ 37A

SGB"UV 228¹ 37A

SGA-UV 204¹ 37B

SGB" UV 219¹ 37B

SGA-UV 500P¹ 46

SGB-UV

SGB"UV

500(¹ 46

500R¹ 47

SGA"UV 5005¹ 47

SGB"UV 226¹ 48

SGA-UV 227¹ 48

SGA"UV 220¹ 49

SGB-UV 221¹ 49

SGB-UV 224¹ 63A

SGA-UV 225¹ 63A

SGB-UV 222¹ 63B

SGA"UV 223¹ 63B

NORMALLY OPEN " ESF ACTUATED
CLOSED (Continued)

Downcomer FIV .

SI drain from drain tank

Steam generator blowdown sample

Steam generator blowdown sample

Steam generator blowdown sample

Steam generator blowdown sample

Steam generator blowdown to SCCS

Steam generator blowdown to SCCS

Steam generator blowdown to SCCS

Steam generator blowdown to SCCS

Steam generator blowdown to
downcomer blowdown sample

Steam generator blowdown to
downcomer blowdown sample

Steam generator blowdown to
downcomer blowdown sample

Steam generator blowdown to
downcomer blowdown sample

SGZ blowdown sample

SGZ blowdown sample

SG2 blowdown sample

SG2 blowdown sample

N.A.

H.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H. A.

N. A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

¹Not Type C tested
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TABLE 3.6-1 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

»'Gk 9RAF7

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONDS)

SID-UV 654 26

SIB"UV 656 26

SIB-HY 690 26

SIC-UV 653 27

SIA-UV 655 27

SIA-HV 691 27

HCC"HV 076¹ 32A

HPA-HV 007A 35

HPB"HV 008A 36

HPA"HV 0078 38

HPB-HV 008B 39

CHA"HV 524 41

HCA"HV 074¹ 54A

HCB-HV 075¹ 55A

HCD"HV 077¹ 62A

SID"HV 331 67

CHB"HV 255 72

SIC-HV 321 77
SGA-UV 134¹ 2

SGA-UV 134A¹ 2

RE(UIRED OPEN DURING ACCIDENT
CONDITIONS

From shutdown cooling RC loop 2

From shutdown cooling RC loop 2

From shutdown cooling RC loop 2

From shutdown cooling RC loop 1

From shutdown cooling RC loop 1

From shutdown cooling RC loop 1

Containment pressure monitor

Containment to hydrogen monitor

Containment to hydrogen monitor

Hydrogen monitor to containment

Hydrogen monitor to containment

Regenerative heat exchanger to RC

loop 2A

Containment pressure monitor

Containment pressure monitor

CB pressure monitor

Long-term recirculation loop 2

RC pump seal injection water
to RCP lA, 1B, 2A, 2B
Long-term recirculation loop 1
Main steam to auxiliary feedwater
turbine
Main steam to auxiliary feedwater
turbine bypass,

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.
N. A.

N.A.

¹Not Type C tested
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

FIII[ 9ggFy

VALVE
NUMBER

'
EIVETRATION

NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXIMUM
ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONOS)

SGA-UV 138¹ 3

SGA"UV 138A¹ 3

SIB"UV 616¹ 13

SIA-UV 617¹ 13

SIB"UV 626¹ 14

SIA-UV 627¹ 14

SIB"UV 636¹ 15

SIA-UY 637¹ 15

SIB-UV 646¹ 16

SIA-UV 647¹ 16

'SIB"UV 615¹ 17

SIB-UV 625¹ 18

SIA"UV 635¹ 19

SIA-UV 645¹ 20

SIA-UV 672 21

SIB-UV 671 22

REOUIREO OREiR CURING RCCIOEiRT
CONDITIONS (Continued)

Main steam to auxiliary feedwater
turbine

Main steam to auxiliary feedwater
turbine bypass

HPSI to RC loop 2A

HPSI to RC loop 2A

HPSI to RC loop 2B

HPSI to RC 'loop 2B

HPSI to RC loop 1A

HPSI to RC loop 1A

HPSI to RC loop 1B

HPSI to RC loop 1B

LPSI to RC loop 2A

LPSI to RC loop 2B

LPSI to RC loop 1A

LPSI to RC loop 1B

Shutdown cooling heat exchanger 1
to containment spray header 1

Shutdown cooling heat exchanger 2
to containment spray header 2

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

¹Not Type C tested
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

f ~~/~)( g~j~k~EY

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUMBER FUNCTION

MAXII~IUM

ACTUATION
TIME
(SECONDS)

SIA"UV 673 23

SIA-UV 674 23

SIB"UV 675 24

SIB"UV 676~ 24

AFB-UV 034¹ 75

AFC"UV 036¹ 75

AFB-UY 035¹ ?6

AFA-UV 037¹ 76

.." P. REQUIRED DPEN DURING ACCIDENT
CONDITIONS (Continued)

Containment recirculation sump
to containment spray, LPSI and
HPSI headers 1A 8 1B
Containment recirculation sump
to containment spray, LPSI and
HPSI headers 1A 8 1B

Containment recirculation sump
to containment spray, LPSI and
HPSI headers 2A 8 2B

Containment recirculation sump
to containment spray, LPSI and
HPSI headers 2A & 2B

Steam generator 1 auxiliary
feedwater

Steam generator 1 auxiliary
feedwater

Steam generator 2 auxiliary
feedwater

Steam generator 2 auxiliary
feedwater

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

¹Not Type C tested
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TABLE 3. 6-1 (continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

F'lying hIRg:;7

VALVE
NUMBER

PENETRATION
NUt 1BER FUNCTION

H. NORMALLY CLOSED/POST ACCIDENT
CLOSED VALVES

MAXIMUM
ACTUATIOH
TItlE
(SECONDS)

SGE"V-603iti 1

SGE" V-611th'

DWE"V 061" 6

DWE"V 062~ 6

FPE-V 089+ 7

SIE"V 463~ 28

CHE-V 854* 41

PCE" V. 070 50

PCE-V 071 50

PCE"V 0?5 51

PCE"V 076 51

IAE-V 072" 59

N2 blanket supply/H vent
I

H2 blanket supply/Nz vent

Containment demineralized water
stations

Containment deminera1ized water
stations

Fire protection containment

Safety injection ch~~m
drain tank

Chemical addition unit to
regenerative heat exchanger

Fuel pool cooling

Fuel pool cooling

Refueling pool cleanup

Refueling pool cleanup

Containment service air utility
station

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

"May be opened on an intermittent basis under administrative control.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.4 COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL

HYDROGEN MONITORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.4. 1 Two independent containment hydrogen monitors shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

a. With one hydrogen monitor inoperable, restore the inoperable monitor
to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours.

b. With both hydrogen monitors inoperable, restore at least one monitor
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours.

C. 441~ OW~ ~g~jL~ ~M>~~ ~Cl~i, WKAfh~A~i'OX
SPL4 a0LL AVLOk) $ ,Q~g ggQ; ~Q iCN Qg~yg~ yg

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6.4.1 Each hydrogen monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance
of a CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at
least once per 31 days, and at least once per 92 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS
by performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION using sample gases containing a nominal:

a. One volume percent hydrogen, balance nitrogen.

b. Four volume percent hydrogen, balance nitrogen.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.4.2 Two portable independent containment hydrogen recombiner systems shared
among the three units shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY.. MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

With one hydrogen recombiner system inoperable, restore the inoperable
system to OPERABLE status within 30 days or meet the requirements of
Specification 3.6.4.3, or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6.4.2 Each hydrogen recombiner system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 6 months by:

1. Verifying through a visual examination that there is no evi-
dence of abnormal conditions within the recombiner enclosure
and control console.

2. Operating the air blast heat exchanger fan motor and enclosed
blower motor continuously for at least 30 minutes.

b. At least once per year by:

1. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of recombiner instrumentation.

2. Performing a "Low-Level Test-Heater Power Off" and "Low-Level
Test"Heater Power On" test and verifying that the recombiner
temperature increases to and is maintained at 600 + 25'F for
at least one hour. With power off and a 'simulated input signal
of 1280 F, verify the OPERABILITY of all control circuits. When
this test is conducted, the air blast heat exchanger fan motor
and enclosed blower motor shall be operated continuously for
at least 30 minutes.

C. At least once per 5 years by performing a Recombiner System "High-
Level Test" and verifying that the recombiner temperature increases
to and is maintained at 1200 + 50 F for at least one hour.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

HYDROGEN PURGE CLEANUP SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.4.3 A containment hydrogen purge cleanup system, shared among the three
units, shall be OPERABLE and capable of being powered from a minimum of one
OPERABLE emergency bus.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1" and 2.~

ACTION:

With the containment hydrogen purge cleanup system inoperable and one hydrogen
recombiner OPERABLE as determined by Specification 4.6.4.2, restore the
hydrogen purge cleanup system to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.6.4.3 The hydrogen purge cleanup system shall'e demonstrated OPERABLE:

ae

b.

At least once per 31 days by initiating flow through the HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorbers and verifying that the system operates
for at least 15 minutes.

At least once per 18 months or (1).after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in"place testing
acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of Regulatory
Positions C: 5. a, C.5. c, and C. 5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is 50 scfm
+ lOX.

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with
Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,
March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory
Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March, 1978.

"Mith less than two hydrogen recombiners OPERABLE.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS F)PAL 9gg")
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS Continued)

C.

d.

3. Verifying a system flow rate of 50 scfm + 10ro during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

At least once per 18 months by:

l. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters, pre-filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than
8.4 inches Mater Gauge while operating the system at a flow
rate of 50 scfm ~ 10K.

2. Verifying that the heaters dissipate at .least 0.5 kW when tested
in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank by
verifying that the HEPR- filter banks remove greater than or equal to
99K of the OOP when they are tested in-place in accordance with
ANSI N510-1980 while operating the system at a flow rate of 50 scfm +
10K.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than or
equal to 99. 95K of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas
when they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1980
while operating the system at a flow rate of 50 scfm + 10K.
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3/4. 7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4. 7. 1 TURBINE CYCLE

SAFETY VALVES

LIMITING CONDITION fOR OPERATION

3.7.1.1 All main steam safety valves shall be OPERABLE with lift settings
as specified in Table 3.7-1.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4".

ACTION:

a0 With both reactor coolant loops and associated steam generators in
operation and with one or more"" main steam safety valves inoperable
per steam generator, operation in MODES 1, 2, and 3 may proceed
provided that within 4 hours, either all the inoperable valves are
restored to OPERABLE status or the Power Level-High trip setpoint is
reduced per Table 3.7-2; otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

b.

C.

Operation in MODES 3 and 4" may proceed with one reactor coolant
loop and associated steam generator in operation, provided that
there are no more than four inoperable main steam safety valves
associated with the operating steam generator; otherwise, be in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 7. 1. 1 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required by
Specification 4.0.5.

Until the steam generators are no longer required for heat removal.
The maximum number of inoperable safety valves on any operating steam
generator is four (4).

\

1I
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VALVE NUHBER

S/G No. 1 S/G No. 2

LIFT SETTING i')"

TABLE 3. 7-1

STEAH LINE SAFETY VALVES PER LOOPS

HINIHUH
RATED CAPACITY""

a. PSV 572

b. PSV 579

c. PSV 573

d. PSV 578

e. PSV 574

PSV 575

g. PSV 576

h. PSV 577

i. PSV 691

j. PSV 692

PSV 554

PSV 561

PSV 555

PSV 560

PSV 556

PSV 557

PSV 558

PSV
559'SV

694

PSV 695

1250 psig

1250 psig

1290 psig

1290 psig

1315 psig

1315 psig

1315 psig

1315 psig

1315 psig

1315 psig

941,543 lb/hr

941,543 lb/hr

971,332 lb/hr

971',332 lb/hr

989,950 lb/hr

989,950 lb/h)

989,950 lb/hr

989,950 lb/hr

989,950 lb/hr

989,950 lb/hr

"The lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient conditions at the valve
at nominal operating temperature and pressure.

*"Capacity is rated at lift shtting +3X accumulation.



TABLE 3.7-2

(m
K7
C7
m

QARia@u-
HAXIHUH ALLOWABLE %PHRASE STEADY STATE POWER LEVEL AND OVERPOWER

HIGH TRIP SETPOINT WITH INOPERABLE STEAH LINE SAFETY VALVES

HAXIHUH NUHBER OF INOPERABLE
SAFETY VALVES ON ANY OPERATING

STEAH GENERATOR

HAXIHUH VARIABLE OVERPOWER
TRIP SETPOINT

(X OF RATED THERHAL POWER)

108.0

86. 2

75. 3

t1AXIHUH ALLOWABLE
STEADY STATE POWER LEVEL

(X OF RATED THERt1AL POWER)

98.2

87. 3

76. 4

65. 5



PLANT SYSTEMS

AUXILIARYFEEDMATER SYSTEM

LIt1ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

J) zf

3. 7. 1. 2 At least three independent s earn generator auxiliary feedwater pumps
and associated flow paths shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Two feedwater pumps, each capable of being powered from separate
OPERABLE emergency busses, and

b. One feedwater pump capable of being powered from an OPERABLE steam
supply system,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4".

ACTION:

a. Mith one auxiliary feedwyter pump inoperable, restore the required
auxiliary feedwater pumps to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN

within the following 6 hours.

b. Mith two auxiliary feedwater pumps inoperable be in at least HOT
STANDBY within 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours.

c. Mith three auxiliary feedwater pumps inoperable, immediately initiate
corrective action to restore at least one auxiliary feedwater pump
to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS

C

4.7.1.2 Each auxiliary feedwater pump shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

'a 4 At least once per 31 days'on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

1. Testing the turbine-driven pump and both motor-driven pumps
pursuant to Specification 4.0.5. The provisions of Specifica-
tion 4.0.4 are not applicable for the turbine-driven pump for
entry into MODE 3.

2. Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated, or automatic)
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed', or otherwise secured
in position, is in its correct position.

3. Verifying that all manual valves in the suction lines from the
primary AFM supply tank (condensate storage tank CTE-T01) to
each AFM pump, and the manual discharge line valve of each AFM

pump are locked, sealed or otherwise secured in the open position.

"Until the steam generators are no longer required for heat removal.
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PLANT SYSTEMS
Ffi'Qh 98AFY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

b. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by:

l. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position upon receipt of an auxiliary feedwater
actuation test signal.

2. Verifying that each pump that starts automatically upon receipt
of an auxiliary feedwater actuation test signal will start
automatically upon receipt of an auxil'iary feedwater actuation
test signal.

C.

d.

Prior to startup following any refueling shutdown or cold shutdown
of 30 days or longer, by verifying on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS (by means
of a flow test) that the normal flow path from the condensate storage
tank to each of the steam generators through one of the .e 'al
auxiliary feedwater pumps delivers at least 750 gpm at 50 psi or
equivalent. (2 7 ptlA
The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry
into MODE 3 or MODE 4 for the turbine"driven pump.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK

Fffgf gggF

LItlITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7. 1.3 The condensate storage tank (CST) shall be OPERABLE with a level
of at least 23 feet (300,000 gallons).

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2, 3,8 and 4.~0

ACTION:

With the condensate storage tank inoperable, within 4 hours either:

a. Restore the CST to OPERABLE status or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours, or

b. Demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the reactor makeup water tank as a
backup supply to the auxiliary feedwater pumps and restore the
condensate storage tank to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN with a
OPERABLE shutdown cooling loop in operation within the following
6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.7. 1.3. 1 Thh condensate storage tank shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least
once per 12 hours by verifying the level (contained water volume) is within its
limits when the tank is the supply source for the auxiliary feedwater pumps.

4.7.1.3.2 The reactor makeup water tank shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at
least once per 12 hours whenever the reactor makeup water tank is the supply
source for the auxiliary feedwater pumps by verifying:

a. That the reactor makeup water tank supply line to the auxiliary feed
system isolation valve is open, and

b. That the reactor makeup water tank contains a water level of at least
26 feet (300,000 gallons).

~Until the steam generators are no longer required for heat removed.

Not applicable when cooldown is in progress.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

ACTiVITY

i)NA 594F)

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.4 The specific activity of the secondary coolant system shall be
1 ess than or equal to 0. 10 microcurie/gram DOSE E(UIVALENT I- 1 31.

APPI ICABILITY: NODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the specific activity of the secondary coolant system greater than
0.10 microcurie/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, be in at least HOT STANDBY within
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.7. 1.4 The specific activity of the secondary coolant system shall be
determined to be within the limit by performance of the sampling and
analysis, program of Table 4.7-1.
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TABLE 4. 7-1

SECONDARY COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY
SANPLE AND ANAL SIS PROGRAtl

TYPE OF MEASUREMENT
AND ANALYSIS

1. Gross Activity Determination

2. Isotopic Analysis for DOSE
E(UIVALENT I-131 Concentration

SAHPLE AND ANALYSIS
FRE UENCY

At least. once per 72 hours

(a) 1 per 31 days, whenever
the gross .activity determina-
tion indicates iodine con-
centrations greater than 10K
of the allowable limit.

(b) 1 per 6 months, whenever the
gross activity determination
indicates iodine concentra-
tions below 10K of the
allowable limit.

\
~ ~
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PLANT SYSTEMS

MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES

LIMITIHG CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.5 Each main steam line isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

MODE 1:

With one main steam line isolation valve inoperable but open, POWER OPERATION
may continue provided the inoperable valve is restored to OPERABLE status .

within 4 hours; otherwise, be in at least MODE 2 within the next 6 hours.

MODES 2, 3, and 4:

With one main steam line isolation valve inoperable, subsequent operation in
MODE 2, 3, or 4 may proceed provided:

a; The isolation valve is maintained closed.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

Otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UZREMENTS

4.7.1.5.1 Each main steam line isolation valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE

by verifying full closure within 5Q seconds when tested pursuant to
Specification 4.0.5. lib
4.7.1.5.2 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry
into MODE 3 or MODE 4 to perform the surveillance testing of Specification
4.7.1.5.1 provided the testing is performed within 12 hours after achieving
normal operating steam pressure and normal operating temperature for the
secondary side to perform the test.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

ATMOSPHERE DUMP VALVES

A~~neaeueeo ~~
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATiON

3.7. 1.6 The atmospheric dump valves shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.*

ACTION:

With less than one atmospheric dump valve per steam generator OPERABLE, restore
the required atmospheric dump valve to OPERABLE status within 72 hours; or be in
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7. 1.6 Each atmospheric dump valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by verifying that the nitrogen accumulator
tank is at a pressure > 400 PSIG.

b. Prior to startup following any refueling shutdown or cold shutdown
of 30 days or longer, verify that all valves will open and close
ful ly.

"%hen steam generators are being used for decay heat removal.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.2 STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 7.2 The temperature of the secondary coolant in the steam generators shall
be greater than 120 F when the pressure of the secondary coolant in the steam
generator is greater than 230 psig.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied:

ao

b.

Reduce the steam generator pressure to less than or equal to 230
psig within 30 minutes, and

Perform an engineering evaluation to determine the effect of the
overpressurization on the structural integrity of the steam
generator. Determine that the steam generator remains acceptable
for continued operation prior to increasing its temperatures above
2004F.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4. 7.2 The pressure in the secondary side of the steam generators shall be
determined to be less than 230 psig at least once per 12 hours when the
temperature of the secondary coolant is less than 120'F.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4. 7. 3 ESSENTIAL COOLING MATER SYSTEM

ANAL 9RAF7

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.3 At least two independent essential cooling water loops shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With only one essential cooling water loop OPERABLE, restore at least two
loops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.3 At least two essential cooling water loops shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

ao

b.

C.

d.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) servicing safety-related equipment
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is
in its correct position.

At least once per 18 months during shutdown, by verifying that
each automatic valve servicing safety-related equipment actuates
to its correct position on an SIAS test signal.

At least once per 18 months during shutdown, by verifying that the
essential cooling water pumps start on an SIAS test signal.

At least once per 18 months during shutdown, by verifying that each
valve (manual, power-operated, or automatic) servicing safety-related
"equipment that is locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is
in its correct position.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.4 ESSENTIAL SPRAY POND SYSTEM

PSALM. ".,P.." 7

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

e

3.7.4 At least two independent essential spray pond loops sha11 be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES l, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With only one essential spray pond loop OPERABLE, restore at least two loops
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.7.4. 1 At least two essential spray pond loops shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at
least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated, or
automatic) servicing safety-related equipment that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

4. 7. 4.2 Once per 18 months during shutdown, verify that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) servicing safety-related equipment that is locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.5 ULTIMATE HEAT SINK

ANAL 9RPFY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

\

3.7.5 The ultimate heat sink shall be OPERABLE with two essential spray ponds
each with:

a. A minimum water depth of 12 feet, and
I

b. An average water temperature of less than or equal to 105 F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, be in at
least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOW within the following
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.5 The ultimate heat sink shall be determined OPERABLE at least once
per 24 hours by verifying the average water temperature and water depth to
be within their limits for each essential spray pond.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.6 ESSENTIAL CHILLED MATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6 At least two independent essential chilled water loops shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

'a 0

b.

With only one essential chilled water loop OPERABLE, restore at least
two loops to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

Rh~e4 YiVN5M
With only one m~~ey chilled water system OPERABLE:

1. Mithin 1 hour verify, that the normal HVAC system is providing
space cooling to the vital power distribution rooms that depend
on the inoperable essential chilled water system for space
cooling, and

2. Mithin 8 hours establish OPERABILITY of the safe shutdown
systems which"do not depend on the inoperable essential chilled
water system (one train each of boration, pressurizer heaters
and auxiliary feedwater), and

3. Mithin 24 hours establish OPERABILITY of all required systems,
'ubsystems,trains, components, and devices that depend on the

%PSWStlR'ool

ing.

If these conditions are not satisfied within the specified time,
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.6. 1 At least two essential chilled water loops shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE at least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve'(manual,
power operated, or automatic) servicing safety-related equipment that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

4.7.6.2 Once per 18 months during shutdown, verify that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) servicing safety-related equipment that is locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.-'7. 7 CONTROL ROOM ESSENTIAL FILTRATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.7 Two independent control room essential filtration systems shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Al 1 MODES.

ACTION:

MODES i., 2, 3, and 4:

With one control room essential filtration system inoperable, restore the
inoperable system to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

MODES 5 and 6:

a-. With one control room essential filtration system inoperable, restore
the inoperable system to OPERABLE status within 7 days or initiate
and maintain operation of the remaining OPERABLE control room
essential filtration system in the recirculation mode.

b. With both control room essential filtration systems inoperable, or
with the OPERABLE control room essential filtration system, required
to be in the recirculation mode by ACTION a., not capable of being
powered by an OPERABLE emergency power source, suspend all operations
involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.7 Each control room essential filtration system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by initiating,
from the control room", flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers and verifying that the system operates for at least
15 minutes.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVE:LLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

~ jidkh 9BAF7

C.

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place
testing acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of
Regulatory Positions C.S.a, C.5.c and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is
28,600 cfm + 10K.

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained in
accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing'riteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1. 2,
Revision 2, March 1978.

3. Verifying a system flow rate of 28,600 cfm + 10K during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

d. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters, pre-filters, and charcoal adsorber banks is less than
8.4 inches Water Gauge while operating the system at a flow
rate of 28,600 cfm + 10K.

2. Verifying that on a Control Room Essential Filtration Actuation
Signal and on a SIAS, the system is automatically placed into a
filtration mode of operation with flow through the HEPA filters
and charcoal adsorber banks.

3. Verifying that the system maintains the control room at a
positive pressure of greater than or equal to 1/8-inch Water
Gauge relative to adjacent areas during system operation at
a makeup flow rate to the control room of less than or equal
to 1000 cfm.

4. Verifying that the emergency chilled water system will maintain
the control room environment at a temperature less than or
equal to 80'F for a period of 30 minutes.
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e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank
by verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or
equal to 99K of the OOP when they are tested in-place in accordance
with ANSI N510-1980 while operating the system at a flow rate
of 28,600 cfm + 10K.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than
or equal to 99.95K of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test
gas when they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1980
while operating the system at a flow rate of 28,600 cfm + 10K.
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3/4.7.8 ESF PUMP ROOM AIR EXHAUST CLEANUP SYSTEM|

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.8 Two independent ESF pump room air exhaust cleanup systems shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
I

ACTION:

With one'ESF pump room air exhaust cleanup system inoperable,'estore'he
inoperable system to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

SURYEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 7.8 Each ESF pump room air exhaust cleanup system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by initiating,
from the control room, flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers and verifying that the system operates for at least
15 minutes.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:
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SURVEII LANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place
testing acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of
Regulatory Positions C. 5. a, C. 5. c and C. 5. d of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 19i8, and the system flow rate is 6000
cfm + 10K.

C.

d.

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained in
accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing
criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978.

3. Verifying a system flow rate of 6000 cfm + 10K during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C. 6. a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

At least once per 18 months by:

1. Verifying that the pressure drop ac.oss the combined HEPA

filters, pre-filters, and charcoal adsorber banks is less than
8.4 inches Mater Gauge while operating the system at a flow
rate of 6000 cfm + 10K.

e.

2. Verifying that the system starts on an SIAS test signal.

After each complete or partial replacement of an HEPA filter bank by
verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal to
99K of the DOP when they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI
N510-1980 while operating the system at a flow rate of 6000 cfm +

10K.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than or
equal to 99.95K of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas
when they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1980
while operating the system at a flow rate of 6000 cfm + 105.
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3/4.7.9 SNUBBERS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 7. 9 All hydraulic and mechanical snubbers shall be OPERABLE. The only
snubbers excluded from this requirement are those installed on nonsafety-
related systems and then only if their failure or failure of the system
on which they are installed, would have no adverse effect on any safety-
related system.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. MODES 5 and 6 for snubbers located on
systems required OPERABLE in those MODES.

ACTION:

With one or more snubbers inoperable on any system, within 72 hours replace or
restore the inoperable snubber(s) to OPERABLE status and perform an engineering
evaluation per Specification 4.7.'9g. on the attached component or declare the
attached system inoperable and follow the appropriate ACTION statement for
that system.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.9 Each snubber shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the
following augmented inservice inspection program and the requirements of
Specification 4.0.5.

a ~ Inspection T es

b.

As used in this specification, type of snubber shall mean snubbers
of the same design and manufacturer, irrespective of capacity.

Visual Ins ections

Snubbers are categorized as inaccessible or accessible during reactor
operation. Each of these groups (inaccessible and accessible) may
be inspected independently according to the schedule below. Thefirst inservice visual inspection of each type of snubber shall be
performed after 4 months but within 10 months of commencing POMER
OPERAS'ION and shall include all hydraulic and mechanical snubbers.If all snubbers of each type are found OPERABLE during the first
inservice visual inspection, the second inservice visual inspection
of that type shall be performed at the first refueling outage.
Otherwise, subsequent visual inspections of a given type shall be
performed in accordance with the following schedule:
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No. of Inoperable Snubbers of Eacn.Type
er Insoection Period

Subsequent Visual
Insnection Period"4

0
1
2
3,4
5,6,7
8 or more

c. Visual Ins ection Acceptance Criteria

18 months
12 months

6 months
124 days

62 days
31 days

+ 25~o

2 50/

~ 25K/ gA/
C «iofA/
2 ~io

.Visual inspections shall verify that: (1) there are no visible indica-
tions of damage or impaired OPERABILITY and (2) attachments to the
foundation or supporting structure are secure, and (3) fasteners for.
attachment of the snubber to the component and to the snubber anchorage
are secure. Snubbers which appear inoperable as a result of visual
inspections may be determined OPERABLE for the purpose of establishing
the next visual inspection interval, provided that: (1) the cause of
the rejection is clearly established and remedied for that particular
snubber and for other snubbers irrespective of type on that system
that may be generically suspectible; and (2) the affected snubber is
functionally tested in the as-found condition and determined OPERABI.E
per Specifications 4.7.9f. Mhen a fluid port of a hydraulic snubber
is found to be uncovered, the snubber shall .be declared inoperable and
cannot be determined OPERABLE via functional testing unless the test
is started with the piston in the as-found setting, extending the
piston rod in the tension mode direction. All snubbers connected to
an inoperable common hydraulic fluid reservoir shall be counted as
inoperable snubbers. Snubbers which appear inoperable during an area
post maintenance inspection, area walkdown, or Transient Event Inspec-
tion shall not be considered inoperable for the purpose of establishing
the Subsequent Visual Inspection Period provided that the cause of the
inoperability is clearly established and remedied for that particular
snubber and for the other snubbers, irrespective of type, that may be
generally susceptible.

d. Transient Event Inspection

An inspection shall be performed of all hydraulic and mechanical
snubbers attached to sections of systems that have experienced
unexpected, potentially damaging transients as determined from a
review of operational data and a visual inspection of the systems
within 6 months following such an event. In addition to satisfying

"The inspection interval for each type of snubber on a given system shall not
be lengthened more than one step at a time unless a generic problem has been
identified and corrected; in that event the inspection interval may be
lengthened one step the first time and two steps thereafter if no inoperable
snubbers of that type are found on that system.

CThe provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.
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FIFN5 93377

e.

the visual inspection acceptance criteria, freedom-of-motion of
mechanical snubbers shall be verified using at least one of the
following: (1) manually induced snubber movement; or (2) evaluation
of in-place snubber piston setting; or (3) stroking the mechanical
snubber through its full range of travel.
Functional Tests

During the first refueling shutdown and at least once per 18 months
thereafter during shutdown, a representative sample of snubbers shall
be tested using one of the following sample plans. The sample plan
shall be selected prior to the test period and cannot be changed during
the test period. The NRC Regional Administrator shall be notified in
writing of the sample plan selected prior to the test period or the
sample plan used in the prior test period shall be implemented:

1) At least 10K of the total of each type of snubber shall be
functionally tested either in-place or in a bench test. For
each snubber of a type that does not meet the functional test
acceptance criteria of Specification 4.?.9f., an additional 10~
of that type of snubber shall be functionally tested until no
more failures are found or until all snubbers of that type have
been functionally tested; or.

2) A representative sample of each type of snubber shall be func-
tionally tested in accordance with Figure 4.7-1. "C" is the total
number of snubbers of a type found not meeting the acceptance
requirements of Specification 4.7.9f. The cumulative number of
snubbers of a type tested is denoted by "N". At the nd of each
day's testing, the new values of "N" and "C" (previous day'
total plus current day's increments) shall be plotted on
Figure 4.7-1. If at any time the point plotted falls in ".he
"Reject" region all snubbers of that type shall be functionally
tested. If at any time the point plotted falls in the "Accept"
region, testing of snubbers of that type may be terminated.
Mhen the point plotted lies in the "Continue Testing" region,
additional snubbers of that type shall be tested until the point
falls in the "Accept" region or the "Reject" region, or all the
snubbers of that type have been tested. Testing equipment
failure during functional'esting may invalidate that day's test-
ing and allow that day's testing to resume anew at a later time,
providing all snubbers tested with the failed equipment during
the day of equipment failure are retestedeg.

3) An initial representative sample of 55 snubbers shall
be'unctionallytested. For each snubber type which does not meet

the functional test acceptance criteria, another sample of at
least one-half the size of the initial sample shall be tested
until the total number tested is equal to the initial sample
size multiplied by the factor, 1 + C/2, where "C" is the number
of snubbers found which do not meet the functional test
acceptance criteria. The:results from this sample plan shall
be plotted using an "Accept" line which follows the equation
N = 55(l + C/2). Each snubber point should be plotted as soon
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as the snubber is tested. If the point plotted falls on or
below the "Accept" line, testing of that type of snubber may be
terminated. If the point plotted falls above the "Accept"
line, testing must continue until the point falls in the
"Accept" region or all the snubbers of that type have been
tested.

The representative sample selected for the functional test sample
plans shall be randomly selected from the snubbers of each type and
reviewed before beginning the testing. The review shall ensure as
far as practical that they are representative of the various

configur-'tions,

operating environments, range of size, and capacity of
snubbers of each type. Snubbers placed in the same locations as
snubbers which failed the previous functional test shall be retested
at the time of the next functional test but shall not be included in
the sample plan. If during the functional testing, additional
sampling is required due to failure of only one type of snubber, the
functional testing results shall be reviewed at the time to determineif additional samples should be limited to the type of snubber which
has failed the functional testing.

f. Functional Test AcceDtance Criteria

The snubber functional test shall verify that:

1) Activation (restraining. action) is achieved within the specified
range in both tension and compression;

2)- Snubber bleed, or release rate where required, is present in
both tension and compression, within the specified range;

3) For mechanical snubbers, the force required to initiate or
maintain motion of the snubber is within the specified range
in both directions of travel; and

4) For snubbers specifically required not to displace under
continuous load, the ability of the snubber to withstand load
without displacement.

Testing methods may be used to measure parameters indirectly or
parameters other than those specified if those results can be
correlated to the specified parameters through established methods.

g. Functional Test Failure Anal sis

'An engineering evaluation shall be made of each failure to meet the
functional test acceptance criteria to determine the cause of the
failure. The results of this evaluation shall be used, if applicable,
in selecting snubbers to be tested in an effort to determine the
OPERABILITY of other snubbers irrespective of type which may be
subject to the same failure mode.
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For the snubbers found inoperable, an engineering evaluation shall
be performed on the components to which the inoperable snubbers are
attached. The purpose of this engineering evaluation shall be to
determine if the components to which the inoperable snubbers are
attached were adversely affected by the inoperability of the snubbers
in order to ensure that the component remains capable of meeting the
designed service.

If any snubber selected for functional testing either fails to lock
up or fails to move, i.e., frozen-in-place, the cause will be evalu-
ated and if caused by manufacturer or design deficiency all snubbers
of the same type subject to the same defect shall be functionally
tested. This testing requirement shall be independent of the require-
ments stated in Specification 4.7.9e. for snubbers not meeting the
functional test acceptance criteria.

h. Functional Testin of Repaired and Re laced Snubbers

Snubbers which fail the visual inspection or the functional test
acceptance criteria shall be repaired or replaced. Replacement
snubbers and snubbers. which have repairs which might affect the
functional test result shall be tested to meet the functional test
criteria before installation in the unit. These snubbers shall
have met the acceptance criteria subsequent to their most recent
service, and the functional test must have been performed within
12 months before being installed in the unit.

Snubber Seal Replacement Pro ram

The service life of hydraulic and mechanical snubbers shall be
monitored to ensure that the service life is not exceeded between
surveillance inspections. The maximum expected service life for
various seals, springs, and other critical parts shall be determined
and established based on engineering information and shall be
extended or shortened based on monitored test results and failure
history. Critical parts shall be replaced so that the maximum
service life will not be exceeded during a period when the snubber
is required to be OPERABLE. The parts replacements shall be docu-
mented and the documentation shall be retained in accordance with
Specification 6.10. 2.
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3/4.7. 10 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.10 Each sealed source containing radioactive material either in excess of
100 microcuries of beta and/or gamma emitting material or 5 microcuries of
alpha emitting material shall be free of greater than or equal to
0.005 microcurie of removable contamination. I

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

With a sealed source having removable contamination in excess of the
above limit, immediately withdraw the sealed source from use and either:
l. Decontaminate and repair the sealed source, or

2. Dispose of the sealed source in accordance with Commission
Regulations.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.7. 10. 1 Test Requirements - Each sealed source shall be tested for leakage
and/or contamination by:

a. The licensee, or

b. Other persons specifically authorized by the Commission or an
Agreement State.

The test method shall have a detection sensitivity of at least
0.005 microcurie per test sample.

4.7. 10.2 Test Frequencies - Each category of sealed sources (excluding
startup sources and fission detectors previously subjected to core flux) shall
be tested at the frequencies described below.

a. Sources in use - At least once per 6 months for all sealed sources
containing radioactive material:

1. With a half-life greater than 30 days (excluding Hydrogen 3),
and

2. In any form other than gas.
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SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

b.

C.

Stored sources not in use - Each sealed source and fission detector
shall be tested prior to use or transfer to another licensee unless
tested within the previous 6 months. Sealed sources and fission
detectors transferred without a certificate indicating the last test
date shall be tested prior to being placed into use.

Startup sources and fission detectors - Each sealed startup source
and fission detector shall be tested within 31 days prior to being
subjected to core flux or installed in the core and following repair
or maintenance to the source or detector.

4.7.10.3 Reports - A report shall be prepared and submitted to the Commission
on an annual basis if'sealed source or fission detector leakage tests reveal
the presence of greater than or equal to 0.005 microcurie of removable
contamination.
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3/4. 7. 11 FIRE SUPPRESSIOiV SYSTEI1S

FIRE SUPPRESSION "1ATER SYSTEI'l

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3. 7. 11. 1 The fire suppression water system shall be OPERABLE with:

a.

b.

C.

Three 50K capacity fire suppression pumps, each with a capacity of
1500 gpm + 10Ã, with their discharge aligned to the fire suppression
header,

Two separate water supply tanks, each with a minimum contained
volume of 300,000 gallons (23 feet 1; 5 inches), and

An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the T01-A tank
and the T01-B tank and transferring the water through distribution
piping with OPERABLE sectionalizing control or isolation valves to
the yard hydrant curb valves, the last valve ahead of the water flow
alarm device on each sprinkler or hose standpipe, and the last valve
ahead of the deluge valve on each deluge or spray system required to
be OPERABLE per Specifications 3.7. 11.2, 3.7..11.5, and 3.7. 11.6.

APPLICABILITY:'t all times.

ACTION:

Mith one pump and/or one water supply inoperable, restore the
inoperable equipment to OPERABLE status within 7 days or provide an
alternate backup pump or supply. The provisions of
Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

b. Mith the fire suppression water system otherwise inoperable,
establish a backup fire suppression water system within 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.7.11.1. 1 The fire suppression water system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

'a \

b.

C.

At least once per 7 days by verifying the contained water. supply
volume.

At least once per 31 days by starting the electric motor-driven pump
and operating it for at least 15 minutes on recirculation flow.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) i.n the flow path is in its correct
position, when required to be operable.
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SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

d. At least once per 6 months by performance of a system flush.

e. 'At least once per 12 months by cycling. each testable valve in the
flow path through at least one complete cycle of full travel.

At least once per 18 months by performing a system functional test
which includes simulated automatic actuation of the system throughoutits operating sequence, and:

l. Verifying that each pump develops 1500 gpm + 10K at a system
head of 125 psig by recording readings for at least 3 points
on the test curve,

2. Cycling each valve in the flow path that is not testable during
plant operation through at least one complete cycle of full
travel, and

3. Verifying that each fire suppression pump starts sequentially
to maintain the fire suppression water system pressure greater
than or equal to 85 psig.

g. At least once per 3 years by performing a flow test of the system in
accordance with Chapter 5, Section ll ot the Fire Protection
Handbook, 14th Edition, published by the National Fire Protection.
Association.

4. 7.31. 1. 2 The '. ire pump diesel engines shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by verifying:

1. The diesel fuel oil day storage tanks each contain at least
~ 315 gallons ot fuel, and

2. The diesel engines start from ambient conditions and operate
for at least 30 minutes on recirculation flow.

b. At least once per 92 days by verifying that a sample of diesel fuel
from the fuel storage tank, obtained in accordance with ASTM-0270-75,
is within the acceptable limits specified in Table 1 of ASTM 0975-77
when checked for viscosity, water, and sediment.

C. At least once per 18 months during shutdown, by subjecting the
diesels to an inspection in accordance with procedures prepared in
conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations for the class of
ser vice.

4.7.1tl.3 Each fire pump diesel starting 24-volt battery bank and charger
shall be'demonstrated OPERABLE:
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At least once per 7 days by verifying that:

1. The electrolyte level of each battery is above the plates,, and

2. The overall battery voltage is greater than or equal to
24 volts.

b.

C.

At least once per 92 days by verifying that the specific gravity is
appropriate .for continued service of the battery.

At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1. The batteries, cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration, and

2. The battery-to-battery and terminal connections are clean,
tight, free of corrosion, and coated with anticorrosion
material.
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SPRAY AND/OR SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11.2 The spray and/or sprinkler systems, listed in Table 3.7-3, shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected by the spray/sprinkler system is
required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a0 With one or more of the above required spray and/or sprinkler
systems inoperable, within 1 hour establish a continuous fire
watch with backup fire suppression equipment for those areas in
which redundant systems or components could be damaged; for other
areas, establish an hourly fire watch patrol.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS,

4.7. 11.2 Each of the above required spray and/or sprinkler systems shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

b.

C.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct
position.

At least once per 12 months by cycling each testable valve in the
flow path through at least one complete cycle of full travel.

At least once per 18 months:

l. By performing a system functional test which includes simulated
automatic actuation of the system, and:

a)

b)

Verifying that the automatic valves in the flow path
actuate to their correct positions on a thermal/smoke
test signal, and

I

Cycling each valve in the flow path ttjat is not testable
during plant operation through at least one complete cycle
of full travel.
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SURVEIl LANCE RE UIREl1ENTS (Continued)

2. By a visual inspection of the dry pipe spray and sprinkler
headers to verify their integrity, and

3. By a visual inspection of each nozzle's spray area to verify
the spray pattern is not obstruc-ed.

d. At least once per 3 years by performing an air flow test through
each open head spray/sprinkler header and verifying each open head
spray/sprinkler nozzle is unobstructed.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

IZ K.
l3 W
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TABLE 3.7-3

SPRAY ANO/OR SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

Lower Cable Spreading Room Zone 14 - Control Building 120 ft Elevation
a. System 1.
b. System 2.
c. System 3.
d. System 4.
e.'ystem 5.
f. System 6.

I

Upper Cable Spreading Room Zone 20 - Control Building 160 ft Elevation
'iesel Generator Room, Train A, Zone 21A- Diesel Generator Building

100 ft Elevation
Diesel Generator Room, Train 8, Zone 21L,- Diesel Generator Building
100 ft Elevation
Fuel 011 Day Tank Vault Train A. Zone 231„- Diesel Generator Building
131 ft Elevation A
Fuel Oil Day Tank Vault, Train 8, Zone 23 - Diesel Generator Building
131 ft Elevation
Low Pressure Safety Injection Pump Room, Train P, Zone 32~ Auxiliary
Building 40 ft 8 51 ft 6 inch Elevation I A A
Electrical Penetration Room, Train A (Channel C) Zone 42A — Auxiliary
Building 100 ft Elevation
Electrical Penetration Room, Train 8 (Channel 8) Zone 428 - Auxiliary
Building 100 ft Elevation
Charging Pumps A, 8 and E Zones 46$ }J Corridors> Zone.42C - Auxiliary
Building 100 ft Elevation ~CAST

<Corridors Zone 420 - Auxiliary Building 100 ft Elevationwar
Electrical Penetration Room, Train A (Channel A) Zone 47A - Auxiliary
Building 120 ft Elevation
Electrical Penetration Room, Train P (Channel D) Zone 478 - Auxiliary
Building 120 ft Elevation
Central Corridors, Zone 52A - Auxiliary Building 120 ft Elevation
Central Corridors, Zone 52D - Auxiliary Building 120 ft Elevation

~ Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feed Pump Room Zone 72 - Main Steam Support
Structure 81 P'g ~~~~~j~~
Compartments between uxiliary 8 Control Buildings&Am~ 74 ft 8 156 ft
4 inch Elevation ea Train A Zone 864.
Compartments between Auxiliary 8 Control Buildings,beseem 74 ft 8 156 ft
4 inch Elevation on rai Zone 86+,
Main Steam Support Structure 100 ft through 140 ft Elevation.
TRAln 4 +%0K)L
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COn SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11.3 The following low pressure CO< systems shall be OPERABLE.
p~o 55

a. ESF Switchgear Room; one Train A, one Train B Zone 5AControl Building
100 ft Elevation

b. Battery Rooms; one Train A (Channel C) one Train B (Channel 0)
Zone SAControl Building 100 ft Elevation< Ahh QQ

c. Battery Rooms; one Train A (Channel A) one Train B (Channel B)
Zon'e 94Control Building 100 ft Elevation< ~ass

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected. by the COq system is required to

ACTION:

a ~

b.

With one or more of the above required CO> systems inoperable,
within 1 hour establish a continuous fire watch with backup fire
suppression equipment for those areas in which redundant systems or
components could be damaged; for other areas, establish an hourly
fire watch patrol.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4. 7. 11.3.1 Each of the above required COq systems shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE at least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power
operated, or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct position.

4.7. 11.3.2 Each of the above required low pressure COq systems shall be

demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying the CO> storage tank weight
to be greater than 10000 lb and pressure to be greater than
275 psig, and
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

b. At least once per 18 months by verifying:

1. The system, including associated ventilation dampers, actuates
manually and automatically, upon receipt of a simulated
actuation signal, and

2. 8y visual inspection to verify that
there are no obstructions in the discharge pathiof the
nozzles or during a "Puff Test."
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PLANT SYSTEMS

gg)$ ~q )

FIRE HOSE STATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7. 11.4 The fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7-4 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment in the areas protected by the fire hose
stations ss required to be OPERABLE, except that fire hose stations located in
containment shall, have their containment isolation valves closed in MODES 1,
2, 3, 4", and 5".

AC'TION:

a0 With one or more of the fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7-4
inoperable, provide a gated wye on the nearest OPERABLE hose station.
One outlet of the wye shall be connected to the standard length of
hose provided for the OPERABLE hose station. The second outlet of
the wye shall be connected to a length of hose sufficient to provide
coverage for the area left unprotected by the inoperable hose station.
The above action shall be accomplished within one hour if the inoper-
able fire hose is the primary means of fire suppression; otherwise
provide the additional hose in 24 hours.

The hose for the unprotected area shall be stored at the OPERABLE
hose station. Signs identifying the purpose and location of the fire
hose and related valves shall be mounted above the hose and at the

'noperable ho'se station.
b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.11.4 Each of the fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7-4 shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by visual inspection of the stations
accessible during plant operation to assure all required equipment
is at the station.

b. At least once per 18 months by:

2.

3.

Visual inspection of the stations not accessible during plant
operations to assure all required equipment is at the station.
Removing the hose for inspection and reracking, and

Inspecting all gaskets and replacing any degraded gaskets in
the couplings.

"Ifmaintenance is to be performed in containment during MODE 4 or 5, the
fire hose stations located in containment shall have their containment
isolation valves open during the period the maintenance is being performed.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

C. At least once per 3 years by:

1. Partially opening each hose station valve to verify valve
OPERABILITY and no flow blockage.

2. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure of 150 psig or
at least 50 psig above maximum fire main operating pressure,
whichever is greater.
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TABLE 3.7-4

F Rf HOSE STATIONS

LOCATION

Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment
Containment

NE
SE
SM

NW

NE
SE
SM

NW

NE.
SE
SW

NWR'C
SW

ELEVATION

80'0'0'0'00'00'00'OO'20'20'20'20'40'4O'OSE

RACK
IDENTIFICATION

HS ¹O1
HS ¹02
HS ¹03
HS ¹04
HS ¹05
HS ¹06
HS ¹07
HS ¹08
HS ¹09
HS ¹10
HS ¹11
HS ¹12
HS ¹13
HS ¹14

Auxiliary Bldg. North Corridor - W

Auxiliary Bldg. North Corridor - E
Auxiliary Bldg. North Corridor - M
Auxiliary Bldg. North Corridor - E

Auxiliary Bldg. SE
Auxiliary Bldg. SM

Auxiliary Bldg. NW

Auxiliary Bldg. North
Center Corridor

Auxiliary Bldg. NE
Auxiliary Bldg. NW

Auxiliary Bldg. NE
Auxiliary Bldg. SW

Auxiliary Bldg. East Corridor
Auxiliary Bldg. SW

40'0'11

6ll
51'6"

70'0'O'0'0'8'8'00'ZO'20'S

¹17
HS ¹18
HS ¹21
HS ¹22

HS ¹23
HS ¹24
HS ¹25

HS ¹26
HS'27
HS ¹30
HS ¹31
HS ¹33
HS ¹37 =

HS ¹38

Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control

Bldg. SW

Bldg. E

Bldg. SW

Bldg. East by Elevator
Bldg. SW

Bldg. SM

Bldg. SM

Bl dg. SE

74'4'00'00'20'40'60'00'S

¹86
HS ¹87
HS ¹88
HS ¹89
HS ¹90
HS ¹92
HS ¹94
HS ¹108

Fuel Bldg. South 100'S ¹97
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PLANT SYSTEMS

YARD FIRE HYDRANTS AND HYDRANT HOSE HOUSES

L i~1ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

BQ~ 'ggj f

3.7. 11.5 The yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant hose houses shown in
Table 3.7-5 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment in the areas protected by the yard fire
hydrants is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

ao With one or more of the yard fire hydrants or associated hydrant
hose houses shown in Table 3.7-5 inoperable, within 1 hour have
sufficient additional lengths of 2-1/2 inch diameter hose located in
an adjacent OPERABLE hydrant hose house to provide service to the
unprotected area(s) if the inoperable fire hydrant or associated
hydrant hose house is the primary means of fire suppression;
otherwise, provide the additional hose within 24 hours.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7. 11.5 Each of the yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant hose houses
shown in Table 3.7-5 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 31 days by visual inspection of the hydrant hose
house to assure all required equipment is at the hose house.

b.

C.

At least once per 6 months by visually inspecting each yard fire
hydrant for damage.

At least once per 12 months by:

1. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure of'50 psig or
at least 50 psig above maximum fire main operating pressure,
whichever is greater.

2. Inspecting all the gaskets and replacing any degraded gaskets
in the couplings.

3. Performing a flow check of each hydrant to verify its
OP ERABILITY.
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TABLE 3.7-5

YARD FIRE HYDRANTS AND ASSOCIATED HYDRANT HOSE HOUSES

LOCATION

150'lant North of Fuel Bldg.

100'lant Nest of Rad Maste Bldg.

150'lant Northwest of Fuel Bldg.

HYDRANT NUMBER

F. H. 07

F. H. 09

F. H. 08

+go Q~b~ ~~~M~%K 74 ~ HOW~ SMMO~
~ ~ >>~m~A~

p~~p
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PLANT SYSTEHS

HALON SYSTEHS

LIHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7. 11.4 The following Halon systems shall be OPERABLE.

Q, 7~/n gg R~~ $huk&~4 kn& Au~~ 2 o~ J.>A" 4+p4/
gu s lab'ny /ae . p.pl~4 ~»» y~ Z y~g- g~~ ~/
ki.Ab~~ /np . 8l~~~~»~

to'be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. Mith 'one or more o the above required Halon systems inoperable, .

within 1 hour es ablish a continuous fire watch with'backup fire
suppression equipment for those areas in which redundant systems or
components could be dama 'ed; for other areas, establish an hourlyfir watch patrol.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIR H NTS

~ ~

4.7. 11.
OPERABLE:

Each of the above required Halon systems shall be demonstrated

a.

b.

C.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
'ower-operated,or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct

position.
At least once per 6 months by verifying Halon storage tank weight to
be at least 95~ of full charge weight and pressure to be at least

-90 of full charge pressure.
At least once per 18 months by:

1. Verifying the system, including associated ventilation dampers
and fire door release mechanisms, actuates manually and

~ . automatically, upon receipt of a simulated test signal, and

Z. Peiformance of a flow test through headers and nozzles to
assure no blockage..
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4. 7. 12 FIRE-RATEO ASSEllBLIES

$fjgf Migs"

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3 ~ 7.12 All fire-rated assemblies (walls, floor/ceilings, cable tray enclosures,
and other fire barriers} separating safety-related fire areas or separating
portions of redundant systems important to safe shutdown within a fire area
and all sealing devices in fire-rated assembly penetrations (fire doors, fire
dampers, cable, piping and ventilation duct penetration seals) shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: When the equipment in an affected area is required to be

ACTION:

a ~

b.

With one or more of the above required fire-rated assemblies (including
sealing devices) inoperable, within 1 hour either establish a
continuous fire watch on at least one side of the affected assembly,
or verify the OPERABILITY of the fire detectors on at least one side
of the inoperable assembly and establish an hourly fire watch patrol.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.7.12.1 At least once per 18 months the above required fire-rated assemblies
and penetration sealing devices shall be verified OPERABLE by:

a.

b.

Performing a visual inspection of the exposed surfaces of each fire
rated assembly.

Performing a visual inspection of each fire damper and associated
hardware.

C.

d.

Performing a visual inspection of at least 10K of each type of
sealed penetration. If apparent changes in appearance or abnormal
degradations are found, a visual inspection of an additional 10K
of each type of sealed penetration shall be made. This inspection
process shall continue until a 10K sample with no apparent changes
in appearance or abnormal degradation is found. Samples shall be
selected such that each penetration seal will be inspected every
15 years.

Performing a functional test of at least 10K of .the fire dampens that
are installed in fire barriers separating redundant trains important
to safe shutdown. If any dampers fail to operate correctly, an
additional lOX of the dampers shal.l be sampled. This process shall
continue until a 10K sample is verified OPERABLE. Samples shall be
selected such that each damper will be inspected every 15 years.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

4. 7. 12.2 Each of the above required fire doors shall be verified OPERABLE by
inspecting the automatic hold-open, release and closing mechanism and latches
at least once per 6 months, and by. verifying:

a. That each locked-closed fire door is closed at least once per 7 days.
I

b.i That doors with automatic hold-open and release mechanisms are free
of obstructions at least once per 24 hours.

c. Performing a functional test at 'least once per 18 months.

d. That each unlocked fire door without electrical supervision is
closed at least once per 24 hours.
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PI ANT SYSTEMS

3/4. 7. 13 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTBl

LIt1ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

7(i'IAL 98AF'f

3.7. 13 Two independent shutdown cooling subsystems shall be OPERABLE, with
each subsystem comprised of:

a. One OPERABLE low pressure safety injection pump, and

b. ~ An independent OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the
RCS hot leg and discharging coolant through the shutdown cooling
heat exchanger and back to the RCS through the cold leg injection
lines.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. Mith one shutdown cooling subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable
subsystem to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within 1 hour, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
6 hours and be in COLD SHUTDOMN within the next 30 hours and continue
action to restore the required subsystem to OPERABLE status.

b. Mith both shutdown cooling subsystems inoperable, restore one
subsystem to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within 1 hour and be in HOT SHUTDOMN within the next 6 hours
and continue action to restore the required subsystems to OPERABLE
status'.

Mith both shutdown cooling subsystems inoperable and both reactor
coolant loops inoperable, initiate action to restore the required
subsystems to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.7.13 Each shutdown cooling sybsyste shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a4

b.

At least once pet 18 months, during shutdown, by establishing
shutdown cooling flow from the RCS hot legs, through the shutdown
cooling heat exchangers, and returning to the RCS cold legs.

At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by testing the automatic
and interlock action of the shutdown cooling system connections from
the RCS. The shutdown cooling system suction valves shall not open
when RCS pressure is greater than 410 psia. The shutdown cooling
system suction valves located outside containment shall close auto-
matically when RCS pressure is greater than 500 psia. The shutdown
cooling system suction valve located inside containment shall close
automatically when RCS pressure is greater. than 700 psia.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7. 14 CONTROL ROOM AIR TEMPERATURE

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION

3.7. 14 The control room air temperature shall be maintained less than or
equal to 80'F.

APPLICABILITY: ALL MODES

ACTION:

With the control room air temperature greater than 80 F, reduce the air
temperature to less than or equal to 80'F within 30 days or be in HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.14 At least once per 12 hours, verify that the control room air
temperature is less than or equal to 80'F.
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8. 1 A. C. SOURCES

OP ERATIiNG

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8. l. 1 As a minimum, the following A. C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Two physically independent circuits from the offsite transmission
network to the switchyard and two physically indepenaent circuits
from the switchyard to the onsite Class 1E distribution system, and

b. Two separate and independent diesel generators, each with:
1. Separate day fuel tang with a minimum level of 2.75 feet

(550 gallons of fuel), and

2. A separate fuel storage system with a minimum level of 80K
(71,500 gallons of fuel), and

3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. M't eit er an offsit c cu t o d es 0> h h e 1r > r s el generator of the ab ve
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.1.1. la. and 4.8.1.1.2a.4 within 1 hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least two offsite
circuits and two diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 72 hours
or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. Mith one offsite circuit and one diesel generator of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8. 1. 1. la. and 4.8. 1. l. 2a.4. within 1 hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least one of the
inoperable sources to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours. Restore at least two offsite circuits
and two diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from
the time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

c. Mith one diesel generator inoperable in addition to ACTION a. or b.
above, verify that:
1. All required systems, subsystems, trains, components, and devices

that depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator as a
source of emergency power are also OPERABLE, and

2. When in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4", the steam-driven auxiliary feed pump is
OPERABLE.

If these conditions are not satisfied within 2 hours, be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in .COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

Unt>1 the steam generator is no longer required for heat removal.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Conti nued)

ACTION (Continued)

With two of the above required offsite A.C. circuits inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of two diesel generators by performing
Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2a.4. within 1 hour and at least
once per 8 hours thereafter, unless the diesel generators are already
operating; restore at least one of the inoperable offsite sources to
OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours. With only one offsite source restored, restore at
least two offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from
time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

e. With two of the above required diesel generators inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of two offsite A.C. circuits by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8. 1. 1.1a. within 1 hour and
at least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least one of the
inoperable diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours. Restore at least two diesel generators
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLO SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.8. 1.1. 1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class lE distribution system shall be:

'a 0

b.

Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying correct
breaker alignments, indicated power availablity, and

Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months during shutdown by
transferring (manually) unit power supply from the normal circuit to
the alternate circuit.

4.8. 1. 1.2 Each diesel generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
I

ae In accordance with the frequency specified in Table 4.8-1 on a
STAGGEREO TEST BASIS by:

1. Verifying the fuel level in the day tank,

2. Verifying the fuel level in the fuel storage tank,

3. Verifying the fuel transfer pump can be started and transfers
fuel from the storage system to the day tank,
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

5.

6.

Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition and accelerates
to at least 600 rpm in less than or equal to 10 seconds. The
generator voltage and frequency shall be 4160 420 volts
and 60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds after the start signal.
The diesel generator shall be started for this test by using
one of the following signa'is:

a) Manual.

b) Simulated loss-of-offsite power by itself.
I

c) Simulated loss-of-offsite power in conjunction with an ESF
actuation test signal.

d) An ESF actuation test signal by itself.
Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to greater than
or equal to 5500 kW in less than or equal to 120 seconds, and
operates with a load greater than or equal to 5500 kW for at
least an additional 60 minutes, and

Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby
power to the associated emergency busses.

b.

C.

At least once per 31 days and after each operation of the diesel
where the period of operation was greater than or equal to 1 hour by
checking for and removing accumulated water from the day tanks.

At least once per 92 days and from new fuel prior to its addition
to the storage tanks by verifying that a sample obtained in accord-
ance with ASTM-0270-1975 meets the following minimum requirements
in accordance with the tests specified in ASTM-0975-1977:

A water and sediment content of less than or equal to
0.05 volume percent;

2.

3.

A kinematic viscosity at 40~C of greater than or equal to
1.9 centistokes, but less than or equal to 4. 1 centistokes;

A specific gravity as specified by the manufacturer at 60'F of
greater than or equal to 0.80 but less than or equal to 0.99 or
an API gravity at 60'F of greater than or equal to ll degrees
but 'less than or equal to 47 degrees;

An impurity level of less than 2 mg of insolubles per 100 mL
when tested in accordance with ASTM"02274-70; analysis shall
be completed within 7 days after obtaining the sample but
may be performed after the addition of new fuel oil; and
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ELECTRICAI POWER SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS Continued}

F'NAL 9RAF7

5. The other properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM-D975-1977
and Regulatory Guide 1. 137, Revision 1, October 1979, Posi-
tion 2.a., when tested 'in accordance with ASTM-0975-1977;
analysis shall be completed within 14 days after obtaining the
sample but may be performed after the addition of new fuel
oil.

d. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by:

Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations for this class of standby service.

2.

3.

Verifying the generator capability to reject a single largest
load of greater than or equal to 839 kM (Train B AFM pump) or
696 khl (Train A HPSI pump) while maintaining voltage at
4160 + 420 volts and frequency at 60 4 1.2 Hz.

Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of
5500 kM without tripping. The generator voltage shall not
exceed 6240 volts during and following the load rejection.,

4. Simulating a loss-of-offsite power by itself, and:

a) Verifying deenergization of the emergency busses and load
shedding from the emergency busses.

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start signal,
energizes the emergency busses with permanently connected
loads within 10 seconds, energizes the auto-connected
shutdown loads through the load sequencer and operates for
greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is
loaded with the shutdown loads. After energization, the
steady state voltage and frequency of the emergency busses
shall be maintained at 4160 + 420 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz
during this test.

5. Verifying that on an ESF actuation test signal (without loss-of-
offsite'ower) the diesel generator starts on the auto-start
signal and operates on standby for greater than or equal to
5 minutes. The steady-state generator voltage and frequency
shall be 4160 + 420 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds
after„the auto-start signal; the generator voltage and
frequency shall be maintained within these limits during this
test.

6. Simulating a loss-of-offsite power in conjunction with an ESF
actuation test signal, and.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

~e

0

7.

.8.

9.

a) Verifying deenergization of the emergency busses and load
shedding from the emergency busses.

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start signal,
energizes the emergency busses with permanently connected
loads within 10 seconds, energizes the auto-connected
emergency (accident) loads through the load sequencer and
operates for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its
generator is loaded with .he emergency loads. After ener-
gization, the steady-state voltage and frequency of the
mergency busses shall be maintained at 4160 + 420 volts

.an „during this test.

c) Verifying that all automatic diesel generator trips,
except engine overspeed, generator differential, and low
lube oil pressure, are automatically bypassed upon loss of
voltage on the emergency bus, upon a safety injection
actuation signals upon AFAS,+or upon loss of offsite power)

Og
Verifying the diesel generator operates for at least 24 hours.
During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator
shall be loaded to greater than or equal to 6050 kW and during
the remaining 22 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall
be loaded to greater than or equal to 5500 kW. The generator
voltage and frequency shall be 4160 + 420 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz
within 10 seconds after the start signal; the steady-state
generator voltage and frequency shall be maintained within these
limits during this test. Within 5 minutes after completing this'4 hour test, perform Surveillance Requirement 4.8. 1. 1.2d.6.b.

Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel
generator do not exceed the continuous rating of 5500 kW.

Verifying the diesel generator's capability to:

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the
generator is loaded with its emergency loads upon a
simulated restoration of offsite power, .

b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and

c) Be restored to its standby (not running) status.

10. Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a test
mode (connected to its bus), a simulated safety injection
signal overrides the test mode by (1) returning the diesel
generator to standby operation (running unloaded) and
(2) automatically energizes the emergency loads with offsite
power.
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ELECTRICAL POMER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

11. Verifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel from each
fuel storage tank to the day tank of each diesel via the
installed cross connection lines.

PALO VERDE " UNIT 1
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12. Verifying that the automatic load sequence timer is OPERABLE
I with the interval between each load block within ~ 1 second of

its design interval.
13. Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features

prevent diesel generator starting only when required:
a) (turning gear engaged)
b) (emergency stop)

e. At least once per 10 years or after any modifications which could
affect diesel generator interdependence by starting the diesel
generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that the
diesel generators accelerate to at least 600 rpm (steady-state
generator voltage and frequency of 4160 + 420 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz)
in less than or equal to 10 seconds.

f. At least once per 10 years by:

1. Draining each fuel oil storage tank, removing the accumulated
sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite
solution or the equivalent, and

2. Performing a pressure test of those portions of the dieselfuel'il system designed to Section III, subsection ND of the
ASHE Code at a test pressure equal to 110K of the system
design pressure.

4.3. l. 1.3 Reports - A11 diesel generator failures, valid or nonvalid, shall
be reported to the Commission within 30 days in a Special Report pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2. Reports of diesel generator failures shall include the
information recommended in Regulatory Position C.3.b of Regulatory Guide l. 108,
Revision 1, August 1977. If the number of failures in the last 100 valid tests
(on a per nuclear unit basis) is greater than or equal to 7, the report shall
be supplemented to include the additional information recommended in Regulatory
Position C.3.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977.

4. 8. 1. 1. 4 Verify that the cathodic protection system is OPERABLE at the
following time intervals:

1. Verify at least once per 92 days that the cathodic protection
rectifiers are OPERABLE and have been inspected '.n accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1. 137.

'.

Verify at least once per 18 months that the cathodic protection
is OPERABLE and providing adequate protection against corrosion in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1. 137.

\
sIf any other metallic structures (e.gs s buildings, new ar modified piping

systems, conduit) are placed in the ground in the vicinity of the fuel oil
storage system or if the original system 'is modified, thei adequacy and frequency
of inspections of the cathodic protection system shall be 'pe-evaluated and
adjusted in accordance with Regulatory Guide l. 137.

tt
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i ABL" 4. 8-1

DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDULE

Number of Failures In
Last 100 Valid Tests. ~ Test Freauenc

3,
> 4

At least once per 31 days

At least once per 14 days

At least once per 7 days

At least once per 3 days

Crstersa for determsnsng number of failures and number of valid tests
shall be in accordance with Regulatory Position C.2.e of Regulatory
Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977, wher'e the last 100 tests are
determined on a per nuclear unit basis. For the purposes of this
test schedule, only valid tests conducted after the Operating License
issuance date shall be included in the computation of the "last 100
valid tests". Entry into this test schedule shall be made at the
31 day test frequency.
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E< ECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

A. C. SOURCES

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

BHAGA 9BAF T

3.'8. 1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. One circuit between the offsite transmission network and the onsite'lass 1E distribution system, and

b. One diesel generator with:

1. Day tank with a minimum level of 2.75 feet ('550 gallons of
fuel),

2. A fuel storage system with a minimum level of 80K (71,500 gallons
of fuel), and

3. A fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With less than the above minimum required A.C. electrical power sources
OPERABLE, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,
positive reactivity changes', movement of irradiated fuel, or crane operation
with loads over the fuel storage pool. In addition, when in MODE 5 with the
reactor coolant loops not filled, or in MODE 6 with the water level less than
23 feet above the reactor vessel flange, immediately initiate corrective
action to restore the required sources to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

I

4.8. 1.2 The above required A.C. electrical power sources shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by the performance of each of the Surveillance Requirements of
4.8. 1.1. 1, 4.8. 1. 1.2 (except for Requirement 4.8. 1. 1.2a.5.) and 4.8. 1. 1.3.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4. 8. 2 0. C. SOURCES

OPERATNG

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

ffi1A'L 9RAF7

3.8.2.1 As a minimum the D.C. trains listed in Table 3.8-1 shall be
OPERABLE and energized.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

b.

With one of the required D.C. trains inoperable, restore the
inoperable D.C. trains to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

With one of the required chargers inoperable, either provide charging
capability to the affected channel with the associated backup battery
charger, or demonstrate the OPERABILITY of its associated battery
bank by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1a. l. within
1 hour, and at least once per 8,hours thereafter. If any Category A
limit in Table 4.8-2 is not met, declare the battery inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.2. 1 Each 125-volt battery bank and charger shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

ao At least once per 7 days by verifying that:

1. The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category A limits, and

2. The total battery terminal voltage is greater than or equal to
129 volts on float

charge.'ALO
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)'.

At least once per 92 days and within 7 days after a battery discharge
with battery terminal voltage below 105 volts, or battery
overcharge with battery terminal voltage above 145 volts, by
verifying that:

1. The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category B limits,

2. There is no visible corrosion at either terminals or connectors,
or the connection resistance of these items is less than
150 x 10" ohms, and

3. The average electrolyte temperature of six connected cells is
above 60~F.

C. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1. The cells, cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration,

2. The cell-to-cell and terminal connections are'clean, tight, and
coated with anticorrosion material,

3. The resistance of each cell-to-cell and terminal connection is
less than or equal to 150 x 10- ohms, and

4. The battery charger will supply at least 400 amperes for batteries
A and B and 300 amperes for batteries C and D at 125 volts for
at least 8 hours.

d. At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE
status all of the actual or simulated emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery service test.

e. At least once per 60 months, during shutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is at least 80K of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. This performance
discharge test may be performed in lieu of the battery service test
required by Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2. 1d.

Annual performance discharge tests of battery capacity shall be given
to any battery that shows signs of degradation or has reached 85K of
the service life expected for the application. Degradation is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10K of rated
capacity from its average on previous performance tests, or is below
90K of the manufacturer's rating.
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TABLE 3.8-1

O. C. ELECTRICAL SOURCES

CHANNEL A

125V bus E-PKA-M41

125V O.C. battery bank
'-PKA-Fll

1

Battery charger E-PKA-Hll

or

Backup battery charger
E-PKA"H15 (AC)

Train A

CHANNEL C

125V D.C. bus E-PKC-M43

125 V D.C. battery bank
E" PKC- F13

Battery charger E-PKC-H13

or

Backup battery charger
E"PKA"H15. (AC)

CHANNEL B

* 12SV D. C. bus E-PKB-M42

125V O.C. battery bank
E"PKB-F12

Battery charger E;PKB-H12

or

Backup battery charger
E-PKB"H16 (BD)

Train B

CHANNEL 0

125V D.C. bus E-PKO-M44

125V D.C. battery bank
E- PKO- F14

Battery charger E-PKD"H14

or

Backup battery charger
E"PKB-H16 (BO)
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TABLE 4.8-2

BATTERY SURVEILLANCE REOUIREtlENTS

CATEGORY A( ) CATEGORY B

Parameter Limits for each
designated pilot
cell

Limits for each
connected cell

A 1 1 owab 1 e
(3)

value for each
connected cell

Electrolyte
Level

>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < ~4" above
maximum level
indication mark

'>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < ~4" above
maximum level
indication mark

Above top of
plates,
and not
overflowing

Float Voltage > 2.13 volts > 2. 13 volts(a) > 2 07 volts

Specific
Gravity(b)

> 1.195 Not more than
0.020 below the
average of all
connected cells

> 1.200(c) Average of all
connected cells
> 1.205

Average of all
connected cells
> 1.195(c)

(1) For any Category A parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that within 24 hours all the Category B
measurements are taken and found to be within their allowable values, and
provided all Category A and B parameter(s) are restored to within limits
within the next 6 days.

(2) For any Category B parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that the Category B parameters are
within their allowable values and provided the Category B parameter(s)
are restored to within limits within 7 days.

(3) Any Category B parameter not within its allowable value, declare the
battery inoperable.

(a) Corrected for average electrolyte temperature.,
(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level.
(c) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on charge.
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FI~IP 98 "7
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

O.C. SOURCES

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.2 As a minimum, one D.C. train as listed in Table 3.8-1 shall be
OPERABLE and energized.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

a 0

b.

With a required battery bank inoperable, immediately suspend all
operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, positive reactivity changes
or movement of irradiated fuel; initiate corrective action to
restore the required D.C. train to OPERABLE status as soon as
possible.

With a required charger inoperable, either provide charging capability
to the affected channel with the associated backup battery charger,
or demonstrate the OPERABILITY of its associated battery bank by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1a.l. within 1 hour, and
at 'least once per 8 hours thereafter. If any Category A limit in
Table 4.8-2 is not met, declare the battery inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.8.2.2 The above required 125-volt battery banks and chargers shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2. l.

PALO'VERDE - UNIT 1
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8. 3 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.3.1 The following electrical busses shall be energized in the specified
manner with tie breakers open between redundant busses within the unit.

a. Train "A" A.C. emergency busses consisting of:
1. 4160-volt ESF Bus ¹E-PBA-S03
2. 480-volt ESF Load Center ¹E-PGA-L31

a. MCC E"PHA"M31
3. 480-volt ESF Load Center ¹EPGA-L33

a. MCC E-PHA-M33
b. MCC E"PHA"M37

4. 480-volt ESF Load Center ¹E-PGA"L35
a. MCC E-PHA-M35

b. Train "B" A.C. emergency busses consisting of:

l.
2.

3.

4.

4160"volt ESF Bus ¹E-PBB-S04
480-volt ESF Load Center ¹E-PGB-L32
a. MCC E-PHB-M32
b. MCC E-PHB-M38
480-volt ESF Load Center ¹E-PGB-L34
a. MCC E-PHB-M34
480-volt ESF Load Center ¹E-PGB-L36
a. MCC E-PHB-M36

c. 120"volt Channel A Vital A.C. Bus ¹E-PNA-025 energized from its
associated inverter connected to Q.C. Channel A.~

d.

e.

120-volt Channel B Vital A.C. Bus ¹E-PNB-D26 energized from its
associated inverter connected to D.C. Channel B."
120-volt Channel C Vital A.C. Bus ¹E-PNC-D27 energized from its
associated inverter connected to D.C. Channel C."

f. 120-volt Channel 0 Vital A.C. Bus ¹E-PND-D28 energized from its
associated inverter connected to D.C. Channel D."

g.

h.

J ~

125-volt D.C. Channel A energized from Battery Bank E-PKA-Fll.

125-volt D.C. Channel B energized from Battery Bank E-PKB-F12.

125-volt D.C. Channel C energized from Battery Bank E-PKC-F13.

125-volt D.C. Channel D energized from Battery Bank E-PKD-F14.

"Two inverters may be disconnected from their D.C. bus for up to 24 hours, as

necessary, for the purpose of performing an equalizing charge on their associ-
ated-battery bank provided (1) their vital busses are energized, and (2) the
vital busses associated with the other battery bank are energized from their
associated inverters and connected to their associated D.C. bus.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

jJ j)jjf g:P $
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APPLICABILITY: MODES.1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION

a. With one of the required divisions of A.C. ESF busses not fully
energized, reenergize the division within 8 hours or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30'hours.

b.. With one A.C. vital bus either not energized from its associated
inverter, or with the inverter not connected to its associated D.C.
bus: (1) reenergize the A.C. vital bus within 2 hours or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours and (2) reenergize the A.C. vital bus
from its associated inverter connected to its associated D.C. bus
within 24 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

C. With one D.C. bus not energized from its associated battery bank,
reenergize the D.C. bus from its associated battery bank within
2 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

'URVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.8.3.1 The specified busses shall be determined energized in the required
manner at least once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker alignment and
indicated voltage on the busses.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

884

9RAR'.8.3.2

As a minimum, the following electrical busses shall be energized in
the specified manner:

a. One train of A.C. emergency busses consisting of one 4160-volt A.C.
ESF bus, and three 480-volt A.C. load centers and their associated
four class 1E-MCCs.

b. Two 120-volt A.C. channel vital busses energized from their
associated inverters connected to their respective D.C. channels.

c. One 125-volt D.C. train with both required channels energized from
their associated battery banks.

APPI ICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With any of the above required electrical busses not energized in the required
manner, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, positive
reactivity changes, or movement of irradiated fuel, initiate corrective action
to energize the required electrical busses in the specified manner as soon as
possible.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.8.3.2 The specified busses shall be determined energized in the required
manner at least once pei 7 days by verifying correct breaker alignment and

'ndicatedvoltage on the busses.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

J

FINK 98Ã 1

CONTAIilMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.4. 1 All containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective devices
shown in Table 3.8-2 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
I

ACTION:

With one or more of the above required containment penetration conductor
overcurrent protective devices shown in Table 3.8-2 inoperable:

a.

b.

Restore the protection device(s) to OPERABLE status or deenergize
the circuits(s) by tripping the associated backup circuit breaker or
racking out or removing the inoperable device within 72 hours and
declare the affected system or component inoperable and verify the
backup circuit breaker to be tripped or the inoperable circuit
breaker racked out at least once per 7 days thereafter; the provi-
sions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable to overcurrent
devices in circuits which have their backup circuit breakers
tripped, or

Se in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLO

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

C-.-~N~ a ice)
4.8.4. 1 All containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective devices
shown in Table 3.8-2 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 18 months:

-1. By verifying that the medium voltage (4-15 kV) circuit breakers
are OPERABLE by selecting, on a rotating basis, at least lOX of
the circuit breakers of each voltage level, and performing the
following:

(a) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the associated protection
relays, and

(b) An integrated system functional test which includes
simulated automatic actuation. of the system and verifying
that each relay and associated circuit breakers and control
circuits function as designed and as specified in
Table 3.8-2.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS Continued)

FOAL 9UF
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(c) For each circuit breaker found inoperable during these
functional tests, an additional representative sample of
at least 10K of all the circuit breakers of the inoperable
type shall also be functionally tested until no more
failures are found or all circuit breakers of that type
have been functionally tested.

2. By selecting and functionally testing a representative sample
of at least 10K of each type of lower voltage circuit breakers.
Circuit breakers selected for functional testing shall be
selected on a rotating basis. Testing of these circuit breakers
shall consist of injecting a current with a value equal to 300K
of the of the long-time delay trip element and 150K of

that the circuit breaker operates within the time delay band
width for that current specified by the manufacturer. The

„p'instantaneous element shall be tested by injecting a current
and verifying

that the circuit breaker trips instantaneously with no ~~ gppA~+~~
44~1 time delay. Molded case circuit breaker testing shall
also follow this procedure except that generally no more than
two trip elements, time delay and instantaneous, will be
involved. Circuit breakers found inoperable during functional
testing shall be restored to OPERABLE status prior to resuming
operation. For each circuit breaker found inoperable during
these functional tests, an additional representative sample of
at least 10K of all the circuit breakers of the inoperable type
shall also be functionally tested until no more failures are
found or all circuit breakers of that type have been functionally
tested.

b. At least once per 60 months by subjecting each circuit breaker to an
inspection and preventive maintenance in accordance with procedures
prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations.
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TABLE 3.8-2

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
'tUthBER

E-HHN-ii1006

E- NHN-M1017

E-NHN-M1003

E"NHN-tt1004

E"NHN"M1005

E-NHN-M1010

E-NHN-M1014

E"NHN-M2808

E-NHN"M2813

E-NHN"M1009

E-NHN-M1306

E-NHN-M1307

E-NHN-M1311

E-NHN"M1316

E-NHN-M1339

BACKUP DEYICE
NUtiBER

E-NHN-M10028

E-NHN-M1002B

E-NHN-M1002A

E"NHN"M1002A

E-NHN-M1002A

E"NHN-M1002A

E-NHN"M1002A

E"NHN"M2832C

E-NHN-M2832C

E-NHN"M1002A

E-NHN-M1314A

E"NHN-M1314A

E-NHN"M13140

f-NHN-M1314C

E-NHN-M1314C

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

SG WET LAYUP RECIRC. PUMP
M"SGN" POlB

CTMT/RADWASTE SUMP PUMP"
M-RDN- P03

RCP 18 CONTROLLED BLEEDOFF
VLV J" RCE"HV-431

RCP 1B HP. COOLER INLET
YLY J"RCN-HV"447

RCP 1B HP COOLER OUTLET
VLV J" RCN-HV"451

REACTOR CAVITY FAN B DISCHARGE
DAMPER M-HCN-M02B

REACTOR CAVITY SUMP PUMP
M-RDN-P01A

RCP 2B CONTROL BLEEDOFF
YLY J-RCE"HV-433

RCP 2B HI PRESSURE COOLER INLET
VLV J-RCN"HV-449

RCP 2B HI PRESSURE COOLER OUTLET
VLY J-'RCN"HV-453

SG 2 HOT LEG BLOWN ISO
VLV J"SGE-HV"42

SG 2 COLD LEG BLOWN ISO
VLY J-SGE-HY"44

WET LAY UP RECIRC PUMP
M-SGN"P01A

RePT (30A} FOR SEAL CRANE ASSY
MOTOR E"NHN-122A;
E"NHN"122B

MOVABLE INCORE DETECTOR ORIttE
MACHINE M-RIN-M03A

Y;
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUC > GR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN-M1321

E"NHN"M1331

E-NHN"M1341

E-NHN"M1342

E"NHN-M1343

E-NHN-M1323

E-NHN"M1332

E"NHN"M1503

E-NHN"M1504

E-NHN"M1505

E-NHN-M1506

E-NHN-M1507

E"NHN-M1511

E-NHN-M1508

E-NHN"M1509

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN-M1344B

E"NHN"M1314B

'E-NHN-M1314B

E-NHN-M1314B

E"NHN"M1314B

E"NHN-M1344A

E-NHN"M1344A

E-NHN-M1502A

E-NHN-M1502A

E-NHN-M1502A

E-NHN-M1502A

E"NHN"M1502A

E-NHN"M1535A

E-NHN"M1502B

E-NHN"M1502B

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

MELDING RCPT' E-NHN- I10?A
B, C, 0

REACTOR CAVITY SUMP PU'P
M-RDN-P01B

REACTOR CAVITY FAN C DISCH
DAMPER M"HCN-M02C

CEDM ACU A INTAKE DAMPER
M"HCN"M03A

CEDM ACU B INTAKE DAMPER
M"HCN"MO3B

REACTOR COOLANT OIL LIFT
PUMP 2A M"RCN"P02C

CTMT RADWASTE SUMP EAST
M"RDN-P02

RCP 1A CONTROL BLEEDOFF
VLV J-RCE-HV-430

RCP ZA CONTROL BLEEDOFF
VLV J-RCE-HV"432

RCP lA HI PRESSURE COOLER INLET
VLV J-RCN-HV-446

RCP 2A HI PRESSURE COOLER INLET
VLV J"RCN-HV-448

RCP 1A HI PRESSURE COOLER OUTLET
VLV J"RCN"HV"450

WELDING RCPT'S E-NHN-I12A,
B, C

RCP 2A HI PRESSURE COOLER OUTLET
VLV J-RCN-HV-452

REACTOR CAVITY FAN A DISCH
DAMPER M-HCN"M02A
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEYICE
NUMBER

BACKUP OEYICE
NUMBER

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

E-NHN-M1533

E-NHN-M1534

E-NHN-M1517'-NHN"

M1902

E"NHN-M1904

E"NHN"M1907

E"NHN"M1911

E-NHN-M1912

E-NHN"M2008

E-NHN-M2003

E-NHN"M2004

E-NHN-M2006

E-NHN-M2007

E"NHN-M2803

,E"NHN-M2804

E-NHN-M1502B

f-NHN"M1535

E"NHN"M1535

E"NHN"M1917A

E-NHN"M1917B

E"NHN"M1917

E"NHN-M1917

E-NHN-M1917

E"NHN"M2010

E-NHN"M2010

E"NHN"M2010

E- NHN"M2010A

E-NHN-M2016

E"NHN"M2827A

E-NHN"M2827A

REACTOR CAVITY FAN 0 DISCH
DAMPER M-HCN-MQ20

CTMT BLDG MONO HOIST.l TON
M-ZCN-009

REACTOR COOLANT OIL LIFT
PUMP M-RCN-P02A

REACTOR CAVITY NORM CLG FAN
M"HCN"A03A

REACTOR CAVITY NORM CLG FAN
M"HCN-A03C

CEDM NORM ACU-A HEXCH OUTLET
VLY J-NCN"HY"485

CTMT NORM ACU-C CHILLED WTR

INLET VLV J-WCN"HV"59

CTMT NORM ACU-A CHILLED WTR

INLET YLY J-WCN-HY-5?

CEDM NORM ACU"B HDCH OUTLET
VLV J"NCN-HV"486

CTMT NORM ACU"B CHILL WATER
INLET YLY J-WCN-HV"58

CTMT NORM ACU-0 CHILL WATER
INLET VLV J"WCN"HV"60

REACTOR CAVITY NORM CLG FAN
M"HCN"A038

REACTOR CAVITY NORM CLG FAN
M"HCN"A03D

CEDM ACU C INTAKE DAMPER
M"HCN-M03C

CEDM ACU 0 INTAKE DAMPER
M-HCN-M03D
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTiVE DEVICES

FPJAi. BRAG

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN"M2805

E-NHN-M2806

E-NHN-M2827

E-NHN-M2828

E-NHN-M2809

E-NHN"M2811

E"NHN-M2818

E"NHN-M2817

E-NHN"M2819

E"NHN"M2820

E-NHN "M2821

E-NHN"M2822

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN-M2827A

E-NHN"M2827B
I

E-NHN-M2827A

E"NHN-M2827A

E-NHN-M2827C

~ E-NHN-M2832A

E-NHN-M2832A

f-NHN"M2832B

E-NHN-M2832B

E-NHN-M2832D

E-NHN-M2828C

E-NHN-M2828B

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

SG1 COLD LEG BLO>lDOHN ISO
VLV J-SGE-HV $1

SG HOT LEG BLOMDOMN ISOLATION VALVE
J"SGE-HV43

REACTOR COOL PUMP OIL LIFT PUMP

1B M-RCN-P02B

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP OIL LIFT PUMP
2B M-RCN"P02D

CONTAINMENT E(UIP HATCH
J-ZCH-E02

30A RECEPTACLES FOR CTMT BLDG
JIB CRANE

30A RECEPTACLES FOR SEAL CRANE
ASSY MOT

CTMT BLDG MONORAIL HOIST 1 TON
M-ZCN-G03

30A RECEPTACLES FOR CTMT BLDG
JIB CRANE G04 A, B

CTMT BLDG ELEV 82
CONTROLLER J-ZCN-EOl

MULTIPLE STUD TENSIONER
M"ZCN-M15

'ELDING RECPTS E"NHN-I09
B, C, D

E-NHN"M2833 E-NHN-M28278

E-NHN"M2801A '"NHN"M2827B FUEL TRANSFER SYS CONTROL
CONSOLE.E-PCE-D02

E

REFUELING MACHINE E-PCE"
J02

E-NHN-M2833A E-NHN-M2827B CEA CHANGE PLATFORM E-PCE"
JOl
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

FWK 98AFT

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN"M7102

E"NHN-M7103

E-NHN-M7114

E"NHN-M2816

E-NHN"M2834A

E-NHN"M7202

E"NHN-M7203

E-NHN"M7214

E-PGA- L31E2

E"PGA-L31E3

E-PGB-L32E3

E"PGB"L32E2

E"PGA"L3302

E-PGA-L33D4

E-PGA-L33D3

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN-M7104

E"NHN-M7104

E-NHN-7113

E"NHN-M2832C

E"NHN-M2832C

E"NHN"M7204

E"NHN"M7204

E"NHN"M7213

f"NGN-831E2
(FUSE)

E"NGN"831E3
(FUSE)

E-NGN-832E3
(FUSE)

E"NGN-832E2
(FUSE)

E-NGN-833D2
(FUSE)

E-NGN-833D4
(FUSE)

E-NGN"833D3
(FUSE)

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

CONTAINMENT i'lORtlAL ACU A DISCHARGE
DAMPER M-HCN-M01A

CONTAINMENT i'lORMAL ACU C DISCHARGE
DAMPER tl-HCil-tl01C

PZR NORMAL COOLING FAN
M-HCN-A06A

CTMT BLDG MONORAIL HOIST"2 TON
M-ZCN«G08

MOVABLE INCORE DETECTOR DRIVE
MACH ¹2 M"RIN"M038

CTM NORM ACU O'ISCH DAMPER
M-HCN"M01B

CTM NORM ACU D DISCH DAMPER
M-HCN-M01D

PZR NORMAL COOLING FAN
M-HCN-A068

CONTAINMENT NORMAL ACU FAN
M"HCN-AOlA

CEDM NORMAL ACU FAN
M-HCN-A02A

PRESSURIZER BACKUP HEATERS
M"RCE"818, 810, A5

GEOM NORMAL ACU FAN
M-HCN"A028

CONTAINMENT NORMAL ACU FAN
M-HCN"AOlC

PRESSURIZER BACKUP HTR, M"RCE
Bl, 89, A14

CEDM NORMAL ACU FAN
M"HCN"A02C
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

rBA5 9RAF7

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-PGB"L3402

E-PGB" L34D3

E"PGB"L36D3

E-PHA-M3318

E-PHA"M3316

E-PHB"M3404

E-PHA-M3519

E"PHA-M3521

E-PHA-M3503

E"PHA-M3508

E- PHA-M3512

E"PHB"M3622

E-PHB"M3604

E-PHB-M3619

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NGN"B3402
(FUSE)

E-NGN-B34D3
(FUSE)

E-NGN"B3603
(FUSE)

E"PHA-M3334

E-PHA"M3316A

E-PHB"M3405B

E-PHA-M3521A

E-PHA"M3517

E-PHA-M3507A.

E-PHA-M3511A

E-PHA-M3513A

E"PHB"M3629

E-PHB-M3604A

E-PHB-M3641A

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

CEDM NORMAL ACU FAN
M-HCN-A01D

CEDM NORMAL ACU FAN
M-HCN-A02D

CTMT NOR ACU FAN M"HCN"AOlB

SAFETY INJECT TANK 4 ISOL
VLV J"SIA-UV-644

SAFETY INJECT TANK 3 ISOL
VLV J"SIA-UV-634

NCWS RET INT CTMT ISOL VLV
J-NCB"UV-403

CTMT PRG PWR ACCESS MODE ISO
VLV J-CPA"UV"48

CTMT PRG RFL MODE ISO VLV
J-CPA"UV"ZB

SHUT DN CLG ISOL LOOP 1
VLV J-SIA"UV-651

CTMT/RAO SUMP CTMT INT ISO
VLV J-RDA"UV"23

CTMT SUMP ISOL TRAIN A VLV
J" SIA-UV"673

CTMT PRG REFULING'ODE ISO
VLV J"CPB"UV-3A

SHUT ON CLG ISOL LOOP 2 VLV
J-SIB"UV-652

SAFETY INJECTION TANK ISOL
VLV J-SIB" UV-614

E-PHB"M3624 E-PHA-M3607A'TMT PRG PWR ACCESS MODE ISO
VLV J"CPB"UV-5A
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FiNAi, 98AF7
TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTI'/E OE'/ICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E" PHB-M3613

E-PHB-M3618

E"PHA-M3704

E-PHA-M3715

E-PHB"M3816

E"PHB-M3811

E-PKD-B44

E"PKC-B43

E"NNN-01113

f-NNN-D1213

E-NNN"D1526

E-NNN-D1525

E-NNN-D1626

E"NNN"01625

E-QAN"B02

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-PHB-M3613A

E-PHB"M3641

E"PHA"M3703A

E"PHA-M3719

E-PHB"M3836

E"PHB"M3813A

E-PKD-M4411

E- PKC-M4311

E-NNN"Dll

E-NNN"012

E"NNN-D15

E"NNN"D15

E"NNN"D16

E-NNN-D16

E"QAN-D05
CKT 2, 4, 6

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

CTMT SUMP ISOL TRAIN 8 VLV
J-SIB-UV-675

SAFETY INJECTION TANK 2 ISO
'/L'/ J-SIB-UV-624

WASTE GAS HEAlER CONTAINMENT
ISOLATION VALVE GRA UVl

H2 CONT TRAIN A UPSTM SUP SO

VLV J"HPA-UV"1

H2 CTMT TRAIN B UPSTM SUP ISO VLV
J-HPB"UV"2

NORM CHIL WTR RETURN CTMT ISO
VLV J-WCB-UV-61

SHUTDOWN CLG ISOL VLV
J-SID-UV"654

SHUTDOWN COOLING ISOL VLV
J-SIC"UV"653

MOVABLE INCORE DRIVE SYS j/I
800VA, M-RIN-M03A VIA
E-RIN"J01A

MOVABLE INCORE DRIVE SYS III
800VA, M-RIN-M03B VIA
E- RIN-J01A

RCP INSTM LOCAL PNL
J-RCN-E02

RCP INSTM LOCAL PNL
J- RCN" EOl

RCP INSTM LOCAL PNL
J-RCN"E04

RCP INSTM LOCAL PNL
J-RCN-E03

LIGHTING PANEL E-QAN-005B
CTMT BLDG EL

100'ALO
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATIOt< CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

FliÃl>$$ ggFY

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-QAN"B03

E-QAN-B04

E-QAN"B05

E"QAN"B06

E"QBN"B01

E-QBN"B02

E-NHN"D1514

E- RCN-00101

E-NAN-02614

E-RCN"00102

E-RCN"00302

E- RCN"00301

E-RCN"00202

E-RCN-D0201

E-RCN-00402

E-RCN-00401 ',

A

PALO VERDE - UNIiT(1

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-QAN-005
CKT 7, 9, 11

E-QAN"005
CKT 8, 10, 12

E-QAN-005
CKT 19, 21, 23

E-QAN"005
CKT 13, 15, 17

f"QBN"091
CKT 19, 21, 23

E-QBN-091
CKT 20, 22, 24

E-NHN-M1526

E"NGN"L11C2

E"NHN-M2618

E"NGN-LllC2

E-NGN"L11C3

E-NGN- LllC3

E-NGN- L12C2

E-NGN- L12C2

E-NGN"L12C3 .

E"NGN-L12C3

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

LIGHTING PANEL E-QAN-005C
CTMT BLDG EL

100'IGHTING

PANEL E-QAN-005D
CTMT BLDG EL

140'IGHTING

PANEL E"QAN-005F
CTMT BLDG EL

140'IGHTING

PANEL E-QAN-005E
CTMT BLDG EL

140'IGHTING

PANEL E-QBN"073A
CTMT BLDG EL

100'IGHTING

PANEL E"QBN-D73B
CTMT BLDG EL 140'

TO OPERATION CAMERA JB¹ 2

PZR BU HTR M-RCE-B07,
813, A01

TO OPERATION CAMERA JB¹ 1

PZR BU HTR M-RCE"B03,
A09, A15

PZR BU HTR M-RCE"B04,
All, A16

PZR BU HTR M"RCE-A02,
A07, A13

PZR BU HTR M-RCE-B06,
B12, A18

PZR BU HTR M-RCE-B16,
A04, A08

PZR BU HTR M-RCE"B15,
A03, A10

RZR BU HTR M-RCE"A17,
A06, A12
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

FINK 9845'f

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NAN-SOll!

E-NAN-S01L

E-NAN-S02L

E-NAN"S02-M

E-NGN"L03C2

E-NGN-L03C3

E"NGN-L03D2

E-NGN-L06C2

E-NGN-L09C4

E-NGN- L10C2

E-NGN-L10C3

E"NGN"LllC4

E-NGN"L12C4

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NAN"S01A
E-NAN"S03B

E-NAN"S01A
E-NAN"S03B

E-NAN-S02A
E-NAN"S04B

E-NAN-S02A
E"NAN"S04B

FUSE IN BKR.

FUSE'N BKR.

FUSE IN BKR.

E-NGN-B06C2
(FUSE)

E-NGN"B09C4
(FUSE)

FUSE IN BKR.

FUSE IN BKR.

E"NGN- L1182

E-NGN"L12B2

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

RCP M-RCE-POlA (C. E. NO. 1A)

RCP M-RCE-P01C (C. f. NO. 2A)

RCP M-RCE"P01B (C.E. NO. 1B)

RCP M-RCE-P010 (C.E. NO. 2B)

CTMT NOR DUCT HTR M"HCN-EOlC

CTMT NOR DUCT HTR M-HCN"E01D

CTMT POLAR CRANE M-ZCN"GOl

CTMT'PRE"ACCESS NORM AFU FAN
M-HCN-FOlA

CTMT PRE-ACCESS NORM AFU FAN
M"HCN-F01B

CTMT NORM DUCT HTR
M-HCN"E01A

CTMT NORM DUCT HTR M-HCN"
EOlB

PROPORTIONAL HTR BANK M-RCE-B2,
B8, B14

PROPORTIONAL HTR BANK M"RCE"B5,
Bll, B17

CEA 06 CB101

CEA 08 CB102

CEA 10 CB103

F101, F102, F103 CEA 06

F104, F105, F106 CEA 08

F107, F108, F109 CEA 10
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMEHT PEHETRATIOH CONDUCTOR

OVERCURREHT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE

CEA 12 CB104

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

F110, Fill, F512

SERVICE
DESCRI PTIOH

CEA 12

CEA 07 CB101.

CEA 09 CB102

CEA 11 CB103

CEA 13 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

CEA 07

CEA 09

CEA ll
CEA 13

CEA 74 CB101

CEA 76 CB102

CEA 78 CB103

CEA 80 CB104

CEA 75 CB101

CEA 7? CB102

CEA 79 CB103

CEA 81 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

F101 F102, F103

Fl04, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, F111, F112

CEA 74

CEA 76

CEA 78

CEA 80

CEA 75

CEA 77

CEA 79

CEA 81

CEA 22 CB101

CEA 24 CB102

CEA 26 CB103

CEA 28 CB104

CEA 23 CB101

CEA 25 CB102

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

CEA 22

CEA 24

CEA 26

CEA 28

CEA 23

CEA 25
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONOUCTOR

OVERCURREHT'ROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY OEVICE
NUMBER

BACKUP OEVICE
NUMBER

SERVICE
OESCRI PTION

CEA 27 CB103

C'EA 29 CB104

F107, F108, F109 CEA 27

Filo, Fill, F112 CEA 29

CEA 34 CB101

CEA 36 CB102

CEA 38 CB103

CEA 40 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, f106

F107, F108, F109

Filo, Fill, F112

CEA 34

CEA 36

CEA 38

CEA 40

CEA 35 CB101

CEA 37 CB102

CEA 39 CB103

CEA 41 CB104

Flol, F102, f103

F10<, FlO5, F10e

F107, F108, F109

Filo, Fill, F112

CEA 35
|

CEA 37

CEA 39

CEA 41

CEA 55 CB101

CEA 58 CB102

CEA 61 CB103

CEA 64 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

Filo, Fill, F112

CEA 55

CEA 58

CEA 61

CEA 64

CEA 54 CB101

CEA 57 CB102

CEA 60 CB103

CEA 63 CB104

Flol, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

Filo, Fill, F112

CEA 54

CEA 57

CEA 60

CEA 63

CEA 56 CB101

CEA 59 CB102

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, Floe

CEA 56

CEA 59
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTION DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

CEA 62 CB103

CEA 65 CB104

CEA 66 CB101

CEA 68 CB102

CEA 70 CB103

CEA 72 CB104

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

F107, F108, F109

F110 Fill F112

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

SERVICE
~ DESCRIPTION

CEA 62

CEA 65

CEA 66

CEA 68

CEA 70

CEA 72

CEA 67 CB101

CEA 69 CB102

CEA 71 CB103

CEA 73 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

CEA 67

CEA 69

CEA 71

CEA 73

CEA 02 CB101

CEA 03 CB102

CEA 04 CB103

CEA 05 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

CEA 02

CEA 03

CEA 04

CEA 05

CEA 42 CB101

CEA 43 CB102

CEA 44 CB103

CEA 45 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

f107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

CEA 42

CEA 43

CEA 44

CEA 45

CEA 82 CB101

CEA 83 CB102

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

CEA 82

CEA 83
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTI'/E OE'/ICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

CEA 84 CB103

CEA 85 CB104

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

CEA 84

CEA 85

CEA 18 CB101

CEA 19 CB102

CEA 20 CB103

CEA 21 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

CEA 18

CEA 19

CEA 20

CEA 21

CEA 86 CB101

CEA 87 CB102

CEA 88 CB103

CEA 89 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

CEA 86

CEA 87

CEA 88

CEA 89

CEA 14 CB101

CEA 15 CB102

CEA 16 CB103

CEA 17 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

CEA 14

CEA 15

CEA 16

CEA 17

CEA 46 CB101

CEA 48 CB102

CEA 50 CB103

CEA 52 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, F111, F112

CEA 46

CEA 48

CEA 50

CEA 52

CEA 47 CB101

CEA 49 CB102

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

CEA 47

CEA 49
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

CEA 51 CB103

CEA 53 CB104

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

CEA 51

CEA 53

CEA 30 CB101

CEA 31 CB102

CEA 32 CB103

CEA 33 CB104

F101, F102, F103

F104, F105, F106

F107, F108, F109

F110, Fill, F112

CEA 30

CEA 31

CEA 32

CEA 33

CEA 01 CB101

E-P HA-033-03

E"PHA"D33-04

E-PHB-036" 01

E-PHB-036"02

E-NHN-028-04

E-NHN-D28"14

E-NHN"028-16

F101, F102, F103

E-PHA-M3333

E-PHA-M3333

f-PHA"M3639

E-PHA-M3639

E-NHN-M2831

E"NHN-M2831

E-NHN-M2831

CEA Ol

INDICATING LIGHTS FOR

VLV J-SIA-UV-634

INDICATING LIGHTS FOR
VLV J-SIA'-UV-644

INDICATING LIGHTS FOR

VLV J-SIB"UV-614

INDICATING LIGHTS FOR

VLV J" SIB-UV"624

CONTAINMENT PREACCESS NORMAL
AFU MOTOR SPACE HEATER
FOR M"MCN"FOlAH

FLOW SMITCH J"HCN-FSL"29 FOR DUCT
HEATERS M-HCN"E01A AND B

CONTAINMENT AHU DUCT HEATERS
M"HCN-EOlA AND B TEMPfRATURE
CONTROL J-HCN"TC-29

E"NHN"028" 18

E-NHN"013" 04

PALO VERDE " UNIT 1

E"NHN"M2831

E-NHN"M1330
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F LOW SMITCH J-HCN-FSL-31 FOR DUCT
HEATERS M-HCN-E01C AND 0

CONTAINMfNT ACU DUCT HEATfRS
M"HCN-E01C AND D TEMPERATURE'.
CONTRo LLER J"HCN"TC-31
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PfNETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN-D13-22

E-NHN-D15"01

E"NHN-D15"02

E"NHN-015-06

E"NHN-D10-01

E-NHN-D10"02

E-NHN-D10-20

E-NHN"019-OS

E"NHN-D19-06

E-NHN"D19-07

E"NHN-019-08

E"NHN-019"10

E-NHN"019" 12

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN-M1330

E-NHN-M1527

E-NHN-M1527

f"NHN-M1527

E-NHN-M1028

E"NHN-M1028

E-NHN"M1028

E-NHN-M1915

E-NHN-M1915

E-NHN"M1915

E-NHN-M1915

E-NHN-M191S

E-NHN"M191S

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

STEAM GENERATOR 'JET LAYUP . UMP

MOTOR SPACE HEATER -:1-SGN-P01AH .

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP MOTOR SPACE
HEATER CONTACTOR M-RCf-P018

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP MOTOR SPACE
HEATER CONTACTOR M-RCE-P0101

CONTAINMENT PREACCESS NORMAL AFU
FAN MOTOR SPACE METER
M-HCN"F01E

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP MOTOR SPACE
HEATER CONTACTOR M-RCE-POlAH

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP MOTOR SPACE
HEATER CONTACTOR M-RCE"P01CH

STEAM GENERATOR MET LAYUP PUMP

MOTOR SPACE HEATER M-SGN-P01B

CEDM NORMAL ACU FAN MOTOR SPACE
HEATER M-HCN"A02AH

CEDM NORMAL ACU FAN MOTOR SPACE
HEATER M"HCN-A02CH

CONTAINMfNT NORMAL ACU FAN MOTOR
SPACE HEATER M-HCN-AOIAH

CONTAINMENT NORMAL ACU FAN MOTOR
SPACE HEATER M-HCN-AOlCH

REACTOR CAVITY NORMAL COOLING FAN
MOTOR SPACE HEATER
M-HCN-A03AH

RfACTOR CAVITY NORMAL COOLING FAN
MOTOR SPACE HEATER
M"HCN-A03CH
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURREiNT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

FINAL 9RAF

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NHN-020"05

E-NHN"020-06

E-NHN"020"07

E-NHN-020-08

E"NHN"020" 10

E-NHN-020"12

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

f-NHN-M2014

E-NHN-M2014

E"NHN-M2014

E"NHN-M2014

E-NHN-M2014

E-NHN-M2014

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

CEDM NORMAL ACU FAN MOTOR SPACE
HEATER M-HCN-A02BH

CEDM NORMAL ACU FAN MOTOR SPACE
HEATER M-HCN-A02DH

CONTAINMENT NORMAL ACU FAN MOTOR

SPACE HEATER M-HCN-A01D

CONTAINMENT NORMAL ACU FAN MOTOR

SPACE HEATER M"HCN"A01BH

REACTOR CAVITY NORMAL COOLING FAN
MOTOR SPACE HEATER
M-HCN-A03BH

REACTOR CAVITY NORMAL COOLING FAN
MOTOR SPACE HEATER
M-HCN-A03DH
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TABLE 3.8"2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-ZAB-C06
(FUSE)

E"ZAB"CO6
(FUSE)

E"ZAB"C06
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-C06
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-C06
(FUSE)

E-ZJA"CQ1
(FUSE)

E"ZJA-Col
(FUSE)

E-ZJA-C03
(FUSE)

E"ZJA-C03
(FUSE)

E"ZJA"C03
(FUSE)

E-ZJB-Col
(FUSE)

E"ZJB-COl
(FUSE)

E-ZJB-C01
(FUSE)

E-ZJB"Col
(FUSE)

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-PKB-02221

E-PKB-02221
I

E-PKB"D2221

E-PKB"02221

E-PKB-02221

E-PKA-02101

E"PKA"02101

E"PKA-02111

E-PKA-02111.

E"PKA"02111

E-PKB"02201

E-PKB-02201

E-PKB-D2201

E-PKB-D2201

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

SAFETY INJ TANK NITROGEN SUPPLY VALVE
J-SIB-UV-622

SAFETY INJ TANK VENT VALVE
J-SIB-HV-613

SAFETY INJ TANK VENT VALVE
J" SIB-HV-623

SAFETY INJ TANK VENT VALVE
J-SIB"HV-633

SAFETY INJ TANK VENT VALVE
J-SI 8-HV-643

SAFETY INJ TANK NITROGEN SUPPLY VALVE
J"SIA"HV-639

SAFETY INJ TANK NITROGEN SUPPLY VALVE
J"SIA-HV-649

RCP CONTROLLED BLEEDOFF TO RDT VALVE
J-CHA-HV-507

LETDOMN LINE TO REGEN HEAT EXCH CTMT ISO VALVE
J-CHA-HV"516

RCP CONTROLLED BLEEDOFF TO VCT VALVE
J"CHA"UV-506

SAFETY INJ TANK FILL AND DRAIN VALVE
J-SIB"UV-641

SI TANK CHECK VALVE LEAKAGE ISO VALVE
J"SIB"UV-648

HOT LEG INJECT CHECK VLV LEAKAGE ISO VLV
J-SIB-UV-322

SAFETY INJ TANK NITROGEN SUPPLY VALVE
J-5 IB"UV"632
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-ZJB-C01
(FUSE)

E"ZJB-C03
(FUSE)

E"ZJB"C03
(FUSE)

E-ZAA-C03
(FUSE)

E-ZAA"C03.
(FUSE)

E-ZAA"C03
(FUSE)

E-ZAA-C01
(FUSE)

E-ZAA-C01
(FUSE)

E-ZAA"C01
(FUSE)

E-ZAA"C04
(FUSE)

E-ZAA"C05
(FUSE)

E-ZAA"C05
(FUSE)

E-ZAA"C05
(FUSE)

E-ZAA-C05
(FUSE)

E-ZAA-C06
(FUSE)

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E"PKB-02201

E-PKB-02211

E-PKB "02211

E-PKA-D2109

E- PKA"02109

E-PKA-D2109

E"PKA-02110

E"PKA-02110

E-PKA"D2110

E" PKA-02102

E"PKA-D2114

E"P KA-02114

E- PKA-02114

E"PKA-02114

E" PKA-D2121

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

SAFETY INJ TANK NITROGEN SUPPLY VALVE
J-SIB-UV-642

LETDOWN LINE TO REGEN HEAT EXCH VALVE
J-CHB-UV-515

SAFETY INJ TANK FILL ANO DRAIN VALVE
J-SIB-UV"631

REACTOR DRAIN TANK OUTLET ISOLATION VALVE
J-CHAUV"560

SI TANK RWT HDR CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J"SIA"UV"682

REGENERATIVE HEAT EXCH TO'UX SPRAY VALVE
J"CHA-HV-209

SAMPLE CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE
J"SSA"UV"203

SAMPLE CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE
J-SSA-UV"204

SAMPLE CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE
J"SSA"UV"205

PRESSURIZER VENT VALVE
J"RCA-HV-103

STEAM GEN BLOWDOWN CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J"SGA-UV-500P

BLOWDOWN SAMPLE CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J"SGA-UV"204

BLOWDOWN SAMPLE CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J-SGA-UV"211

BLOWDOWN SAMPLE CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J-SGA-UV-220

SAFETY INJ TANK NITROGEN SUPPLY VALVE
J" SIA"HV"619
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTI'/E DE'/ICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-ZAA-C06
(FUSE)

E"ZAA-C06
(FUSE)

E-ZAA-C06
(FUSE)

E-ZAA"C06
(FUSE)

E"ZAA-C06
(FUSE)

E-ZAA-C06
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-C03
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-C03
(FUSE)

E"ZAB-C03
(FUSE)

E-ZAB"C03
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-COl
.(FUSE)

E-ZAB"C01
(FUSE)

E"ZAB-C04
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-C04
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-C04
(FUSE)

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-PKA-02121

E" PKA"02121

E"PKA-'02121

E-PKA"02121

E"P KA"D2121

E"PKA-02121

E"PKB"02209

E-PKB-02209

E-PKB"02209

E-PKB-02209

E"PKB-D2210

E-PKB"02210

E"PKB"02202

E-PKB-02202

E-PKB-02202

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

SAFETY INJ TANK NITROGEN SUPPLY VALVE
J-SIA-HV-629

SAFETY INJ TANK VENT VALVE
J-SIA-HV-605

SAFETY INJ TANK VENT VALVE
J-SIA-HV"606

SAFETY INJ TANK VENT VALVE
J"SIA-HV"607

SAFETY INJ TANK VENT VALVE
J"SIA-HV-608

RC SYSTEM VENT TO CTMT VALVE
J" RCA-HV-106

REGEN HEAT EXCH TO AUX SPRAY VALVE
J-CHB"HV-203

'EACTOR COOLANT VENT VALVE
J" RCB-HV-102

SAFETY INJ TANK FILL AND DRAIN VALVE
J"SIB-UV"611

SI TANK CHECK VALVE LEAKAGE LINE ISO VALVE
J-S IB"UV"618

CTMT ATM RADIATION MONITORING ISO VALVE
J-HCB-UV"44

CTMT ATM RADIATION MONITORING ISO VALVE
J-HCB-UV"47

REACTOR COOLANT VENT VALVE
J- RCB-HV"108

SAFETY INJ TANK FILL AND DRAIN VALVE
J-SIB-UV-621

SI TANK CHECK VALVE LEAKAGE LINE ISO VALVE
J"SIB-UV"628
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)
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CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E-ZAB-C05
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-C05
(FUSE)

E"ZAB-C05
(FUSE)

E-ZAB"C05
(FUSE)

E-ZAB-C05
(FUSE)

E"ZAB-C06
(FUSE)

E"ZAB-C06
(FUSE)

E"ZJB-C03
(FUSE)

E-ZJB-C03
(FUSE)

E-ZAN"COl
(FUSE)

E-ZAN-Col
(FUSE)

E-ZAN-C01
(FUSE)

E-ZAN-COl
, (FUSE)

E"ZAN-C01
(FUSE)

E-ZAN-COl
(FUSE)

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E" P KB-02214

E- PKB"02214

E-PKB-D2214

E-PKB-02214

E"PKB-02214

E"PKB-D2221

E"PKB"02221

E-PKB-02211

E"PKB-02211

E-NKN"04226

E"NKN-D4224

E-NKN-04222

E"NKN-D4224

E-NKN-D4224

E-NKN-04224

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION

REACTOR COOLANT VENT VALVE
J-RCB-HV-109

STEAM GEN BLOWDOWN CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J-SGB-UV-500R

BLOWDOWN SAMPLE CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J-SGB"UV-222

BLOWDOWN SAMPLE CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J-SGB-UV-224

BLOWDOWN SAMPLE CTMT ISOLATION VALVE
J-SGB-UV-226

REACTOR COOLANT VENT VALVE
J-RCB-HV-105

SAFETY INJ TANK NITROGEN SUPPLY VALVE
J"SIB-UV.-612

SI TANK CHECK VLV LEAKAGE LINE ISO VALVE
J-SIB-UV"638

HOT LEG INJECT CHECK VLV LEAKAGE ISO VLV
J-SIB"UV"332

SEAL INJECT VALVES TO RCP
J-CHE-FV-241

SEAL INJECT VALVES TO RCP
J-CHE"FV"242

SEAL INJECT VALVES TO RCP
J-CHE-FV-244

POST ACDT SMPLG SYS ISO VALVE
J-CHN-HV-923

REACTOR VESSEL SEAL DRAIN TO RDT VALVE
J-RCE-HV-403

SI DRAIN 'TO REACTOR DRAIN TANK VALVE
J" SIE-HV"661
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONOUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Fj~%1K 9RAF r

PRIMARY DEVICE
NUMBER

E"ZAN-C02
(FUSE)

E-ZAN-C02
(FUSE)

E-PGB-L32E2
(FUSE)

f-PGB"L3402
(FUSE)

BACKUP DEVICE
NUMBER

E-NKN"04216

E"NKN-04216

E-PGB"L32E2
(FUSE)

E-PGB"L3402
(FUSE)

SERVICE
DESCRI PTION

SEAL INJECT VALVES TO RCP
J-CHE-FV-243

REGEN HEAT EXCH TO CHARGING LINE VALVE
J-CHE-PDV-240

CEDM. NORM ACU FAN " 8
M-HCN"A02B

CTMT NORM ACU FAN - 0
M-HCN"A01D
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LECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

MOTOR-OPERATEO '/AL'/ES THERMAL OVERLOAO PROTECTION ANO BYPASS DE'/ICES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.4.2 The thermal overload protection of each valve shown in Table 3.8-3
shall be bypassed continuously or under accident conditions, as applicable, by
an OPERABLE device integral with the motor starter.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever:the motor-operated valve is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

Mith the thermal overload protection for one or more of the above required
valves not bypassed continuously or under accident conditions, as applicable,
by an OPERABLE integral bypass device, take administrative action to
continuously bypass the thermal overload within 8 hours or declare the
affected valve(s) inoperable and apply the appropriate ACTION Statement(s) for
the affected valve(s).

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.8.4.2. 1 The thermal overload protection for the above required valves shall
be verified to be bypassed continuously or under accident conditions, as
applicable, by an OPERABLE integral bypass device by the performance of a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the bypass circuitry for those thermal overloads
which are normally in force during plant operation and bypassed under accident
conditions and by verifying that the thermal overload protection is bypassed
for those thermal overloads which are continuously bypassed and temporarily
placed in force only when the valve motors are undergoing periodic or
maintenance testing:

a. At least once per 18 months, and

b. Following maintenance on the motor starter.

4.8.4. 2.2 The thermal overload protection for the above required valves which
are continuously bypassed shall be verified to be bypassed following testing
during which the thermal overload protection was temporarily placed in force.
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TABLE 3.8-3

MOTOR-OPERATED YALYES THERMAL.,OVERLOAD

PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DEYICES

YALYE NUMBER

J-SIA-UV-647

J-SIA"UV-637

J-SIA-HV-604

J" SIB"HV"609

J"SIA"HY-657

J-SIB"HV"658

J"SIA-HV"685

J-'SI 8"HV"694

J"SIA"HV"686

J-SIB-HV-696

J-SIA"HV"688

J-SIB"HV"693

J-SIA"UV-617

BYPASS DEVICE
(Continuous)
Accident Conditions

HPSI.A Flow Control to
Reactor Coo1ant Valve

KPSI' Flow Control to
Reactor Coolant Valve

HPSI Pump A Long Term
Cooling Valve

HPSI Pump B Long Term
Cooling Yalve

Shutdown Clg. Temp.
Control Train A Yalve

Shutdown Clg. Temp.
Control Train B Valve

LPSI - Ctmt Spray Pump
Cross Connect A Valve

LPSI- Ctmt Spray Pump
Cross Connect 8 Valve

Ctmt Spray A Cross
Connect Yalve

Ctmt Spray B Cross
Connect Valve

Shutdown Clg. Heat
Exchange A Bypass Yalve

Shutdown Clg. Heat
Exchange B Bypass Valve

HPSI A Flow ControI To
React Coolant ZA Valve

SYSTEM(S)
AFFECTED

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.
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TABLE 3.8-3 (Continued)

MOTOR-OPERATED '/ALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD

PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DEi/ICES

VALVE NUMBER

J"SIA-UV-627

J-SIA-UV"645

J-SIA"UV-635

J "SIA"UV"644,

J-SIA"UV-634

J-SIB"UV-616

J"SIB-UV-626

J-SIB-UV-636

J"SIB-UV-646

J-SIA"UV-655

J" SIB-UV"656

J-SIA"UV"664

BYPASS DE'/ICE
(Continuous)
'(Accident Conditions)

HPSI A Flow Control To
React Coolant 2B Valve

LPSI Flow Control To
React Coolant 1B Valve

LPSI Flow Control To
React Coolant 1A Valve

Safety Injection Tank 1B
Isolation Valve

Safety Injection Tank 1A
Isolation Valve

HPSI B Flow Control To
React Coolant 2A Valve

HPSI B Flow Control To
React Coolant 2B Valve

HPSI B Flow Control To
React Coolant 1A Valve

HPSI B Flow Control To
React Coolant 1B Valve

Shutdown Clg. Ctmt
Isolation Loop 1 Valve

Shutdown Clg. Ctmt
Isolation Loop 2 Valve

Ctmt Spray Pump A To
Refueling Water Tank
Isolation Vlv.

SYSTEM(S)
AFFECTED

'Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.
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TABLE 3.8-3 (Continued)

MOTOR-OPERATED VALYES THERMAL OVERLOAD

PROTECTION AND/QR BYPASS DEVICES

YALYE NUMBER

J-SIB-UV-665

J-SI8-UV-615

J-SIB-UV-625

J"SIA"UV-666

J-SIB"UV-667

J-SIA"UV-669

J-SIB"UV-668

J-SIA"UV"672

J"SIB"UV"671

J-SIA"UV-674

J-SI8-UV-676

J" SIA"UV-651

J-SIB"UV-652

BYPASS DEVICE
(Continuous)
Accident Conditions)

Ctmt Spray Pump 8
To Refueling Water Tank
Isolation Ylv.

LPSI Flow Control To
React Coolant 2A Yalve

LPSI 8 Flow Control To
React Coolant 28 Valve

HPSI Pump A to Refueling
Water Tank Isolation

HPSI Pump 8 to Refueling
Water Tank Isolation

LPSI Pump A To Refueling
Water Tank Isolation

LPSI Pump 8 to Refueling
Water Tank Isolation

Ctmt Spray Control Train A

Val ve

Ctmt Spray Control Train 8
Val ve

Ctmt Sump Isolation
Train A Valve

Ctmt Sump Isolation
Train 8 Valve

Shutdown Clg. Isolation
Loop 1 Valve

Shutdown Clg. Isolation
Loop 2 Valve

SYSTEM(S)
AFFECTED

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.
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TABLE 3.8-3 (Continued)

MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD

PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DEVICES

FINA(. 6P~AF7

VALVE NUMBER

J-SIA"UV-673

J-SIB-UV"675

J" SIB-UV"614

J-SIB-UV-624

J"SIA"HV-684

J" SIB"HV-689

J" SIA-HV"683

J" SI 8-HV-692

J-SIA-HV-691

J-SIB-HV"690

J-SIA-HV"698

J "SIB-HV-699

J-SIA-HV"306

BYPASS DEVICE
(Continuous)
Accident Conditions)

Ctmt Sump Isolation
Train A Valve

Ctmt Sump Isolation
Train B Valve

Safety Injection Tank 2A
Isolation Valve

Safety Injection Tank 2B
Isolation Valve

Shutdown Clg. Heat
Exchange Isolation Train A

Shutdown Clg. Heat
Exchange Isolation Train B

LPSI Pump A Isolation
Valve

LPSI Pump B Isolation
Valve

Shutdown Clg. Loop 2
Marm-Up Bypass Valve

Shutdown Clg. Loop 1
Marm-Up Bypass Valve

HPSI Pump A Discharge
Valve

HPSI Pump B Discharge
Valve

LPSI Pump A Header
Discharge Valve

SYSTEM(S)
AFFECTED

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.
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TABLE 3.8-3 (Continued)

MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD

PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DEVICES

VALVE NUMBER

J-SIB-HV-307

J-SIA-HV"687

J"SIB"HV"695

J" S IA-HV"678

J-SIB-HV-679

J" SIC-UV"653

J-SID-UV-654

J-EWA-UV-65

J"EWA-UV-145

J"CTA-HV-1

J-CTA-HV-4

J-SGA" UV-134

J"SGA"UV-138

BYPASS DEVICE
(Continuous)
Accident Conditions

LPSI Pump 8 Header
Discharge Valve

Ctmt Spray Isolation Train A
Valve

Ctmt Spray Isolation Train B
Valve

Shutdown Clg. Heat Exchange
Isolation Train A

Shutdown Clg. Heat Exchange
Isolation Train B

Shutdown Clg. Isolation Valve

Shutdown Clg. Isolation Valve

ECW Loop A To/From NCW Cross
Tie Valve

ECW Loop A To/From NCW Cross
Tie Valve

Condensate Tank to Aux.
Feedwater Pump Valve

Condensate Tank to Aux.
Feedwater Pump Valve

SG-1 Aux. Feedwater Pump A
Steam Supply

SG-2 Aux. Feedwater Pump A

Steam Supply

SYSTEM(S)
AFFECTED

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Safety Injection
Shutdown Clg. Sys.

Essential Cooling
Water System

Essential Cooling
Water System .

Condensate Transfer
& Storage Sys.

Condensate Transfer
& Storage Sys.

Main Steam System

Main Steam System
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TABLE 3. S-3 (Continued)

MOTOR-OPERATED VAL'/ES THERMAL OVERLOAD

PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DE'/ICES

VAL'/E NUMBER

J-NCB"UV-401

J-NCA-UV"402

J-NCB"UV"403

J-AFB"HV-30

J "AFB-HV-31

J"AFB"UV-34

J-AFB-UV-35

J-AFA-HV"32

J-AFA"UV-37

J-AFC-UV"36

J"AFC"HV-33

J-CPA-UV-2A

J"CPB-UV-3B

J"CPA-UV"2B

BYPASS DEVICE
(Continuous)
(Accident Conditions)

NCWS Ctmt Isolation ~/alve

NCWS Ctmt Isolation Valve

NCWS Ctmt Isolation Valve

Aux. Feedwater Regulating
Val ve

Aux. Feedwater Regulating
Val ve

Aux. Feedwater Regulating
Valve

Aux. Feedwater Regulating
Valve

Aux. Feedwater Regulating
Val ve

Aux. Feedwater Isolation
Valve

Aux. Feedwater Isolation
Valve

Aux. Feedwater Regulating
Valve

Ctmt Purge Refueling Mode
Isolation Valve

Ctmt Purge Refueling Mode
Isolation Valve

Ctmt Purge Refueling Mode
Isolation Valve

SYSTEM(S)
AFFECTED

Nuclear Cooling
Water System

Nuclear Cooling
Water System

Nuclear Cooling
Water System

Auxiliary Feed-
water System

Auxiliary Feed-
water System

Auxiliary Feed-
water System

Auxiliary Feed-
water System

Auxiliary Feed-
water System

Auxiliary Feed-
water System

Auxiliary Feed-
water System

Auxiliary Feed-
water System

Containment Purge
System

Containment Purge
System

Containment Purge
System
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TABLE 3.8-3 (Continued)

MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD

PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DEVICES

F/j)„.$$ ggp~Fy

VALVE NUMBER

J-CPB"UV-3A

J"CPA"UV-4A

J-CPB-UV-5B

J-CPA"UV"4B

J-CPB-UV-5A

J-WCA"UV".62

J-WCB"UV"63

J"WCB-UV-61

J-RDA-UV-23

J"HPA"UV"3

J-HPA"UV"5

J-HPB"UV"4

J"HPB"UV-6

BYPASS DEVICE
(Continuous)
Accident Conditions

Ctmt Purge Refueling Mode
Isolation Calve

Ctmt Purge Power Access Mode
Isolation Valve

Ctmt Purge Power Access Mode
Isolation Valve

Ctmt Purge Power Access Mode
Isolation Valve

Ctmt Purge, Power Access Mode
Isolation Valve

Normal Chill Water Return
Ctmt Isolation

Normal Chill Water Supply
Ctmt Isolation

Normal Chill Water Return
Ctmt Isolation

Ctmt Radwaste Sumps Internal
Isolation

Hz Ctmt Train A Downstream
Supply Isolation

Hq Ctmt Train A Return
Isolation Valve

Hq Ctmt Train B Downstream
Supply Isolation

Hq Ctmt Train B Return
Isolation Valve

SYSTEM(S)
AFFECTED

Containment Purge
System

Containment Purge
System

Containment Purge
System

Containment Purge
System

Containment Purge
System

Chilled Water
System

Chilled Water
System

Chilled Water
System

Radioactive Waste
Drain System

Containment Hydrogen
Control Sys.

Containment Hydrogen
Control Sys.

Containment Hydrogen
Control Sys.

Containment Hydrogen
Control Sys.
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TABLE 3.8-3 (Continued)

MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD

PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DEVICES

F~~Qk 99<Fy

VALVE NUMBER

J"HPB-UV-2

J-HPA"UV"1

J"GRA"UV-1

BYPASS DEVICE
(Continuous)
'Accident Conditions

H2 Ctmt Train 8 Upstream
Supply Isolatioh

(

H2 Ctmt Traih A Upstream
Supply Isol atio'n

Radioactive Drain Tk Gas
Surge Hdr Internal Containment
I'solation

SYSTEM(S)
AFFECTED

Containment Hydrogen
Control Sys.

Containment Hydrogen
Control Sys.

Gaseous Radwaste
System
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3/4. 9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9. I BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 With the reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned or
with the head removed, the boron concentration of all filled portions of the

~ Reactor Coolant System and the refueling canal shall be maintained uniform and
sufficient to ensure that the more restrictive of the following reactivity
conditions is met:

a. Either a Keff of 0.95 or less, or

b. A boron concentration of greater than or equal to 2150 ppm.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6".

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
changes and initiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to
40 gpm of a solution containing > 4000 ppm boron or its equivalent until
K is reduced to less than or equal to 0.95 or the boron concentration is
rNored to greater than or equal to 2150 ppm, whichever is the more
restrictive.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 9. 1. 1 The more restrictive of the above two reactivity conditions shall be
determined prior to:

a. Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and

b. Withdrawal of any full-length CEA in excess of 3 feet from its fully
inserted position within the reactor pressure vessel.

4.9. 1.2 The boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and the
refueling canal shall be determined by chemical analysis at least once per
72 hours.

The reactor shall be maintained in MODE 6 whenever fuel is in the reactor
vessel with the reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned
or with the head removed.
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Ri~A( GRAFT .

REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4. 9. 2 INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.2 As a minimum, two source range neutron flux monitors shall be OPERABLE
and operating, each with continuous visual indication in the control room and
one with audible indication in the containment and control room.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.

ACTION:

With one of the above required monitors inoperable or not operating,
immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes.

b. With both of the above required monitors inoperable or not
operating, determine the boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System at least once per 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 9. 2 Each sour ce range neutron flux monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
by performance of:

a. A CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours,

b. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST within 8 hours prior to the initial start
of CORE ALTERATIONS, and

c. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 7 days.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4. 9. 3 DECAY TItlE

fj> 45
9RAR'IMITING

CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.3 The reactor shall be subcritical for at least 100 hours.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel in the reactor pressure
vessel.

ACTION:

Mith the reactor subcritical for less than 100 hours, suspend all operations
involving movement of irradiated fuel in the reactor pressure vessel.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.9.3 The reactor shall be determined to have been subcritical for at least
100 hours by verification of the date and time of subcriticality prior to
movement of irradiated fuel in the reactor pressure vessel.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4. 9. 4 CONTAINMENT BUILDING PEHETRATIONS

$g'g$ pg

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 9. 4 The containment building penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment 'door closed and held in place by a minimum of four
bolts,

b. A minimum of one door in each airlock is closed, and

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment atmosphere
to the outside atmosphere shall be either:

1. Closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or manual valve, or

2. Be capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic containment
purge valve..

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel within
the containment.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated
fuel in the containment building.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 9.4 Each of the above required containment building penetrations shall be
determined to be either in its closed/isolated condition or capable of being
closed by an OPERABLE automatic containment purge valve within 72 hours prior
to the start of and at least once per 7 days during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement
of irradiated fuel in the containment building by:

a. Verifying the penetrations are in their closed/isolated condition,
or

b. Testing the containment purge valves per the applicable portions of
Specification 4.9.9.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4. 9. 5 COMMUNICATIONS

F151~~ 6P5 ')J 7

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.5 Oirect communications shall be maintained'between the control room and
personnel at the refueling station.

APPLICABILITY: Ouriu) CORE ALTERATIONS.

ACTION:

When direct communications between the control room and personnel at the
refueling station cannot be maintained, suspend all CORE ALTERATIONS.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.9.5 Direct communications between the control room and personnel at the
refueling station shall be demonstrated within 1 hour prior to the start of
and at least once per 12 hours during CORE ALTERATIONS.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

'/4.9.6REFUELING MACHINE

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.6 The refueling machine shall be used for movement of fuel assemblies and
shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A minimum capacity of 3590 pounds and an overload cut off limit
of less than or equal to 1556 (1727)" pounds for the refueling

machine'PPLICABILITY:

During movement of fuel assemblies within the refueling
cavl ty.

ACTION:

With the above requirements for the refueling machine not satisfied, suspend use
of the refueling machine from operations involving the movement of fuel assemblies.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.9.6. 1 The refueling machine used for movement of fuel assemblies shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE within 72 hours prior to the start of such operations by
performing a load test of at least 3590 pounds and demonstrating an automatic
load cut off when the refueling machine. load exceeds 1556 (1727)~ pounds.

"For initial fuel load only.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.7 CRANE TRAVEL - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL BUILDING

FSA~ 9MF'f

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.7 Loads in excess of 2000 pounds shall be prohibited from travel over
fuel assemblies in the storage pool.

APPI ICABILITY: With fuel assemblies in the storage pool.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, place the
crane load in a safe condition.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 9. 7 Crane interlocks and physical stops which prevent crane travel with
loads in excess of 2000 pounds over fuel assemblies shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE within 7 days prior to crane use and at least once per 7 days
thereafter during crane operation.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.8 SHUTDO;W COOLING AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

HIGH MATER LEVEL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.8. 1 At least one shutdown c'ooling loop shall be OPERABLE and in operation.~

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 when the water level above the top of the reactor
pressure vessel flange is greater than or equal to.23 feet.

ACTION:

With no shutdown cooling loop OPERABLE and in operation, suspend all operations
involving an increase in the reactor decay heat load or a reduction in boron
concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and immediately initiate corrective
action to return the required shutdown cooling loop to OPERABLE and operating
status as soon as possible. Close all containment penetrations providing
direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere within
4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.9.8.1 At least one shutdown cooling loop shall be verified to be in
operation and'circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or
equal to 4000 gpm at least once per 12 hours.

e s utdown coo >ng loop may be removed from operation for up to 1 hour per
8-hour period during the performance of CORE ALTERATIONS in the vicinity of
the reactor pressure vessel hot legs or during surveillance testing.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

LOW WATER LEVEL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.8.2 Two independent shutdown cooling loops shall be OPERABLE and at least
one shutdown cooling loop shall be in operation. ~

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 when the water level above the top of the reactor
pressure vessel flange is less than 23 feet.

ACTION:

ae

b.

With less than the required shutdown cooling loops OPERABLE,
immediately initiate corrective action to return the required loops
to OPERABLE status, or to establish greater than or equal to 23 feet
of water above the reactor pressure vessel flange, as soon as
possible.

With no shutdown cooling loop in operation, suspend all operations
involving an increase in the reactor decay heat load or a reduction
in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and immediately
initiate corrective action to return the required shutdown cooling
loop to operation. Close all containment penetrations providing
direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside
atmosphere within 4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.9.8.2 At least one shutdown cooling loop shall be verified to be in
operation and circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or
equal to 4000 gpm at least once per 12 hours.

The shutdown cooling loop may be removed from operation for up to 1 hour per
8-hour period during the performance of CORE ALTERATIONS in the vicinity of
the reactor pressure vessel hot legsae. huatihei
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

F43Al Di34i"7

3/4.9.9 CONTAINNENT PURGF VALVE ISOLATION SYSTB1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.9 The containment purge valve isolation system shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: During CORE'LTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel within
the containment.

ACTION:

Mith the containment purge valve isolat'ion system inoperable, close each of
the containment purge penetrations providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4
are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS

4.9.9 The containment purge valve isolation system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE within 72 hours prior to the start of and at least once per 7 days
during CORE ALTERATIONS by verifying that containment purge valve isolation
occurs on manual initiation, on CIAS and on CPIAS.
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REFUEL NGOPERATIONIS

3/<.9. 0 WATER 'VE' REACTOR VESSEL

FUEL ASSEMBLIES

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.10.1 At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of the
reactor pressure vessel flange.

APPLICABILITY: Ouring movement of fuel assemblies within the reactor pressure
vessel when either the, fuel assemblies being moved or the fuel assemblies
seated within the reactor pressure vessel are irradiated;

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend all
operations involving movement of fuel assemblies within the pressure vessel.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.9.10.l The water level shall be determined to be at least its minimum
required depth within 2 hours prior to the start of and at least once per
24 hours thereafter during movement of fuel assemblies.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

CEAs

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.10.2 At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of the
fuel seated in the reactor pressure vessel.

APPLICABILITY: During movem'ent of CEAs within the reactor pressure vessel,
when the fuel assemblies seated within the reactor pressure vessel are
irradiated.

ACTI0N:

Mith the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend all
operations involving movement of CEAs within the pressure vessel.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.10.2 The water level shall be determined to be at least its minimum
required depth within 2 hours prior to the start of and at least once per
24 hours thereafter during movement of CEAs.
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RE:UELING OPERATIONS

3/<.9. Il 'HATER L /EL - STORAGE POOL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.11 At least 23 feet of water shal'1 be maintained over the top of irra-
diated fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

APPLICABILITY: Mhenever irradiated fuel assemblies are in the storage pool.
I

ACTION:

Mith the requirement of. the specification not satisfied, suspend all movement
of fuel assemblies and crane operations with loads in the fuel storage areas
and restore the water level to within its limit within 4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.9. 11 The water level in the storage pool shall be determined to be at leastits minimum required depth at least once per 7 days when irradiated fuel
assemblies are in the fuel storage pool.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.12 FUEL BUILDING ESSENTIAL VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.12 Two independent fuel building essential ventilation systems shall be
OPERABLE.

APPI ICABILITY: Whenever irradiated fuel is in the storage pool.

ACTION:

a 0

b.

C.

With one fuel building essential ventilation system inoperable, fuel
movement within the storage pool or crane operation with loads over
the storage pool may proceed provided the OPERABLE fuel building
essential ventilation system is capable of being powered from an
OPERABLE emergency power source. Restore the inoperable fuel
building essential ventilation system to OPERABLE status within
7 days or suspend all operations involving movement of fuel within
the storage pool or operation of the fuel handling machine over the
storage pool.

With no fuel building essential ventilation system OPERABLE, suspend
all operations involving movement of fuel within the storage pool or
crane operation with loads over the storage pool until at least one
fuel building essential ventilation system is restored to OPERABLE
status.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.9.12 The above required fuel building essential ventilation systems shall
be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by initiating,
from the control room, flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers and verifying that the system operates for at least
15 minutes.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter ot charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:
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REFUELING OPERATIONS
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS Continued)

C.

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place
testing acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of
Regulatory Positions C.5.a, C.5.c and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is
6000 cfm + 10K.

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained in accor-
dance with Regulatory Position C. 6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria
of Regulatory Position C. 6. a of Regulatory Guide l. 52,
Revision 2, Harch 1978.

3. Verifying a system flow rate of 6000 cfm + 1N during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a repre-
sentative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, Harch 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, Harch 1978.

d. At least once per 18 months by:

Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters, pre"filters, heaters, and charcoal adsorber banks is
less than 8.4 inches Mater Gauge while operating the system at
a flow rate of 6000 cfm + 10Ã.

2. Verifying that on a high radiation test Signal, the system
automatically starts (unless already operating) and directs its
exhaust flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber
banks.

3. Verifying that the system maintains the fuel building at a
measurable negative pressure relative to the outside atmosphere
during system operation.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS F)Ql gled"
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank by
ver',fying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal to
99.0,o of the 00P when they are tested in-place in accordance
with ANSI N510-1980 while operating the system at a flow rate of
6000 cfm + 10'.

After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than or
equal to 99.95K of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas
when they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1980
while operating the system at a flow rate of 6000 cfm + 10K.

i

\
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3/4. 10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

3/4. 10. 1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

'v>i j)]

3.10.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 may be
suspended for measurement of CEA worth and shutdown margin provided reactivity
equivalent to at least the highest estimated CEA worth is available for tripinsertion from OPERABLE CEA(s), or the reactor is subcritical by at least thereactivity equivalent of the highest CEA worth.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2 and 3."
ACTION:

'a ~

b.

With any full-length. CEA not fully inset ted and with less than the
above reactivity equivalent available for trip insertion, immedi-
ately initiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to
40 gpm of a solution containing greater than or equal to 4000 ppm
boron or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN required by
Specification 3. 1.1.1 is restored.
With all full-length CEAs fully inserted and the reactor subcritical
by less than the above reactivity equivalent, immediately initiate
and continue boration at greater than or equal to 40 gpm of a solution
containing greater than or equal to 4000 ppm boron or its equivalent
until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN required by Specification 3. l. l. 1 is
restored.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.10.1.1 The position of each full"length and part-length CEA required either
partially or fully withdrawn shall be determined at least once per 2 hours.

4.10.1.2 Each CEA not fully inseited shall be demonstrated capable of full
insertion when tripped from at least the 50K withdrawn position within 24 hours
prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits of Specification
3.1.1.1.

4. 10. 1.3 When in MODE 3, the reactor shall be determined to be subcritical byat least the reactivity equivalent of the highest estimated CEA worth or the
reactivity equivalent of the highest estimated CEA worth is available for trip
insertion from OPERABL'E CEAs at least once per 2 hours by consideration of at
least the following factors:

a. Reactor Coolant System boron concentration,
b. CEA position,
c. Reactor Coolant System average temperature,
d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,
e. Xenon concentration, and

f. Samarium concentration.

Operation in MODE 3 shall be limited to 6 consecutive hours.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

3/4.10.2 MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT. GROUP HEIGHT, INSERTION, AND
POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

I

3. 10.2 The moderator temperature coefficient, group height, insertion, and
power distribution limits of Specifications 3. 1. 1.3, 3. 1.3. 1, 3. 1.3.5,
3. 1. 3. 6, 3. 2. 2, 3.2. 3,'. 2.7, and the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement
of I.C. 1 (CEA Calculators) of Table 3.3-1 may be suspended during the
performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER is restricted to the test power plateau
which shall not exceed 85K of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

b. The limits of Specification 3.2.1 are maintained and determined as
specified in Specification 4.10.2.2 below.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

With any of the limits of Specification 3.2.1 being exceeded while the
requirements of Specifications 3. l. 1.3, 3. l. 3. 1, 3.1. 3. 5, 3. 1. 3. 6, 3. 2. 2,
3.2.3, 3.2.7, and the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement of INC. 1 (CEA
Calculators) of Table 3.3-1 are suspended, either:

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER sufficiently to satisfy the requirements
of Specification 3. 2. I, or

b. Be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 10.2. 1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined at least once per hour during
PHYSICS TESTS in which the requirements of Specifications 3. 1. 1. 3, 3, 1.3. 1,
3. 1.3.5, 3. 1.3.6, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.*2.7, or the Minimum Channels OPERABLE require-
ment of I.C. 1 (CEA Calculators) of Table 3.3-1 are suspended and shall be
verified to be within the test power plateau.

4. 10. 2. 2 The linear heat rate shall be determined to be within the limits of
Specification 3.2. 1 by monitoring it continuously with the Incore Detector
Monitoring System pursuant to the requirements of Specifications 4.2. 1.3 and
3. 3. 3. 2 during PHYSICS TESTS above 20K of. RATED THERMAL POWER in which the
requirements of Specifications 3. 1. 1. 3, 3. 1. 3. 1, 3. 1. 3. 5, 3. 1. 3. 6, 3. 2. 2,
3.2.3, 3.2.7, or the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement of I.C. 1 (CEA
Calculators) of Table 3.3-1 are suspended.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

3/4. 10.3 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.3 The limitations of Specification 3.4.1.1 and noted requirements of
)

Tables 2.2-1 and 3.3-1 may be suspended during the performance of startup n
PHYSICS TESTS, provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5X of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

b. The reactor trip setpoints of the OPERABLE power level channels are
set at less than or equal to 20K of RATED THERMAL POWER.

c. Both reactor lant loopy>and at least one reactor coolant pump in
each loo in operation.

APPLICABILITY: Ouring+ PHYSICS TESTS.

C. Aph
ACTION:

LhlAVL

With the THERMAL POWER"greater than 5X of RATED THERMAL POWER or Q less than
the above required reactor coolant loops M in operation and circulating reactor
coolant, immediately trip the reactor.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4. 10.3. 1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be less than or equal to 5X
of RATED THERMAL POWER at least once per hour during startup PHYSICS
TESTS.

4. 10.3.2 Each logarithmic and variable overpower level neutron flux monitoring
channel shall be subjected to a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST within 12 hours prior
to initiating startup n PHYSICS TESTS.

4. 10.3.3 The above required reactor coolant loops shall be verified to be in
operation and circulating reactor coolant at least once per 12 hours.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS
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3/4.10.4 CEA POSITION REGULATING CEA INSERTION LIMITS AND REACTOR COOLANT
COLD L G MPERATURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

'3: 10. 4 The requirements of Specifications 3. l. 3. 1, 3. 1.3. 6 and 3. 2. 6 may be
suspended during the performance of PHYSICS TEST/ to determine the isothermal
temperature coefficient, moderator temperature coefficient, and power coefficient
provided the limits of Specification 3.2. 1 are maintained and determined as
specified in Specification 4. 10.4.2 below.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

With any of the limits of Specification 3.2.1 being exceeded while the
requirements, of Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.6 and 3.2.6 are suspended, either:

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER sufficiently to satisfy the requirements
of Specification 3.2. 1, or

b. Be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 10.4. 1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined at least once per hour during
PHYSICS TESTS in which the requirements of Specifications 3. 1.3. 1, 3. 1.3.6
and/or 3.2.6 are suspended and shall be verified to be within the test power
plateau.

4. 10.4.2 The linear heat rate shall be determined to be within the limits of
Specification 3. 2. 1 by monitoring it continuously with the Incore Detector
Monitoring System pursuant to the requirements of Specification 3.3.3.2
during PHYSICS TESTS above 20K of RATED THERMAL POWER in which the requirements
of Specifications 3. l. 3. 1,'. l. 3. 6 and/or 3. 2. 6 are suspended.
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3/4. 10. 5 MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

FlifÃ5 639 f

4L)D P $4 %4W~
3.10.5 The minimum temperature'for criticality limits of Specification53.1.1.4 4~> > ~'<
may be suspended during low temperature PHYSICS TESTS to a minimum temperature
of 300 F ~~~~ Amo < miwi~m ~i~w~ o4 gcQ pQA paou<~o',

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5'f RATED THERMAL POWER.

b. The reactor trip setpoints on the OPERABLE Variable Overpower trip
channels are set at < 20K of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

C. The Reactor Coolant System temperature and pressure relationship is
maintained within the acceptable region of operation required by
Specification 3.4.8 except that the core critical line shown on
Figure 3.4-2 does not apply.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2".

ACTION:

a. With the THERMAL POWER greater than 5 of RATED THERMAL POWER,
immediately open the reactor trip breakers.

b. With the Reactor Coolant System temperature and pressure
relationship within the region of unacceptable operation on
Figure 3. 4-2, immediately open the reactor trip breakers and restore
the temperature-pressure relationship to within its limit within
30 minutes; perform the engineering evaluation required by
Specification 3.4.8. 1 prior, to the next reactor criticality.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 10.5. 1 The Reactor Coolant System temperature and pressure relationship
shall be verified to be within the acceptable region for operation of
Figure 3.4-2 at least once per hour.

4. 10.5.2 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be < 5X of RATED THERMAL
POWER at least once per hour.

4. 10.5.3 The Reactor Coolant System temperature shall be verified to be
greater than or equal to 300 F at least once per hour.

4. 10.5.4 Each Logarithmic Power Level and Variable Overpower channel shall be
subjected to a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST within 12 hours prior to initiating low
temperature PHYSICS TESTS.

"First core only, prior to first exceeding 5X RATED THERMAL POWER.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

'3/4.10.6 SAFETY INJECTION TANKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.6 The safety injection tank isolation valve requirement of
Specification 3.5. la. may be suspended during partial stroke testing of the
low pressure safety injection check valves (SI-114, SI-124, SI-'34, SI-144)
provided:

a. That power to the isolation valve is restored and the SIAS signal is
not overridden.

b. Only one isolation valve at a time is closed during the testing for
no longer than 1 hour.

c. That the valve is key locked opened with power removed before the next
isolation valve is closed.

APP LICABILITY:
~ ~ ~While partial stroke testing of the low pressure injection check valves during

normal plant operation.

ACTION:

If the requirement of Specification 3.5.1a. was suspended to perform the
Specification 3.10.6 partial stroke test and if any of the Specification 3.10.6
requirements are not met during the Specification 3.10.6 partial stroke testing,
the Limiting Condition for Operation shall revert to Specification 3.5.1 and the
3.5.1 ACTION shall be applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.10.6.1 A valve alignment shall be performed within 4 hours following
completion of testing to verify that all valves operated during this testing
are restored to their normal positions and that power is removed to the SIT
isolation valves.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

3/4. 10.7 SPENT FUEL POOL LEVEL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.7 The borated water source of Specifications 3.1.2.5a. and 3.1.2.6a. may
be suspended during initial fuel load and startup provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5X of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

b. The reactor trip setpoints of the OPERABLE power level channels are
set at less than or equal to 20K of RATED THERMAL POWER.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

ACTION:

With the THERMAL POWER greater than 5X of RATED THERMAL POWER, immediately
trip the reactor.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.10.7. 1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be less than or equal to 5X
of RATED THERMAL POWER at least once per hour during startup and PHYSICS
TESTS.

4.10.7.2 Each logarithmic and variable overpower level neutron flux
monitoring channel shall be subjected to a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST within
12 hours prior to initiating startup and PHYSICS TESTS.
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SPEC.'AL TEST E!<CEPTIONS

3/4.10.8 SAFFTY NJECTION TANK ...ESSURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.8 The safety injection tank (SIT) pressure of Specification 3.5.1d. may
be suspended, for low temperature PHYSICS TESTS provided:

'I

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5X of RATED THERMAL POWER;

b. The SITs have been filled per Specification 3.5.1b. and pressurized
to 175 to 225 psig below the RCS pressure or not to go below 254 psig;

c. .All valves in the injection lines from the SITs to the RCS are open
and the SITs are capable of injecting into the RCS if there is a
decrease in RCS pressure.

APPLICABILITY: - MODES 2 and 3.

ACTION:

If all the SITs do not meet the level and pressure requirements of
Specification 3. 10.8, restore all the SITs to meet these requirements or be in
HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 10.8. 1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be less than SX of RATED
THERMAL POWER at least once per hour during low pressure PHYSICS TESTS.

4.10.8.2 Every 8 hours verify:

a. All the SITs levels meet the requirements of Specification 3.5. lb.

b. All the SITs pressures meet the requirements of Specification 3. 10.8.

c. The valve alignment from the SITs to the RCS has not changed.
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3/4. 11 RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

3/4.11.1 SECONDARY SYSTEM LIQUID WASTE DISCHARGES TO ONSITE EVAPORATION PONDS

CONCENTRATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.1.1 The concentration of radioactive material discharged from secondary
system liquid waste to the onsite evaporation ponds shall be limited to the
lower limit of detectability (LLD) defined as 5 x 10- pCi/ml for the prin-
cipal gamma emitters or 1 x 10- pCi/ml for I-131.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

When any secondary system liquid waste discharge pathway concentration
determined in accordance with the surveillance requirements given below exceeds
the specified LLD, divert that discharge pathway to the liquid radwaste system
without delay.

'SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 11. 1. 1. 1 Radioactive liquid wastes collected in the chemical waste neutralizer
tank shall be sampled and analyzed prior to their batchwise discharge to the
onsite evaporation pond in accordance with the sampling and analysis program
specified in Table 4.11-1.

4.11. 1. 1.2 With the concentration of radioactive material in the chemical
waste neutralizer tank exceeding the specified LLD, sample and analyze other
secondary system discharge pathways in accordance with the sampling and analysis
program specified in Table 4. 11-1.
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TABLE 4. 11-1

RADIOACTIVE LIOUIO WASTE SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM

SECONDARY SYSTEM
LIQUID RELEASF

PATHWAY

A. Batch discharces b

MINIMUM TYPE OF
SAMPLING ANALYSIS ACTIVITY
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

LOWER LIMIT
OF DETEC/ION

(LLD)
(pCi/mL)

1. Chemical Waste
Neutralizer Tank

P

Each
Batch

P
'Each
Batch

Principa) Gamma
Emitters

I"131

5xl0-7

1xl0"6

2. Steam Generator
Blowdown Low.
TDS Sump"

P

Each
Batch

P

Each
Batch

Principa) Gamma
Emitters

I-131

5x10-7

lx10-6

3. Condensate
Polishing Low
TDS Sump"

P

Each
Batch

P

Each
Batch

Principa) Gamma
Emitters

I-131

5x10-7

lx10-e

B. Continuous Releases d

1. Turbine Building
Sump"

D

Grab
Sample

0
Grab
Sample

Principa) Gamma
Emitters

I-131

Sx10-7

1xao-e

2. Condenser Area
Sumps~

0
Grab
Sample

0
Grab
Sample

Pr incipa) Gamma
Emitters

I-131

5x10-~

1xl0-s

"Sampling and analysis for pathways 2 and 3 under batch discharges and 1 and 2
under continuous releases are required only when concentration for chemical
waste neutralizer tank pathway exceeds the LLO.
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TABLE 4.11-1 (Continuedl

TABLE NOTATION

a The LLD is defined, for purposes of these specifications, as the smallest
concentration of radioactive material in a sample that will yield a net
count, above system background, that will be detected with 95K probability
with only 5X probability of falsely concluding that a blank observation
represents a "real" signal.

For a particular measurement system, which may include radiochemical
separation:

LLD =

Where:

4 66 sb

E ~ V ~ 2.22 x 10 ~ Y ~ exp (-Abt)

LLD is the "a priori" lower limit of detection as defined above,
as microcuries per unit mass or volume,

s is the standard deviation of the background counting rate or of.
tie counting rate of a blank sample as appropriate, as counts per
minute,

E is the counting efficiency, as counts per disintegration,

V is the sample size in units of mass or volume,

2.22 x 10 is the number of disintegrations ver minute per microcurie,

Y is the fractional radiochemical yield, when applicable,

A, is the radioactive decay constant for the particular radionuclide,
and

ht for plant effluents is the elapsed time between the midpoint of
sample collection and time of counting.

Typical values of E, V, Y, and 6t should be used in the calculation'.

It should be recognized that the LLD is defined as an a priori (before
the fact) limit representing the capability of a measurement system and
not as an a gosteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular measurement.

A batch release is the discharge of liquid wastes of a discrete volume.
Prior to sampling for analyses, each batch shall be isolated, and then
thoroughly mixed to assure representative sampling.
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TABLE 4.11-1 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

cThe principal gamma emitters for which the LLD specification applies
include the following radionuclides: Mn-54, Fe-59, Co-58, Co-60, Zn-65,
Ho"99, Cs-134, Cs-137, Ce-141, and Ce-144. This list does not mean that
only these nuclides are to be considered. Other gamma peaks that are
identifiable, together with those of the above nuclides, shall also be
analyzed and reported in the Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release
Report pursuant to Specification 6.9. 1.8.

dA continuous release is the discharge of liquid wastes of a nondiscrete
volume, e.g., from a volume of a system that has an input flow during the
continuous release.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS
FfmL, 9MF

DOSE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 11. 1.2 The dose or dose commitment to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from
radioactive materials in liquid effluents released, from each reactor unit,
to UNRESTRICTED AREAS (see Figure55. 1-3) shall be limited:

gH A4
a. During any calendar quarter to less than or equal to 1.5 mrems to the

total body and to less than or equal to 5 mrems to any organ, and

b. During any calendai year to less than or equal to 3 mrems to the
total body and to less than or equal to 10 mrems to any organ.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

a. With the calculated dose from the release of radioactive materials
in liquid effluents exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and
submit. to the Commission within 30 days, pursuant to Specifica-
tion 6.9.2, a Special Report that identifies the cause(s) for
exceeding the limit(s) and defines the corrective actions that have
been taken to reduce the releases ~nd the proposed corrective actions
to be taken to assure that subsequent releases will be in compliance
with the above limits..

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 11. 1.2 Cumulative dose contributions from liquid effluents for the curtent
calendar quarter and the current calendar year shall be determined in

'ccordancewith the methodology and parameters in the ODCM at least once per
31

days'ALO
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

LIOUID HOLDUP TANKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 11. 1.3 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each outside
'temporary tank and the reactor makeup water tank shall be limited to less
than or equal to 60 curies, excluding tritium and dissolved or entrained
noble gases.

APPLICABILITY: At al l times.

ACTION:

ao With the quantity of radioactive material in any outside temporary
tank or the reactor makeup water tank exceeding the above limit,
immediately suspend all additions of radioactive material to the
tank and within 48 hours reduce the tank contents to within the
limit.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.11.1.3 The quantity
temporary tank and the
within the above limit
contents at least once
to the tank.

of radioactive material contained in each outside
reactor makeup water tank shall be determined to be
by analyzing a rep'resentative sample of the tank's
per 7 days when radioactive materials are being added
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

3/4. 11. 2 GASEOUS EFFLUENTS

DOSE RATE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.2.1 The dose rate due to radioactive materials released in gaseous
effluents from the site (see Figures 5.1-1 aqd 5.1-3) shall be limited to
the following:

I

a. For noble gases: Less than or equal to 500 mrems/yr to the total
body and less than or equal to 3000 mrems/yr to the skin, and

b. For I-131 and I-133, for tritium, and for all radionuclides in
particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days: Less than
or equal to 1500 mrems/yr to any organ.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

With the dose rate(s) exceeding the above limits, immediately decrease the
release rate to within the above limit(s).

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 11.2.1. 1 The dose rate due to noble gases in gaseous effluents shall be
determined to be within the above limits in accordance with the methods and
procedures of the ODCM.

4. 11.2.1.2 The dose rate due to I-131, I-133, Tritium and all radionuclides in
particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days in gaseous effluents shall
be determined to be within the above limits in accordance with the methods and
procedures of the ODCM by obtaining representative samples and performing
analyses in accordance with the sampling and analysis program specified in
Table 4. 11-2.
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a
TABLE 4.11-2

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS WASTE SAHPLING AND ANALYSIS PROGRAH

HINIHUH
SAHPLING ANALYSIS

GASEOUS RELEASE TYPE FRE UENCY FRE UENCY
P P

A. Waste Gas Storage Each Tank Each Tank
Tank Grab

Sam le

TYPE OF
ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Principal Gamma Emitters

LOWER LIHIT OF

DETECTION [LLD)
( lCi/ml )

1xlO

B. Containment Purge Each Purge 'ach Purge 'Principal Gamma Emittersb,c b,c
Grab

Sam le H-3

lxlO

1xl0
C. 1. Condenser Vacuum H

',e

Pump Exhaust Grab
2. Plant Vent Sample
3. Fuel Bldg.

Exhaust
Continuous

Continuous

H Principal Gamma Emitters

Nl~~
Charcoal
Sam le

N-3

I-131

I-133
d Principal Gamma Emitters

Par ticulate (1-131, Other s)
Sam le

lxl0

lxlO

lx10

1x10

1xlO

Continuous

Continuous

D. All Radwasth Types Continuous
as listed in A., B.,
and C. above.

H
Composite
Particulate
Sam le

Composite
Particulate
Sam le
Noble Gas
Honitor

Gross Alpha

Sr-89, Sr-90

Noble Gases
Gross Beta or Gamma

lxlO

lxlO

lxl0





TABLE 4. 11-2 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

a
The LLD is the smallest concentration of radioactive material in a samplethat will yield a net count above background that will be detected with
95K probability with 5X probability of falsely concluding that a blank
observation represents a "real" signal.
For a.particular measurement svstem (which may include radiochemical
separation):

LLD =
4.66 sb

E ~ V ~ 2.22 x l06 ~ Y - exp (-Mt)
Where:

LLD is the "a priori" lower limit of detection as defined above (as
pCi per unit mass or volume). Current literature defines the LLD as
the detection capability for the instrumentation only and the MDC
minimum detectable concentrati'on, as the detection capability for
a given instrument procedure and type of sample.
s is the standard deviation of the background counting rate or of the
c3unting rate of a blank sample as appropriate (as counts per minute),
E is the counting efficiency (as counts per transformation),
V is the sample size (in units of mass or volume),
2.22 is the number of transformations per minute per picocurie,
Y is the fractional radiochemical yield (when applicable),
A, is the radioactive decay constant for the particular radionuclide, and
ht is the elapsed time between the midpoint of sample collection and
time of. counting (for plant effluents, not environmental samples).
The value of s used in the calculation of the LLD for a detection
system shall b3 based on the actual observed variance of the background
counting rate or of the counting rate of the blank samples (as
appropriate) rather than on an unverified theoretically predicted
variance. In calculating the LLD for a radionuclide determined by
gamma-ray spectrometry the background should include the typical
contributions of other radionuclides normally present in the samples.
Typical values of E, V, Y, and ht should be used in the calculation.

It should be recognized that the LLD is defined as an a Drier( (before
the fact) limit representing the capability of a measurement system and
not as an a posteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular measurement.*

For a more complete discussion of the LLD, and other detection limits, see
the following:

(l) HASL Procedures Manual, HASL-300 (revised annually).
(2) Currie, L. A., "Limits for Qualitative Detection and Quantitative

— Determination - Application to Radiochemistry" Anal. Chem. 40, 586-93 (1968).
(3) Hartwell, J. K., "Detection Limits for Radioisotopic Counting Techniques,"

At'lantic Richfield Hanford ComPany Report (ARH-2537 (June 22, 1972).
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TABLE 4. 11-2 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

bAnalyses shall also be performed following SHUTDOWN, STARTUP, or a
THERMAL POWER change exceeding 15'o of the RATED THERMAL POWER within a
1-hour eriod 1) analysis shows that the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
concentra son in the primary coolant has increased more than a factor of
3; and 2) the noble gas activity monitor on the plant vent shows that
effluent ac ivity has increased by more than a factor of 3. If the
associated noble gas vent monitor is inoperable, samples must be obtained
as soon as possible. Analyses shall be performed within a four-hour
period. This requirement does not apply to the Fuel Building Exhaust.

cSampling and analyses shall also be performed at least once per 31 days
when purging time exceeds 30 days continuous.

d +~Web A MeaDTH

completed within 48 hours after changing (or after removal from sampler).
When samples collected for 24 hours are analyzed, the corresponding LLDs
may be increased by a factor of 10.

Tritium grab samples shall be taken at least monthly from the ventilation
exhaust from the spent fuel pool area, whenever spent fuel is in the spent
fuel pool.

The ratio of the sample flow rate to the sampled stream flow rate shall
be known for the time period covered by each dose or dose rate calculation
made in accordance with Specifications 3. 11. 2. 1, 3. 11. 2. 2, and 3. 11.2. 3.

The principal gamma emitters for which the LLD specification applies
include the following radionuclides: Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133, Xe-133m,
Xe-135, and Xe-138 for gaseous emission's and Mn-54, Fe-59, Co-58, Co-60,
Zn-65, Mo-99, Cs-134, Cs-137, Ce-141 and Ce-144 for particulate emissions.
This list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and
reported. Other peaks which are measureable and identifiable, together
with the above nuclides, shall also be identified and reported in the
Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

00SE - NOBLE GASES

LIHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.2.2 The air dose due to noble gases released in gaseous effluents, from
each reactor unit, to areas at and beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (see Figures 5. 1-1
and 5.1-3) shall be limited to the following:

a. During any calendar quarter: Less than or equal to 5 mrads for gamma

radiation and less than or equal to 10 mrads for beta radiation and,

b. During any calendar year: Less than or equal to 10 mrads for gamma

radiation and less than or equal to 20 mrads for beta radiation.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION

a.

b.

With the calculated air dose from radioactive'oble gases'n gaseous
effluents exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and submit to
the Commission within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a

Special Report that identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the limit(s)
and defines the corrective actions that have been taken to reduce the
releases and the proposed corrective actions to be taken to assure
that subsequent releases will be in compliance with the above limits.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.11.2.2 Cumulative dose contributions for the current calendar quarter and
current calendar year for noble gases shall be determined in accordance with
the methodology and parameters in the ODCH at least once per 31 days.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

DOSE - IODINE-131, IODINE-133, TRITIUM. ANO RAOIONUCLIDES IN PARTICULATE FORM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.2.3 The dose to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from iodine-131, iodine-133,tritium, and all radionuclides in particulate form with-half-lives greater than
8 days in gaseous effluents released, from each reactor unit, to areas at and
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (see Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-3) shall be limited to the
following:

a. During any calendar quarter: Less than or equal to 7.5. mrems to any
organ and,

b. During any calendar year: Less than or equal to 15 mrems to any
organ.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

a. With the calculated dose from the release of iodine-131, iodine-133,
tritium, and radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater
than 8 days, in gaseous'ffluents exceeding any of the above limits,
prepare and submit to the Commission within 30 days, pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2, a Special Report that identifies the cause(s)
for exceeding the limit and defines the corrective actions that have
been taken to reduce the releases and the proposed corrective actions
to be taken to assure that subsequent releases will be in compliance
with the above limits.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 11.2.3 Cumulative dose contributions for the current calendar quarter
and current calendar year for iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium, and radionuclides
in particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days shall be determined in
accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM at least once per
31 days.
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FINAL 9FIAFY
RADIOACTIVE EFF'ENTS

GASEOUS RADWASTE :REATMENT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 11.2.4 The GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM and the VENTILATION EXHAUST TREATMENT
SYSTEM shall be used to reduce radioactive materials in gaseous waste prior to
their discharge when the projected gaseous effluent air doses due to gaseous
effluent releases, from each reactor unit, from the site (see Figures 5. 1"1
and 5. 1-3), when averaged over 31 days, would, exceed 0.2 mrad for gamma
radiation and 0.4 mrad for beta radiation. The VENTILATION EXHAUST TREATMENT
SYSTEM shall be used to reduce radioactive materials in gaseous waste prior
to their discharge when the projected doses due to gaseous effluent releases,
from each reactor unit, to areas at and beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (see
Figures 5. 1-1 and 5. 1-3) when averaged over 31 days would exceed 0. 3 mrem to
any organ of a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

a 0

b.

With radioactive gaseous waste being discharged without treatment
and in excess of the above limits, prepare and submit to the Commis-
sion within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6. 9. 2, a Special Report
which includes the following information:

1. Identification of the inoperable equipment or subsystems and
the reason for inoperability,

2. Action(s) taken to restore the inoperable equipment to OPERABLE
status, and

3. Summary description of action(s) taken to prevent a recurrence.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 11.2. 4 Doses due to gaseous releases from the site shall be projected at
least once per 31 days, in accordance with the methodology and parameters in
the ODCM.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 11.2.5 The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system shall be
limited to less than or equal to 2™ by volume whenever the hydrogen concentration
exceeds 4~ by volume.

APPLICABILITY: At al l times.

ACTION:

a0

b.

C.

With the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system
greater than 2X by volume but less than or equal to 4X by volume,
reduce the oxygen concentration to the above limit within 48 hours.

With the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system
greater than 4X by volume, immediately suspend all additions of waste
gases to the system and reduce the concentration of oxygen to less
than 4X by volume within 6 hours.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.11.2.5 The concentration of hydrogen or oxygen in the waste gas holdup
system shall be determined to be within the above limits by continuously
monitoring the waste gases in the waste gas holdup system with the hydrogen
and oxygen monitors required OPERABLE by Table 3. 3-12 of Specification 3.3. 3. 9.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

GAS STORAGE TANKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 11.2.6 The quantity of radioactivity contained in each gas storage tank
shall be limited to less than or equal to 170,000 curies noble gases (considered
as Xe-133).

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

a. Mith the quantity of radioactive material in any gas storage tank
exceeding the above limit, immediately suspend all additions of
radioactive material to the tank and within 48 hours reduce the tank
contents to within the limit.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 11.2. 6 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each gas storage
tank shall be determined to be within the above limit at least once per 7 days
when radioactive materials are being added to the tank and the quantity of
radioactivity contained in the'ank is less than or equal to one-half of the
above limit; otherwise, determine the quantity of radioactive material contained
in the tank at least once per 24 hours during addition.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

3/4. 11. 3 SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.3 The solid radwaste system shall be OPERABLE and used, as applicable in
accordance with a PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM, for the SOLIDIFICATION and packaging
of radioactive wastes to ensure meeting the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and
of 10 CFR Part 71 prior to shipment of radioactive wastes from the site.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTIONS

a ~

b.

C,

With the packaging requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and/or 10,CFR
Part 71 not satisfied, suspend shipments of defectively packaged
solid radioactive wastes from the site.

With the solid radwaste system inoperable for more than '3l day~,
'prepare and submit to the Commission within 30 days pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2 a Special Report which includes the following
information:

1. Identification of the inoperable equipment or subsystems and the
reason for inoperability.

2. Action(s) taken to restore the inoperable equipment to OPERABLE
status,

3. A description of the alternative used for SOLIDIFICATION and
packaging of radioactive wastes, and

4. Summary description of action(s) taken to prevent a recurrence.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.11.3.1 The solid radwaste system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once
per 92 days by:

a. Operating the solid radwaste system at least once in the previous
92 days in accordance with the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM, or

b. Verification of the existence of a valid contract for SOLIDIFICATION
to be performed by a contractor. in accordance with a PROCESS CONTROL

PROGRAM.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.11.3.2 THE PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM shall be used to verify the SOLIDIFICATION
of at least one representative test specimen from at least every tenth batch
of each type of wet radioactive waste (e.g., spent resins, evaporator bottoms,
and boric acid solutions).

a.

b.

If any test specimen fails to verify SOLIDIFICATION, the
SOLIDIFICATION of the batch under test shall be suspended until such
time as additional test specimens can be obtained, alternative
SOLIDIFICATION parameters can be determined in accordance with the
PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM, and a subsequent test verifies SOLIDIFICA"
TION. SOLIDIFICATION of the batch may then be resumed using the
alternative SOLIDIFICATION parameters determined by the PROCESS
CONTROL PROGRAM.

If the initial test specimen from a batch of waste fails to verify
SOLIDIFICATION, the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM shall provide for the
collection and testing of representative test specimens from each
consecutive batch of the same type of wet waste until at least
three consecutive initial test specimens demonstrate SOLIDIFICATION.
The PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM shall be modified as required, as provided
in Specification 6.13, to assure SOLIDIFICATION of subsequent batches
of waste.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

3/4.11.4 TOTAL DOSE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 11.4 The annual (calendar year) dose or dose commitment to any MEMBER OF
THE PUBLIC due to releases of radioactivity and to radiation from uranium fuel
cycle sources shall be limited to less than or equal to 25 mrems to the total
body or any organ, except the thyroid, which shall be limited to less than or
equal to 75 mrems.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.
I

ACTION:

b.

With the calculated doses from the release of radioactive materials
in liquid and gaseous effluents exceeding twice the limits of Speci-
fications 3. 11.1.2a., 3.11.1.2b., 3. 11.2.2a., 3. 11. 2.2b., 3.11.2.3a.,
or 3. 11.2.3b., calculations should be made including direct radiation
contributions from the reactor units and from outside storage tanks
to determine whether the above limits of Specification 3.11.4 have
been exceeded. If such is the case, prepare and submit to the
Commission within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Special
Report that defines the corrective action to be taken to reduce sub-
sequent releases to prevent recurrence of exceeding the above limits
and includes the schedule for achieving conformance with the above
limits. This Special Report, as defined in 10 CFR 20.405c, shall
include an analysis that estimates the radiation exposure (dose) to a
MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from uranium fuel cycle sources, including all
effluent pathways and direct radiation, for the calendar year that
'includes the release(s) covered by this report. It shall also describe
levels of radiation and concentrations of radioactive material involved,
and the cause of the exposure levels or concentrations. If the esti-
mated dose(s) exceeds the above limits, and if the release condition
resulting in violation of 40 CFR Part 190 has not already been
corrected, the Special Report shall include a request for a variance
in accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR Part 190. Submittal of
the report is considered a timely request, and a variance is granted
until staff action on the request is complete.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.4.1 Cumulative dose contributions from liquid and gaseous effluents shall
be determined in accordance with Specifications 4. 11. 1.2, 4. 11.2.2, and
4. 11.2.3, and in accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM.

4. 11.4.2 Cumulative dose contributions from direct radiation from the reactor
units and from radwaste storage tanks shall be determined in accordance with
the methodology and parameters in the ODCM. This requirement, is applicable
only under conditions set forth in Specification 3. 11.4a.
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3/4. 12 RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

3/4. 12. 1 MONITORING PROGRAM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 12. 1 The r'adiological environmental monitoring program shall be conducted
as specified in Table 3. 12-1.

APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

With the radiological environmental monitoring program not being
conducted as specified in Table 3.12-1, prepare and submit to the
Commission, in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report
required by Specification 6.9.1.7, a description of the reasons for
not conducting the program as required and the plans for preventing
a recurrence.

b.

C.

With the level of radioactivity as the result of plant effluents in
an environmental sampling medium at a specified location exceeding
the reporting levels of Table 3.12-2 when averaged over any calendar
quarter, prepare and submit to the Commission within 30 days, pursuant
to Specification 6.9.2, a Special Report that identifies the cause(s)
for exceeding the limit(s) and defines the corrective actions to be
taken to reduce radioactive effluents so that the potential annual
dose" to A MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC is less than the calendar year limits
of Specifications 3. 11. 1.2, 3. 11.2.2, and 3.11.2.3. When more than
one of the radionuclides in Table 3. 12-2 are detected in the sampling
medium, this report shall be submitted if:

concentration 1 concentration (2)
reporting level (1 reporting level (2)

When radionuclides other than those in Table 3. 12-2 are detected and
are the result of plant effluents, this report shall be submitted if
the potential annual dose" to A MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC is equal to or
greater than the calendar year limits of Specifications 3. 11.1.2,
3. 11. 2.2, and 3. 11.2.3. This report is not required if the measured
level of radioactivity was not the result of plant effluents; however,
in such an event, the condition shall be reported and described in the
Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report.

With milk or fresh leafy vegetable samples unavailable from one or
more of the sample locations required by Table 3. 12-1, identify
locations for obtaining replacement samples and add them to the radio-
logical environmental monitoring program within 30 days. The specific

"The methodology and parameters used to estimate the potential annual dose to
a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC shall be indicated in this report.
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RAOIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

L'MITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION: (Continued)

locations from which samples were unavailable may then be deleted
from the monitoring program. Pursuant to Specification 6.9. 1.8,
identify the cause of the unavailability of samples and identify
the new location(s) for obtaining replacement samples in the next
Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report and also include in
the report a revised figure(s) and table for the 00CM reflecting
the new location(s).

d. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS

4.12.1 The radiological environmental monitoring samples shall be collected
pursuant to Table 3.12-1 from the specific locations given in the table and
figure(s) in the ODCH, and shall be analyzed. pursuant to the requirements of
Table 3. 12-1, and the detection capabilities required by Table 4.12-1.
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TABLE 3. 12-1

RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM

EXPOSURE PATMWAY

AND/OR SAMPLE
NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLING AND TYPE ANO FREQUENCY
SAMPLES AND SAMPLE LOCATIONS COLLECTION FRE(UENCY OF ANALYSIS

Airborne

Radioiodine
and partic"
ulates

Samples from 5 locations:
3 samples at or near the
SITE BOUNDARIES (|CI'14A, 15,
21) in different sectors
of the highest calculated
annual average ground
level D/Q."

1 sample (040) from areas
of special interest, which
is from the vicinity of a
community having the
highest calculated annual
average D/g. ~+
1 sample (PJk) from a control
location 15-30 km
(10-20 mi) distant and in
the least prevalent
wind direction.

Continuous sampling
collected weekly,
or more

frequently'f

required by dust
loading

Gr oss beta weekly;
I-131 weekly;
gamma isotopic
analysis monthly;
composi$ e of
filters

Direct radiation 40 stations (86-45) with
two or more dosimeters for
measuring dose rate
continuously, placed as
follows: an inner ring
of stations at the site
boundary and an outer
ring in the 4-to-5 mi
range from the site with
a station in each sector
of each ring, except the
WNW sector, which is
inaccessible (16 sectors x
2 rings minus 1 = 31 sta-
tions). 7 additional
stations are in local
schools and population
centers; 2 other stations
are used as controls.

quar terly Gamma dose
quarterly

D/g refers to average annual relative ground deposition'rate.
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TABLE 3. 12-1 (Continued)
RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM

EXPOSURE PATHWAY NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLING AND TYPE AND FR)QUENCY
AND/OR SAMPLE SAMPLES AND SAMPLE LOCATIONS COLLECTION FREQUENCY OF ANALYSIS

Waterborne

Surface

Ground 2 onsite wells (¹57, 58) Quarterly grab
sample

Drinking (well) 3 wells from surrounding
residences .(¹46, 48, 49)

Monthly composite of
weekly grab sample

Ingestion

Water storage reservoir (¹60) Monthly composite of
evaporation pond (¹59) weekly grab sampl.e

Gamma isotopic
analysis monthly;
tritium quarterly
Tritium and gamma
isotopic analysis
quarterly
Gross beta and
gamma isotopic
analysis monthly;
tritium quarterly

Mi 1 k Samples from milking animals
in 3 locations (¹50, 51,
53) within 5 km distance
having the highest dose
potential. If there are
none, 1 sample from milking
animals in each of 3 areas
between 5 and 8 km distant
where doses are calculated
to be greater than 1 mrem
per year."
One sample from milking
animals at a control location

, 15 to 30 km distant
and in the least prevalent
wind direction.

Food products Local farms (¹14, 46, 47)
of highest predicted
annual average ground
level 0/Q, one sample
of each principal class
of food products from
any area that is
irrigated by water in
which plant liquid
wastes have been
discharged""

Semimonthly for
animals on
pasture; other-
wise, monthly

At harvest

Gamma isotopic
analysis and radio-
iodine semi-monthly
when animals are on

pasture or monthly h

at other times

Gamma isotopic
analysis and radio-
iodine monthly h

The dose shall be calculated for the maximum organ and age', group using the methodology and
parameters in the ODCM.

"When samples are not available, 4 existing supplemental airborne radioiodine sample
locations will be used.
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TABLE 3. 12-1 (Continued)

"'AB' "OTAT ONS

a The number, media, frequency, and location of sampling may vary from site to
site. It is recognized that, at times, it may not be possible or practical
to obtain samples of the media of choice at the most desired location or time.
In these instances suitable alternative media and locations may be chosen for
the particular pa hway in question and submitted for acceptance. Ac ual loca-
tions (distance and direction) from the site shall be provided in Table 7-1 and
Figure 7-1 in the OCCl1. Refer to Regulatory Guide 4. 1, "Programs for Monitoring
Radioactivity in the Environs of Nuclear Power Plants."

bRegulatory Guide 4. 13 provides guidance for thermoluminescence dosimetry (TLO)
systems used for environmental monitoring. One or more instruments, such as
a pressurized ion chamber, for measuring and recording dose rate continuously
may be used in place of, or in addition to, integrating dosimeters. For the
purposes of this table, a thermoluminescent dosimeter may be considered to be
one phosphor, and two or more phosphors in a packet may be considered as two
or more dosimeters. Film badges should not be used for measuring direct
radiation.

Canisters for the collection of radioiodine in air are subject to channeling.
These devices should be carefully checked before operation in the field or
several should be mounted in series to prevent loss of iodine.

dParticulate sample filters shall be analyzed for gross beta 24 hours or more
after sampling to allow for radon and thoron daughter decay. If gross beta
activity in air or water is greater than 10 times the yearly mean of control
samples for any medium, gamma isotopic analysis should be performed on the
individual samples.

Gamma isotopic analysis means the identification and quantification of
gamma-emitting radionuclides that may be attributable to the effluents from
the facility.
The purpose of this sample is to obtain background information. If it is not
practical to establish control locations in accordance with the distance and
wind direction criteria, other sites that provide valid background data may
be substituted.

Groundwater samples should be taken when this source is tapped for drinking
or irrigation purposes in areas where the hydraulic gradient or recharge
properties are suitable for contamination.
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TABLE 3. 12-1 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)

h
The dose shall be calculated for the maximum organ and age group, using the
methodology'contained in Regulatory Guide 1. 109, Rev. 1, and the actual para-
meters particular to the site.

1 If harvest occurs more than once a year, sampling should be performed during
each discrete harvest. If harvest occurs continuously, sampling should be
monthly. Attention shall be paid to including samples of tuberous and root
food products.
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TABLE 3. 12-2

REPORTING LEVELS FOR RADIOACTIVITYCONCENTRATIONS IN ENVIRONHENTAL SAMPLES

REPORTING LEVELS

WATER
ANALYSIS (pCi/1)

AIRBORNE PARTICULATE
OR GASES (pCi/ms)

HILK
(pCi/2)

FOOD PRODUCTS

(pCi/kg, wet)

H-3

Hn-54

Fe-59

Co-58

Co-60

Zn-65

Zr-Nb-95

I-131

Cs-134

Cs-137

Ba-La-140

20,000

1,000

400

1,000

300

300

400

30

50

200

0.9

10

20

60

70

300

100

1,000

2,000

*For drinking water samples. This is 40 CFR Part 141 value. If no drinking pathway exists,
a value of 30,000 pCi/2 may be used.
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TABLE 4.12-1

DETECTION CAPABILITIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SAHPLE ANALYSIS

LOMER LIHIT OF DETECTION (LLD)

ANALYSIS

Gross beta

H-3

Hn-54

Fe-59

Co-58,-60

Zn-65

Zr-95

Nb-95

I-131

Cs-134

Cs-137

Ba-140

La-140

MATER

(pCi/R)

2000

15

30

15

30

30

15

1c

15

18

60

15

AIRBORNE PARTICULATE
OR GAS (pCi/ma)

0.01

0. 07

0. 05

0. 06

HILK
(pCi/u)

15

18

15

FOOD PRODUCTS

(pCi/kg,wet)

60

60

80

Note: This list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and
reported. Other peaks that are measureable and identifiable, togethe)
with the above nuclides, sh ll also be identified and reported. ~~ ~~ ~,~g<„
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TABLE 4. 12-1 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

a Guidance for detection capabilities for thermoluminescent dosimeters usedfor environmental measurements is given in Regulatory Guide 4. 13.
bTable 4.12-1 indicates acceptable detection capabilities for radioactive
materials in environmental samples. These detection capabilities are
tabulated in terms of the lower limits of detection (LLDs). The LLD is
defined, for purposes of this guide, as the smallest concentration of
radioactive material in a sample that will yield a net count (above
system background) that will be detected with 95K probability with only
5X probability of falsely concluding that a blank observation represents
a "real" signal.

For a particular measurement system (which may include radiochemical
separation):

LLD

Mhere:

4.66 sb

E V ~ 2. 22 ~ Y - exp(-Mt)

LLD is the "a priori" lower limit of detection as defined above
(as picocuries per unit mass or volume).

s„ is the standard deviation of the background counting rate or of
ttfe counting rate of a blank sample as appropriate (as counts per
minute)

E is the counting efficiency (as counts per disintegration)

V is the sample size (in units of mass or volume)

2.22 is the number of disintegrations per minute per picocurie

Y is the fractional radiochemical yield (when applicable)

A, is the radioactive decay constant for the particular radionuclide

bt for environmental samples is the elapsed time between sample
collection (or end of the sample collection period) and time of
counting
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TABLE 4.12-1 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

In calculating the LLD for a radionuclide determined by gamma-ray
spectrometry the background should include the typical contributions of
other radionuclides normally present in the samples (e.g., potassium-40
in milk samples). Typical values of E, V, Y, and Nt should be used in
the calculation.

It should be recognized that the LLO is defined. as an a oriori (before
the fact) limit representing the capability of a measurement system and
not as an a Oosteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular measure-
ment. Analyses shall be performed in such a manner that the stated LLDs
will be achieved under routine conditions. Occasionally background
fluctuations, unavoidable small sample sizes, the presence of interfering
nuclides, or other uncontrollable circumstances may render these LLDs
unachievable. In such cases, the contributing factors shall be identified
and described in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report.

LLD for drinking water samples. If no drinking water pathway exists, the
LLD of gamma isotopic analysis may be used.
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-e RAOIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

3/4.12.2 LAND USE CENSUS

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

DNA~
DRAB'.

12.2 A land use census shall be conducted and shall identify within a
distance of 8 km (5 miles) the location in each of the 16 meteorological sectors
of the nearest milk animal, the nearest residence and the nearest garden" of
greater than 50 m~ (500 ft"") producing broad leaf vegetation.
APPI ICABILITY: At al 1 times.

I

ACTION:
I

a. With a land use census identifying a location(s) that yields a
calculated dose or dose commitment greater than the values currently
being calculated in Specification 4.11.2.3, identify the new loca-
tion(s) in the next Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report,
pursuant to Specification 6.9. 1.8.

b. With a land use census identifying a location(s) that yields a
calculated dose or dose commitment (via the same exposure pathway)
20K greater than at a location from which samples are currently being
obtained in accordance with Specification 3. 12.1, add the new loca-
tion(s) to the radiological environmental monitoring program within
30 days. The sampling location(s), excluding the control station
location, having the lowest calculated dose or dose commitment(s),
via the same exposure pathway, may be deleted from this monitoring
program after (October 31) of the year in which this land use census
was conducted. Pursuant to Specification 6.9. 1.8, identify the new
location(s) in the next Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report
and also include in the report a revised figure(s) and table for the
ODCM reflecting the new location(s).

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.12.2 The land use census shall be conducted during the growing season at
least once per 12 months using that information that will provide the best
results, such as by a door-to-door survey, aerial survey, or by consulting local
agriculture authorities. The results of the land use census shall be included
in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report pursuant to
Specification 6.9.1.7..

"Broad leaf vegetation sampling of at least three different kinds of vegetation
may be performed at the SITE BOUNOARY in each of two different direction sectors
with the highest predicted 0/gs in lieu of the garden census. Specifications
for broad leaf vegetation sampling in Table 3. 12-1 shall be followed,
including analysis of control samples.

E
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RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

3/4. 12.3 INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON PROGRAM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.12.3 Analyses shall be performed on radioactive materials supplied as partof an Interlaboratory Comparison Program that has been approved by, the
Commission that correspond to samples required by Table 3. 12-1.

.APPLICABILITY: At al 1 times.

ACTION:

ao With analyses not being performed as required above, report the
corrective actions taken to prevent a recurrence to the Commission
in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report pursuant
to Specification 6.9.1.7.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.
I

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.12.3 The Interlaboratory Comparison Program shall be described in the ODCM.
A summary of the results obtained as part of the above required Inter laboratory
Comparison Program and in accordance with the methodology and parameters in
the ODCM shall be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating
Report pursuant to Specification 6.9. 1.7.
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BASES

FOR

SECTIONS 3.0 AND 4.0

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

AND

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS



NOTE

The BASES contained in the succeeding pages summarize
the reasons for the specifications of Sections 3.0 and
4.0 but in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36 are not a part
of these Technical Specifications.





3/4. 0 APPLICABILITY

BASES

e

The specifications of this section provide the general requirements
applicable to each of the Limiting Conditions for Operation and Surveillance
Requirements within Section 3/4.

3.0.1 This specification defines the applicability of each specification
~ in terms of defined OPERATIONAL NODES or other specified conditions and is

provided to delineate specifically when each specification is applicable.

3.0.2 This specification defines those conditions necessary to constitute
compliance with the terms of an individual Limiting Condition for Operation
and associated ACTION requirement.

3.0.3 This specification delineates the measures to be taken for
circumstances not directly provided for in the ACTION statements and whose
occurrence would violate the intent of a specification. For example, Specifi-
cation 3. 6.2. 1 requires two containment spray systems to be OPERABLE and
provides explicit ACTION requirements if one spray system is inoperable.
Under the terms of Specification 3.0.3, if both of the required containment
spray systems are inoperable, within 1 hour measures must be initiated to
place the unit in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours, in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and in COLD SHUTDOWN in the
subsequent 24 hours.

3.0.4 This specification provides that entry into an OPERATIONAL NODE or
other specified applicability condition must be made with (a) the full com-
plement of required systems, equipment, or components OPERABLE and (b) all
other parameters as specified in the Limiting Conditions for Operation being
met without regard for allowable deviations and out of service provisions
contained in the ACTION statements.

The intent of this provision is to ensure that facility operation is not
initiated with either required equipment ar systems inoperable or other
specified limits being exceeded.

Exceptions to this specification have been provided for a limited number
of specifications when startup with inoperable equipment would not affect
plant safety. These exceptions are stated in the ACTION statements of the
appropriate specifications.
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BASES

4.0.1 This specification provides that surveillance activities necessary
to ensure the Limiting Conditions for Operation are met and will be performed
during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions for which the Limiting Condi-
tions for Operation are applicable. Provisions for additional surveillanceactivities to be performed without regard to the applicable OPERATIONAL MODES
or other conditions are provided in the individual surveillance requirements.Surveillance requirements for Special Test Exceptions need only be performed
when the Special Test Exception is being utilized as an exception to an
individual specification.

4. 0. 2 The provisions of this specification provide allowable tolerances
for performing surveillance activities beyond those specified in the nominal
surveillance interval. These tolerances are necessary to provide operationalflexibilitybecause of scheduling and performance considerations. The phrase"at least" associated with a surveillance frequency does not negate this
allowable tolerance value and permits the performance of more frequent
surveillance activities.

The tolerance values, taken either individually or consecutively over three
test intervals, are sufficiently restrictive to ensure that the reliability
associated'ith the surveillance activity is not significantly degraded beyond
that obtained from the nominal specified interval.

4.0.3 The provisions of this specification set forth the criteria for
determination of compliance with the OPERABILITY requirements of the Limiting
Conditions for Operation. Under these criteria, equipment, systems, or
components are assumed to be OPERABLE if the associated surveillance activ-
ities have been satisfactorily performed within 'he specified time interval.
Nothing in this provision is to be construed as defining equipment, systems, or
components OPERABLE, when such items are found or known to be inoperable
although still meeting the surveillance requirements.
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4.0.4 This specification ensures that the surveillance activities
associated with a 'Limiting Condition for Operation have been performed within
the specified time interval prior to entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other
applicable condition. The intent of this provision is to ensure that survei 1-
lance activities have been satisfactorily demonstrated on a current basis as
required to meet the OPERABILITY requirements of the Limiting Condition for
Ope. ar.i on.

Under the terms of this specification, for example, during initial plant
startup or following extended plant outages, the applicable surveillance
activities must be performed within the stated surveillance interval prior to
placing or returning the system or equipment into OPERABLE status.

4.0.5 This specification ensures that inservice inspection of ASME Code
Class 1, 2, and 3 components and inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and
3 pumps and valves will be performed in accordance with a periodically updated
version of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and Addenda
as r equired by 10 CFR 50. 55a. Relief from any of the above requirements has
been provided in writing by the Commission and is not a part of these Technical
Specifications.

This specification includes a clarification of the frequencies for performing
the inservice inspection and testing activities required by Section XI of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda. This clarification
is provided to ensure consistency in surveillance intervals thoughout these
Technical Specifications and -to remove any ambiguities relative to the
frequencies for performing the required inservice inspection and testing
activities.

Under the terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements
of the Technical Specifications take precedence over the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda. For example, the requirements of
Specification 4.0.4 to perform surveillance activities prior to entry into an
OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified applicability condition takes precedence
over the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code provision which allows pumps to
be tested up to 1 week after return to normal operation. And for example,
the Technical Specification definition of OPERABLE does not grant a grace
period before a device that is not capable of performing its specified function
is declared inoperable and takes precedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code provision which allows a valve to be incapable of performing its
specified function for up to 24 hours before being declared inoperable.
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3/4. 1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTE?1S

BASES

3/4. 1 . 1 BORATION CONTROL

3/4.1.1.1 and 3/4.1.1.2 SHUT00'riN MARGIN

A sufficient SHUTDOWN MARGIN ensures that (1) the reactor can be made
subcritical from all operating conditions, (2) the reactivity transients
associated with postulated accident conditions are controllable within accept-
able limits assuming the insertion of the regulating CEAs are within the
limits of Specification 3.1.3.6, and (3) the reactor will be maintained
sufficiently subcritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the shutdown
condition.

SHUTDOMN MARGIN requirements vary throughout core life as a function of
fuel depletion, RCS boron concentration, and RCS T ld. The most restrictivecold
condition occurs at EOL, with Tcold at no load operating temperature, and is
associated with a postulated .steam line break accident and resulting uncon-
trolled RCS cooldown. In the analysis of this accident, a minimum SHUTDOMN
MARGIN of G.OX delta k/k is required to control the reactivity transient.
Accordingly, the SHUTDOMN MARGIN requirement is based upon this limiting
condition and is consistent with the criteria used to establish the power
dependent CEA insertion limits and with the assumptions used in the FSAR
Safety Analysis.

Mith T ld less than or equal to 210'F, the reactivity transients resultingcold
from uncontrolled RCS cooldown are minimal and a 4X hk/k SHUTDOWN MARGIN
requirement is set to ensure that reactivity transients resulting from an
inadvertent single CEA withdrawal event are minimal.

3/4. 1. 1.3 MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT MTC

The limitations on moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) are provided
to ensure that the assumptions used in the accident and transient analysis
remain valid through each fuel cycle. The surveillance requirements for
measurement of the MTC during each fuel cycle are adequate to confirm the MTC

value since this coefficient changes slowly due principally to the reduction
in RCS boron concentration associated with fuel burnup. The confirmation that
the measured MTC value is within its limit provides assurances that the coef-
ficient will be maintained within acceptable values throughout each fuel
cycl e.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
78K- 9RAr l

BASES

3/4.1.1.4 MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

This speci ficati on ensures that the reactor will not be made critical with
the Reactor Coolant System cold leg temperature less than 532~F. This limitation
is required to ensure (1) the moderator temperature coeffic'ent is within its
analyzed temperature range, (2) the protective instrumentation is within its
normal operating range, and (3) to ensure consistency with the FSAR safety
analysis.

3/4. l. 2 BORATION SYSTEMS

The boron injection system ensures that negative reactivity control is
available during each mode of facility operation. The components required to
perform this function include (1) borated water sources, (2) charging pumps,
(3) separate flow paths, and (4) an emergency power supply from OPERABLE diesel
generators. P

With the RCS temperature above 210~F, a minimum of two separate and
redundant boron injection systems are provided to ensure single functional
capability in the event an assumed failure renders one of the systems inoper"
able. Allowable out"of-service periods ensure that minor component repair or
corrective action may be completed without undue risk to overall facility
safety from injection system failures during the repair period.

The boration capability of either system is sufficient to provide a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN from expected operating conditions of 4X delta k/k after xenon
decay and cooldown to 210'F. The maximum expected boration capability require-
ment occurs at EOL from full power equilibrium xenon conditions and requires
23,800 gallons of 4000 ppm borated water from either the refueling water tank
or the spent fuel pool.

With the RCS temperature below 2104F one injection system is acceptable
without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity
condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions prohibiting CORE

ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity changes in the event the single injection
system becomes inoperable. The restrictions of one and only one operable
charging pump whenever reactor coolant level is below the bottom of the pressur-
izer is based on the assumptions used in the analysis of the boron dilution
event.

The boron capability required below 210'F is based upon providing a 4X
delta k/k SHUTDOWN MARGIN after xenon decay and cooldown from 210 F to 120'F.
This condition requires 9,700 gallons of 4000 ppm borated water from either
the refueling water tank or the spent fuel pool.
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BORATION SYSTEMS (Continued)

The values of water volumes, temperatures, and boron concentration
in the refueling water tank are provided to ensure that the assumptions used
in the initial conditions of the LOCA Safety Analysis remain valid.

The OPERABILITY of one boron injection system during REFUELING ensures
that this system is available for re'activity control awhile in MODE 6.

With the RCS temperatbre below 210'F while in MODES 5 and 6, a source of
borated water is re'quired to be available for reactivity control and makeup for
losses due to contraction and evaporation. The requirement of 33,500 gallons
of 4000 ppm borated water in either the refueling water tank or spent fuel
pool ensures that this source is available.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWT

also ensure a pH value of between 7.0 and 8.5 for the solution recirculated
within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution of
iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on
mechanical systems and components.

3/4.1.2.7 BORON DILUTION ALARMS

The startup channel high neutron flux alarms alert the operator to an
inadvertent boron dilution. Both channels must be operating to assure
detection of a boron dilution event by the high neutron flux alarms. If one
or both of the alarms are inoperable at any time, the bases for ACTION
statements are as follows:

a. One startup channel high neutron flux alarm not operating:

With only one startup channel high neutron flux alarm OPERABLE while in
MODE 3, 4, 5, ot 6, a single failure to the alarm could prevent detection
of boron dilution. By periodic monitoring of the RCS boron concentration
by either boronometer or RCS sampling, a decrease in the boron concentra-
tion: during an inadvertent boron dilution event will be observed. This
provides alternate methods of detection of boron dilution with sufficient
time for termination of the event before complete 1oss of SHUTDOWN MARGIN

and return to criticality.
b. Both startup channel high neutron-flux alarms not operating:

When both startup channel high neutron flux alarms are inoperabl , there
is no means of alarming on high neutron flux when subcritical.

RCS sampling r independent collection and analysis of two RCS samples
to monitor the RCS boron concentration provides alternate indications of
inadvertent boron, dilution.&A~BA >A<i~ oc~~>~ ~img B3ug|=3c.'i~~
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3/4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

The specifications of this section ensure that (1) acceptable power
distribution limits are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is main-
tained, and (3) the potential effects of CEA misalignments are limited to
acceptable levels.

The ACTION statements which permit limited variations from the basic
requirements are accompanied by additional restrictions which ensure that the
original design criteria are met.

The ACTION statements applicable to a stuck or untrippable CEA, to two or
more inoperable CEAs, and to a large misalignment (greater than or equal to
19 inches) of two or more CEAs, require a prompt shutdown of the reactor since
either of these conditions may be indicative of a possible loss of mechanical
functional capability of the CEAs and in the event of a stuck or untrippable
CEA, the loss of SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

For small misalignments (less than 19 inches) of the CEAs, there is (1) a
small. effect on the time-dependent long"term power distributions relative to
those used in generating LCOs and LSSS setpoints, (2) a small effect on the
available SHUTDOWN MARGIN, and (3) a small effect on the ejected CEA worth used
in the safety analysis. Therefore, the ACTION statement associated with small
misalignments of CEAs permits a 1-hour time interval during which attempts
may be made to restore the CEA to within its alignment requirements. The
1-hour time limit is sufficient to (1) identify causes of a misaligned CEA,
(2) take appropriate corrective action to realign the CEAs, and (3) minimize
the effects of xenon redistribution.

The CPCs provide protection to the core in the event of a large
misalignment (greater than or equal to '19 inches) of a CEA by applying
appropriate penalty factors to the calculation to account for the misaligned
CEA. However, this misalignment would cause distortion of the core power
distribution. This distribution may, in turn, have a significant effect on
(1) the available SHUTDOWN MARGIN, (2) the time-dependent long-term power
distributions relative to those used in generating LCOs and LSSS setpoints,
and (3) the ejected CEA worth used in the safety analysis. Therefore, the
ACTION statement associated with the large misalignment of a CEA requires a

prompt realignment of the misaligned CEA.

The ACTION statements applicable to misaligned or inoperable CEAs include
requirements to align the OPERABLE CEAs in a given group with the inoperable
CEA. Conformance with these alignment requirements bring the core, within a
short period of time, to a configuration consistent with that assumed in
generating LCO and LSSS setpoints. However, extended operation with CEAs

significantly inserted in the core may lead to perturbations in (1) local
burnup, (2) peaking factors, and (3) avai'lable SHUTDOWN MARGIN which are more
adverse than the conditions assumed to exist in the safety analyses and LCO
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MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES Continued)

and LSSS setpoints determination. Therefore, time limits have been imposed on
operation with inoperable CEAs to preclude such adverse conditions from
developing.

Operability of at least two CEA position indicator channels is required
to determine CEA positions and thereby ensure compliance with the CEA alignment
and insertion limits. The CEA "Full In" and "Full Out" limits provide an
additional independent means for determining the CEA positions when the CEAs
are at either their fully inserted or fully withdrawn positions. Therefore,
the ACTION statements applicable to inoperable CEA position indicators permit
continued operations when the positions of CEAs with inoperable position
indicators can be verified by the "Full In" or "Full Out" limits.

CEA positions and OPERABILITY of the CEA position indicators are required
to be verified on a nominal basis of once per 12 hours with more frequent
verifications required if an automatic monitoring channel is inoperable.
These verification frequencies are adequate for assuring that the applicable
LCOs are satisfied.

The, maximum CEA drop time restriction is consistent with the assumed CEA

drop time used in the safety analyses. Measurement with T ld 'greater than orcold
equal to 552 F and with all reactor coolant pumps operating ensures that the
measured drop times will be representative of insertion times experienced
during a reactor trip at operating conditions.

.Several design steps were employed to accommodate the possible CEA guide
tube wear which could arise from CEA vibrations when fully withdrawn.
Specifically, a programmed insertion schedule will be used to cycle the CEAs
between the full out position ("FULL OUT" LIMIT) and 3.0 inches inserted over
the fuel cycle. This cycling will distribute the possible guide tube wear
over a larger area, thus minimizing any effects. To accommodate this
programmed insertion schedule, the fully withdrawn position was redefined, in
some cases, to be 144.75 inches or greater.

The establishment of LSSS and LCOs requires that the expected long- and
short-term behavior of the radial peaking factors be determined. The long-
term behavior relates to the variation of the steady-state radial peaking
factors with core burnup and is affected by the amount of CEA insertion .

assumed, the portion of a burnup cycle over which such insertion is assumed
and the expected power level variation throughout the cycle. The short-term
behavior relates to transient perturbations to the steady-state radial peaks
due to radial xenon redistribution. The magnitudes of such perturbations
depend upon the expected use of the CEAs during anticipated power reductions
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MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES (Continued)

and load maneuvering. Analyses are performed based on the expected mode ofoperation of the NSSS (base load maneuvering, etc.) and from these anaiyses
CEA insertions are determined and a consistent set of radial peaking ;actorsdefined. The Long Term Steady State and Short Term Insertion Limits are deter-
mined based upon the assumed mode of operation used in the analyses and provide
a means of preserving the assumptions on CEA insertions used. The limits speci-fied serve to limit the behavior of the radial peaking factors within the bounds
determined from analysis. The actions specified serve to limit the extent of .radial xenon redistribution effects to those accommodated in the analyses. The
Long and Short Term Insertion Limits of Specification 3. 1.3.6 are specified for
the plant which has been designed for primarily base loaded operation but which
has the ability to accommodate a limited amount of load maneuvering.

e

The COLSS reserves the Required Overpower Margin (ROPM) to account for the
Loss of Flow (LOF) transient which is the limiting A00 for the PVNGS plants.
When the COLSS is Out of Service (COOS), the monitoring function is performed
via the CPC calculation of DNBR in conjunction with a Technical Specification
COOS Limit~ which restricts the reactor power sufficiently to preserve
the ROPM.

SiH~ ('FiC~uR~ S Z-Z.3
The reduction of the CEA deviation penalties in accordance with the CEAC

(Control Element Assembly Calculator) sensitivity reduction program has been
performed. This task involved setting many of the inward single CEA deviation
penalty factors to 1.0. An inward CEA deviation event in effect would not be
accompanied by the application of the CEA deviation penalty in either the CPC
DNB and LHR (Linear Heat Rate) calculations for those CEAs with the reduced
penalty factors'he protection for an inward CEA deviation event is thus
accounted for separately.

The Transient Insertion Limits of Specification 3. 1.3.6 and the Shutdown
CEA Insertion Limits of Specification 3. 1.3.5 ensure that (1) the minimum SHUT-
DOWN MARGIN is maintained, and (2) the potential effects of a CEA ejection
accident are limited to acceptable levels. Long-term operation at the Tran-
sient Insertion Limits is not permitted since such operation could have effects
on the core power distribution which could invalidate assumptions used to deter-
mine the behavior of the radial peaking factors.

The PVNGS CPC and COLSS systems are responsible for the safety and monitoring
functions, respectively, of the reactor core. COLSS monitors the DNB Power

4 : ~Mrna Limit (POL) and various operating parameters to help the operator main-
tain p ant operation within the limiting conditions for operation (LCO). Operat-
ing within the LCO guarantees that in the event of an Anticipated Operational
Occurrence (AOO), the CPCs will provide a reactor trip in time to prevent un-
acceptable fuel damage.
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If an inward CEA deviation event occurs, the current CPC algorithm applies two
penalty factors to each of the DNB and LHR calculations. The first, a static
penalty factor, .is applied upon detection of the event. The second, a xenon
redistribution penalty, is applied linearly as a function of time after the
CEA drop. The expected margin degradation for the inward CEA'eviation event
for which the penalty factor has been reduced is accounted for in two ways.
The ROPH reserved in COLSS is used to account for some of the margin degrada-
tion. If the combination of the static and xenon redistribution penalties
exceeds the reserved ROPH, a power reduction in accordance with the curve in
Figure 3. 1-2B is required. In addition, the part length CEA maneuvering is
restricted in accordance with Figure 3.1-2A to justify reduction of the PLR
deviation penalty factors.

The technical specification permits plant operation if both CEACs are considered
inoperable for safety purposes after this period.

'i
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3/4.2.1 LINEAR HEAT RATE

The limitation on linear heat rate ensures that in the event of a LOCA,
the peak temperature of the fuel cladding will not exceed 2200'F. I

Either'of the two core power distribution monitoring systems,'he Core
Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS) and the Local Power Density channels
in the Core Protection Calculators (CPCs), provide adequate monitoring of the
core power distribution and are capable of verifying that the linear heat rate
does not exceed its limits. The COLSS performs. this function by continuously
monitoring the core power distribution and calculating a core power operating
limit corresponding to the allowable peak linear heat rate. Reactor operation
at or below this calculated power level assures that the limits of 14.0 kW/ft
are not exceeded.

The COLSS calculated core power and the COLSS calculated core power
operating limits based on linear heat rate are continuously monitored and
displayed to the operator. A COLSS alarm is annunciated in the event that the
core power exceeds'he core power operating limit. This provides adequate
margin to the linear heat rate operating limit for'ormal steady-state opera-
tion. Normal reactor power transients or equipment failures which do not
require a reactor trip may result in this core power operating limit being
exceeded. In the event this occurs, COLSS alarms will be annunciated. If the
event which causes the COLSS limit to be exceeded results in conditions which
approach the core safety limits, a reactor trip will be initiated by the Reactor
Protective Instrumentation. The COLSS calculation of the linear heat rate
includes appropriate penalty factors which provide, with a 95/95 probability/
confidence level, that the maximum linear heat rate calculated by COLSS is
conservative with respect to the actual maximum linear heat rate existing in
the core. These penalty factors are determined from the uncertainties
associated with planar radial peaking measurement, engineering heat flux
uncertainty, axial densification, software algorithm modelling, computer

'processing, rod bow, and core power measurement.

Parameters required to maintain the operating limit power level based on
linear heat rate, margin to DNB, and total core power are also monitored by the
CPCs (assuming minimum core power of 20K of RATED THERMAL POWER). The 20K
RATED THERMAL POWER threshold is due to the neutron flux detector system being
inaccurate below 20K core power. Core noise level at low power is too large
to obtain usable detector readings. Therefore, in the event that the COLSS is
not being used, operation within the limits of Figure 3.2-2 can be maintained
by utilizing a predetermined local power density margin and a total core power
limit in the CPC trip channels. The above listed uncertainty and penalty
factors plus those associated with the CPC startup test acceptance criteria
are also included in the CPCs.
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3/4.2.2 PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS
Limiting the values ot the PI ANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (F ) used in the

xy
COLSS and CPCs to values equal to or greater than the measured PLANAR RADIAL

PEAKING FACTORS (F ) provides assurance that the limits calculated by COLSS
xy

and -he CPCs remain valid. Data from the incore detectors are used for
determining the measured PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS. A minimum core power
at 20;o of RATED THERMAL POWER is assumed in determining the PLANAR RADIAL
PEAKING FACTORS. The 20K RATED THERMAL'OWER threshold is due to the neutron
flux detector system being inaccurate below 20Ã core power. Core noise level
at low power is too large to obtain usable detector readings. The periodic
surveillance requirements for determining the measured PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING
FACTORS provides assurance that the PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS used in
COLSS and the CPCs remain valid throughout the fuel cycle. Determining the
measured PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS after each fuel loading prior to
exceeding 70K of RATED THERMAL POWER provides additional assurance that the
core was properly loaded.

3/4. 2. 3 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT — T

The limitations on the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT are provided to ensure that
design safety margins are maintained. An AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT greater than
0;10 is not expected and if it should occur, operation is restricted to only
those conditions required to identify the cause of the tilt. The tilt is
normally calculated by COLSS. A minimum core power of 20K of RATED THERMAL

POWER is assumed by the CPCs in its input to COLSS for calculation of
AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT. The 20Ã RATED THERMAL POWER threshold is due to the
neutron flux detector system being inaccurate below 20K core power. Core
noise level at low power is too large to obtain usable. detector readings. The
surveillance requirements specified when COLSS is out of service provide an
acceptable means of detecting the presence of a steady-state tilt. It is
necessary to explicitly account for power asymmetries because the radial
peaking factors used in the core power distribution calculations are based on
an untilted power distribution.

The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT is equal to (P . /P . )-1.0 where:

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT is measured by assuming that the ratio of the power
at any core location in the presence of a tilt to the untilted power at the
location is of the form:

Pt-lt/P t.lt = > + T g cos ('8 '4)tilt untilt q

where:

T is the peak fractional tilt amplitude at the core periphery
q

g is the radial normalizing factor

8 is the azimuthal core location

eo is the azimuthal core location of maximum tilt
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT - T (Continued)

Pt.lt/P t.lt is the ratio of the power at a core location in the presencetilt untilt
of a tilt to the power at that location, with no tilt.,
The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT allo~ance used in the CPCs is defined as the
value of CPC addressable constant TR-1.0.

3/4.2.4 ONBR MARGIN

The limitation on ONBR as a function of AXIAL SHAPE INDEX represents a
conservative envelope of operating conditions consistent with the safety
analysis assumptions and which have been analytically demonstrated adequate to
maintain an acceptable minimum ONBR throughout all anticipated operational
occurrences, of which the loss of flow transient is the most limiting. Opera"
tion of the core with a ONBR at or above this limit provides assurance that an
acceptable minimum ONBR will be maintained in the event of a loss of flow
transient.

Either of the two core power distribution monitoring systems, the Core
Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS) and the ONBR channels in the Core
Protection Calculators (CPCs), provide adequate monitoring of the core power
distribution and are capable of verifying that the DNBR does not violate its
limits. The COLSS performs this function by continuously monitoring the core
power distribution and calculating a core operating limit corresponding to the
allowable minimum DNBR. Reactor operation at or below this calculated power
level assures that the limits of Figure 3.2-1 are not violated. The COLSS
calculation of core power operating limit based on ONBR includes appropriate
penalty factors which provide, with a 95/95 probability/confidence level, that
the core power limits calculated by COLSS (based on the minimum ONBR Limit) is
conservative with respect to the actual core power limit. These penalty factors
are determined from the uncertainties associated with planar radial peaking
measurement, engineering heat flux, state parameter measurement, software
algorithm modelling, computer processing, rod bow, and core power measurement.

Parameters required to maintain the margin to DNB and total core power
are also monitored by the CPCs. Therefore, in the event that the COLSS is not
being used, operation within the limits of Figure 3.2-2 can be maintained byutilizing a predetermined ONBR as a function of AXIAL SHAPE INDEX and by
monitoring the CPC trip channels. The above listed uncertainty and penalty
factors are also included in the CPCs which assume a minimum core power of 20K
of RATED THERMAL POWER. The 20K RATED THERMAL POWER threshold is due to the
neutron flux detector system being inaccurate below 20K core power. Core
noise level at low power is too large to obtain usable detector readings.

The ONBR penalty factors listed in Specification 4. 2.4.4 are penalties
used to accommodate the effects of rod bow. The amount of rod bow in each
assembly is dependent upon the average burnup experienced by that assembly. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher average burnup will experience a greater magnitude
of rod bow. Conversely, lower burnup assemblies will experience less rod bow.
The penalty for each batch required to compensate for rod bow is determined from
a batch's maximum average assembly burnup applied to the batch's maximum inte-
grated planar-radial power peak. A single net penalty for COLSS and CPC is then
determined from the penalties associated with each batch, accounting for the off-
setting margins due to the lower radial power peaks in the higher bur nup batches.

r
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3/4.2.5 RCS FLOW RATE

This specification is provided to ensure that, the actual RCS total flow
rate is maintained at or above the minimum value used in the safety analyses.

3/4.2.6 REACTOR COOLANT COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

This specification is provided to ensure that the actual value of reactor,
coolant cold leg temperature is maintained within the range of values used in
the safety analyses.

3/4.2.7 AXIAL SHAPE INDEX

This specification is provided to ensure that the actual value of the core
average AXIAL SHAPE INDEX is maintained within the range of values used in the
safety analyses.

3/4.2. 8 PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

This specification is provided to ensure that the actual value of
pressurizer pressure is maintained within the range of values used in the
safety analyses.
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3/4.3. 1 and 3/4.3.2 REACTOR PROTECTIVE AND ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES
A UA QH S StEH NSiRUM N

The OPERABILITY of the reactor protective and Engineered Safety Features
Actuation Systems instrumentation and bypasses ensures that ('i) the associated
Engineered Safety Features Actuation action and/or reactor trip will be initiated
when the parameter monitored by each channel or combination '.hereof reaches
its setpoint, (2) the specified coincidence logic is maintained, (3) sufficient
redundancy is maintained to permit a channel to be out of service for testing,
or maintenance, and (4) sufficient system functional capability is available
from diverse parameters.

The OPERABILITY of these systems is required to provide the overall
reliability, redundancy, and diversity assumed available in the facility design
for the protection and mitigation of accident and transient conditions. The
integrated operation of each of these systems is consistent with the assumptions
used in the safety analyses.

The design of the Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEAC) provides
reactor protection in the event one or both CEACs become inoperable. If one
CEAC is in test or inoperable, verification of CEA position is performed at
least every 4 hours. If the second CEAC fails, the CPCs in conjunction with
plant Technical Specifications will use DNBR and LPD penalty factors and
increased DNHR and LPO margin to restrict reactor operation to a poser 'level
that will ensure safe operation of the plant. If the margins are not
maintained, a reactor trip will occur. ~ ~N

The surveillance requirements specified for these systems ensure that the
overall system functional capability is maintained compar abie to the original
design standar ds. The periodic surveillance tests performed at the minimum
frequencies are sufficient to demonstrate this capability.

The m'easurement of response time at the specified frequencies provides
assurance that the protective and ESF action function associated with each
channel is completed within the time limit assumed in the safety analyses.
No credit was taken in the analyses for those channels with response times
indicated as not applicable.

Response time may be demonstrated by any series of sequential, over lapping,
or total channel test measurements provided that such tests demonstrate the
total channel response time as defined. Sensor response time verification may
be demonstrated by either (1) in place, onsite, or offsite test measurements or
(2) utilizing'eplacement sensors with certified response times.

3/4. 3. 3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

3/4. 3. 3. 7 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring channels ensures that:
(1) the radiation levels are continually measured in the areas served by the
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individual channels and (2) the alarm or automatic action is initiated when
the radiation level trip setpoint is exceeded.

An analysis was done to specify a minimum power level below which an addi-
tional power reduction is unnecessary even if there is a CEA misalignment with
CEACs out of service.

This work is the completion of the CEAC's Out of Service (OOS) work. This
analysis improves ANPP Unit 1, Cycle 1 power capability from about 75K to
greater than about 90K with both CEACs out of service.

The analysis determined a Power Operating Limit (POL) power and assumed a
CEA misalignment occurred from this power level; The powei penalty factor that
would accommodate changes in radial peaks and one hour xenon redistribution that
would occur if there were a CEA misalignment with CEACs out of service. The
quotient of the POL power and the CEA misalignment Power Penalty factor is the
maximum power (50K power) at which DNBR SAFDL violation will occur even if
there is a CEA misalignment from POL conditions. „ Below'his power, extra
thermal margin will be available to the plant. Thus, for CEA misalignment,
power reduction below this limiting power is unnecessary.

The lowest core power for a POL was calculated to be 70K of rated power.
This was based on the following worst COLSS fluid conditions.

High Temperature 580 F
Low Pressure 1785 psia
ASI "3
Underflow fraction: 0. 865
Low Flow 95K of full flow
High Radial Peak 1.70 (Bank 5+4+PLR; PDIL = 40M Power)

r
3/4.3.3. 2 INCORE DETECTORS

The OPERABILITY of the incore detectors with the specified minimum comple-
ment of equipment ensures that the measurements obtained from use of this system
accurately represent the spatial neutron flux distribution of the reactor core.

3/4. 3. 3. 3 SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION

B 3/4 3"2
~le>WSS+

The OPERABILITY of the seismic instrumentation ensures that sufficient
capability is available to promptly determine the magnitude of a seismic event
and evaluate the response of those features important to safety. This capabil-ity is required to permit comparison of the measured response to that used in
the design basis for the facility to determine if plant shutdown is required
pursuant to Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100. The instrumentation is consistent
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.12, "Instrumentation for Earth-
quakes," April 1974 as identified in the PVNGS FSAR.
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3/4. 3. 3. 4 METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the meteorological instrumentation ensures that suffi-
cient meteorological data are available for estimating potential radiation
doses to the public as a result of routine or accidental release of radioactive
materials to the atmosphere. This capability is required to evaluate the need,for initiating protective measures to protect the health and safety of the
public and is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.23
"Onsite Meteorological Programs," February 1972. Wind speeds less than 0.6 MPH
cannot be measured by the meteorological instrumentation.

3/4.3.3.5 REMOTE SHUTDOWN QyYvfPI
Sqsmm

The OPERABILITY of the remote shutdown ensures that suffi-
cient capability is available to permit safe shutdown and maintenance of HOT
STANDBY of the facility from locations outside of the control room. This
capability is required in the event control room habitability is lost and is
consistent with General Design Criterion 19 of 10 CFR Part 50.

The parameters selected to be monitored ensure that (1) the condition of the
reactor is known, (2) conditions in the RCS are known, (3) the steam generators
are available for residual heat removal, (4) a source of water is available for
makeup to the RCS, and (5) the charging system is available to makeup water to
the RCS.

'5g>V ~
The OPERABILITY of the remote shutdown n insures that a firewill not preclude achieving safe shutdown. The remote shutdown system instru-

mentation, control and power circuits and disconnect switches necessary to
eliminate effects of the fire and allow operation of instrumentation, control
and power circuits required to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown condition
are independent of areas where a fire could damage systems normally used to
shutdown the reactor. This capability is consistent with General Design Crite-
rion 3 and Appendix R to 10 CFR 50.

3/4. 3. 3. 6 POST" ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the post-accident monitoring instrumentation ensures
that sufficient information is available on selected plant parameters to monitor
and assess these variables following an accident. This capability is consistent
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumentation for Light-
Water-Cooled Nuclear Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an
Accident," December 1975 and NUREG 0578, "TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force
Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations."

The containment high range area monitors (RU-148 & RU-149) and the main
steamline radiation monitors (RU-139 A&B .and RU-140 A&B) are in Table 3.3-6.
The high range effluent monitors and samplers (RU-142, RU-144 and RU-146) are
in Table 3.3-13. The containment hydrogen monitors are in Specifica-
tion 3/4.6.5. 1. The Post Accident Sampling System (RCS coolant) is in
Table 3.3-6.
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INSTRUMENTATION

BASES

3/4. 3. 3. 7 FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

OPERABILITY of the fire detection instrumentation ensures that adequate
warning capability is available for the prompt detection of fires and that
fire suppression systems, that are actuated by fire detectors, will discnar ge
extinguishing agent ini a timely manner. Prompt detection and suppress-on of
fires will reduce the potential for damage to safety-related equipment and is .

an integral element in the overall facility fire protection program.
I

Fire detectors that are used to actuate fire suppression systems represent
a more critically important component of a plant's fire protection program than
detectors that are installed solely for early fire warning and notification.
Consequently, the minimum number of operable fire detectors must be greater.

The loss of detection capability for fire suppression systems, actuated by
fire detectors, represents a significant degradation of fire protection for any
area. As a result, the establishment of a fire watch patrol must be initiated
at an earlier stage than would be warranted for the loss of detectors that pro-
vide only early fire warning. The establishment of frequent fire patrols in the
affected areas is required to provide detection capability until the inoperable
instrumentation is. restored to OPERABILITY.

The FPER (Fire Protection Evaluation Report) fire zones listed in
Table 3.3-11, Fire Detection Instruments, are discussed in Section 9B of the
PVNGS FSAR.

3/4. 3. 3. 8 LOOSE-PART DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the loose-part detection instrumentation ensures that
sufficient capability is available to detect loose metallic parts in the primary
system and avoid or mitigate damage to primary system components. The allowable
out-of-service times and surveillance requirements are consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1. 133, "Loose-Part Detection Program for
the Primary System of Light-Mater-Cooled Reactors," May 1981.

3/4. 3. 3. 9 RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

The radioactive gaseous effluent instrumentation is provided to monitor
and control, as applicable, the releases of radioactive materials in gaseous
effluents during actual or potential releases of gaseous effluents. The„alarm/
trip setpoints for these instruments shall be calculated and adjusted in accord-

- ance with, the methodology and parameters in the ODCM to ensure that the alarm/
trip will occur prior to exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. This instru-
mentation also includes provisions for monitoring (and controlling) the
concentrations of potentially explosive gas mixtures in the GASEOUS RADMASTE

SYSTEM. The OPERABILITY and use of this instrumentation is consistent with
the requirements of General Design Criteria 60, 63, and 64 of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50.
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4.4. 1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

The plant is designed to operate with both reactor coolant loops and
associated reactor coolant pumps in operation, and maintain DNBR above 1.231
during all normal operations and anticipated transients. In MODES I and 2
with one reactor coolant loop not in operation, this specification requires
that the plant be in at least HOT STANDBY within 1 hour.

In MODE 3, a single reactor coolant loop provides sufficient heat removal
capability for removing decay, heat; however, single failure considerations
require that two loops be ~OPERABLE.

In MODE 4, and in MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops filled, a single
reactor coolant loop or shutdown cooling loop provides sufficient heat removal
capability for removing decay heat; but single failure considerations require
that at least two loops (either shutdown cooling or RCS) be OPERABLE. Thus,if the reactor coolant loops are not OPERABLE, this specification requires
that two shutdown cooling loops be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops not filled, a single shutdown cooling
loop provides sufficient heat removal capability for removing decay heat; but
single failure considerations, and the unavailability of the steam generators
as a heat removing component, require that at least two shutdown cooling loops
be OPERABLE.

The operation of one reactor coolant pump or one shutdown cooling pump
provides adequate flow to ensure mixing, prevent stratification, and produce
gradual reactivity changes during boron concentration reductions in the Reactor
Coolant System. A flow rate of at least 4000 gpm will circulate one equivalent
Reactor Coolant System volume of 12,097 cubic feet in approximately 23 minutes.
The reactivity change rate associated with boron reductions will, therefore,
be within the capability of operator recognition and control.

The restrictions on starting a reactor coolant pump in MODES 4 and 5, with
one or more RCS cold legs less than or equal to 255 F during cooldown or 295'F
during heatup are provided to prevent RCS pressure transients, caused by energy
additions from the secondary system, which could exceed the limits of Appendix G
to 10 CFR Part 50. The RCS will be protected against overpressure transients
and will not exceed the limits of Appendix G by restricting starting of the
RCPs to when the secondary water temperature of each steam generator is less
than lOO~F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.
3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES

The pressurizer code, safety valves operate to prevent the RCS from being
pressurized above its Safety Limit of 2750 psia. Each safety valve is designed
to relieve a minimum of 460,000 lb per hour of saturated steam at the valve
setpoint. The relief capacity of a single safety valve is adequate to relieve
any overpressure condition which could occur during shutdown. In the event
that no safety valves are OPERABLE, an operating shutdown cooling loop,
connected to the RCS, provides overpressure relief capability and will prevent
RCS overpressurization.
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SAFETY VALVES Continued)
During operation, all pressurizer code safety valves must be OPERABLE to

prevent the RCS from being pressurized above its Safety Limit of 2750 psia.
The combined relief capacity of these valves is sufficient to limit the system
pressure to within its Safety Limit of 2750 psia following a complete loss of
turbine generator load while operating at RATED THERMAL POMER and assuming no
reactor trip until the first Reactor Protective System trip setpoint (Pressurizer
Pressure-High) is reached (i.e., there is no direct reactor trip on the loss of
turbine) and also assuming no operation of the steam dump valves.

Demonstration of the safety valves'ift settings will occur only during
shutdown and will be performed in accordance with the provisions of Section XIof the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

3/4.4. 3 PRESSURIZER

An OPERABLE pressurizer provides pressure control for the Reactor Coolant
System during operations with both forced reactor coolant flow and with natural
circulation flow. The minimum water level in the pressurizer assures the
pressurizer heaters, which are required to achieve and maintain pressure control,
remain covered with water to prevent failure, which could occur if the heaters
were energized uncovered. The maximum water level in the pressurizer ensures
that this parameter is maintained within the envelope of operation assumed in
the safety analysis. The maximum water level also ensures that the RCS is not
a hydraulically solid system and that a steam bubble will be provided to
accommodate pressure surges during operation. The steam bubble also protects
the pressurizer code safety valves against water relief. The requirement toverify that on an Engineered Safety Features Actuation test signal concurrent
with a loss-of-offsite power the pressurizer heaters are automatically shed
from the emergency power sources is to ensure that the non-Class lE heaters do
not reduce the reliabiIity of or overload the emergency power source. The
requirement that a minimum number of pressurizer heaters be OPERABLE enhances
the capability to control Reactor Coolant System pressure and establish and
maintain natural circulation.

The auxiliary pressurizer spray is required to depressurize the RCS by cool-
ing the pressurizer steam space to permit the plant to enter shutdown cooling.
The auxiliary pressurizer spray is required during those periods when normal
pressurizer spray is not available, such as during natural circulation and during
the later stages of a normal RCS cooldown. The auxiliary pressurizer spray also
distributes boron to the pressurizer when normal pressurizer spray is not avail-
able. Use of the auxiliary pressurizer spray is required during the recovery
from a steam generator tube rupture and a small loss of coolant accident.
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3/4.4.4 STEAM GENERATORS

The surveillance requirements for inspection of the steam generator tubes
ensure that the structural integrity of this portion of the RCS will be main-
tained. The program for inservice inspection of steam generator tubes is based
on a modification of Regulatory Guide 1.83, Revision l. Inservice inspection
of steam generator tubing is essential in order to maintain surveillance of
the conditions of the tubes in the event that there is evidence of mechanical
damage or progressive degradation due to design, manufacturing errors, or
inservice conditions that lead to corrosion.

Inservice inspection of steam generator tubing also provides a means of
characterizing the nature. and cause of any tube degradation so that corrective
measures can be taken.

The plant is expected to be operated in a manner such that the secondary
coolant will be maintained within those chemistry limits found to result in
negligible corrosion of the steam generator tubes. If the secondary coolant
chemistry is not maintained within these limits, localized corrosion may likely
result in stress corrosion cracking. The extent of cracking during plant opera-
tion would be limited by the limitation of steam generator tube leakage between
the primary coolant system and the secondary coolant system (primary-to-secondary
leakage = 0.5 gpm per steam generator)., Cracks having a primary-to-secondary
leakage less than this limit during operation will have an adequate margin of
safety to withstand the loads imposed during normal operation and by postulated
accidents. Operating plants have demonstrated that primary-to-secondary leakage
of 0.5 gpm per steam generator can readily. be detected by radiation monitors of
steam gener'ator blowdown. Leakage in excess of this limit will require plant
shutdown and an unscheduled inspection, during which the leaking tubes will be
located and plugged.

Wastage-type defects are unlikely with proper chemistry treatment of the
secondary coolant. However, even if a defect should develop in service, it will
be found during scheduled inservice steam generator tube examinations. Pluggingwill be required for all tubes with imperfections exceeding the plugging limit
of 40K of the tube nominal wall thickness. Steam generator tube inspections of
operating plants have demonstrated the capability to reliably detect degradation
that has penetrated 20K of the or'iginal tube wall thickness.

Whenever the results of any steam generator tubing inservice inspection
fall into Category C-3, these results will be promptly reported to the Commis-
sion pursuant to Specification 6.9. 1 prior to the resumption of plant operation.
Such cases will be considered by the Commission on a case-by-case basis and may
result in a requirement for analysis, laboratory examinations, tests, additional
eddy-current inspection, and revision of the Technical Specifications, if
necessary.
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3/4. 4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

3/4.4.5. 1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

The RCS leakage detection systems required by this specification are pro-
vided to monitor and detect leakage from the reactor coolant pressure boundary.
Containment sump flow is provided by monitoring the rate of sump level increase
prior to the sump being pumped down, and is alarmed at the equivalent of 1 gpm
leakage into the sump. These detection systems are consistent with the recom-
mendations of Regulatory Guide 1.45, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage
Detection Systems," May 1973.

3/4.4. 5. 2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

Industry experience has shown that while a limited amount of leakage is
expected from the RCS, the unidentified portion of this leakage can be reduced
to a threshold value. A threshold value of less than 1 gpm is sufficiently
low to ensure early detection of additional leakage.

The 10 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE limitation provides allowances for a
limited amount of leakage from known sources whose presence will not interfere
with the detection of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE by the leakage detection systems.

The surveillance requirements for RCS pressure isolation valves provide
added assurance of valve integrity thereby reducing the probability of valve
failure and consequent intersystem LOCA. Leakage from the RCS pressure isola-
tion valves is IDENTIFIED'LEAKAGE and will be considered as a portion of the
allowable limit.

The total steam generator tube leakage limit of I gpm for both steam
generators ensures that the dosage contribution from the tube leakage will be
limited to less than Part 100 guidelines for infrequent and limiting fault
events. The 1 gpm limit is consistent with the assumptions used in the anal-
ysis of these accidents. The 0.5 gpm leakage limit per steam generator ensures
that steam generator tube integrity is maintained in the event of a main steam
line rupture or'nder LOCA conditions.

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE of any magnitude may be indicative of an impend-
ing failure of the pressure boundary. Therefore, the presence of any PRESSURE

BOUNDARY LEAKAGE requires the unit to be promptly placed in COLD SHUTDOMN.

3/4.4. 6 CHEMISTRY

The limitations on Reactor Coolant System chemistry ensure that corrosion
of. the Reactor Coolant System is minimized and. reduces the potential for Reactor

'oolant System leakage or failure due to stress corrosion. Maintaining
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CHEMISTRY Continued

the chemistry within the Steady State Limits provides adequate corrosion
protection to ensure the structural integrity of the Reactor Coolant System
over the life of the plant. The associated effects of exceeding the oxygen,
chloride, and fluoride limits are time and temperature dependent. Corrosion
studies show that operation may be continued with contaminant concentration
levels in excess of the Steady State Limits, up to the Transient Limits, for
the specified limited time intervals without having a significant effect on
the structural integrity of the Reactor Coolant System. The time interval
permitting continued operation within the restrictions of the Transient Limits
provides time for taking corrective actions to restore the contaminant
concentrations to within the Steady State Limits.

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that
concentrations in excess of the limits will be detected in sufficient time to
take corrective action.

3/4.4. 7 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

The limitations on the specific activity of the primary coolant ensure
that the resulting 2-hour doses at. the site boundary will not exceed an appro-
priately small fraction of Part 100 limits following a steam generator tube
rupture accident in conjunction with an assumed steady state primary-to-secondary
steam generator leakage rate of 1.0 gpm and a concurrent loss-of-offsite
electrical power. The values for the limits on specific activity represent
limits based upon a parametric evaluation by the NRC of typical site locations.
These values are conservative in that specific site parameters of the Palo Verde
site, such as site boundary location and meteorological conditions, were not
considered in this evaluation.

e 3/4 4-5

The ACTION statement permitting POWER OPERATION to continue for limited
time periods with the primary coolant's specific activity greater than
1.0 microcurie/gram 00SE EQUIVALENT I-131, but within the allowable limit
shown on Figure 3.4-1, accommodates possible iodine spiking phenomenon which-
may occur following changes in THERMAL POWER. Operation with specific activity
levels exceeding 1.0 microcurie/gram OOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 but within the
limits shown on Figure 3.4-1 must be restricted to no more than 800 hours per
year (approximately 10K of the unit's yearly operating time) since the activity
levels allowed by Figure 3.4-1 increase the 2-hour thyroid dose at the site
boundary by a factor of up to 20 following a postulated steam generator tube
rupture. The reporting of cumulative operating time over 500 hours in
any 6 month consecutive period with greater than 1.0 microcurie/gram 00SE
E(UIVALENT I-131 wilful allow sufficient time for Commission evaluation of the
circumstances prior go reaching the 800-hour limit.
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SPECIFIC ACTIVITY (Continued)

Reducing T ld to less than 500 F prevents the release of ac.ivity should

a steam generator tube rupture since the saturation pressure of the primary
coolant is below the lift pressure of the atmospheric steam relief valves.
The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance. that excessive specific
activity levels in the primary coolant will be detected in sufficient time to

'akecorrective action. Information obtained on iodine spiking will be used
to assess the parameters associated with spiking phenomeha. A reduction in
frequency of isotopic analyses following power changes may be permissible if
justified by the data obtained.

3/4. 4. 8 PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS

All components in the Reactor Coolant System are designed to withstand
the effects of cyclic loads due to system temperature and pressure changes.
These cyclic loads are introduced by normal load transients, reactor trips,
and startup and shutdown operations. The various categories of load cycles
used for design purposes are provided in Chapters 3 and 5 of the FSAR. During
startup and shutdown, the rates of temperature and pressure changes are limited

~5>ee that the maximum specified heatup and cooldown rates are consistent with the
design assumptions and satisfy the stress limits for cyclic operation.

During heatup, the thermal gradients in the reactor vessel wall produce
thermal stresses which vary from compressive at the inner wall to tensile at
the outer wall. These thermal induced compressive stresses ten o a leviate
the tensile stresses induced by the internal pressure

4t the outer wall of the vesse The
to the pressure induced tensile stresses

e
are additive

et

dependent on ~ the rate of heatup
Consequently, each heatup rate of interest must be analyzed on an individual
basis for both the inner and outer wall. ggg~<rg~ ~~ ~erawi4 g~~Sag ~

gl5+cC lAoct4T40~ ~
The heatup and cooldown limit curves (Figures 3.4-2 and 3.4-3) are composite

curves which were prepared by determining the most conservative case, with
either the inside or outside wall controlling, for any heatup or cooldown
rates of up to 100 F per hour. The heatup and cooldown curves were prepared
based upon the most limiting value of the predicted adjusted reference
temperature at the end of the service period indicated on Figures 3.4-2 and
3. 4"3.
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PRESSURE/TEMP RATURE L:MITS (Continued)
The reactor vessel materials have been tested to determine their initial

RTN T, the results, of these test are shown in Table B 3/4.4-1. Reactor opera-tioII and resultant, fast neutron (E greater than 1 MeV) irradiation will cause
an increase in the RTM». Therefore, an adjusted reference temperature, based
upon the fluence and 'r'vidual element content, can be predicted using
Figure B 3/4.4-'nd the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1,."Effec.s of Resioual Elements on Predicted Radiation Damage to Reactor VesselMaterials." The heatup and cooldown limit curves Figures 3.4-2 and 3.4-3
include predicted adjustments for this shift in RTNDT at the end of the
applicable service period, as well as adjustments for possible errors in the
pressure and temperature sensing instruments.

The actual shift in RTN T of the vessel material will be established
periodically during operatioII by removing and evaluating, in accordance with
ASTM EI85-73 and Appendix H of 10 CFR 50, reactor vessel material irradiation
surveillance specimens installed near the inside wall of the reactor vessel in
the core area. Since the neutron spectra at the irradiation samples and
vessel inside radius are essentially identical, the measured transition shift
for a sample can be applied with confidence to the adjacent section of the
reactor vessel. The heatup and cooldown curve's must be recalculated when the
delta RT

T
determined from the survei11ance capsule is different from the

calculat(II delta RTNDT for the equivalent capsule radiation exposure.
The pressure-temperature limit lines shown on Figure 3.4-2 for reactorcriticality and for inservice leak and hydrostatic testing have been provided

to assure compliance with the minimum'emperature requirements of Appendix G
to 10 CFR Part 50. The reactor vessel material irradiation surveillance
specimens are removed and examined to determine changes in material
properties. The results of these examinations shall be 'used to update
Figure 3.4-2 based on the greater of the following:

(1) the actual shift in reference for plates M-6701-2 and M-43ll-l and
weld 101-142 as determined by impact testing, or

(2) the predicted shift in reference temperature for the limiting weld
and plate as determined by RG 1.99, "Effects of Residual Elements
on Predicted Radiation Damage to Reactor Vessel Materials."

The maximum RTN T
for all Reactor Coolant System pressure-retaining

materials, with theVxception of the reactor pressure vessel, has been deter-
mined to be 40'F. The Lowest Service Temperature limit

is based upon this RT since Article NB-2332 (Summer
Addenda of 1972) of Section III of the ASME Bidder and Pressure Vessel Code
requires the Lowest Service Temperature to be RT~» + 100 F for piping, pumps,
and valves. Below this temperature, the system pP4sure must be limited to a
maximum of 20K of the system's hydrostatic test pressure of 3125 psia. However,
based upon the 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix G analysis, the isothermal condition for
the reactor vessel is more restrictive than the Lowest Service Temperature line.

~ Therefore, only the isothermal line is shown on Figure 3.4-2.
The number of reactor vessel irradiation surveillance specimens and the

frequencies for removing and testing these specimens are provided in Table 4.4-3
to assure compliance with the requirements of Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50.
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TABLE B 3/4.4-1
REACTOR VESSEL TOUGHNESS

(FORGINGS

PIECE NO. CODE NO. HATERIAL VESSEL LOCATION

DROP

WEIGHT
RESULTS
~('F

128-101

128-101

128-101

128-101

131-102

131-102

128-501

128-501

128-501

.128-501

128-301

128-301

131-101

131-101

131-101

131-101

126-101

106-101

H-6703-1 SA 508-CL2 Inlet Nozzle
H-6703-2 SA 508-CL2 Inlet Nozzle
H-6703-3 SA 508-CL2 Inlet Nozzle
H-6703-4 SA 508-CL2 Inlet Nozzle

"20

+10

-10

H-6708-2

H-6708-3
SA 508-CL2

SA 508-CL2

Inlet Nozzle Extension +20

Inlet Nozzle Extension +20

H-6708-4 SA 508-CL2 Inlet Nozzle Extension +20

H-4304-1. SA 508-CL2 Outlet Nozzle
H-4304-2 SA 508-CL2 Outlet Nozzle

-10

;10
H-6712-1 SA 508-CLl Inlet Nozzle Safe End -10
H-6712-2 SA 508-CLl Inlet Nozzle Safe End -10
H-6712-3 SA 508-CLl Inlet Nozzle Safe End -10
H-6712-4 SA 508-CLl Inlet Nozzle Safe End -10

H-6705-1 SA 508-CL2

H-6706-1 SA 508-CL2

Vessel Flange -70

Closure Head Flange -70

H-4307-1 SA 508-CL2 Outlet Nozzle Safe End -10
H-4307-2 SA 508-CL2 Outlet Nozzle Safe End -10
H-6708-1 SA 508-CL2 Inlet Nozzle Extension +20

RT
NDT(b)

~(Q F

0

+10

-10

+10

+10

+20

+20

+20

+20

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-70

-70

+20

-25

-27

+60

+10

F'LB

+30

+30

-10

-10

-20

-20

+68

+10

+10

+20

+20

35%A ~ 10'AA

35'AA'10

+10

-78

-80

10K*

+45

+45

+50

+50

-28

-54

TEHPERATURE OF

CHARPY V-tlOTCtl"
9 30 9 50ft — lb ft - lb

HI tilt 1Ut I UPPER
SHELF C EtlERGY
FOR LOtlLITUDINAL
DIRECT'lON-ft lb

tl. A.

N. A.

tl. A.

tl. A.

tl. A.

N. A.

N.A.

N. A.

tl. A.

N. A.

N.A.

tl.A.

tl. A.

N. A.

'l.A.
tl.A.

N. A.

tl. A.

N.A. = Not Applicable (no minimum upper shelf requirement).
= Lower bound curve values.
= Average of three test results.

(a) = Determined per applicable ASHE-BPV-Code Sect. III; Subsection NB, Article NB-2331-(a-l,2,3).
(b) = 0'nd 180'pecimens had the same values.

nc-Q

bQ
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TABLE B 3/4.4-1 (Continued)
REACTOR VESSEL TOUGIINESS

(PLATES)

DROP TEt1PERATURE OF

>IEIGIIT
RT

(a) CIIARPY V-NOTCH"
RESULTS NOT Ia 30 Ia 50

VfSSfL LOCATION ~('F ~('F ft - 1b ft - 1b

HIIIIHUH UPPER
SHELF C EtIERGY
FOR LOtNITUDIIIAL
OIRECT IOtt-ft 1 b

142-102 H-4311-1 SA 533-GRB-CL1

142-102 '-4311-2 SA 533-GRB-CL1

142-102 H-4311-3 SA 533-GRB-CL1

,124-102 H-6701-1 SA 533-GRB-CL1

124-102 H-6701-2 SA 533-GRB-CL1

124-102 H-6701-3

122-102

122-102

H-6701-4

H-6701-5

122-102 H-6701-6

SA 533-GRB-CL1

SA 533-GRB-CL1

SA 533-GRB-CL1

SA 533-GRB-CL1

102-102A H-6709-1 SA 533-GRB-CL1

Lower Shell Plate
Lower Shell Plate
Lower Shell Plate
Intermed. Shell Plate
Intermed. Shell Plate
Intermed. Shell Plate
Upper Shell Plate

Upper Shell Plate

Upper '.hell Plate
Closure Head Dome

102-102B H-6709-2 SA 533-GRB-CLl Closure llead Dome

150-102 H-6715-1 SA 533-GRB-CLl Bottom Head Dome

-150-102 H-6715-2 SA 533-GRB-CLl Bottom Head Dome

"10

-40

-20

-40

-50

-30

-30

-30

"30

-20

-70

-30

-10

-40

-20

+30

+40

+40

+60

+40

+40

+10

-20

-30

-40 -10

+44

+56

+39

+82

+49

+42

+36

+90

+98

+89

+120

.+98

+66

+37

+30

-6
. +40 .

-24 ~ -8

+14

134

127

142

83

96

100

tt. A.

II. A.

N. A.

II. A.

II. A.

N. A.

(a) = Determined per applicable ASt1E-BPV-Code Sect. III, Subsection NB; Article NB-2331-(a-l,2,3).
N.A. = ttot Applicable (no minimum upper shelf requirement).

= Lower bound curve values of transverse specimens.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS (Continued)

The limitations imposed on the pressurizer heatup and cooldown rates and
spray water temper ature differential are provided to assure that the pres-
surizer is operated within the design criteria assumed for the fatigue analysis
performed in accordance with the ASHE Code requirements.

The OPERABILITY of two shutdown cooling suction line rel.ief valves, one
located in each shutdown cooling suction line, while maintaining the limits
imposed on the RCS heatup and cooldown rates, ensures that the RCS will be
protected from pressure transients which could exceed the limits of Appendix G
to 10 CFR Part 50 when one or more of the RCS cold legs are less than or e'qual
to 255'F during cooldown and 295'F during heatup. Either one of the two
SCS suction line relief valves provides relieving capability to protect the
RCS from overpressurization when the transient is limited to either (1) the
start of an idle RCP with the secondary water temperature of the steam
generator less than or equal to lOO~F above the RCS cold leg temperatures or
(2) the inadvertent safety injection actuation with two HPSI pumps injecting
into a water solid RCS with,full charging capacity and with letdown isolated.
These events are the most limiting energy and mass addition transients,
respectively, when the RCS is at low temperatures.

Q'+@vY
A3/4.4.9 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Components of the Reactor Coolant System were designed to provide access
to permit inservice inspections in accordance with Section XI of the ASHE
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 1974 Edition and Addenda through Summer 1975.

3/4.4. 10 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM VENTS

The inservice inspection and testing programs for ASME Code Class 1, 2,
and 3 components ensure that the structural integrity and operational readiness
of these components will be maintained at an acceptable level throughout thelife of the plant. These programs are in accordance with Section XI of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as required by
10 CFR 50.55a(g) except where specific written relief has been granted by the
Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a (g) (6) (i)-

Reactor Coolant System vents are provided to exhaust. noncondensible gases
and/or steam from the primary system that could inhibit natural circulation core
cooling. The OPERABILITY of at least one Reactor Coolant System vent path from
the reactor vessel head ensures the capability exists to perform this function.

The valve redundancy of the Reactor Coolant System vent paths serves to
minimize the probability of inadvertent or irreversible actuation while ensuring
that a single failure of a vent valve, power supply, or control system does not
prevent isolation of the vent path.

The function, capabilities, and testing requirements of the Reactor Coolant
System vent systems are consistent with the requirements of Item II.B.1 of
NUREG-0737
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

BASES

3/4.5. 1 SAFETY INJECTION TANKS

The OPERABILITY of each of the Safety Injection System (SIS) safety
injection tanks ensures that a sufficient volume of borated water will be
immediately forced into the reactor core through each of the cold legs in the
event the RCS pressure falls below the pressure of the safety injection tanks.
This initial surge of water into the RCS provides the initial. cooling mechanism
during large RCS pipe ruptures.

The limits on safety injection tank volume, boron concentration, and
pressure ensure that the safety injection tanks will adequately perform their
function in the event of a LOCA in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

A minimum of 25K narrow range corresponding to 1790 cubic feet and a
maximum of 75K narrow range corresponding to 1927 cubic feet of borated water
are used in the safety analysis as the volume in the SITs. To allow for
instrument accuracy, 2'arrow range corresponding to 1802 cubic feet and 72
narrow range corresponding to 1914 cubic feet, are specified in the Technical
Specification.

A minimum of 593 psig and a maximum pressure of 632 psig are used in the
safety analysis. To allow for instrument accuracy 600 psig minimum and 625 psig
maximum are specified in the Technical Specification.

A boron concentration of 2000 ppm minimum and 4400 ppm maximum are used
in the safety analysis..

The SIT isolation valves are not single failure proof; therefore, whenever
the valves are open power shall be removed from these valves and the switch
keylocked open. These precautions ensure that the SITs are available during a
Limiting Fault.

The SIT nitrogen vent valves are not single failure proof against
depressurizing the SITs by spurious opening. Therefore, power to the valves
,is removed while they are closed to ensure the safety analysis assumption of
four pressurized SITs.

All of the SIT nitrogen vent valves are required to be operable so that,
given a single failure, all four SITs may still be vented during post-LOCA
long-term cooling. Venting the SITs provides for SIT depressurization
capability which ensures the timely establishment of shutdown cooling entry
conditions as assumed by the safety analysis for small break LOCAs.

The limits for operation with a safety injection tank inoperable for any
reason except an isolation valve closed minimizes the time exposure of the
plant to a LOCA event occurring concurrent with failure of an additiona'l
safety injection tank which may result in unacceptable peak cladding tempera-
tures. If a closed isolation valve cannot be immediately opened, the full
capability of one safety injection tank is not available and prompt action is

, required to place the reactor in a MODE where this capability is not required.

For MODES 3 and 4 operation with pressurizer pressure less than psia
the Technical Specifications require a minimum of 57K wide range corresponding

PALO VERDE - UNIT 1 B 3/4 5-1
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCSl

BASES

SAFETY INJECTION TANKS (Continued)

to 1361 cubic feet and a maximum of 75K narrow range corresponding to 1927 cubic
feet of borated water per tank,~ when three safety injection tanks. are operable
and a minimum of 36K wide rangei corresponding to 908 cubic feet and a.maximum
of 75ro narrow range corresponding to 1927 cubic feet per tank, when four safety
injection tanks are'operable at a minimum pressure of 235 psig and a maximum
pressure of 625 psig. To allow for instrument inaccuracy, 60K wide range
instrument corresponding to 1415 cubic feet, and 72K narrow range instrument
corresponding to 1914 cubic feet, when three safety injection tanks are oper-
able, and 39K wide range instrument corresponding to 962 cubic feet, and 72K
narrow range instrument corresponding to 1914 cubic feet, when four SITs are
operable, are specified in the Technical Specifications. To allow for instru-
ment inaccuracy 254 psig is specified in the Technical Specifications.
3/4.5.2 and 3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS

The OPERABILITY of two separate and independent ECCS subsystems with the
RCS temperatures greater than or equal to 350~F ensures that sufficient emer-
gency core cooling capability. will be available in the event of a LOCA assuming
the loss of one subsystem through any single failure consideration. Either
subsystem operating in conjunction with the safety injection tanks is capable
of supplying sufficient core cooling to limit the peak cladding temperatures
within acceptable limits for all postulated break sizes ranging from the
double-ended break of the largest RCS cold leg pipe downward. In addition,
each ECCS subsystem provides long-term core cooling capability in the recircu-
lation mode during the accident recovery period.

Mith the RCS temperature below 350~F, one OPERABLE ECCS subsystem is
acceptable without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable
reactivity condition of the reactor and the limited core cooling requirements.

The trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate (TSP) stored in dissolving baskets
located in the containment basement is provided to minimize the possibility of
corrosion cracking of. certain metal components during operation of the ECCS

following a LOCA. The TSP provided this protection by dissolving in the sump
water and causing its final pH to be raised to greater than or equal to 7.0.

The surveillance requirements provided to ensure OPERABILITY of each
component ensure that at a minimum, the assumptions used in the safety analyses
are met and that subsystem OPERABILITY is maintained. Surveillance require-
ments for throttle valve position stops and flow balance testing provide
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Et1ERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

BASES

ECCS SUBSYSTEMS (Continued)

assurance that proper ECCS flows will be maintained in the event of a LOCA."
Maintenance of proper flow resistance and pressure drop in the piping system
to each injection point is necessary 4o: (1) prevent total pump flow from
exceeding runout conditions when the system is in its minimum resistance
configuration, (2) providh the proper flow split between injection points in
accordance with the assumptions used in the ECCS-LOCA analyses, and (3) pro-
vide an acceptable level of total ECCS flow to all injection points equal to
or above that assumed in the ECCS-LOCA analyses. The requirement to dissolve
a representative sample of TSP in a sample of RMT water provides assurance
that the stored TSP will dissolve in borated water at the postulated post-LOCA
temperatures.

The term "minimum bypass recirculation f'low," as used i'n Specification 4.5.2e.3.
and 4.5.2f., refers to that flow directed back to the RWT from the ECCS pumps
for pump protection. Testing of the 'ECCS pumps under the condition of minimum
bypass recirculation flow in Specification 4.5.2f. verifies that the perfor
mance of the ECCS pumps supports the safety analysis minimum RCS pressure
assumption at zero delivery to the RCS.

3/4.5.4 REFUELING MATER TANK

The OPERABILITY of the refueling water tank (RMT) as part of the ECCS

ensures that a sufficient supply of borated water is available for injection
by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA. The limits on RMT minimum volume and
boron concentration ensure that (1) sufficient water plus 10Ã margin is avail-
able to permit 20 minutes of engineered safety features pump operation, and
(2) the reactor will remain subcritical in the cold condition following mixing
of the RMT and the RCS water volumes with all control rods inserted except for
the most reactive control assembly. These assumptions are consistent with the
LOCA analyses.

The following test conditions, which apply during flow balance tests, ensure
that the ECCS subsystems are adequately tested.

1. The pressurizer pressure is at atmospheric pressure.
2. The miniflow bypass recirculation lines are aligned for injection.
3. For LPSI system, (add/subtract) 6.4 gpm (to/from) the 4900 gpm

requirement for every foot by which the difference of RMT water
level above the RMT RAS setpoint level (exceeds/is less than) the
difference of RCS water level above the cold leg centerline.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

pygmy g9AR

BASES

REFUELING WATER TANK (Continued)

The contained water volume limit includes. an allowance for water not
usable because of tank discharge line location or other physical
characteristics.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RMT

also ensure a pH value of between 7.0 and '8.5 .for the solution recir-
culated within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution
of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on
mechanical systems and components.

The limit on the RMT solution temperature ensures that the assumptions
used in the LOCA analyses remain valid.
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4. 6. 1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

3/4. 6. l. 1 CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ensures that the release of radioactive
materials from the containment atmosphere. will be restricted to those leakage
paths and associated leak rates assumed in the safety analyses. This restric"tion, in conjunction with the leakage rate limitation, will limit the site
boundary radiation doses to within the limits of 10 CFR Part 100 during
accident conditions.

3/4. 6.1. 2 CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

The limitations on containment leakage rates ensure that the total
containment leakage volume will not exceed the value assumed in the safety
analyses at the peak accident pressure, P . As an added conservatism, the
measured overall integrated leakage rate 7s further limited to less than or
equal to 0.75 L or less than or equal to 0.75 L , as applicable during
performance of Phe periodic tests to account for possible degradation of the
containment leakage barriers between'eakage tests.

The surveillance testing for measuring leakage rates are consistent with
the requirements of Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50.

3/4.6.1.3 CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

The limitations on closure and leak rate for the containment air locks
are required to meet the restrictions on CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY and containment
leak rate. Surveillance testing of the air lock seals provides assurance that
the overall air lock leakage will not become excessive due to seal damage
during the intervals between air lock leakage tests.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.6. 1.4 INTERNAL PRESSURE

The limitations on containment internal pressure ensure that (1) the
containment structure is prevented from exceeding its design negative pressure
differential with respect to the outside atmosphere of 4 psig and (2) the
containment peak pressure does not exceed the design pressure of 60 psig
during LOCA conditions.

The maximum peak pressure expected to be obtained from a LOCA event is
49.2 psig. The limit of 2.5 psig for initial positive containment pressure will
limit the total. pressure to 49.2 psig which is less than the design pressure
(60 psig) and is consistent with the safety analyses.

3/4. 6. 1. 5 AIR TEMPERATURE

The limitation on containment average air temperature ensures that the
overall containment average air temperature does not exceed the initial tem-

peraturee

condition assumed in the safety analysis.

3/4. 6.1. 6 CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

This limitation ensures that the structural integrity of the containment
will be maintained comparable to the original design. standards for the life of
the facility. Structural integrity is required to ensure that the containment
will withstand the maximum pressure of 49.2 psig in the event of a LOCA. The
containment design pressure is 60 psig. The measurement of containment tendon
lift-offforce; the tensile tests of the tendon wires or strands; the examina-
tion and testing of the sheathing filler grease; and the visual examination of
tendon anchorage assembly hardware, surrounding concrete and the exterior sur-
faces of the containment are. sufficient to demonstrate this capability. The
tendon wire or strand samples will also be subjected to tests. All of the
required testing and visual examinations should be performed in a time frame
that permits a comparison of the results for the same operating history.

The Surveillance Requirements for demonstrating the containment'
structural integrity are in compliance with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1. 35, "Inservice Surveillance of Ungr outed Tendons in Prestressed Concrete
Containment Structures," Revision 3, '1984, and Regulatory Guide 1.35. 1, "Deter
mining Prestressing Forces for Inspection of Prestressed Concrete Containments,"
1984.

The required Special Reports from any engineering evaluation of containment
abnormalities shall include a description of the tendon condition, the condition
of the concrete (especially at tendon anchor ages), the inspection procedures,
the.tolerances on cracking, the results of the engineering evaluation, and the
corrective actions taken.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4. 6. 1.? CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

The 42-inch containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves are
required to be closed during plant operation since these valves have not been
demonstrated capable of closing during a LOCA or steam line break accident.
Maintaining these valves closed during plant operations ensures that excessive
quantities of radioactive materials will not be released via the containment
purge system. To provide assurance that the 42-inch valves cannot be
inadvertently opened, they are sealed closed in accordance with Standard Review
Plan 6.2.4 which includes mechanical devices to seal or lock the valve closed,
or prevent power from being supplied to the valve operator.

The us'e of the containment purge lines is restricted to the 8-inch purge
supply and exhaust isolation valves since, unlike the 42-inch valves, the
8-inch valves will close during a LOCA or steam line break accident and
therefore the site boundary dose guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 would not be
exceeded in the event of an accident during purging operations.

Leakage integrity tests with a maximum allowable leakage rate for purge
supply and exhaust isolation valves will provide early indication 'of resilient
material seal degradation and will allow the opportunity for repair before
gross leakage failure develops. The 0.60 L leakage limit shall not be
exceeded when the leakage rates determined 5y the leakage integrity tests of
these valves are added to the previously determined total for all valves and
penetrations subject to Type B and C tests.

3/4. 6. 2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.6.2.1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the containment spray system ensures that containment
depressurization and cooling capability will be available in the event of a
LOCA. The pressure reduction and resultant lower containment leakage rate are
consistent with the assumptions used in the safety analyses.

The containment 'spray system and the containment cooling system are
redundant to each other in providing post-accident cooling of the containment
atmosphere. However, the containment spray system alsb provides a mechanism
for removing iodine from the containment atmosphere and therefore the time
requirements for restoring an inoperable spray system to OPERABLE status have
been maintained consistent with that assigned other inoperable ESF equipment.

PALO VERDE " UNIT 1

3/4. 6.2. 2 IODINE REMOVAL SYSTEM

l
The OPERABILITY of the iodine removal system ensures that sufficient NzH~

is added to the containment spray in the event of a LOCA. The limits on
N~H4'olume

and concentration ensure adequate chemical available to remove iodine
from the containment atmosphere following a LOCA.
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CONTAIMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.6.3 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

The OPERABILITY of the conta1nment 1solat1on valves ensures that the conta1nmer.
atmosphere w1ll be 1solated from the outs1de env1ronment 1n the event of a release c
rad1oact1ve mater1al to the conta1nment atmosphere and 1s cons1stent w1th the
requ1rements of GOC 54 through 57 of Append1x A to 10 CFR 50. Conta1nment 1solat1or.
w1th1n the t1me 11m1ts spec1f1ed for those 1solat1on valves des1gned to close
automat1cally ensures that the release of rad1oact1ve mater1al to the env1ronment
w1ll be cons1stent w1th the assumpt1ons used 1n the analyses for a LOCA. Such valve
are 11sted 1n Sect1ons A and Bnof Table 3.6-1 and Surve1llance requ1rements to ver1f
OPERABILITY of these valves are expl1c1tly stated 1n 4.6.3.1 thru 4.6.3.3. Check

. valves located 1ns1de conta1nment are cons1dered OPERABLE prov1ded the1r leak rate '.

w1th1n 11m1ts when tested pursuant to l0 CFR 50 Append1x J.
H

Sect1on C of Table 3.6-1 conta1ns a l1st1ng of manual and self actuated (check;
valves that are normally closed and assumed to be closed under design bas1s acc1den.
cond1t1ons, but wh1ch may be opened 1nterm1ttently for serv1ce, ma1ntenance or test
dur1ng normal operat1on prov1ded adequate adm1n1strat1ve controls are 1mplemented ti
ensure operator act1on 1s taken to close such valves.1n the event of -an acc1dent.

All valves 1n Sect1on A, B or C are cons1dered OPERABLE for conta1nment
1solat1on purpose 1f they are 1ndeed locked, sealed or otherw1se secured 1n the
closed pos1t1on and leakage through the affected flow path 1s shown to be w1th1n
11m1ts when tested pursuant to lO CFR 50 Append1x J.

ply(lb Cp

Sect1on'P of Table 3.6-1 conta1ns a 11st1ng of valves assumed to be open or to
open automat1cally on an ESFAS s1gnal to prevent or m1t1gate the consequences of th.
des1gn bas1s acc1dent. Surve1llance requ1rement 4.6.l.l.a 1s not appl1cable to suc;
valves. The OPERABILITY of such valves 1s determ1ned by ESFAS response t1me test1n
of spec1f1cat1on 3/4.3.2. Valves 1n Sect1on that are locked, sealed or otherw1'se
secured 1n the1r open pos1t1on w111 perm1t pe formance of the1r safety funct1on and
are, therefore, cons1dered OPERABLE pursuant o th1s spec1f1cat1on.
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"QNTAINMENT SYSTEMS

8ASES

3/4. 6. 3 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

The OPERABILITY of the containment automatic isolation valves ensures that
the containment atmosphere will'be isolated from the outside environment in the
event of a release of radioactive materia'i to the containment atmosphere or .

pressurization of the containment and is consistent with the requirements of
'GDC 54 through GDC 57 of Appendix A to 10 CFR.Part 50. Containment isolation
'within the time limits specified for those isolation valves d'esigned to close
automatically ensures that the release of radioactive material to the environ-
ment will be consistent with the assumptions used in the analyses for a LOCA.

3/4.6.4 COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL

The OPERABILITY of the equipment and systems required for the detection
and control of hydrogen gas ensures that this equipment will be available to
maintain the hydrogen concentration within containment below its flammable
limit during post-LOCA conditions. Either recombiner unit (or the purge
system) is capable of controlling the expected hydrogen generation associated
with (1) zirconium-water reactions, (2) radiolytic decomposition of water and
(3) corrosion of metals within containment. These hydrogen control systems are
consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.7, "Control of
Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment Following a LOCA," March 1971.
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3/4 7 PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES
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3/4. 7. 1 TURBINE CYCLE

3/4.7. l. 1 SAfETY VALVES
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The OPERABILITY of the main steam safety valves (HSSVs) limit secondary
system pressure to within 110K (1397 psia) of the design pressure (1270 psia)during the most severe anticipated operational transient. for design purposes,,

h
d.

T.

maintasn, the Rea
Coolant System pressure below NRC acceptance criteria (120K o 'slgn pressure

giAfgr large feedwater line breaksvand 110K of design pressure for all ~~events).WA gicc~o~ 44k fNpS&APBANo&+<9 pi The specified valve lift settings and relieving capacities are in accord-
s~< ~ ance with the requirements of Section III of the ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel

974 ditio The total relieving capacity for all twenty HSSVs at 110K
of system design pressure (adjusted for 50 psi pressure drop to valves inlet)is 19.44 x 10 ibm/hr. This capacity is less than the total rated capacity~

as the HSSVs are operating at an inlet
pressure below rated conditions. At these same secondary pressure conditions,
the total steam flow at 102ro (Zo uncertainty) of 3817 HWt (RATED THERMAL
POWER plus 17 MWt pump heat input) is 17.83 x 10 ibm/hr. The ratio of this
total steam flow to the total capacity is 109.2 .

STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION is allowable with MSSVs inoperable if the
maximum allowable power level is reduced to a value equal to the product of theratio of the number of MSSVs available per steam generator to the total number
of HSSVs per steam generator with the ratio of the total steam flow to available
relieving capacity.

Allowable Power Level = (—) x 109.2
10" N

10
OVa lL

the variable 4' ower reactor trip
, g e ceslsng o rip is also reduced to an

amount over the allowable power level equal to the BAND given for this trip
in Table 2.2-1.

SP = Allowable Power Level + 9.8

'where:

SP reduced reactor trip setpoint in percent of RATED THERMAL
POWER. This is a ratio of. the available relieving capacity
over the total steam flow at rated power.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

SAFETY VALVES (continued)

10 . = total number of secondary safety valves for one steam generator.

number of inoperable main steam safety valv'es on the steam
generator with the greater number of inoperable valves.

109. 2 = ratio of main steam safety valve relieving capacity of 110K
steam generator design pressure to calculated steam flow rate
at 100K plant power + Zo uncertainty (see above text)

9.8 = BAND between. the maximum thermal power and the variable over
power trip setpoint ceiling

3/4.7. 1. 2 AUXILIARYFEEDWATER SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the auxiliary feedwater system ensures that the Reactor
Coolant System can be cooled down to less than 350 F from normal operating
conditions in the event of a total loss-of-offsite power. j~phi8

Each electric-driven auxiliary feedwater pump i~e ca able of delivering a
minimum feedwater flow of 750 gpm at a pressure of > to the entrance
of the steam generators. The steam-driven auxiliary eedwater pump is ca able
of delivering a minimum feedwater flow of 750 gpm at a pressure of pro psi4
to the entrance of the steam generators. This capacity is sufficient o
ensure that adequate feedwater flow is available to remove decay heat and
reduce the Reactor Coolant System temperature to less than 350'F when the
shutdown cooling system may be placed into operation.

3/4.7. 1.3 CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK

The OPERABILITY of the condensate storage tank ensures that a minimum
water volume of 300,000 gallons is available to maintain the Reactor Coolant
System at HOT STANDBY for 8 hours followed by an orderly cooldown to the shut-
down cooling entry (350 F) temperature with concurrent total loss-of-site
power, and also ensures that sufficient water is available to maintain the
RCS at HOT STANDBY conditions for 8 hours with steam discharge to atmosphere
concurrent with total loss-of-offsite power. The contained water volume limit
includes an allowance for water not usable because of tank discharge line loca-
tion or other physical characteristics.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4. 7. 1. 4 ACTIVITY

The limitations on secondary system specific activity ensure that the
resultant offsite radiation dose will be limited to a small fraction of
10 CFR Part 100 limits in the event of a steam line rupture. This dose also
includes the effects of a coincident 1 gpm primary-to-secondary tube leak in
the steam generator of the affected steam line and a concurrent loss-of-offsite
electrical power. These values are consistent with the assumptions used in
the safety

analyses'/4.7.1.5

MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES

The OPERABILITY of the main steam line isolation valves ensures that no
more than one steam generator will blow down in the event of a steam line
rupture. This restriction is required to (1) minimize the positive reactivity
effects of the Reactor Coolant System cooldown associated with the blowdown,
and (2) limit the pressure rise within containment in the event the steam line
rupture occurs within containment. The OPERABILITY of .the main steam isolation
valves within the closure times of the surveillance requirements are consistent
with the assumptions used in the safety analyses.

3/4.7.1.6 ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES

The limitation on maintaining the nitrogen accumulator at a pressure
> 400 psig is to ensure that a sufficient volume of nitrogen is in the
accumulator to operate the associated ADV which holds the plant at hot standby
while dissipating core decay heat or which allows a flow of sufficient steam
,to maintain a controlled reactor cooldown rate. A pressure of 400 psig retains
sufficient nitrogen volume for 4 hours of operation at hot standby plus 6.5 hours
of operation to reach cold shutdown under natural circulation conditions in the
event of failure of the normal control air system.

3/4.7.2 STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITATION

The limitation on steam generator pressure and temperature ensures that
the pressure induced stresses in the steam generators do not exceed the maximum
allowable fracture toughness stress limits. The limitations to 120'F and
230 psig are based on a steam generator RTNQT of 40'F and are sufficient
to prevent brittle fracture.

3/4.7.3 ESSENTIAL COOLING WATER SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the essential cooling water system ensures that sufficient
cooling capacity is available for continued operation of safety-related equipment
during normal and accident conditions. The redundant cooling capacity of this
system, assuming a single failure, is consistent with the assumptions used in
the safety analyses.
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3/4.7.4 ESSENTIAL SPRAY POND SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the essential spray pond system ensures that sufficient
cooling capacity is available for continued operation of equipment during normal
and accident conditions. The redundant cooling capacity of this system, assuming
a single failure, is consistent with the assumptions used in the safety analyses.

3/4.?. 5 ULTIMATE HEAT SINK

The limitations on the ultimate heat sink level and temperature ensure that
sufficient cooling capacity is available to either (1) provide normal cooldown
of the facility, or (2) to mitigate the effects of accident conditions within
acceptable limits.

The limitations on minimum water level and maximum temperature are based
on providing a 27-day cooling water supply to safety-related equipment without
exceeding their design basis temperature and is consistent with the intent of
the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.27, "Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear
Plants," March 19?4.

3/4.7.6 ESSENTIAL CHILLEO WATER SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the essential chilled water system ensures that suffi-
cient cooling capacity is available for continued operation of equipment and
control room habitability during accident conditions. The redundant cooling
capacity of this system, assuming a single failure, is consistent with the
assumptions used in the safety analyses.

The Essential Chilled Water System (ECWS), in conjunction with respective
emergency HVAC units, is required in accordance with Specification Definition
1. l8 to provide heat removal in maintaining the various Engineered Safety
Features (ESFs) room space design temperatures below the associated equipment
qualification limits for the range of Design Basis Accident conditions. The
normal HVAC system is redundant to the emergency HVAC system in maintaining the
space design conditions of required safety systems during normal operating
conditions and Design Basis Accident Conditions not involving seismic events or
loss of offsite power. A seven (7) day Action requirement is for a single ECWS

out of service, based on the high reliability of offsite power and availability
of the normal HVAC system. The normal HVAC system contains two 100K redundant
chillers. Action requirements are provided to ensure operability of the vital
bus inverters and emergency battery chargers, by verifying within one hour that
the normal HVAC system is providing space cooling to the vital power distribution
rooms. The Action requirement is provided to establish within 8 hours operability
of the safe shutdown systems which do not depend on the inoperable ECWS. The
8 hour period provides a reasonable time in which to establish operability of this
complement of key safety systems. This requirement ensures that a functional train
of safe shutdown equipment is available to put the plant in a safe, stable condition
for the most probable abnormal operational occurences. An Action requirement of
24 hours is provided to establish operability of the remaining required safety
systems which do not depend on the inoperable ECWS.
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3/4.7.7 CONTROL ROOM ESSENTIAL FILTRATION SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the control room essential filtration system ensures
that the control room will remain habitable for operations personnel during and
following all credible accident conditions'he OPERABILITY of this system in
conjunction with control room design provisions is based on limiting the radia-
tion exposure to personnel occupying the control room to 5 rem or less whole
body, or its equivalent. This limitation is consistent with the requirements
of General Design Criterion 19 of Appendix A, 10 CFR Part 50..

3/4.7.8 ESF PUMP ROOM AIR EXHAUST CLEANUP SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the ESF pump room air exhaust cleanup system ensures
that radioactive materials leaking from the ECCS equipment within the pump
room following a LOCA are filtered prior to reaching the environment. The
operation of this system and the resultant effect on offsite dosage calcula-
tions was assumed in the safety analyses.

3/4.7.9 SNUBBERS

All snubbers are required OPERABLE to ensure that the structural integrity
of the reactor. coolant system and all other safety-related systems is maintained
during and following a seismic or other event initiating dynamic loads. Snubbers
excluded from this inspection program are those installed on nonsafety"related
systems and then only if their failure or failure of the system on which they
are installed, would have no adverse effect on any safety-re'lated system.

Snubbers are classified and grouped by design and manufacturer but not by
size. For example, mechanical snubbers utilizing the same design features of
the 2-kip, 10-kip, and 100-kip capacity manufactured by Company "A" are of the
same type. The same design mechanical snubbers manufactured by Company "B"
for the purposes of this Technical Specification would be of a different type,
as would hydraulic snubbers from either manufacturer.

A list of individual snubbers with detailed information of snubber location
and size and of system affected shall be available at the plant in accordance
with Section 50.?1(c) of 10 CFR Part 50. The accessibility of each snubber
shall be determined and approved by the Plant Review Board. The determination
shall be based upon the existing radiation levels and the expected time to
perform a visual inspection in each snubber location as well as other factors
associated with accessibility during plant operations (e.g., temperature,
atmosphere, location, etc.), and the recommedations of Regulatory Guides 8.8
and 8. 10. The addition or deletion of any hydraulic or mechanical snubber
shall be made in accordance with Section 50. 59 of 10 CFR Part 50.

The visual inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a constant level
of snubber protection. Therefore, the required inspection interval varies
inversely with the observed snubber failures and is determined by the number
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SNUBBERS (Continued)

of inoperable snubbers found during an inspection. In order to establish the
inspection frequency for each type of snubber, it was assumed that the fre-
quency of failures and initiating events is constant with time and that the
failure of any snubber could cause that system to be unprotected and to result
in failure during an assumed initiating event. Inspections performed before
that interva'i has elapsed may be used as a new reference point to determine the
next inspection. However, the results of such early inspections performed
before the original required time interval has elapsed (nominal time less 25K)
may not be used to lengthen the required inspection interval. Any inspection
whose results require a shorter inspection interval will override the previous
schedule.

The acceptance criteria are to be used in the visual inspection to determine
OPERABILITY of the snubbers.

To provide assurance of snubber functional reliability one of three func-
tional testing methods are used with the stated acceptance criteria:

1. Functionally test 10Ã of a type of snubber with an additional 1N
tested for each functional testing failure, or

2. Functionally test a sample size and determine sample acceptance or
rejection using Figure 4.7-1, or

3. Functionally test a representative sample size and determine sample
acceptance or rejection using the stated equation.

Figure 4.7-1 was developed using "Maid's Sequential Probability Ratio Plan"
as described in "guality Control and Industrial Statistics" by Acheson J. Duncan.

Permanent or other exemptions from, the surveillance program for individual
snubbers may be granted by the Commission if a justifiable basis for exemption
is presented and, if applicable, snubber life destructive testing was performed
to qualify the snubbers for the applicable design conditions at either the
completion of thei~ fabrication or at a subsequent date. Snubbers so exempted
shall be listed in the list of individual snubbers indicating the extent of
the exemptions.

The service life of a snubber is established via manufacturer input and
information through consideration of the snubber service conditions and asso-
ciated installation and maintenance records (newly installed snubber, seal
replaced, spring replaced, in high radiation area, in high temperature area,
etc.). The requirement to monitor the snubber service life is included to
ensure that the snubbers periodically undergo a performance evaluation in
view, of their age and operating conditions. These records will provide statis-
tical bases for future consideration of snubber service life.
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3/4. 7. 10 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION

The limitations on removable contamination for sources requiring leak test-
ing, including alpha emitters, is based on 10 CFR 70.39(c) limits for plutonium.
This limitation will ensure that leakage from byproduct, source, and special
nuclear material sources will not exceed allowable intake values.

I

.Sealed sources are classified into three groups according to their use,
with surveillance requirements commensurate with the probability of damage to
a source in that group. Those sources which are frequently handled are
required to be tested more often than'hose which are not. Sealed sources
which are continuously enclosed within a shielded mechanism (i.e. sealed
sources within radiation monitoring or boron measuring devices) are considered
to be stored and need not be tested unless they are removed from the shield
mechanism.

3/4.7. 11 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

The OPERABILITY of the fire suppression systems ensures that adequate fire
suppression capability is available to confine and extinguish fires occurring
in any portion of the facility where safety-related equipment is located. The
fire suppression .system consists of the water system, spray and/or sprinklers,
CO<, fire. hose stations, and yard fire hydrants. The collective capability of
the fire suppression systems is adequate to minimize potential damage to safety-
related equipment and is a major element in the facility fire protection program.

In the event that portions of the fire suppression systems are inoperable,
alternate backup fire fighting equipment is required to be made available in
the affected area(s) until the inoperable equipment is restored to service.
When the inoperable fire fighting equipment is intended for use as a backup
means of fire suppression, a longer period of time is allowed to provide an
alternate means of fire fighting than if the inoperable equipment is the
primary means of fire suppression.

The surveillance requirements provide assurance that the minimum OPERABILITY
requirements of the fire suppression systems are met. An allowance is made for
ensuring a sufficient volume of CO> in the COq storage tank by verifying either
the weight or the level of the tank.

In the event the fire suppression water system becomes inoperable, immediate
corrective measures must be taken since this system provides the major fire
suppression capability of the plant. The requirement for a 24-hour report

to'he

Commission provides for prompt evaluation of the acceptability of the
corrective measures to provide adequate fire suppression capability for the
continued protection of the nuclear plant.
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3/4.7. 12 FIRE"RATED ASSEMBLIES

The OPERABILITY of the fire barriers and barrier penetrations ensure that
fire damage will be limited. These design features minimize the possibility
of a single fire involving more than one fire area prior to detection and
extinguishment. The fire barriers, fire barrier penetrations for conduits,
cable trays and piping, fire dampers, and fire doors are periodically inspected
and functionally tested to verify their OPERABILITY.

3/4.7.13 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of two separate and independent shutdown cooling sub-
systems ensures that the capability of initiating shutdown cooling in the
event of an accident exists even assuming the most limiting single failure
occurs. The safety analysis assumes that shutdown cooling can be initiated
when conditions per'mit.

The limits of operation with one shutdown cooling inoperable for any
reason minimize the time exposure of the plant to an accident event occurring
concurrent with the failure of a component on the other shutdown cooling
subsystem.

3/4.7.14 CONTROL ROOM AIR TEMPERATURE

Maintaining the control room air temperature less than or equal to 80'F
ensures that (1) the ambient air temperature does not exceed the allowable air
temperature for continuous duty rating for the equipment and instrumentation
in the control room and (2) the control room will remain habitable for opera-
tions personnel during plant operation. The 30 days to return the control room
air temperature to less than or equal to 80'F in the Action Statement is con-
sistent with the equipment qualification program for the control room.
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3/4.8. 1 3/4.8.2 and 3/4.8.3 A.C. SOURCES, D.C SOURCES and ONSITE POWER

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

The OPERABILITY of the A.C. and D.C. power sources and associated
distribution systems during operation ensures that sufficient power will be
available to supply the safety-related equipment required for (1) the safe
shutdown of the facility and (2) the mitigation and control of accident condi-
tions within the facility. The minimum specified independent and redundant
A.C. and D.C. power sources and distribution systems satisfy the requirements
of General Design Criterion 17 of Appendix "A" to 10 CFR 50.

The ACTION requirements specified for the levels of'egradation of the
power sources provide restriction upon continued facility operation commen-
surate with the level of degradation. The OPERABILITY of the power sources
are consistent with the initial condition assumptions of the safety analyses
and are based upon maintaining at least one redundant set of onsite A.C. and
D.C. power sources and associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accident
conditions coincident with an assumed loss-of-offsite power and single failure
of the other onsite A.C. source. The A.C. and D.C. source allowable out-of-
service times are based on Regulatory Guide 1.93, "Availability of Electrical
Power. Sources," December 1974. When one diesel generator is inoperable, there
is an additional ACTION requirement to verify that all required systems,
subsystems, trains, components, and devices that depend on the remaining
OPERABLE diesel generator as a source of emergency power are also OPERABLE,
and that the steam-driven auxiliary feedwater pump is OPERABLE. This require-
ment is intended to provide assurance that a loss-of-offsite power event will
not result in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems during
the period one of the diesel generators is inoperable. The term verify as
used in this context means to administratively check by examining logs or
other information to determine if certain components are out-of-service for
maintenance or other reasons. It does not mean to perform the surveillance
requirements needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the component.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum specified A.C. and D.C. power sources and
associated distribution systems during shutdown and refueling ensures that
(1) the facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for
extended time periods and (2) sufficient instrumentation and control capability
is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status.

The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the
diesel generators are in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guides 1.9 "Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity for Standby Power
Supplies," March 10, 1971, and 1. 108 "Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator
Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 1,
August 1977, and l. 137, "Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators,"
Revision 1, October 1979.
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A.C. SOURCES D.C. SOURCES AND ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued)

The surveillance requirement for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the
Station batteries are based on the recommendations of Regulatory Guide I. 129,
"Maintenance Testing and Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries for,
Nuclear Power Plants," February 1978, and IEEE Std 450-1980, ."IEEE Recommended
Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large Lead Storage
Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations."

Verifying average electrolyte temperature above the minimum for which the
battery was sized, total battery terminal voltage onfloat charge, connection
resistance values and the performance of'attery service and discharge tests
ensures the effectiveness of the charging system, the ability to handle high
discharge rates and compares the battery capacity at that time with the rated
capacity.

Table 4.8-2 specifies the normal limits for each designated pilot cell
and each connected cell for electrolyte leveT, float voltage and specific
gravity. The limits far the designated pilot cells float voltage and specific
gravity, greater than 2.13 volts and 0.010 .below the manufacturer's full charge
specific gravity or, a battery charger current that had stabilized at a low
value, is characteristic of a charged cell with adequate capacity. The normal
limits for each connected cell for float voltage and specific gravity, greater

han 2. 13 volts and not more than 0.020 below the manufacturer's full charge
specific gravity with an average specific gravity of all the connected cells
not more than 0.010 below the manufacturer's full charge specific gravity,
onsures the OPERABILITY and capability of the battery.

Operation with a battery cell's parameter outside the normal limit but
within the allowable value specified in Table 4.8-2 is permitted for up to
7 days. During this 7-day period: (1) the allowable values for electrolyte
level ensures no physical damage to the plates with an adequate electron
transfer capability; (2) the allowable value for the average specific gravity
of all the cells, not more than 0.020 below the manufacturer's recommended full
charge specific gravity, ensures that the decrease in rating will be less than
the safety margin provided in sizing; (3) the allowable value for an individualcell's specific gravity, ensures that an individual cell's specific gravity
will not be more than 0.040 below the manufacturer's full charge specific
gravity and that the overall capability of the battery will be maintained
within an acceptable limit; and (4) the allowable value for an individual
cell's float voltage, greater than 2.07 volts, ensures the battery's capability
to perform its design function.
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3/4.8.4 ELECTRICAL E UIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Containment electrical penetrations and penetration conductors are
protected by either deenergizing circuits not required during reactor operation
or by demonstrating the OPERABILITY of primary and backup overcurrent protec ioncircuit breakers during periodic surveillance.

The surveillance requirements applicable to lower voltage circuit breakers
and fuses provide assurance of breaker and fuse reliability by testing at
least one representative sample of each manufacturer's br and of circuit breaker
and/or fuse. Each manufacturer's molded case and metal case circuit breakers
and/or fuses are grouped into representative samples which are then tested on
a rotating basis to ensure that all breakers and/or fuses are tested. If a
wide variety exists within any manufacturer's brand of circuit breakers and/or
fuses it is necessary to divide that manufacturer's breakers and/or fuses into
groups and treat each group as a separate type of breaker or fuses for
surveillance purposes.

The OPERABILITY of the motor-operated valves thermal overload protection
and/or bypass devices ensures that these devices will not prevent safety
related valves from performing their function. The surveillance requirements
for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of these devices are in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1. 106, "Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on
Motor Operated Valves," Revision 1, March 1977.
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3/4.9. 1 BORON CONCENTRATION
A

The limitations on reactivity conditions during REFUELING ensure that:
(1) the reactor will remain subcritical during CORE ALTERATIONS, and (2) a uniform
boron concentration is maintained for reactivity control in the water volume
having direct access to the reactor vessel. These limitations are consistent
with the initial conditions assumed for the boron dilution incident in the
safety analyses. The value of 0.95 or less for K „ includes a 1X delta k/k
conservative allowance for uncertainties. Similarly, the boron concentration
value of 2150 ppm or greater also includes a conservative uncertainty
allowance of 50 ppm boron.

3/4. 9. 2 INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the source range neutron flux monitors ensures that
redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changes in the reactivity
condition of the core.

3/4. 9.3 DECAY TIME

The minimum requirement for reactor subcriticality prior to movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the reactor pressure vessel ensures that sufficient
time has elapsed to allow the radioactive decay of the short lived fission
products. This decay time is consistent with the assumptions used in the
safety analyses.

3/4. 9. 4 CONTAINMENT BUILDING PENETRATIONS

The requirements on containment penetration closure and.OPERABILITY
ensure that a release of radioactive material within containment will be
restricted from leakage to the environment. The OPERABILITY and closure
restrictions are sufficient to restrict radioactive material release from a
fuel element rupture based upon the lack of containment pressurization potential
while in the REFUELING MODE.

3/4. 9. 5 COMMUNICATIONS

The requirement for communications lcapability ensures that refueling
station personnel can be promptly informed of significant changes in the
facility status or core reactivity condi6on during CORE ALTERATIONS.
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3 /4. 9. 6 REFUELIsVG MACHIiVE

Th PERABILITY requirements for the refueling machine ensurecp<~C

that: (1) will be used for movement of fuel assemblies
(R e has sufficient load capacity to lift a fuel assembly,

he C , and (3) the core internals and pressure vessel are protected from
excessive lifting force in the event they are inadvertently engaged during
lifting operations.

I

3/4.9.? CRANE TRAVEL - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOI BUILDING

The restriction on movement of loads in excess of the nominal weight of a
fuel assembly, CEA and associated handling tool over other fuel assemblies in
the storage pool ensures that in the event this load is dropped (1) the
activity release will be limited to that contained in a single fuel assembly,
and (2) any possible distortion of fuel in the storage racks will not result
in a critical array. This assumption is consistent with the activity release
assumed in the safety analyses.

3 /4.9.8 SHUTDOWN COOLING AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

The requirement that at least one shutdown coo'ling loop be in operation,
and circulate RCS at a flow rate equal to or greater than 4000 gpm ensures
that (1) sufficient cooling capacity is available to remove decay heat and
maintain the water in the reactor pressure vessel below 135'F as required
during the REFUELING MODE, (2) sufficient coolant circulation is main-
tained through the reactor core to minimize the effects of a boron dilution
incident and prevent boron stratification, and (3) the f0'cross the core will
be maintained at less than 75~F.

Without a shutdown cooling train in operation steam may be generated;
therefore, the containment should be sealed off to prevent escape of any
radioactivity, and any operations that would cause an increase in decay .heat
should be secured.

The requirement to have two shutdown cooling loops OPERABLE when there is
less than 23 feet of water above the reactor pressure vessel flange, ensures
that a single failure of the operating shutdown cooling loop will not result
in a complete loss of decay heat removal capability. With the reactor vessel
head removed and 23 feet of water above the reactor pressure vessel flange, a
large heat sink is available for core cooling, thus in the event of a failure
of the operating shutdown cooling loop, adequate time is provided to initiate
emergency procedures to cool the core.

3/4.9.9 CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SYSTEM

=The OPERABILITY of this system ensures that the containment purge valves
~ will be automatically isolated upon detection of high radiation levels within

the containment. The OPERABILITY of this system is required to restrict the
release of radioactive material from the containment atmosphere to the
environment.
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The requirement that at least one shutdown

cooling loop be in operation and

circulating reactor coolant at a flowrate
> 4000 gpm ensures that (1) sufficient
coolant circulation is maintained through

the reactor core to minimize the effects of
a boron dilution incident and prevent boron

stratification, and (2) that the 4T across

the core will be maintained less than 75'F

during the REFUELING MODE. The required
flowrate of > 4000 gpm ensures that 240

hours after reactor shutdown sufficient
cooling capacity is available to remove

decay heat and maintain the water in the

reactor pressure vessel below 135'F as

required during REFUELING MODE; this
assumes a shutdown cooling heat exchanger

cooling water flowrate of 14000 gpm, a

cooling water inlet temperature of < 105'F

at > 27 1/2 hours after reactor shutdown,

and the decay heat curve of CESSAR-F Figure

6.2. 1-1 and reactor operation for two years

at 4000 MWt.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

BASES

3/4.9. 10 and 3/4.9. 11 MATER LEVEL - R 'ACTOR VESSEL and STORAGE POOL

The restrict:ons on minimum water level ensure that sufficient water
depth (at least 23 feet above the top of the spent fuel) is available to remove
a nominal 99K of the assumed 10- iodine gap activity released from the rupture
of an irradiated fuel assembly for a maximum fuel rod pressurization of
1200 psig. The minimum water depth is consistent.'ith the as'sumptions of the
safety analysis.

3/4.9.12 FUEL BUILDING ESSENTIAL VENTILATION SYSTEM

The limitations on the fuel building essential ventilation system ensure
that all radioactive material released from an irradiated fuel assembly will
be filtered through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber prior to discharge
to the atmosphere. The OPERABILITY of this system and the resulting iodine
removal capacity are consistent with the assumptions of the safety analyses.
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3/4. 10. 1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN

This special test exception provides that a minimum amount of CEA worthis immediately available for reactivity control when tests are performed for
CEAs worth measurement. This special test exception is required to permit the
periodic verification of the actual versus predicted core reactivity condition
occurring as a result of fuel burnup or fuel cycling operations. Although
testing will be initiated from MODE 2, temporary entry into MODE 3 is necessary
during some CEA worth measurements. A reasonable recovery time is availablefor return to MODE 2 in order to continue PHYSICS TESTING.
3/4. 10. 2 MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT GROUP HEIGHT INSERTION ANO
POW R OIS RIBUTION LIMI S

This special test exception permits individual CEAs to be positioned
outside of their normal group heights and insertion limits during the perform-
ance of such PHYSICS TESTS as those required to (1) measure CEA worth,
(2) determine the reactor stability index and damping factor under xenon
oscillation conditions, (3) determine power distributions for non-normal CEA
configurations, (4) measure rod shadowing factors, and (5) measure temperature
and power coefficients. Special test exception permits MTC to exceed limits
in Specification 3.1. 1.3 during performance of PHYSICS TESTS.

3/4.10.3 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS

,This special test exception permits reactor criticality with less than
four reactor coolant pumps in operation and is required to perform certain
STARTUP and PHYSICS TESTS while at low THERMAL POWER levels.
3/4.10.4 CEA POSITION REGULATING CEA INSERTION LIMITS AND REACTOR COOLANT
COLO LEG TEMPERATURE

This special test exception permits the CEAs to be positioned beyond the
insertion limits and reactor coolant cold leg temperature to be outside limits
during PHYSICS TESTS required to determine the isothermal temperature coefficient
and power coefficient.

gpa~~aa
3/4.10.5 MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

This special test exception permits reactor criticality at low THERMAL
POWER levels with T below the minimum critical temperature during PHYSICS
TESTS which are reqNMd to verify the low temperature physics predictions and
to ensure the adequacy of design codes for reduced temperature .conditions.
The Low Power Physics Testing Program at low temperature (300'F) is used to
perform the following tests: D ~hLLAA

1. Biological shielding survey test
2. Isothermal temperature coefficient tests
3. CEA group tests
4. Boron worth tests
5. Critical configuration boron concentration
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3/4. 10. 6 SAFETY INJECTION TANKS

This special test exception permits testing the low pressure safety
injection system check valves. The pressure in the injection header must be
reduced below the head of the low pressure injection pump in order to get flow
through the check valves. The safety injection tank (SIT) isolation valve
must be closed in order to accomplish this. The SIT isolation valve is still
capable of automatic operation in the event of an SIAS; therefore, system
capability should not be affected.

3/4.10.7 SPENT FUEL POOL LEVEL

This special test exception permits loading of the initial core with the
spent fuel pool dry.

3/4.10.8 SAFETY INJECTION TANK PRESSURE

This special test exception allows the performance of PHYSICS TESTS at
low pressure/low temperature (600 psig, 320 F) conditions which are required
to verify the low temperature physics predictions and to ensure the adequacy
of design codes for reduced temperature conditions.
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3/4. 11 RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

BASES

3/4.11.1 SECONDARY SYSTEM LIOUID WASTE DISCHARGE TO ONSITE EVAPORATION PONOS

3/4. 11. 1. 1 CONCENTRATION

This specification is provided to ensure that at any time during the life
of the nuclear station, the annual total body dose due to ground contamination of
an UNRESTRICTED AREA, arising from transportation and deposition by wind of the
accumulated activity discharged to the pond from the secondary system of the plant(if the pond gets dried up) on the UNRESTRICTED AREA, is within the guidelines of
10 CFR Part 20 for the above"mentioned postulated event.

Restricting the concentrations of the secondary liquid wastes discharged to
the onsite evaporation ponds will restrict the quantity of radioactive material
that can get accumulated in the ponds. This, in turn, provides assurance that
in the event of an uncontrolled release of the pond's contents to an UNRESTRICTED
AREA, the resulting total body annual exposure from ground contamination to a
MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC at the nearest exclusion area boundary will be within 0.5 rem.

This specification applies to the secondary system liquid waste discharges
of radioactive materials from all reactor units to the onsite evaporation ponds;
Since the chemical neutralizer tank concentrations will bound concentrations
in other secondary waste discharges, surveillance requirements stipulate that
sampling and analysis of other secondary waste discharges need be performed
only if the sampling and analysis of the contents of the chemical neutralizer
tank shows that the neutralizer tank concentration exceeds the specified LLD.

The required detection capabilities for radioactive materials in the secondary
liquid waste samples are tabulated in terms of the lower limits of detection
(LLOs). Detailed discussion of the LLD, and other detection limits can be found
in HASL Procedures Manual, HASL-300 (revised annually), Currie, L. A., "Limits
for Qualitative Detection and Quantitative Determination - Application to Radio-
chemistry," Anal. Chem. 40, 586-93 (1968), and Hartwell, J. K., "Oetec"ion Limits
for Radioanalytical Counting Techniques," Atlantic Richfield Hanford Company
Report ARH-SA-215 (June 1975).
3/4. 11. 1. 2 DOSE

This specification is provided to implement the requirements of
Sections II.A, III.A and IV.A of Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50. The Limiting Condi-
tion for Operation implements the guides set forth in Section II.A of Appendix I.
The ACTION statements provide the required operating flexibility and at the same
.time implement the guides set forth in Section IV.A of Appendix I to assure that
the releases of radioactive material in liquid effluents to UNRESTRICTED AREAS
will be kept "as low as is reasonably achievable." Also, for fresh water sites
with drinking water supplies that can be potentially affected by plant operations,
there is reasonable assurance that the operation of the facility will not result in
radionuclide concentrations in the finished drinking water that are in excess of
the requirements of 40 CFR Part 141. The dose calculation methodology and para-
meters in the OOCM implement the requirements in Section III.A of Appendix I that
conformance with the guides of Appendix I be shown by calculational procedures

. based on models and data, such that the actual exposure of a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC
through appropriate pathways is unlikely to be substantially underestimated.
The equations specified in the ODCM for calculating the doses due to the actual
release rates of radioactive materials in liquid effluents are consistent with
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the methodology provided in Regulatory Guide 1. 109, "Calculation of Annual
Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Ef>luents for the Purpose of
Evaluating Compli.ance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I," Revision 1, October
1977 and Regulatory Guide 1.113, "Estimating Aquatic Dispersion of Effluents
from Accidental and Routine Reactor Releases for the Purpose of Implementing
Appendix I," April 1977.

This specification applies to the release of liquid effluents from eachreactor at the site. For units with shared radwaste treatment systems, theliquid effluents from the shared system are proportioned among the units
sharing that system.

3/4. 11. 1.3 LI UID HOLDUP TANKS

The tanks listed in this specification in'elude all those outdoor radwaste
tanks that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable of holding
the tank contents and that do not have tank overflows and surrounding area
drains connected to the liquid radwaste treatment system.

Restricting the quantity of radioactive material contained in the specified
tanks provides assurance that in the event of an uncontrolled release of thetanks'ontents, the resulting concentrations would be less than the limits of
10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2, at the nearest potable water

. supply and the near est surface water supply in an UNRESTRICTED AREA.

The limit of 60 curies is based on the analyses given in Section 2.4 of
the PVNGS FSAR and on the amount of soluble (not gaseous) radioactivity in the
Refueling Water Tank in Table 2.4-26.

3/4. 11.2 GASEOUS EFFLUENTS

3/4.11.2.1 DOSE RATE.

This specification is provided to ensure that the dose at any time at and
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY from gaseous effluents from all units on the site will
be within the annual dose limits of 10 CFR Part 20 to UNRESTRICTED AREAS. The
annual dose limits are the doses associated with the concentrations of 10 CFR
Part 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column '1. These limits provide reasonable
assurance that radioactive material discharged in gaseous effluents will not
result in the exposure of a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC in an UNRESTRICTED AREA,
either within or outside the SITE BOUNDARY, to annual average concentrations
exceeding the limits specified in Appendix B, Table II of 10 CFR Part 20
(10 CFR Part 20. 106(b)). For MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC who may at times be within
the SITE BOUNDARY, the occupancy of that MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC will usually be
sufficiently low to compensate for any increase in the atmospheric diffusion
factor above that for the SITE BOUNDARY. Examples of calculations for such

. MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC, with the appropriate occupancy factors, shall be given .

in the OOCM. The specified release rate limits restrict, at all times, the
corresponding gamma and beta dose rates above background to a MEMBER OF THE
PUBLIC at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY to less than or equal to 500 mrems/year
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to'he total body or to less than or equal to 3000 mrems/year to the skin.
These release rate limits also restrict, at all times, the corresponding
thyroid dose rate above, background to a child via the inhalation pathway to
less than'r equal to 1500 mrems/year.

This specification applies to the release of radioactive materials in
gaseous effluents from all reactor units at the site.

The required detection capabilities for radioactive materials in gaseous
waste samples are tabulated in terms of the lower limits of detection (LLDs).
Detailed discussion of the LLD, and other detection limits can be found in HASL
Procedures Manual, HASL-300 (revised annually), Currie, L. A., "Limits for
gualitative Detection and guantitative Determination - Application to Radio-
chemistry," Anal. Chem. 40, 586-93 (1968), and Hartwell, J. K., "Detection

Company Report ARH-SA-215 (June 1975).

3/4. 11. 2.2 DOSE - NOBLE GASES

This specification is provided to implement the requirements of
Sections II.B, III.A and IV.A of Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50. The Limiting
Condition for Operation implements the guides set forth in Section II.B of
Appendix I. The ACTION statements provide the required operating flexibility.
and at, the same time implement the guides set forth in Section IV.A of Appendix I
to assure that the releases of radioactive material in gaseous effluents to
UNRESTRICTED AREAS will be kept "as low as is reasonably achievable." The sur-
veillanc'e requirements implement'he requirements in Section III.A of Appendix I
that conformance with the guides of Appendix I be shown by calculational proce-
dures based on models and data such that the actual exposure of a MEMBER OF
THE PUBLIC through appropriate pathways is unlikely to be substantially under-
estimated. The dose calculation methodology and parameters established in the
ODCM for calculating the doses due to the actual release rates of radioactive
noble gases in gaseous effluents are consistent with the methodology provided
in Regulatory Guide 1. 109, "Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine
Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with
10 CFR Papt 50, Appendix I," Revision 1, October 1977 and Regulatory Guide l. 111,
"Methods for Estimating Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents
in Routine Releases from Light-Mater Cooled Reactors," Revision 1, July 1977.
The ODCM equations provided for determining the air doses at and beyond the
SITE BOUNDARY are based upon the historical average atmospheric conditions.

This specification applies to the release of radioactive materials in
gaseous effluents from each reactor unit at the site.
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3/4.11.2.3 DOSE - IODINE-131. IODINE-133 TRITIUM, AND RADIONUCLIDES IN
PARTICULAT FORM

This specification is provided to implement the requirements of
Sections II.C, III.A and IV.A of Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50. The Limiting
Conditions for Operation are the guides set forth in Section II.C of Appendix I.
The ACTION statements provide the required operating flexibility and at the
same time implement the guides set forth in Section IV.A of Appendix I to assure
that the releases of radioactive materials in gaseous. effluents to UNRESTRICTED
AREAS will be kept "as low as is reasonably achievable." The ODCM calculational
methods specified in the surveillance requirements implement the requirements
in Section III.A of Appendix I that conformance with the guides of Appendix I
be shown by calculational procedures based on models and data, such that the
actual exposure of a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC through appropriate pathways is
unlikely to be substantially underestimated. The ODCM calculational method"
ology and parameters for calculating the doses due to the actual release rates
of the subject materials are consistent with the methodology provided in
Regulatory Guide 1. 109, "Calculation of Annual Doses to Han from Routine
Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I," Revision 1, October 1977 and Regulatory Guide 1.111,
"Methods for Estimating Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents
in Routine Releases from Light-Mater Cooled Reactors," Revision 1, July 1977..
These equations also provide for determining the actual doses based upon the
historical average atmospheric conditions. The release rate specifications
for iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium, and radionuclides in particulate form with
half"lives greater than 8 days are dependent upon the existing radionuclide
pathways to man, in the areas at and beyond the SITE BOUNDARY. The pathways
that were examined in the development of these calculations were: (1) individual
inhalation of airborne radionuclides, (2) deposition of radionuclides onto green
leafy vegetation with subsequent consumption by man, (3) deposition onto grassy
areas where milk'nimals and meat-producing animals graze with consumption of
the milk and meat by man, and (4) deposition on the ground with subsequent
exposure of man.

This specification applies to the release of radioactive materials in
gaseous effluents from each reactor unit at'the site.

3/4. 11.2.4 GASEOUS RAOMASTE TREATMENT

e

The OPERABILITY of the GASEOUS RAOWASTE SYSTEM and the VENTILATION EXHAUST

TREATMENT SYSTEM ensures that the systems will be available for use whenever
gaseous effluents require treatment prior to release to the environment. The
requirement that the appropriate portions of these systems be used, when speci-
fied, provides reasonable assurance that the releases of radioactive materials
in gaseous effluents will be kept "as low as is reasonably achievable." This
specification implements the requirements of 10 CFR 50 '6a, General Design
Criterion 60 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, and the design objectives given
in Section II.D of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50. The specified limits governing
the use of appropriate portions of the systems were specified as a suitable
fraction of the dose design objectives set forth in Sections II.B and II.C of
Appendix I, 10 CFR Part. 50, for gaseous effluents.
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GASEOUS RADWASTE TREATMENT (Continued)

This specification applies to the release of radioactive materials in
gaseous effluents from each reactor unit at the site.

3/4. 11. 2. 5 EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE

This specification is provided to ensure that the concentration of
potentially explosive gas mixtures contained in the waste gas holdup system is

'aintainedbelow the flammability limits of hydrogen and oxygen. (Automatic
control features are included in the system to prevent the hydrogen and oxygen
concentrations from reaching these flammability limits.. These automatic control
features include isolation of the source of hydrogen and/or oxygen, automatic
diversion to recombiners, or injection of dilutants to reduce the concentration
below the flammability limits.) Maintaining the concentration of hydrogen and
oxygen below their flammability limits provides assurance that the releases of
radioactive materials will be controlled in conformance with the requirements
of General Design Criterion 60 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

3/4.11.2.6 GAS STORAGE TANKS

This specification considers postulated radioactive releases due to a waste
gas system leak or failure, and limits the quantity of radioactivity contained
in each pressunzed gas storage tank in the GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM to assure
that a release would be substantially below the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100
for a postulated event.

Restricting the quantity of radioactivity contained in each gas storage
tank provides assurance that in the event of an uncontrolled release of the
tank's contents, the resulting total body exposure to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC
at the nearest exclusion area boundary will not exceed 0.5 rem. This is
consistent with Standard Review Plan 11.3, Branch Technical Position ETSB 11-5,
"Postulated Radioactive Releases Due to a Waste Gas System Leak or Failure,"
in NUREG-0800, July 1981.

3/4. 11. 3 SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE

This specification addresses the requirements of General Design
Criterion 60 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. The process parameters included
in establishing the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM may include, but are not limited
to waste type, waste pH, waste/liquid/solidification agent/catalyst ratios,
waste oil content, waste principal chemical constituents, and mixing and
curing times.

3/4. 11. 4 TOTAL DOSE

This specification is provided to meet the dose limitations of 40 CFR

, Part 190 that have been incorporated into 10 CFR Part 20 by 46 FR 18525. The
specification requires the preparation and submittal of a Special Report
whenever the calculated doses from plant generated radioactive effluents and

A
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direct radiation exceed 25 mrems to the total body or any organ, except the
thyroid, which shall be limited to less than or equal to 75 mrems. For sites
containing up to four reactors, it is highly unlikely that the resultant dose
to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC will exceed the dose limits of 40 CFR Part 190 if
the individual reactors remain within twice the dose design objectives of
Appendix I, and if direct radiation doses from the reactor units and outside
storage tanks are kept small. The Special Report will describe a course of
action that should result in the limitation of the annual dose to a MEMBER OF
THE PUBLIC to within the 40 CFR Part 190 limits. For the purposes of the
Special Report, it may be assumed that the dose commitment to the MEMBER OF
THE PUBLIC from other uranium fuel cycle sources is negligible, with the
exception that dose contributions from other nuclear fuel cycle facilities at
the same site or within a radius of 8 km must be considered. If the dose to
any MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC is estimated to exceed the requirements of 40 CFR
Part 190, the Special Report with a request for a variance (provided the
release conditions resulting in violation of 40 CFR Part 190 have not already
been corrected), in accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR Part 190. 11 and
10 CFR Part 20.405c, is considered to be a timely request and fulfills the

'equirementsof 40 CFR Part 190 until NRC staff action is completed. The
variance only relates to the limits of 40 CFR Part 190, and does not apply in
any way to the other requirements for dose limitation of 10 CFR Part 20, as
addressed in Specifications 3.11.1.1 and 3.11.2.1. An individual is not con-
sidered a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC during any period in which he/she is engaged in
carrying out any operation that is part of the nuclear fuel cycle.
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3/4. 12. 1 MONITORING PROGRAM

The radiological environmental monitoring program required by this
specification provides representative measurements of radiation and of radio-
active materials in those exposure pathways and for those radionuclides that
lead ".o the highest potential radiation exposures of MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
resulting from the station operation. This monitoring program implements
Section IV.B.2 of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 and thereby supplements the
radiological effluent monitoring program by verifying that the measurable
concentrations of radioactive materials and levels of radiation are not higher
than expected on the basis of the effluent measurements and the modeling of
the environmental exposure pathways. Guidance for this monitoring program is
provided by the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position on Environ-
mental Monitoring. The initially specified monitoring program will be effectivefor at least the first 3 years of commercial operation. Following this
period, program changes may be initiated based on operational experience.

The required detection capabilities for environmental sample analyses
are tabulated in terms of the lower limits of detection (LLDs). The LLDs
required by Table 4. 12-1 are considered optimum for routine environmental
measurements in industrial laboratories. It should. be recognized that the
LLD is defined as an a riori (before the fact) limit representing the capa-bility of a measurement sys em and not as an a posteriori (after the fact)limit for a particular measurement.

De-.ailed discussion of the LLD, and other detection limits, can be found
in HASL Procedures Manual, HASL-300 (revised annually), Currie, L. A., "Limits
for qualitative Detection anFguan7itative Determination - Application to
Radiochemistry," Anal. Chem. 40, 586-93 (1968), and Hartwell, J. K., "Detectionui f II i ro T hip,"A1 i u fildH f d
Company Report ARH-SA-215 (June 1975).
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3/4.12.2 LAND USE CENSUS

'hisspecification is provided to ensure that'changes in the use of areas
at and beyond the SITE BOUNDARY are identified and that modifications to the
radiological environmental monitoring program are made if required by the
results of this census. The best information from the door-to-door survey,
from aerial survey or from consulting with local agricultural authorities shall
be used. This census satisfies the requirements of Section IV.B.3 of Appen-
dix I to 10 CFR Part 50. Restricting the census to gardens of greater than
50 m~ provides assurance that significant exposure pathways via leafy vege-
tables will be identified and monitored since a garden of this size is the
minimum required to produce the quantity (26 kg/year) of leafy vegetables
assumed in Regulatory Guide 1.109 for consumption by a child. To determine
this minimum garden size, the following assumptions were made: (1) 20K of the
garden was used for growing broad leaf vegetation (i".e., similar to lettuce
and cabbage), and (2) a vegetation yield of 2 kg/m~.

3/4. 12. 3 INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON PROGRAM

The requirement for participation in an approved Interlaboratory Comparison
Program is provided to ensure that independent checks on the precision and accu-
racy of the measurements of radioactive material in enviro'nmental'ample
matrices are performed as part of the quality assur ance program for environ-
mental monitoring in order to demonstrate that the results are valid for the
purposes of Section IV.B.2 of Appendix I to 10 CfR Part 50.
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5. 0 DESIGN FEATURES

5. 1 SITE

SITE AHD EXCLUSION BOUNDARIES

5.1.1 The site and exclusion boundaries shall be as shown in Figure 5.1-1.

LOW POPULATION ZONE

5. 1.2 The low population zone shall be as shown in Figure 5. 1-2.

GASEOUS RELEASE POINTS

5. 1.3 The gaseous release points shall be as shown in Figure 5. 1-3.

5. 2 CONTAINMENT

CONFIGURATION

5.2. 1 The reactor containment building is a steel lined, prestressed concrete
building of cylindrical shape, with a dome roof and having the following
design features:

a. Nominal inside diameter = 146 feet.

b. Nominal inside height = 206.5 feet.

c. Minimum thickness of concrete walls = 3 feet, 8 inches.

d. Minimum thickness of concrete roof = 3 feet, 8 inches.

e. Minimum thickness of concrete floor pad = 10.5 feet.

f. Nominal thickness of steel liner = 0.25 inch.

g. Nominal et free volume = 2.6 x 10 cubic feet.

DESIGN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE

5.2.2 The reactor containment building is designed and shall be maintained
for a maximum internal pressure of 60 psig and a temperature of 300 F.
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DESIGN FEATURES

5. 3 REACTOR CORE

FUEL ASSEMBLIES

I
5.3.1 The reactor core shall contain 241, fuel assemblies with each fuel
assembly containing 236 fuel rods or burnable poison rods clad with Zircaloy"4.
Each fuel rod shall have a nominal active. fuel length of 150 inches and contain
a maximum total weight of approximately 1950 grams uranium. Each burnable
poison rod shall have a nominal active poison length of 136 inches. Theinitial core loading shall have a maximum enrichment of 3.35 weight percent
U-235. Reload fuel shall be similar in physical design to the initial core
loading and shall have a maximum enrichment of 4 weight percent U-235.

CONTROL ELEMENT ASSEMBLIES

5.3.2 The reactor core shall contain 76 .full-length and 13 part-length
control element assemblies.

5.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

DESIGN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE

5.4. 1 The Reactor Coolant System is designed and shall be maintained:

'a 4 In accordance with the code requirements specified in Section 5.2 of
the FSAR with allowance for normal degradation pursuant of the
applicable surveillance requirements,

b. For a pressure of 2500 psia, and

C. For a temperature of 650 F, except for the pressurizer which is
700oF

VOLUME

5.4.2 The total water and steam volume of the Reactor Coolant System is
I.3,900 + 300/"0 cubic feet at a nominal T of 593'F.
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OESIGN FEATURES

5. 5 METEOROLOGICAL TOWER LOCATION

5.5. 1 The meteorological tower shall be located as shown on Figure 5. 1-1.

5.6 FUEL STORAGE

5.6.1 CRITICALITY

5.6.1. 1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained
with:

a. A k equivalent to less than or equal to 0.95 when flooded with
unbNted water, which includes a conservative allowance of 2.6X
delta k/k for uncertainties as described in Section 9.1 of the FSAR.

b. A nominal 9.5 inch center to-center distance between fuel
assemblies placed in the storage racks in, a high density
configuration.

5.6.1.2 The keff for new fuel for the first core loading stored dry in the

spent fuel storage racks shall not exceed 0.98 when aqueous foam moderation
is assumed.

ORAINAGE

5.6.2 The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to
prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below elevation 137 feet - 6 inches.

CAPACITY

5.6.3 The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained with a
storage capacity limited to no more than 1329 fuel assemblies.

5.7 COMPONENT CYCLIC OR TRANSIENT LIMITS
H

5.7.1 The components identified in Table 5.7-1 are designed and shall be
maintained within the cyclic or transient limits of Tables 5.7-1 and 5.7-2.
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TABLE 5.7-1

C)(m
I COMPONENT

Reactor Coolant System

COMPONENT CYCLIC OR TRANSIENT LIMITS

CYCLIC OR

TRANSIENT LIMIT

500 system heatup and cooldown

cycles at rates < 100'F/hr.

500 pressurizer heatup and
cooldown cycles at rates
< 200 F/hr.

10 hydrostatic testing cycles.

480 reactor trip cycles, turbine
trip cycles, and loss of reactor
coolant flow.

DESIGN CYCLE
OR TRANSIENT

Heatup cycle - Temperature from < 70'F
to > 565 F;

cooldown cycle - Temperatiire from > 565'F
to < 70 F.

Heatup cycle - Pressuri zer temper a ture
from < 70'F to > 653'F; cooldown cycle-
Pressurizer temperature from > 653'F to
< 70 F

RCS pressurized to 3125 psia with
RCS temperature between 120'F
and 400 F.

Includes combinations of reactor trips
due to operator errors, equipment mal-
functions, and total loss of reactor ....
coolant flow.

200 seismic stress cycles.

1 complete loss of secondary
pressure cycle.

Subjection to a seismic event equal to one-
half the design basis earthquake (OBE).

Loss of secondary pressure from either steam
generator due to a complete double-ended
break of a steam generator steam or feedwater
nozzle.



C)
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(m
Cl
m

COHPONENT
CYCLIC OR

TRANSIENT LIHIT
DESIGN CYCLE
OR TRANSIENT

TABl.E 5. 7-1 (Continued)

COHPONENT CYCLIC OR TRANSIENT LIHITS

Pressurizer Spray Nozzle

200 primary system
leak test cycles

Calculate usage factor per
Table 5.7-2.

Leak test primary system at a pressure
of 2250 psijLat a temperature from 120'F
to 400 F.

Hain spray
eon~~ with fluid hT > 200'F.

Auxiliary spray with fluid hT > 200'F.
a

hT = The difference in temperature between the pressurizer and main spray water as adjusted by the instrument
correction factor.

4T = The difference in temperature between the pressurizer and Auxiliary spray water as adjusted by the
instrument correction factor.

',4 'L
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TABLE 5.7-2

PRESSURIZER SPRAY NOZZLE USAGE FACTOR

Hain Spray Auxiliary Spray

201-250
251-300
301-350
351-400
401-450
451-500
501-550

NA

7900
4500
2900
1900
1200

850
555

N/NA

201-250
251-300
301-350
351-400
401-450
451-500
501-550
551-600

A

50000
2200
1300

850
550
375
225
150

X N/NA =

N/NA

Cumulative Usage Factor

XN/NA (Hain Spray)

XN/N (Aux. Spray)

Total = Cumulative Usage Factor



TABLE 5.7-2 (Continued

Where:

a
= ( 101 229~

'
101 103" 104"

NA = Allowable number of spray cycles

H = Number of cycles in hT range indicated

Calculational method:

1. The spray cycle is defined as any initiation and termination of main or auxiliary spray flow
throughout the pressurizer spray nozzle.

2. If the difference between pressurizer water temperature and the spray water temperature
exceeds 200~F each spray cycle and the corresponding temperature difference is logged.

~tt

3..„~"The spray nozzle usage factor shall be calculated as follows:

A. Fill in Column "N" above.

B. Calculate "N/NA" (Oivide N by NA).

C; Add Column "N/NA" to find XN/NA.

XH/HA is the cumulative spray nozzle usage factor. If the cumulative usage factor is
equal to or less than 0.65 no further action is required.

4. If the cumulative usage factor exceeds 0.65, subsequent pressurizer spray operation .

shall continue to be monitored and an engineering evaluation of nozzle. fatigue shall
be performed within 90 days. The evaluation shall determine that the nozzle remains
acceptable for additional service beyond the 90 day period or subsequent spray
operation shall be restricted so that the difference between the pressurizer water
temperature and the spray water temperature shall be limited to less than or equal to
200'F when spray is operated.

*Use lower of two temperatures.
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6. 1 RESPONSIBILITY

~gf,Q pl Aylg HAAAC~~
6. 1. 1 The shall be responsible for overall unit
operation and shall delegate in writing the succession to this responsibility
during his absence.

6. 1.2 The Shift Supervisor, or during his absence from the Control Room, a
designated SRO,, shall be responsible for the Control Room command function.
A management directive to this effect, signed by the Vice President-Nuclear
Production shall be reissued to all station personnel on an annual basis.

6. 2 ORGANIZATION

OFFSITE

6.2. 1 The offsite organization for unit management and technical support
shall be as shown in Figure 6. 2-1.

UNIT STAFF

6.2.2.1
a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

6.2.2.2
a ~

The unit organization shall be as shown in Figure 6.2-2 and:

Each on-duty shift shall be composed of at least the minimum shift
crew composition shown in Table 6.2-1.
At least one licensed Reactor Operator shall be in the,.'Control Room
when fuel is in the reactor. In addition, while the reactor is in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, at least one licensed Senior Reactor Operator
shall be in the Control Room.

A radiation protection technician" shall be onsite when fuel is in
the reactor.
All CORE ALTERATIONS shall be observed and directly supervised by
either a licensed Senior Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor Operator
Limited to Fuel Handling who has no other concurrent responsibilities
during this operation.
A site Fire Team of at least five members shall be maintained onsite
at all times". The Fire Team shall not include the Shift Supervisor,
the STA, nor the 3 other members of the minimum shift crew necessary
for safe shutdown of the unit and any personnel required for other
essential functions during a fire emergency.

The unit staff working hours shall be as follows:
Administrative procedures shall be developed and implemented to
limit the working hours of unit staff who perform safety-related
functions; e.g., Senior Reactor Operators, Reactor Operators,
radiation protection technicians, auxiliary operators, and key
maintenance personnel.

"The radiation protection technician and.Fire Team composition may be less
than the minimum requirements for a period of time not to exceed 2 hours,
in order to accommodate unexpected absence, provided immediate action is taken
to fill the required positions.

PALO VERDE " UNIT 1 6"1
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UNIT STAFF (Continued)

b. Adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine heavy
use of overtime. The objective shall be to have operating personnel
work a normal 8-hour day, 40-hour week while the plant is operating.
However, in the event that unforeseen problems .require substantial
amounts of overtime to be used, or during extended periods of
shutdown for refueling, major maintenance, or major plant modifica-
tions, on a temporary basis, the following guidelines shall be
followed (this excludes the STA working hours):

1) An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours
straight, excluding shift turnover time.

2) An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours
in any 24-hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any 48-hour
period, nor more than 72 hours in any 7-day period, all
excluding shift turnover time.

3) A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between work
periods, including shift turnover time.

4) Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of overtime
should be considered on an individual basis and not for the
entire staff on a shift.

C. Any deviation from the. above guidelines shall be authorized by the
or his designee who is at supervisory

level or above, or higher levels of management, in accordance with
established procedures and with documentation of the basis for grant-
ing the deviation. Controls shall be included in the procedures such
that individual overtime shall be reviewed monthly by the ~ee4~f
have not been assigned. Routine deviation from the above guidelines
is not authorized.

++68 WPu~Y M~A,c,aA
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TABLE 6.2-1

1INIMUM SHIFT CRF34 COMPOSITION

POSITION NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS RE(UIRED TO FILL POSITION

SS
SRO

RO

AO

STA

MODE 1, 2, 3, OR 4 MODE 5 OR 6

1
None
1
1
None

SS - Shift Supervisor with a Senior Reactor Operators License
SRO - Individual with a Senior Reactor Operators License
RO - Individual with a Reactor Operators License
AO - Nuclear Operator I or II
STA - Shift Technical Advisor

Except for the Shift Supervisor, the Shift Crew Composition may be one less
than the minimum requirements of Table 6.2-1 for a period of time not to
exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate unexpected absence of on-duty shift
crew members provided immediate action is taken to restore the Shift Crew
Composition to within the minimum requirements of Table 6.2-1. This provision
does not permit any shift crew position to be unmanned upon shift change due
to an oncoming shift crewman being late or absent.

During any absence of the Shift Supervisor from the Control Room whi le the
unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, an individual (other than the Shift Technical
Advisor) with a valid Senior Operator license shall be designated to assume
the Control Room command function. During any absence of the Shift Supervisor
from the Control Room while the unit is in MODE 5 or 6, an individual with a
valid Senior Operator or Operator license shall be designated to assume the
Control Room command function.

PALO VERDE " UNIT 1 6-5
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6. 2. 3 INOEPENOENT SAFETY ENGINEERING GROUP (ISEG)

FUNCTION

6.2.3.l The ISEG shall function to examine plant operating characteristics,
NRC issuances, industry advisories, Licensee Event Reports, and other sources
of plant design and operating experience information, including plants of
similar design, which may indicate areas for improving plant safety.

COMPOSITION

6.2.3.2 The ISEG shall be composed of at least five, dedicated, full-time
engineers located on site. Each shall have a Bachelor's Oegree in engineering
or related science and at least two years professional level experience in his
field.

RESPONSIBILITIES

6.2.3.3 The ISEG shall be responsible for maintaining surveillance of plant
activities to provide independent verification" that these activities are
performed correctly to reduce human errors as much as practical, and to detect
potential nuclear safety hazards.

AUTHORITY

6.2.3.4 The ISEG shall make detailed recommendations for revised procedures,
equipment modifications, maintenance activities, operations activities or other

y h M

II*1 «( QA&~~~
RECOROS

6.2.3.5'ecords of activities performed by the ISEG shall be prepared, main-
tained,.and forwarded each calendar month to the Manager of Nucleat Safety.

6. 2. 4 SHIFT TECHNICAL AOVISOR

6.2.4.1 The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) shall provide advisory technical
support to the Shift Supervisor in the areas of thermal hydraulics, reactor
engineering, and plant analysis with regard to the safe operation of the unit.
The STA shall be onsite and shall be available in the control room within
10 minutes whenever one or more units are in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

6. 3 UNIT STAFF UALIFICATIONS

6.3.1 Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum
qualifica-'ions

of ANS 3. 1-1978 and Regulatory Guide 1.8, September 1975, except for the
Radiation Protection and Chemistry Manager who shall meet or exceed the qualifi-
cations of Regulatory Guide 1..8, September 1975, and the Shift Technical Advisor
who shall have a bachelor's degree or equivalent in a scientific or engineering
discipline with specific training in plant design and plant operating character-
istics, including transients and accidents.

"Not responsible for sign-off function.

PALO YEROE - UNIT 1 6"6
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6. 4 TRAINING
PLA~'7 +~AC~~

6.4.1 A training program for the unit staff shall be maintained under the
direction of the ~~ns or his designee and shall meet
or exceed the requirements and recommendations of Section 5.0 of ANS 3. 1-1978
and Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 55 and the supplemental requirements specified
in Sections A and C of'Enclosure 1 of the March 28, 3.980 NRC letter to all
licensees, and shall include familiarization with relevant industry operational
experience.

6.5 REVIEM AND AUDIT

6.5. 1 PLANT REVIEM BOARD (PRB)

FUNCTION

6.5.1.1 The Plant Review Board shall function to advise the &H~~f

COHPOSITION

6.5.1.2 The PRB shall be composed of the following personnel:

Member: Technical Support Manager
Member: Operations Manager
Member: Maintenance Manager
Member: Plant Services Manager
Member: Engineering Manager
Member: u-i,g-z,~-> Operations Superintendent
Member: STA Supervisor
Hember:
Member: Radiation Protection and Chemistry Manager
Member: equality Systems/Engineering Manager

P<iwv ~ma~~
Tt
Vice-Chairman in writing. The Chairman and Vice-Chairm& may be from
outside the members listed above provided that they meet ANSI Standard 3.1,
1978.

ALTERNATES

6. 5. 1. 3 All alternate members shall be appointed in writing by the PRB Chairman
to serve on a temporary basis; however, no more than two alternates. shall
participate as voting members in PRB activities at any one time.

DIN Ktl Y

6.5.]..4 The PRB shall meet at least once per calendar month and as convened
by the PRB Chairman, Vice-Chairman, or his designated alternate.

PALO VERDE - UNIT 1 6-7
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6. 5. 1. 5 The quorum of the PRB necessary for the performance of the
PRB responsibility and authority provisions of these Technical Specifications
shall consist of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, or his designated alternate and
five members including alternates.

RESPONSIBILITIES

6;5.1.6 The PRB shall be responsible for:

Review of all administrative control procedures and changes.

b.

C.

d.

Review of all proposed changes to Appendix "A" Technical Specifications.

. Investigation of all violations of the Technical Specifications
including the preparation and forwarding of reports covering evalua-
tion and recommendations to prevent recurrence to the Nuclear Safety
Group (NSG).

Review of REPORTABLE EVENTS requiring 24-hour written notification to
the Commission.

e.

g.

h.

Review of unit operations to detect potential nuclear safety hazards.

Performance of special reviews, investigations or analyses and reports
thereon as requested by the -WIDE P~~w

OhAt4 ~~~
Review and approval of using and entering values of CPC addressable
constants outside the allowable range of Table 2.2-2.

Review and documentation of judgment concerning prolonged operation
in bypass, channel trip, and/or repair of defective protection
channels of process variables placed in bypass since the last PRB

meeting.

AUTHORITY

6.5.1.7 The PRB shall:

ao

b.

Render determinations in writing with regard to whether or not each
item considered under Specification 6.5. 1.6c. above constitutes an
unreviewed safety question.

Provide written notification within'4 hours to the Vice President-
Nuclear Production and NSG of disagreement between the PRB and

e ; however, the
4p~Hens shall have responsibility for resolution of such disagree-
ments pursuant to Specification 6. 1. 1 above.

~~V vAiA~~A
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qChp<y

RECOROS

6.5. 1.8 The PRB shall maintain written minutes of each PRB meeting that, at a
minimum, document the results of all PRB activities performed under the responsi-bility and authority provisions of these Technical Specifications. Copies shall
be provided to the<NSWpQ~i> Ch.A,uw ~Au~~ ANN
6.5.2 TECHNICAL REVIEM ANO CONTROL

ACTIVITIES
Wl&6b p6. 5. 2. 1 The shall assure that each proce-

dure and program required by Specification 6.8 and other procedures which affect
nuclear safety, and changes thereto, is prepared by a qualified individual/
organization. Each such procedure, and changes thereto, shall be reviewed by
an individual/group other than the individual/cjroup which prepared the proce-
dure, or changes thereto, but who may be from the same organization as the
individual/group which prepared the procedure, or changes thereto.
6.5.2.2 Phase I - IV tests described in the FSAR that are performed by theplant operations stars sha11 be approved by the Manager of Technica1 Support

h i i ""i ' vv
4pet~os or the Manager of Technical Support.
6.S.2.3 Proposed modifications to unit nuclear safety-related structures, systems
and components shall be designed by a qualified individual/organization. Each
such modification shall be reviewed by an individual/group other than the
individual/group which designed the modification, but who may be from the same
organization as the individual/group which designed the modification. Proposed
modifications to nuclear safety-related structures, systems and components shall
be approved prior to implementation by the or by the Manager, Technical
Support as previously designated by the ~.
6.5.2.4 Individuals responsible for reviews performed in accordance with 6.5.2. 1,6.5.2.2, and 6.5.2.3 shall be members of the station supervisory staff, previously

essgna e y t e to perform such reviews. Each such review shall include a
determination of whether or not additional, cross-disciplinary, review is
necessary. If deemed necessary, such review shall be performed by the appro-
priate designated review personnel.
6.S.2.5 Proposed tests and experiments which affect station nuclear safety and
are not addr essed in the FSAR or Technical Specifications shall be reviewed
y e , the Manager Technical Support, the Manager Operations, or the

Mana er Maintenance.

6.5.2.6 Review-of the station security pro am, and implementing procedures.
Recommended'hanges shall be approved by the and transmitted to the Vice
President-Nuclear Production and to the NSG.

6.5.2.7 Review of the station emergency plan and implementing procedures.
Recommended changes shall be approved by the and transmitted to the Vice
President-Nuclear Operations and to the NSG.

6. 5. 2. 8 The shall assure the performance of a review by a qualified
individual/organization of every unplanned onsite release of radioactive mate-
rial to the environs including the preparation and forwarding of reports cover-
ing the evaluation, recommendations and disposition of the corrective action to
prevent recurrence.

PALO VERDE - UNIT 1
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TECHNICA REVIEM ANO CONTROL (Continued)
6.5.2.9 The shall assure the performance of a review by a qualified
individual/organization of changes to the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM, OFFSITE OOSE
CALCULATION MANUAL, radwaste treatment systems, and the Pre-planned Alternate
Sampling Program.

6.5.2. 10 Reports documenting each of the activities performed under Specifica-
tions 6. 5. 2.1 through 6. 5.2. 9 above shall be maintained. Copies shall be
provided to the 's and the Nuclear Safety Group.PLAINT AlA,~dGhg~
6.5.3 NUCLEAR SAFETY GROUP NSG

FUNCTION

6.5.3. I The NSG shel'I function to provide independent review and shall be
responsible for the audit of designated activities in the areas of:.

a. nuclear power plant operations
b. nuclear engineering
c. chemistry and radiochemistry
d. metallurgy
e. instrumentation and control
f. radiological safety
g. mechanical and electrical engineering
h. quality assurance practices

COMPOSITION

6.5.3.2 The NSG shall consist of a Supervisor and at least four staff spe-
cialists. The supervisor shall have a Bachelor's Oegree in Engineering or the
Physical Sciences. He will also have a minimum of 10 years experience in the
power :field with at least 3 of those years in the nuclear field. The NSG
Supervisor will have at least 2 years of supervisor/managerial experience.
Each staff specialist will have at least one of the following requirements:

a. Eight years experience in one of the designated areas in Specifica-
tion 6.5.3.1. One of these 8 years will be at Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station.

b. Bachelor's Oegree in Engineering or a related science and 3 years of
professional experience.

CONSULTANTS

6.5.3.3 Consultants shall be utilized as determined by the NSG Supervisor to
provide expert advice to the NSG.

REVIEN

6.5. 3. 4 The NSG shall review:

a. The safety evaluations program and its implementation for (1) changes
to procedures, equipment, systems or facilities within the power block,
and (2) tests or experiments completed under the provision of
10 CFR 50.59, to verify that such actions did not constitute an
unreviewed safety question;

PALO VEROE - UNIT 1
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REVIEM (Continued

C.

d.
'.

g.

AUOITS

Proposed changes to procedures, equipment, systems or facilities
within the power block which involve an unreviewed safety question
as defined in 10 CFR 50.59;

Proposed tests or experiments which involve an unreviewed safety
question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59;

Proposed changes to Technical Specifications or this Operating
License;

Violations of codes, regulations, orders, Technical Specifications,
license requirements, or of internal procedures or instructions
having nuclear safety significance;

Significant operating abnormalities or deviations from normal and
expected performance of unit equipment that affect nuclear safety;

All REPORTABLE EVENTS requiring 24 hours written notification;
1

All recognized indications of an unanticipated deficiency in some
aspect of design or operation of structures, systems, or components
that could affect nuclear safety; and

Reports and meeting minutes of the PRB.

6.5.3.5 Audits of unit activities shall be performed under the cognizance of
the NSG. These audits shall encompass:

ao

b.

C.

d.

e.

The conformance of unit operation to provisions contained within the
Technical Specifications and applicable license conditions at least
once per 12 months.

The performance, training, and qualifications of the entire unit
staff at least once per 12 months.

The results of actions taken to correct deficiencies occurring in
unit equipment, structures, systems, or method of operation that
affect nuclear safety at least once per 6 months.

The performance of activities required by the Operational guality
Assurance Program to meet the criteria of Appendix B, 10 CFR

Part 50, at least once per 24 months.

Any other area of unit operation considered appropriate by the NSG

or the Vice President-Nuclear Production.

The fire protection programmatic controls including the implementing
procedures at least once per 24 months by qualified licensee gA
personnel.

PALO VEROE - UNIT»1
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AUOITS Continued)

g. The fire protection equipment and program implementation at least
once per 12 months utilizing either a qualified offsite licensee
fire protection engineer or an outside independent fire protection
consultant. An outside independent fire protection consultant shall
be used at least every third year.

h. The radiological environmental monitoring program and the results
thereof at least once per 12 months.

The OFFSITE OOSE CALCULATION MANUAL and implementing procedures at
least once per 24 months.

j. The PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM and implementing procedures for processing
and packaging of radioactive wastes at least once per 24 months.

k. The performance of activities required by the Operations guality
Assurance Criteria Manual to meet the provisions of Regulatory
Guide 1. 21, Revision 1, June 1974 and Regulatory Guide 4.

1,'evision1, April 1975 at least once per 12 months.

1. The Pre"planned Alternate Sampling Program and implementing procedures
at least once per 24 months.

AUTHORITY

6. 5. 3. 6 The NSG shall report to and advise the Manager of Nuclear Safety on
those areas of responsibility specified in Specifications 6.5.3.4 and 6.5:3.5.

RECOROS

6. 5. 3. 7 Records of NSG activities shall be prepared and maintained. Report of
reviews and audits shall be prepared monthly for the Manager of Nuclear Safety

P

, and to the management positions responsible for the areas
audited.

6.6 REPORTABLE EVENT ACTION

6. 6. 1 The following actions shall be taken for REPORTABLE EVENTS:

a.

b.

The Commission shall be notified and a report submitted pursuant
to the requirements of Section 50. 73 to 10 CFR Part 50, and

Each REPORTABLE EVENT requiring 24 hours written notification shall
be reviewed by the PRB, and the results of this review shall be
submitted to the l4~~4„Nuclear Safety and the Vice President-
Nuclear Production. oA

Qguarb
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6. 7 SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATION

6.?.1 The following actions shall be taken in the event a Safety Limit is
violated:

b.

The NRC Operations Center shall be notified by telephone as soon as
possible and in all cases within 1 hour. The Vice President-Nuclear qgp~~"
Production, and uc ear
Safety„shall be notified within 24 hours. Q

QRChk|Pi . 04sofn) 'tsusn~~ fylA~n~
A Safety Limit Violation Report shall be prepared. The report shall
be reviewed by the PRB. This report shall describe (1) applicable
circumstances preceding the violation, (2) effects of the violation
upon facility components, systems, or structures, and (3) corrective
action taken to prevent recurrence.

c. The Safety Limit Violation Report shall be submitted to the
Commission, the Supervisor of the NSG and the Vice President-Nuclear
Production within 14 days of the violation.

d. Critical operation of the unit shall not be resumed until authorized
by the Commission.

6.8 PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS

6.8.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained
covering the activities referenced below:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978, and those required for
implementing the requirements of NUREG-0737.

b. Refueling operations.
c. Surveillance and test activities of safety-related equipment.

d. Security Plan implementation.

e. Emergency Plan implementation.

f. Fire Protection Program implementation.

g. Modification of Core Protection Calculator (CPC) Addressable
Constants.

NOTE: Modification to the CPC Addressable Constants based on information
obtained through the Plant Computer - CPC data link shall not be made without
prior approval of the PRB.

h. PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM implementation.

i. OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL implementation.

j. guality Assur ance Program for effluent and environmental monitoring,
using the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.21, Revision 1, June 1974
and Regulatory Guide 4. 1, Revision 1, April 1975.

k. Pre-planned Alternate Sampling Program implementation.
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6.8.2 Each program or procedure of Specification 6.8. 1, and changes thereto, is+~
shall be reviewed as sPecified in SPecification 6.5.1 and aPProved Prior 'to Psess<+ e+

nelTll
approved by the , or essgna e a terna e w o
is at supervisory level or above.

g- srssese~
Programs an proce ures or

Specification 6.8. 1 shall be reviewed periodically as set forth in administra-
tive procedures.

6.8.3 Temporary changes to procedures of Specificatson 6.8. 1 above may be
made provided:

a. The intent of the original procedure is not altered.
b. The change is approved by two members of the plant supervisory staff,

at least one of whom is the Shift Supervisor ot Assistant Shift
Supervisor on the unit affected.

c. The change is documented, reviewed in accordance. with Specification PQAQb
6.5.1 and approved by the or cognizant
department head, as designated by the fss ss rs shtickwithin 14 days of implementation.

v

6.8.4 The following programs shall be established, implemented, maintained,
and shall be audited under the cognizance of the NSG at least once per
24 months:

ae Primar Coolant Sources Outside Containment

A program to reduce leakage from those portions of systems outside
containment that could contain highly radioactive fluids during a
serious transient or accident to as low as practical levels. The
systems iriclude the recirculation portion of the high pressure
safety injection system, the shutdown cooling portion of the low
pressure safety injection system, the post-accident sampling subsystem
of the reactor coolant sampling'ystem, the containment spray system,
the post-accident sample return piping of the radioactive waste gas
system, the post-accident sampling return piping of the liquid
radwaste system, and the post-accident containment atmosphere
sampling piping of the hydrogen monitoring subsystem. The program
shall include the following:

(1) Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection
requirements, and

(2) Integrated leak test requirements for each system at refueling
cycle intervals or less.
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PROCEDURES AND PROGRAtlS (Continued}

b. In-Plant Radiation flonitorin

C.

A program which will ensure the capability to accurately determine
the airborne iodine concentration in vital areas under accident
conditions. This program shall include the following:

(1) Training of personnel,

(2) Procedures for monitoring, and

(3) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.

Secondar Mater Chemistr

d.

A program for monitoring of secondary water chemistry to inhibit
steam generator tube degradation. This program shall include:

(1) Identification of a sampling schedule foi the critical
variables and control points for these variables,

(2) Identification of the procedures used to measure the values
of the critical variables,

(3) Identification of process sampling points, which shall include
monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps for evidence
of condenser in-leakage,

(4) Procedures for the recording and management of data,

(5) Procedures defining corrective actions for all off-control
point chemistry conditions, and

(6) A procedure identifying (a) the authority responsible for the
interpretation of the data, and (b) the sequence and timing of
administrative events required to initiate corrective action.

Backu Method for Determinin Subcoolin Mar in

e.

A program which will ensure the capability to accurately monitor the,
Reactor Coolant System subcooling margin. This program shall include
the following:

(1) Training of personnel, and

(2) Procedures for monitoring.

Post-accident Samolin

A program which will ensure the capability to obtain and analyze
reactor coolant, radi oacti ve iodi nes and particulates in pl ant
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PROCEOURES ANO PROGRAMS (Continued)

gaseous effluents, and containment atmosphere samples under accident
conditions. The program shall include the following:

(1) Training of personnel,

(2) Procedures for sampling and analysis,

(3) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.

6. 9 ~ REPORTING RE UIREMENTS

ROUTINE REPORTS

6.9.1 In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations, the following reports shall be submitted to the Regional
Administrator of the Regional Office of the NRC unless otherwise noted.

STARTUP REPORT

6.9;1.1 A summary report of plant startup and power escalation testing shall
be submitted following (1) receipt of an operating license, (2) amendment to
the license involving a planned increase in power level, (3) installation of
fuel that has a different design or has been manufactured by a different fuel
supplier, and (4) modifications that may have significantly altered the nuclear,
thermal, or hydraulic performance of the plant.

6. 9.1.2 The Startup Report shall address each of the tests identified in t~e
FSAR and shall include a description of the measured values of the operating
conditions or characteristics obtained during the test program and a comparison
of these values with design predictions and specifications.. Any corrective
actions that were required to obtain satisfactory operation shall also be
described. Any additional specific details required in license conditions
based on other commitments shall be included in this report.

6. 9. 1.3 Startup reports shall be submitted within (1) 90 days following
completion of the startup test program (2) 90 days following resumption or
commencement of commercial power operation, or (3) 9 months following initial
criticality, whichever is earliest. If the Startup Report does not cover all
three events (i.e., initial criticality, completion of startup test program,
and,resumption or commencment of commercial operation) supplementary reports
shall be submitted at least every 3 months until all three events have been
completed.
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ANNUAL REPORTS"

6.9. 1.4 Annual reports covering the activities of the unit as described belowfor the previous calendar year shall be submitted prior to March j of each
year. The initial report shall be submitted prior to March 1 of the year
following initial criticality.
6. 9. 1. 5 Reports required on an annual basis shall include a tabulation on an
annual basis of the number of station, utility, and other personnel (including
contractors) receiving exposures greater than 100 mrems/yr and thei r associated
man-rem exposure according to work and job functions,"" e.g., reactor operations
and surveillance, inservice inspection, routine maintenance, special maintenance
(describe maintenance), waste processing, and refueling. The dose assignments
to various duty functions may be estimated based on pocket dosimeter, TLD, orfilm badge measurements. Small exposures totalling less than 20K of the
individual total dose need not be accounted for. In the aggregate, at least
80K of the total whole body dose received from external sources should be
assigned to specific major work functions.

MONTHLY OPERATING REPORT

6.9.1.6 Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience,
including documentation of all challenges to the safety valves, shall be
submitted on a monthly basis to the Oirector, Office of Resource Management,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, O.C. 20555, with a copy to
the Regional Administrator of the Regional Office of the NRC, no later than
the 15th of each month following the calendar month covered by the report.

ANNUAL RAOIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATING REPORT"""

6.9.1.7 Routine Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Reports covering
the operation of the unit during the previous calendar year shall be submitted
prior to May 1 of each year. The initial report shall be submitted prior to
May 1 of the year following initial criticality.

"A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal
should combine those sections that are common to all units at the station.

""This tabulation supplements the requirements of f20.407 of the 10 CFR Part 20.
+«A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station.
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ANNUAL RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATING REPORTS (Continued)

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Reports shall include summaries,
interpretations, and an analysis of trends of the results of the radiological
environmental surveillance activities for the report period, including a
comparison with preoperational studies, with operational controls as appropriate,
and with previous environmental surveillance reports, and an assessment of the
observed impacts of the plant operation on the environment. The reports shall
also include the results of land use censuses required by Specification 3. 12.2.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Reports shall include the
results of analysis of all radiological environmental samples and of all
environmental radiation measurements taken during the period pursuant to the
locations specified in the Table and Figures in the ODCM, as well as summarized
and tabulated results of these analyses and measurements in the format of the
table in the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Revision 1,
November 1979. In the event that some individual results are not available
for inclusion with the report, the report shall be submitted noting and
explaining the reasons for the missing results. The missing data shall be
submitted as soon as possible in a supplementary report;

The reports shall also include the following: a summary description of the
radiological environmental monitoring program; at least two legible maps"
covering all sampling locations keyed to a table giving distances and
directions from the centerline of one reactor; the results of licensee
participation in the Interlaboratory Comparison Program, required by
Specification 3.12.3; discussion of all deviations from the sampling schedule
of Table 3. 12-1; and discussion of all analyses in which the LLQ required by
Table 4. 12-1 was not achievable.

SEMIANNUAL RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT RELEASE REPORT""

6.9.1.8 Routine Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Reports covering
the operation of the unit during the previous 6 months of operation shall be
submitted within 60 days after January 1 and July 1 of each year. The period
of the first report shall begin with the date of initial criticality.
The Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include a summary
of the quantities of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste
released from the unit as outlined in Regulatory Guide 1. 21, "Measuring, Evalu-
ating, and Reporting Radioactivity in Solid Wastes and Releases of Radioactive
Materials in Liquid and Gaseous Effluents from Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants," Revision 1, June 1974, with data summarized on a quarterly basis
following the format of Appendix B thereof.

~One map shall cover stations near the SITE BOUNDARY; a second shall include
the more distant stations.

I

""A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal
should combine those sections that are common to all units at the station;
however, for units with separate radwaste systems, the submittal shall specify
the releases of radioactive material from each unit.
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SEMIANNUAL RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT RFLEASE REPORT (Continued)

The Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report to be submitted within
60 days after January 1 of each year shall include an annual summary of hourly
meteorological data collected over the previous year. This annual summary may
be either in the form of an hour-by-hour listing on magnetic tape of wind
speed, wind direction, atmospheric stability, and precipitation (if measured),
or in the form of joint frequency distributions of wind speed, wind direction,
and atmospheric stability." This same report shall include an assessment of
the radiation doses due to the radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents released
from the unit or station during the previous calendar year. 'This same report
shall also include an assessment of the radiation doses from radioactive liquid
and gaseous effluents to MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC due to their activities inside
the SITE BOUNDARY (Figure 5. 1-1) during the report period. All assumptions
used in making these assessments, i.e., specific activity, exposure time and
location, shall be included in these reports. The meteorological conditions
concurrent with the time of release of radioactive materials in gaseous
effluents, as determined by sampling frequency and measurement, shall be used
for determining the gaseous pathway doses. The assessment of radiation doses
shall be performed in accordance with the methodology and parameters in the
OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL.

The Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report to be submitted 60 days
after January 1 of each year shall also include an assessment of radiation
doses to the likely most exposed MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC, from reactor releases
and other nearby uranium fuel cycle sources, including doses from primary
effluent pathways and direct radiation, for the previous calendar year to
show conformance with 40 CFR Part 190, Environmental Radiation Protection
Standards for Nuclear Power Operation. Acceptable methods for calculating
the dose contribution from liquid and gaseous effluents are given in Regula-
tory Guide 1. 109, Rev. 1, October 1977.

The Semiannual Radioactfve Effluent Release Reports shall include the following
information for each class of solid waste (as defined by 10 CFR Part 61)
shipped offsite during the report period:

a0

b.

C.

d.

Container volume,

Total curie quantity (specify whether determined by measurement or
estimate),

Principal radionuclides (specify whether determined by measurement
or estimate),

Source of waste and processing employed (e. g., dewatered spent resin,
compacted dry waste, evaporator bottoms),

"In lieu of submission with the first half year Semiannual Radioactive
Effluent Release Report, the licensee has the option. of retaining this
summary of required meteorological data on site in a file that shall be
provided to the NRC upon request.
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SEMIANNUAL RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT RELEASE REPORT (Continued)

e. Type of container (e.g., LSA, Type A, Type B, Large Quantity), and

Solidification agent or absorbent (e.g., cement, urea formaldehyde).

The Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include a list and
description. of unplanned releases 'from the site to UNRESTRICTED 'AREAS of radio-
active materials in gaseous and liquid effluents made during the reporting
period.

1

The Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include any changes
made during the reporting period to the PROCESS CONTROl PROGRAM and to the
OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL, as well as a listing of new locations for
dose calculations and/or environmental monitoring identified by the land use
census pursuant to Specification 3.12.2.

SPECIAL REPORTS

6.9.2 Special reports shall be submitted to the Regional Administrator of the
Regional Office of the NRC within the time period specified for each report.

6. 10 RECORD RETENTION

In addition to the applicable record retention requirements of Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations, the following records shall be retained for at least
the minimum period indicated.

6. 10. 1 The following records shall be retained for at least 5 years:

a. Records and logs of unit operation covering time interval at each
power level.

b. Records and logs of principal maintenance activities, inspections,
repair and replacement of principal items of equipment related to
nuclear safety.

c. All REPORTABLE EVENTS submitted to the Commission.

d.

e.

Records of surveillance activities; inspections and calibrations
required by these Technical Specifications.

Records of changes made to the procedures required by
Specification 6.8. l.

f. Records of radioactive shipments.=

g. Records of sealed source and fission detector leak tests and
results.

h. Records of annual physical inventory of all sealed source material
of record.
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RECORD RETENTION (Continued)

6. 1O.2 The following records shall be retained for the duration of the unit
Operating License:

a.

b.

C.

Records and drawing changes reflecting unit design modifications
made to systems and equipment described in the FSAR.

Records'of new and irradiated fuel inventory, fuel transfers and
assembly burnup histories.

Records of radiation exposure for all individuals entering radiation
control areas.

d. Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive material released beyond
the SITE BOUNDARY.

Records of transient or operational cycles for those unit components
identified in Tables 5.7-1 and 5.7-2.

g.

Records of reactor tests and experiments.

Records of training and qualification for current members of the
unit

staff.'.

Records of inservice inspections performed pursuant to these Technical
Specifications.

Records of quality assurance activities required by the gA Manual.

Records of reviews performed for changes made to procedures or
equipment or reviews of tests and experiments pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.

k. Records of PRB meetings and of NSG activities.

m.

n.

Records of the service lives of all hydraulic and mechanical snubbers
required by Specification 3.7.9 including the date at which the
service life commences and associated installation and maintenance
records.a

Records of audits performed under the requirements of Specifications
6.5.$ .$ and 6.8.4.

Records of analyses required by the radiological environmental
monitoring program that would permit evaluation of the accuracy of
the analysis at a later date. This should include procedures effective
at specified times and gA records showing that these procedures were
followed.

0. Meteorological data, summarized and reported in a format consistent
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.21 and 1.23.

p. Records of secondary water sampling and water quality.
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6.11 RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM

6. 11. 1 Procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be prepared
consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and shall be approved,
maintained, and adhered to for all operations involving personnel radiation
exposure.

6. 12 HIGH RADIATION AREA

6.12.1 In lieu of the "control device" or "alarm signal" required by i

paragraph 20.203(c)(2) of 10 CFR Part 20, each high radiation area in i

which the intensity of ladiation is greater than 100 mrem/hr but less than
1000'mrem/hr shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted as a high radiation
area and entrance thereto shall be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radi"
ation Exposure Permit (REP)". Any individual or group of individuals permitted
to enter such areas shall be provided with or accompanied by one or more of the
following:

a. A radiation monitoring device which continuously indicates the
radiation dose rate in the area.

b. A radiation monitoring device which continuously integrates the
radiation dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated
dose is received. Entry into such areas with this monitoring device
may be made after the dose rate level in the area has been established
and personnel have been made knowledgeable of them.

C. A radiation protection qualified individual (i.e., qualified in
radiation protection procedures) with a radiation dose rate monitoring
device who is responsible for providing positive control over the
activities within the area and shall perform periodic radiation
surveillance at the frequency specified by the facility Radiation
Protection Supervisor or his designated alternate in the REP.

6.12.2 In addition to the requirements of Specification 6.12.1, areas
accessible to personnel with radiation levels such that a major portion of the
body could receive in 1 hour a dose greater than 1000 mrem shall be provided
with locked doors to prevent unauthorized entry, and the keys shall be main-
tained under the administrative control of the Shift Supervisor on duty and/or
radiation protection supervision. Doors shall remain locked except during
periods of access by personnel under an approved REP which shall specify the
dose rate levels in the immediate work area and the maximum allowable .stay
time for individuals'n that area. For individual areas accessible tg

~Radiation Protection personnel or personnel escorted by Radiation Protection
personnel shall be exempt from the REP issuance requirement during the perform-
ance of their assigned radiation protection duties, .provided they are otherwise
following plant radiation protectjon procedures for entry into high radiation
areas.
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HIGH RADIATION AREA (Continued)

personnel with radiation levels such that a major portion of the body could
receive in 1 hour a dose in excess of 1000 mrems", that are located within
large areas, such as PMR containment, where no enclosure exists for purposesof locking, and no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the
";ndividual areas, then that area shall be roped off, conspicuously posted and
a flashing light shall be activated as a warning device. In lieu of the stay
time specification of the REP, direct or remote (such as use of closed c.rcuit
TV cameras) continuous surveillance may be made by personnel 'qualified in

'radiation. protection procedures to provide positive exposure control over theactivities within the area.

6. 13 PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM PCP

6.13.1 The PCP shall be approved by the Commission prior to implementation.

6.13.2 Licensee-initiated changes to the PCP:

Shall be submitted to the Commission in the Semiannual Radioactive
Effluent Release Report for the period in which the change(s) was
made. This submittal shall contain:

1) Sufficiently detailed information to totally suport the rationale
for the change without benefit of additional or supplemental
information; and

2) A determination that the change did not reduce the overall
conformance of the solidified waste product to existing criteria
for soiid wastes.

6.14 OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM)

6. 14. 1 The ODCM shall be approved by the Commission prior to implementation.

6. 14.2 Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM:

Shall be submitted to the Commission in the Semiannual Radioactive
Effluent Release Report for the period in which the change(s) was
made effective. This submittal shall contain:

"Measurement made at 18 inches from source of radioactivity.
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PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (Continued)

1) Sufficiently detailed information to totally support the
rationale for the change without benefit of additional or supple-
mental information. Information submitted should consist of a
package of those pages of the ODCM to be changed with each page
numbered and provided with an approval and date box, together
with appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying the change(s);
and

')

A determination that the change will not reduce the accuracy or
reliability of dose calculations or setpoint determinations.

6.15 MAJOR CHANGES TO RADIOACTIVE LI UID GASEOUS AND SOLID WASTE TREATMENT
SYSTEMS

6. 15.1 Licensee-initiated major changes to the radioactive waste systems
(liquid, gaseous, and solid):

Shall be reported to the Commission in the Semiannual Radioactive
Effluent Release Report for the period in which the evaluation was
reviewed by the PRB. The discussion of each change shall contain:

1) A summary of the evaluation that led to the determination that
the change could be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

2) Sufficient detailed information,to totally support the reason
for the change without benefit of additional or supplemental
information;

3) A detailed description of the equipment, components, and
processes involved and the interfaces with other plant systems;

4) An evaluation of the change, which shows the predicted releases
of radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents and/or
quantity of solid waste that differ from those previously
predicted in the license application and amendments thereto;

5) An evaluation of the change, which shows the expected maximum
exposures to a MEMBER Of THE PUBLIC in the UNRESTRICTED AREA
and to the general population that differ from those previously
estimated in the license application and amendments thereto;

~Licensees may chose to submit the information called for in this specification
as part of the annual FSAR update.
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MAJOR CHANGES TO RADIOACTIVE(E LIOUID. GASEOUS. AND SOLID HASTE TPEATMEHT SYSTEMS
Continued

6)

7)

A comparison of the predicted releases of radioactive materials,
in liquid and gaseous effluents and in solid waste, to the
actual releases for the period prior to when the changes are to
be made; and

An estimate of the exposure to plant operating personnel as a
result of the change.

6. 16 PRE-PLANNED ALTERNATE SAMPLING PROGRAM PASP)

6. 16. 1 The PASP, shall be approved by the Commission prior to implementation.

6.16.2 Licensee-initiated changes to the PASP:

Shall be submitted to the Commission in the Semiannual Radioactive
Effluent Release Report for the period in which the change(s) was
made. This submittal shall contain:

1) Sufficiently detailed information to totally support the
rationale for the change without benefit of additional or
supplemental information; and

2) A determination that the change did not reduce the overall
effectiveness of the Gaseous Effluent Sampling Program.

0
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TYPOS

PAGE COKKNTS

1-2

2-5

2-6

3/4 1-8

3/4 1-21

3/4 1-22

3/4 1-32

3/4 2-8

3/4 3-5

3/4 3-16

3/4 3-23

3/4 3-25

3/4 3-38

3/4 3-43

3/4 3-44

3/4 3-48

3/4 3-5O

3/4 3-51

3/4 3-52

3/4,3-53,

3/4 3-54

3/4 3-55

3/4 3-61-,68
1

3/4 3-76

3/4 4-10 , 4''

Item l.7.a. 2 Correct numbers.

Footnote 5, add % as noted.

Footnote 6 — Sentence left out in final draft identifying
Tech. Spec. and proper Table'.

4.1.2,2.b. "Charging Pump".

Action C change "within 1 hour" to where shown for sentence

to read correctly.
Add Figure 3.1-4 to Action d.

Delete Reference to VCE 19028.

4.2.'5 words "or equal to" left out. Needs to be added to

agree with LCO.

Action 2 correct Reference is 6.5.1.6.H not 6.5.1.6.1.
The statement (conservatively compensated for'easurement
uncertainties) was to be deleted in Action 7 and 8.

Action 13 correct Reference is 6.5.1. 6.H not 6. 5.1. 6.1.

Item II.A,2 add footnote (1) in both columns.

Item 1. c, 1. d, 2.A. 1, 88 note.

Item l.b correct location of accelerometer is in motor

housing not upper support.
Item l.b correct location of accelero-meter is in motor

housing not upper support.

Change instrumentation to system in heading.

Corrections to'able.
Corrections to Table.

Corrections to'Table.
Corrections,to Table.

Corrections to Table.

Corrections to Table.

Table correc'ti'ons and changes based on plant modifications.

Item l.a and l.b should be single 8 notes.

Delete'grou'ps" APS doesn't use groups for Auxiliary Spray

Valves.
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TYPOS

(Continued)

PAGE CO&PKNTS

3/4 4-21

3/4 4-29

3/4 5-3

3/4 5-5

3/4 5-7

3/4 6-8

3/4 6-10

3/4 6-14

3/4 6-15

3/4 6-21-35

3/4 6-23

3/4 6-24

3/4 6-28

3/4 6-30

3/4 6-31

3/4 6-34

3/4 6-35

3/4 7-3

3/4 7-5

3/4 7-9

Correct valve 'dentification numbers as discussed by

Reviewer.

LCO b should be 10'F not 20'F. This agrees with the graph

on Page 3/4 4-30.

Footnote should be 1837 psia not 1750.

4.5.2.f-the word indicated should be placed in front of the

word differential.
4.5.2.f.l — HPSI pump value is 1761 paid not 1830 psid.
4.5.2.f.2 —LPSI pump value is 165 paid not 195 psid.
Mode 3* and footnote to be deleted — mode 3 is 350'F, the

Spec. is for 350'F.

LCO 4.6.1.7 should be 4.6.1.6.
4. 6. 1. 6. 2. c TO.

Action C numbers reflecting specs. changed 4.6.7.7.1 add

...insulation valve "not opened"...

4.6.2.1,.b number is 273 psid.
Corrected valve numbers.

Reactor Drain
Corrected maximum actuation times to correspond with recent

docketed material.
Add 8 note to AFE-V-079 and AFE-V-080.

Add 8 note to SGA-UV-174, 177 and SGB-UV-132, 137.

Add 8 note to SGA-UV-175, and SIA-UV-682.

Add 8 note to SIA-UV-673 and 6574 SIB-UV-675 and 676.

Add 8 note to FPE-V-089.

Correct title of Table 3.7-2 and reverse column order.

Item 5 should be 1270 psia instead of 1250 psia.

4.7.1.5.1 change"'he MISV closure time to 4. 6 to agree with

our response to RSB question.
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TYPOS

(Continued)

PAGE

3/4 7-15

3/4 7-23

3/4 7-30

3/4 7-35

3/4 7-36

3/4 7-39

3/4 7-44

3/4 8-1

3/4 8-22

3/4 8-25

3/4 9-9

3/4 10-3

3/4 12-3

3/4 12-4

3/4 12-8

6-1

6-2

COMMENTS

t

Action b should delete the "Emergency" and replace it with
essential.
Action b.3 replaced operability with operable.
4.7.'.e.'2 add word "or" to end of pax'agraph.

Surv. number should be 4.7.11.1.3.
LCO A, B and C should have.

Zones 5A and 5B.

Zones 8A and 8B.

Zones 9A and 9B.

Delete "flow fx'om each nozzle".
Hose station 13 should be containment "NE".

4. 7. 13 Subsystem.

3.8.1.1.b.l delete "s" after tank.
..VLV J-SGE-HV-41.

Waste Gas Header.

Add to *...or during surveillance testing.
Delete "and" betveen startup physics testing.
Replace "shall be" vith axe lover case on startup in
applicability.
Replace "if"with "vith" in action statement.

Delete is in action statement.

Location 856 should be 86.

Location 86 should be 856.

Add note to make consistent vith Table 3.12-2.

Delete nominal to agree vith FSAR.

2250 psia.
Director Nuclear Operations is now PVNGS Plant Manager.

Item C, Director Nuclear Operations is now PVNGS Plant
Manager.
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TYPOS

(Continued)

PAGE COKKNTS

6-3

6-4

6-7

6-7

6-8

6-9

6-10

6-11

6-12

6-13

6-14

6-17

6-21

Director Nuclear Operations is now PVNGS Plant Manager.
I

Direc tor Nuclear Operations is now PVNGS Plant Manager.

Delete 'STA Supervisor, no longer reports to Tech. Support

Manager.

DNO — PVNGS Plant Manager.

DNO — PVNGS,Plant Managex'.
f

6'. 5. 1. 2 add Unit 1,'nit 2 and Unit 3 Operations

Superintendent.
Add ISC Superintende'nt.

Delete Training Manager.

Change Vice-Chairman to Vice-Chairmen.,

DNO — PVNGS Plant Manager.

DNO — PVNGS Plant Manager.
l

DNO — PVNGS Plant Manager.

6.5.3.2.a, 6.5.2.1 goes to 6.5.3.1.
Delete word entire (6.5.3.5).
DNO — PVNGS Plant Manager.

Change Manager of Nuclear, Safety to Supervisor of Nuclear

Safety Group (6.6.1).
6.7.1 Change Manager of'uclear Safety to Supervisor of
Nuclear Safety Group (6.6.1).
6.8.2 Reword to clarify change DNO — PVNGS Plant Manager.

Add *** to footnote.
6.10.2.m change 6.5.2.8 to 6.5.3.5.
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CORRECTIONS

PAGE COMMENTS

1-8

B 2-6

3/4 2-9

3/4 2-10

3/4 2-12

3/4 3-'8/9

3/4 3-22

3/4 3-24

3/4 3-26

3/4 3-29/30

3/4 3-31-36

3/4 3-38

Add 4m to frequency notation. This will eliminate of
taking double samples when the quarterly and weekly samples

are due at the same time. This change is consistent with
what St. Lucie was granted by the NRC.

Provide more accurate information for the basis section of
the Steam Generator Level — High.
Action statement needs to be changed to agree with the new

referenced graph. The new graph does not have a 30% RTP
IIlimit's the action statement states.

New,graph.
Add 'pecial test , exception to mode 2 for initial
criticality.
This is an editorial change where the addition of the
statement to Item A identifies the case where the CEAS out

of service is for all rod deviations, whereas, Item B only
covered the case for most rod deviations. This clarifies
to the operators the action they need to take.
Information that APS needed to supply.
Information that APS needed to supply.
Item V.A. — new CE number. Item IZ information that APS

needed to supply.
Corrected Table per RSB questions.
ANPP-31035 dated November 1, 1984 provided this list of
relays agreed upon by the NRC and APS that cannot be tested
at power. The change to test relays to semi-annually was

granted to SONGS Unit 3 by NRC letter dated September 24,

1984.

Item 3 Action 42 is applicable as per the rest of the TMI

Items.
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CORRECTIONS

(Continued)

PAGE C01&KNTS

3/4 3-39

3/4 3-40

3/4 3-48

3/4 3-49

3/4 3-57, 58,

3-59A, 6 59B

ACTION 27 — Reword as follows: with the number of OPERABLE

channels less than required by the Minimum channels

OPERABLE requirement, either restore the inoperable

channel(s) to OPERABLE status within 72 hours, or:

1. Por process monitors, place moveable air monitor

in-line.
2. Ok as presently written.

I'ustification — Action "A" no longer applies to Table 3.3-6

because the previously affected monitors are no longer in
I

this table. The second portion of Action "B" is completely

covered by Action 23.

Item 3 — Make channel functional test represent how APS is
(

going to functionally test the system.

Add statement to Action b allowing a means to fix the

system before you start shuting the unit down.

Add to the title of the Table to reflect that disconnect

switches and control circuits are. in the tables.
'hange made to incorporate R%K Tech. Spec. new action

statement A and B have been accepted by the NRC in a SONGS

3 Tech. Spec. change.

The operability and action statements for the HJTCs are

derived from the function prescribed by NRC'eneric letter
82-28 for this system, for reactor vessel inventory

tracking. The availability of a minimum of one sensor in
the lowest four levels and the requirement that there be at

least two sensors operable in non-adjacent levels ensures





CORRECTIONS

(Continued)

PAGE COMMENTS

3/4 3-70

3/4 3-72/73

3/4 3-75

that this tracking function is maintained. The action
statement (A) directs the operator to use an alternate
method of monitoring reactor vessel inventory should the

number be fewer than that which will provide acceptable

inventory tracking and (B) instructs him to restore the

system to an operable state at the earliest reasonable

time; next refueling outage.

The words for ACTION a. and b. presented in the'DRAFT were

given to use by Mr. Wayne Meinke, NRC RAB to be in line
with the model Tech. Specs. He stated this was important

because of maintenance problems experienced by operational

plants. Whey then has the FINAL DRAFT been alteredf
Additionally, ACTION a. is now not approppriate since we

have, at NRC direction, placed all the high range effluent
monitors into th table. The suggested fix would be to add

the words "low range" between "a radioactive" in ACTION a.

Delete ACTIONS 37, 40, and 36 from High Range Monitors.

Justification: the High Range Monitor does not run unless

in service thus, Actions are inappropriate.
ACTION 42 — Add "restore the channel to OPERABLE within 72

hours..." between "requirement, prepare" in the second

line. This change will give the facility an oportunity to

repair the inoperative equipment prior to creating a

Special Report.

In discussions with Baltimore Gas and Electric Milstone

Nuclear Plant, it was stated that NRC changed all 14 day

Special Report requixements to 30 days. This change has

already been accepted by the NRC and we would like the same

requirement for PVNGS.
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CORRECTIONS

(Continued)

PAGE COMMENTS

3/4 4-21

3/4 4-29

3/4 4-35

3/4 5-1

3/4 5-4

3/4 6-19

Delete 81 it is the same as in LCO 3.4.5.2.E this is
Lredundant.

Add * to applicability to cover initial criticality
conditions.
Add sentence to 4.4.10 to ensure personnel and equipment

safety when performing this test.
Add words to note to show correction between narrow range

vs. wide range readings, this is to aide the operators.

4.5.2.b.2 APS design does not have any casing vents on ECCS

pumps.

LCO 3.6.3, its associated Action Statements. Surveillance

Requirements and Table 3.6-1 have been revised to clarify
determination of valve operability and the actions to be

taken should a valve become inoperable. Sections A, B, 6 C

of Table 3.6-1 include only those valves assumed to close

automatically within the specified time limits consistent

with the LOCA analysis.
I. The Action Statements have been modified as follows:

A) Action Statement 1 has been modified to indicate

that the existing requirements are only applicable

to those valves assumed to automatically close

within the specified time limits consistent with

the LOCA analysis.

B) Action Statement 2 has been added to those normally

open or required open during accident condition

valves. Appling the existing Action Statement to

all valves listed in Table 3.6-1 could pace the

unit in an unsafe condition if applied to those

valees requried to be open under accident

conditions.





CORRECTIONS

(Continued)

PAGE COMMENTS

3/4 6-29

3/4 6-30

3/4 6-21-35

II. Surveillance Requirements 4.6.3.1, 4.6.3.2, and 4.6.3.3
have been modified to indicate their applicability to

CIAS, CPIAS, and CSAS valves only.
Surveillance Requirement 4.6.3.4 has been added to
ensure operability of the containment isolation check

valves pursuant to 10 CFR'50, Appendix J.
Surveillance Requirement 4.6.3.5 has been added to

clarify the operability of relief valves, normally

open. ESF actuated closed, and required open under

accident condition valves. Valves secured in their
actuated position are considered operable pursuant to

this specification, but may render a system inoperable

pursuant to the system LCO in which the valve is
installed.
Surveillance Requirement 4.6.3.6 has been added to

clarify the operability of normally closed, post

accident load valves that do not receive containment

isolation signal. These valves are required operable

per Specification 3.6.11 and are demonstrated operable

per Surveillance Requirement 4.6.1.1.a.
Delete SIB-PSV-26 and 27 they are covered by another Tech.

Spec. 3.4.8.3.
Delete main steam insulation valves. They are covered by

Tech. Spec. 3.7.1.4.
Table corrections.
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CORRECTIONS

(Continued)

PAGE COMMENTS

3/4 6-36

3/4 7-34

3/4 7-39

3/4 7-41

3/4 7-41A

3/4 8-5

3/4 8-17

3/4 8-18

3/4 8-47

Add Halon Tech. Spec. based

modification.
on completion of plant

Add -0,3 Hz at 4.8.1,1.2.d.6.b per CE recommendation. This

is to support safety analysis.
Delete, "or upon loss of offsite power" it is already

covered by first part of sentence (4.8.1.1.2.d.6.c) where

it refers to loss of voltage.
Add to 4.8.4.1 "except. fuses" to clarify surveillance

statement.

4.8.4.1.a.2 change wording to clarify what is actually met

and understood by APS Electrical Department.

Delete J-CPA-UV-4A, 4B J-CPA-UV-5Ap 5B these valves are not

MOV's they are now hydraulic operators.

Add Action S tatement C. The Spec., presently covers the

cases for when you are operating, but doesn't cover the

case when you are changing from modes 2 to 1 with 1

instrument inoperable. The addition of Item C is
consistent in that Action A allows up to 30 days operation

in mode 1 or 2 with 1 hydrogen monitor operable. >H.th that
time allowed to fix the inoperable monitor, it appears that
the staff feels the plant can operate in a safe condition
with no added risk to the health and safety to the pubic.

By adding Action Statement C,, there is not any additional
risk to the health and safety to'he public as applicable
in Action A and we are still bound to fix the inoperable

monitor within 30 days or bring the unit to hot standby.

Table corrections due to plant changes and better defined

identification numbers.

Table corrections and additions.
Add * to clarify actual condition/use of Hose Station 8.
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CORRECTIONS

(Continued)

PAGE COMMENTS

3/4 10-5

3/4 11-5

3/4 11-8

3/4 11-10

12-8

5-2

Add comments on pressure in LCO. This is needed due to our

initial criticality conditions.
LCO add Figure 5.1-1.
Item C Delete 8 for charcoal and particulate and add 4M.

This will eliminate of taking double samples when the

quarterly and weekly sample are required at the same time,

to sample the same thing. This change has been granted to
St. Lucie Unit 2 for the same reasons.

Item d delete "once per 7 days" and add "4 times a month"

to make consistent with Table 4.11.2.

Tritium and add * note as done on page 12-7 except replace
30,"000 with '3000. This change was previously granted but

was apparently dropped in typing.
New Figure.
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